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ABSTRACT

What motivates agricultural-land owners to use conservation easements? As these legal
tools have become a popular strategy for private land conservation in the U.S., a growing body of
literature is examining how and why landowners conserve their properties through conservation
easements. This research project expands upon environmental, geographical and rural land
development literature through a qualitative fieldwork study of 34 private, conservation
landowners associated with the Franklin Land Trust, a nonprofit conservation organization in
western Massachusetts. The study identifies a broad range of environmental, social, spiritual and
financial motivations for agricultural-land owners to conserve their properties, and indicates that
for the vast majority of study participants certain motivations were more important than others
depending on landowners’ level of reliance on their land to sustain their livelihoods. Using this
classification criterion, landowner profiles identified in this study include full-time farmers,
supplemental-income farmers, and farmland retreat owners. For most of the landowners within the
biggest group—the full-time farmers—the most important motivation to conserve was financial;
particularly, to obtain a cash payment to improve the economic viability of their farming operation.
Nonetheless, the financial motivation was not the only important one for the 34 landowners, nor
was it always the most important.
This study makes two additional contributions to land conservation research. First, it
examines agricultural-land conservation through phenomenological approaches to the study of
place. In this regard, findings suggest landowners and land trust staff members have different
vi

relationships with the conserved land and its surroundings and, therefore, different senses of place.
Second, the study frames agricultural-land conservation through conservation easements as a
potential aspect of rural sustainability with respect to the economic, social, and environmental
benefits of conservation, from the point of view of both agricultural-land owners and a land trust.
The findings also indicate that the landowners of this study were generally very satisfied with the
outcomes of using conservation easements despite drawbacks. Overall, this study contributes to
land conservation studies through an analysis of individual motivations and experiences that shape
the decisions of agricultural-land owners to grant conservation easements.
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TÍTULO
La Conservación de las Tierras Agrarias desde la Perspectiva de los Propietarios de la
Tierra en el Condado de Franklin (Massachusetts, EE.UU.)

RESUMEN
¿Qué motiva a los propietarios de la tierra a utilizar la figura jurídica de servidumbre de
conservación (conservation easement1)? Esta herramienta se ha convertido en una estrategia de
uso generalizado para la conservación de los valores ambientales y culturales en la propiedad
privada en Estados Unidos. Un creciente número de estudios examinan cómo y por qué los titulares
de explotaciones agrarias deciden utilizar estos instrumentos. Este trabajo de investigación aborda
el conocimiento en materia de medioambiente, geografía y desarrollo rural, a través de un estudio
de carácter cualitativo de 34 titulares de explotaciones agrarias sometidas a servidumbres de
conservación, relacionados con la entidad de custodia Franklin Land Trust, una organización sin
ánimo de lucro localizada al oeste de Massachusetts (EE.UU.). El estudio identifica una amplia
variedad de motivos de carácter ambiental, social, espiritual y económico, detectándose que, para
la gran mayoría de los propietarios entrevistados, determinados motivos eran claramente más

1

Un conservation easement es una limitación del derecho de propiedad instrumentada en “…un contrato
jurídico de carácter voluntario, entre un propietario de tierras y una entidad de custodia o agencia
gubernamental, que permanentemente limita los usos permitidos en dichas tierras para proteger los valores
de conservación de las mismas. Los dueños de las tierras mantienen muchos de sus derechos, incluyendo
los de propiedad, de uso, de venta, y de transmisión a herederos” (Land Trust Alliance, n.d.). Dicho contrato
se inscribe en un registro público para que terceros conozcan dicha limitación.
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importantes que otros, según el nivel de dependencia económica del propietario respecto de sus
tierras para su sustento. Bajo este criterio de clasificación, los perfiles de propietarios identificados
en este trabajo incluyen titulares de explotación a tiempo completo, titulares de explotación a
tiempo parcial, y propietarios que no obtienen ingresos significativos de la actividad agraria de sus
tierras. Para la mayoría de los propietarios del grupo más grande de este estudio—los titulares de
explotación a tiempo completo—el motivo más importante para establecer una servidumbre de
conservación en sus tierras era económico; en concreto, la obtención de una subvención para
mejorar la viabilidad de la explotación. No obstante, los motivos económicos no eran los únicos
importantes para los 34 propietarios, ni eran siempre los más importantes.
Este trabajo de investigación supone, además, las siguientes aportaciones en relación al
estudio de conservación de la tierra. Por una parte, realiza un análisis de los motivos de dueños de
tierras agrarias para conservar sus propiedades, mediante enfoques fenomenológicos relacionados
con el sentido de pertenencia a un lugar. En esta línea de investigación, los resultados sugieren que
los propietarios y los miembros del personal de la entidad de custodia poseen diferentes sentidos
de pertenencia respecto de los lugares con tierras objeto de conservación, debido a sus distintos
tipos de relaciones con dichas tierras. Por otra parte, este estudio enmarca el uso de servidumbres
de conservación en tierras agrarias como un aspecto clave en la sostenibilidad del medio rural, de
acuerdo con los beneficios económicos, sociales y ambientales de la conservación de la tierra,
desde el punto de vista de los propietarios y de la “Entidad de Custodia.” Cabe destacar finalmente
que la gran mayoría de los propietarios analizados en este estudio estaban muy satisfechos con el
resultado de fijar servidumbres de conservación en sus tierras a pesar de las desventajas. En
general, este estudio contribuye al conocimiento en materia de conservación de la tierra con un
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análisis de las motivaciones y experiencias que determinan las decisiones de dueños de tierras
agrarias para establecer servidumbres de conservación.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

The future of rural livelihoods is increasingly becoming a matter of concern in the Global
North (including North America and Western Europe), as the forest and farm base that supports
these livelihoods, wildlife and environmental services critical to human kind, are progressively
disappearing in the face of certain forms of development (Foster et al., 2017). As a result, efforts
of independent farmers to remain profitable are being undermined. Consequently, as the loss of
agriculture-based livelihoods continues, new strategies for rural preservation are being promoted.
Among these new strategies, private land conservation, has become a pre-eminent approach to
preserving agricultural land, and rural livelihoods, communities and environments in the U.S. A
key research endeavor, therefore, in the field of rural livelihoods and sustainability studies is to
describe and explain the motivations driving conservation agreements—technically called
conservation easements—in rural areas from the perspectives of both individual landowners and
land trust organizations. These agreements, to which I will refer to as ‘conservation easements’
from now on, are voluntary, legal agreements between private landowners and state agencies or
non-profit NGOs to protect the natural and/or cultural values of the land in perpetuity.
This study contributes to land conservation studies through an analysis of individual
motivations and experiences that shape the decisions of landowners to participate in conservation
easements. More specifically, it makes three main contributions to land conservation studies. First,
it explores land conservation motivations through phenomenological approaches to the study of
1

place. Attachment to rural places, especially rural land, is an important reason for participating in
conservation programs. Because of the positive effect of place attachment on conservation
(Lokocz, 2011; Drescher, 2014; Jorgensen & Stedman, 2006, and Paolisso, Weeks, & Packard,
2013, cited by Farmer et al., 2015), how such senses of place are articulated by landowners and
land trusts has become an important factor to consider. This study identifies and clarifies
landowners’ and land trust personnel’s senses of place, e.g., land trust personnel’s ‘sentimental’
sense of place versus landowners’ ‘intimate knowledge’ of place by virtue of living and working
the land. Then, the study frames the establishment of conservation easements for land conservation
as an aspect of rural sustainability in terms of the economic, social, and environmental benefits of
conservation, and how rural landowners and land trusts understand these benefits. Additionally,
by understanding subtle differences in notions of rural land and livelihoods between landowners
and land trusts, this study seeks to contribute to future agricultural-land conservation easement
policies and promote more successful land stewardship. Conversations about the goals of my
research with land trusts and public conservation specialists, from the Natural Resources
Conservation Service of the United States Department of Agriculture, the Massachusetts Executive
Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural
Resources, and the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation have confirmed the
potential practical use of this study in overcoming linguistic, socio-economic and cultural barriers
between conservation agencies and landowners. The assumption is that, ultimately, overcoming
these barriers will contribute to the sustainability of traditional rural livelihoods through more
robust conservation of agricultural land.
Current policy and geography research forums are underscoring the need for further
examination of farmers’ motivations to undertake conservation measures. For example, the
2

recently published federal Final Rule for the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program
(ACEP) states that “Data … currently do not exist that would allow for parsing, or attributing,
different potential benefits to the suite of motivations that might result in a producer participating
in this program” (United States Department of Agriculture, 2016). In other words, this rule is
calling for research on how the benefits offered by the conservation easement program satisfy the
motivations of landowners. My study helps address this data shortage in that it starts to show
Franklin County landowners’ high level of satisfaction in using the APR and CR programs to
conserve their land, and a list of drawbacks pointed out by some landowners. The results of this
study may help justify the continuation of this program and improve it and/or help justify the
creation of similar ones. Given the central role of the farmer in land management (Foley et al.,
2005) and in the achievement of sustainability goals such as food security and the resilience of
rural communities, understanding the motivations of farmers to adopt agricultural-land
conservation measures is currently a crucial research need (de Loë, Murray, & Simpson, 2015).
Recent studies focused on New England additionally emphasize the urgency of protecting the
region’s “existing farmland and forests from development, mostly through conservation
easements” (Donahue et al., 2014, pg. 32). While A New England Food Vision (Donahue et al.,
2014) envisions 15% of the New England territory to be in agriculture by 2060, the Wildlands and
Woodlands vision (Foster et al., 2017) calls for permanently protecting close to half of that
farmland (7% of New England) by that same year. The work of land trusts and other conservation
organizations is instrumental in the achievement of these goals. Research, such as this study, which
improves the knowledge on conservation restriction grantors’ reasons for conserving their land,
may help prioritize marketing efforts, especially for conservation organizations operating in or
close to the geographic area of this study and within similar environmental and socio-economic
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contexts. Even though the qualitative methods used in this study restrict the comparative value and
generalizability of the conclusions, the methodology can be replicated to refine the understanding
about local agricultural-land owners’ motivations to conserve their land through the use of
conservation easements in other rural regions across the world.
In this study, I focus on two of the main interest groups and stakeholders involved in private
land conservation: land trusts and private landowners. Land trusts usually work in collaboration
with numerous public and private stakeholders. Public collaborators include the federal
government, state governments, and local governments, which provide different levels of financial
support depending on each region, state and town. There are three key participants within the
private realm: (a) the conservation landowners or grantors including the landowners who establish
an easement on their land in order to protect it, who are technically called conservation easement
‘grantors’ because they ‘grant’ the right to develop the land to a land trust, to the state, or to any
other qualified easement ‘holder’; (b) the land trust’s members; and (c) the donors who contribute
monetarily to the land trust on a regular or sporadic basis. It is not uncommon to find individuals
fulfilling two or more of these roles at the same time, and the likelihood and reasons behind private
individuals’ decisions to assume multiple roles can be explored further. Often, individuals fulfill
multiple roles concurrently; however, the reasons and outcomes of such practice are beyond the
scope of this study. This study addresses the motivations of the private stakeholders whom land
trusts work with—the conservation landowners or conservation easement grantors—to participate
in land conservation.

4

Research Questions
This research project describes key features that shape the decision to participate in land
conservation programs, as understood by landowners and a land trust in the region of Franklin
County, Massachusetts, and as discussed in private land conservation literature. I mainly explore,
analyze and interpret agricultural-land owners’ motivations for engaging in the establishment of
conservation easements, based on landowners’ accounts and compared to Franklin Land Trust staff
members’ accounts of what they believe landowners’ motivations are.
The broad research question of this dissertation is as follows:
How do individual motivations shape the decision of agricultural-land owners in rural
Massachusetts to establish conservation easements on their land?
The following sub-questions will address the larger question:
1) How does a rural ‘sense of place,’ including attachment to rural landscapes, emerge in
discussions of agricultural-land conservation?
•

Does ‘sense of place’ differ between agricultural-land owners and land trusts?

•

How do this and other motive-values influence the decision to engage in agriculturalland conservation?

2) What are the economic motivations for participating in agricultural-land conservation?
•

How important are financial incentives in the decision to grant a conservation easement
with respect to other aspects considered in the decision?

3) What aspects of the sustainability of rural places emerge in discussions of land stewardship with
agricultural-land owners and land trusts?
5

•

What are the most important factors in the sustainability of agricultural-land and rural
communities for agricultural-land owners and FLT?

•

How do conservation easements contribute to the achievement of individual
landowners’ land-sustainability goals?

•

How do rural landowners and land trusts understand the benefits of land conservation
from social, economic and environmental perspectives?

•

What are drawbacks in the use of conservation easements?

I have used conceptual and methodological tools of phenomenology to frame these
research questions. As a phenomenological study, this research focuses on personal understandings
and experiences of the rural by individual landowners and land trust organizations.

Outline of chapters
Chapter 1 defined the broad research question and sub-questions of this study. Chapter 2
begins by discussing private-land conservation and its key tools in the U.S. and Massachusetts. I
then discuss the use of phenomenology as a methodological and theoretical framework in
Humanistic and Human Geography, and how the conceptualization of ‘place’ from a
phenomenological perspective is particularly useful in land conservation. Chapter 3 explains the
criteria used in this study for the selection of the study area and study participants—interviewees—
as well as the data collection and data analysis methods. I also present the characteristics of the
study’s population sample. In chapter 4, after discussing key terms of agricultural-land
conservation, I identify similarities and differences among the agricultural-land owner participants
of this study—to whom I will refer to mostly as ‘landowners’ from now on. Then, I explore the
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range of motivations for these landowners to grant conservation easements. Finally, I compare
landowners’ and FLT staff members’ senses of place. Chapter 5 begins with identifying emergent
landowner groups within the study sample, based on the level of reliance on their land to sustain
their livelihoods. By distinguishing important from most important motivations out of the wide
range of motivations identified in chapter 4, I generate landowner subgroups. I then discuss the
relative significance of landowners’ different financial motivations to conserve their land. In
chapter 6, I explore and classify key factors in landowners’ and FLT staff members’
conceptualizations of agricultural-land sustainability to identify emergent views on land
sustainability among the landowner groups defined in chapter 5. Finally, I identify specific benefits
and drawbacks expressed by the agricultural-land owners of this study of applying for,
establishing, and maintaining APRs and CRs. Chapter 7 summarizes my findings and concludes
with outreach recommendations based on the study findings, and suggestions for future research.

7

CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Focus areas of scholarly research in U.S. private-land conservation studies include the uses,
advantages, and limitations of conservation easements; what land trusts are and what they do; and
the role of private-land conservation in the achievement of ecosystem integrity. This chapter is
divided in two parts. In the first part, I provide a brief overview of the history of land conservation
and discuss the connection between private-land conservation systems and public ones, focusing
on their complementary character. Then, I briefly describe land trusts—one of the two main
stakeholders involved in the establishment of conservation easements together with private
landowners—and define the type of land stewardship that this study focuses on. To close section
1, I offer an overview of the literature on conservation easements and on land stewardship issues
regarding private ownership and economic rationality and discuss the concept of heritage within a
land conservation framework. In the second part of the chapter, I discuss the method and
theoretical framework for this study: phenomenology. I outline the evolution of phenomenology
within human geography and I conclude with a review of two examples of phenomenological
studies.

Defining Private Land Conservation
Private land conservation has its roots in the concepts of conservation and preservation
informed by environmental leaders such as Gifford Pinchot and John Muir, respectively. Pinchot
8

was a forester, founding Chief of the United States Forest Service from 1905 to 1910 under
President Theodore Roosevelt, and founder of the Yale School of Forestry and the Society of
American Forests in 1900 (Pinchot, 1998). Muir was a U.S. immigrant of Scottish origin in the
U.S., with a diverse professional background ranging from shepherd and sawmill operator, to
nature essayists and founder and leader of the political advocacy organization the Sierra Club
(Meyer, 1997). Pinchot and Muir’s approaches to environmental protection were different and
largely shaped by their “conceptions of politics and how political action can be used to address
environmental concern” (ibid., pg. 268). However, they both wanted to improve human relation
with forests and nature in general; Muir, by keeping humans off of it; Pinchot, by reducing waste,
improving the efficiency in the use of natural resources and preventing these resources from falling
under the control of a few people at the expense of the larger society (ibid.).
The connections between Pinchot and Muir’s attitudes towards nature and their political
ideas are ambiguous; more so in the case of Muir than in that of Pinchot (Meyer, 1997). Pinchot’s
inconsistencies included, for example, how he wrote in his autobiography Breaking New Ground
(1947) how “awe-struck and silent” he was when he had the chance to admire the “vastness and
the beauty” of the Grand Canyon but was later “unwilling to consider the inclusion of such noneconomic values … [in] policy calculations” (Meyer, 1997, pg. 272). A source of ambiguity in
Muir’s claims is that he shows several viewpoints, among which the ‘ecocentric’ is only one
(Meyer, 1997). For this reason, Muir’s “opinions are not always easy to contrast with the utilitarian
attitude more commonly identified with Pinchot” (ibid., pg. 277). For example, “some of [Muir’s]
essays argue explicitly for the sort of forest management advocated by Pinchot. ‘Timber is as
necessary as bread,’ Muir asserts flatly” (ibid., brackets added). Muir “was strongly committed to
the protection of nature for its spiritual and aesthetic values within a limited space, while sharing
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Pinchot's general policy prescriptions beyond these boundaries” (Meyer, 1997, pg. 280). At the
same time, “Pinchot shared some of the values that Muir sought to protect in nature. Yet Pinchot's
conception of politics did not allow him to conceive of a distinct, private realm within which these
values could be located. Muir's did.” (ibid., pg. 284).
In sum, Pinchot and Muir shared the goal of improving human-nature relations although
they framed environmental protection in different ways. Pinchot’s meaning of ‘conservation’
involved protecting economic values, while Muir’s ‘preservation’ emphasized the protection of
non-economic values (Meyer, 1997). Inconsistencies in their ideas of environmental protection
prevented them from influencing the conservation movement as strongly as they could have (ibid.).
With a final goal similar to that of Muir and Pinchot, the forester, philosopher, environmentalist,
ecologist, scientist, conservationist and American author, Aldo Leopold called for the
consideration of both economic and non-economic values of the natural environment at the same
time; both the protection of wilderness as well as the use of natural resources in a way that would
not undermine their ability to regenerate (Meine, 2010). In line with the growing acknowledgement
of the importance of biological diversity, Leopold’s definition of conservation, changed “from one
based on the Progressive Era's quantitative standards of economic efficiency and sustained yield
to one based on the quality of entire, healthy, functioning landscapes and communities, with
special emphasis on the maintenance of biological diversity” (ibid.). His definition of conservation
was therefore different from Pinchot’s and did not fully compare to Muir’s concept of preservation;
however, it expanded on, modified and fused the work of both earlier environmental leaders.
In Leopold’s seminal book A Sand County Almanac, published in 1949, he defined his
‘land ethic’. This definition looks at ‘land’ as being the human community, as well as the waters,
soils, animals and plants it depends on, and refers to an ‘ethic’ from an ecological and philosophical
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standpoint. Ecologically, it means a limitation on freedom of action; philosophically, it is a
differentiation of social from antisocial conduct. In my view, private land conservation is a
conservation strategy framed under Leopold’s ‘land ethic’. A land ethic does not imply the nonuse of resources, but rather affirms the “right of continued existence” (Leopold, 1989, pg. 204) of
these resources, preferably in a natural state. Connected to his concept of ‘land ethic’, conservation
to him was to preserve the capacity of self-renewal of the land. Similarly, he described
‘conservation’ as “a state of harmony between men and land” (ibid., pg. 207).
Leopold (1989) argued that our relation to land is often “strictly economic” and that it
entails privileges but not obligations (pg. 203). He saw a weakness in “[a] system of conservation
based solely on economic self-interest” (ibid., pg. 214). A system like this will tend “to ignore,
and thus eventually eliminate many elements in the land community that lack commercial value
but that are (as far as we know) essential to its healthy functioning” (ibid., pg. 214) Finally,
Leopold claimed that the only remedy to these limitations rests on the “ethical obligation of the
private landowner” (ibid., pg. 214) and suggested the solution was “in a land ethic or some other
force which assigns more obligation to the private landowner” (ibid., pg. 213). In the mid 1930s,
Leopold specifically addressed the issue of private land conservation in terms that any current
private land conservation professional would likely identify with: “The thing to be prevented is
destructive private land-use of any and all kinds. The thing to be encouraged is the use of private
land in such a way as to combine the public and private interest to the greatest possible degree”
(Leopold, 1934, quoted by Meine, 2010, pg. xxiii). In line with Aldo Leopold’s land ethic, private
land conservation through the use of conservation easements is a common practice in the U.S. by
which private land owners voluntarily legally commit to the protection of the land by permanently
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limiting certain uses that may be detrimental to its ecological integrity and/or to its future
agricultural use.
Private land conservation is a relatively new conservation strategy. It is generally accepted
that it officially began in 1891 with the creation of the first land trust in the U.S.—The Trustees of
Reservations—(Basora & Sabaté, 2006, pg. 11). The first land trust’s mission was to acquire,
manage, and preserve natural and historic heritage and landscapes, as well as to enable public
access to preserved lands; however, the number and power of land trusts did not gain momentum
until a couple of decades after the Second World War. During “the 1960s and 1970s the
environmental movement focused strongly on issues involving public lands, and neglected the
challenge of private land conservation. Over the last two decades that has changed. Around the
country conservationists have fostered ‘smart growth’ programs, a robust land trust movement,
and other efforts to protect and restore ‘working’ farms, rangelands, and forests. In 1996 the
USDA's Soil Conservation Service was rechristened the Natural Resource Conservation Service,
with a strengthened mandate to serve the nation's private landowners in becoming better land
stewards.” (Meine, 2010, pg. xxiii).
The speed with which this conservation strategy has spread across the world in the past
few decades is remarkable. Compared to the handful of land trusts that existed at the beginning of
the twentieth century in the U.S., by 2003, there were a total of 1,536 (Basora & Sabaté, 2006). At
the same time, though at a slower rate, private land conservation has been expanding across Europe
and across every continent throughout the globe since the foundation of the first land trust in the
United Kingdom in 1895 (ibid.). A key characteristic of this conservation strategy is its
complementary nature with respect to traditional government-led conservation methods.
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Traditional government-led conservation methods in the U.S. include National Parks,
National Marine Sanctuaries, and endangered species acts (Durá, 2015). The U.S. National Park
Service protects National Parks, National monuments, National Recreation Areas and National
Historic and Thematic Parks. Other federal land conservation agencies include the National Forest
Service, which manages the National Forest System, the Bureau of Land Management, which
manages the National Landscape Conservation System, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service which is
in charge of the National Wilderness Preservation System and the National Wilderness Refuge
System, and the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, which manages coast
and/or marine protected areas (Durá, 2015).
Certain public conservation policies sometimes serve as indirect land stewardship policies.
For example, endangered species public policies, such as the Endangered Species Act, have an
indirect effect on land stewardship policies, in that habitats will frequently only be protected by
land conservation policies to the extent that they are complementary and related to the conservation
of endangered species. The endangered species public policies have been identified for this reason
as ‘indirect’ land stewardship policies (Durá, 2015).
The U.S. government manages conservation programs that are very similar to the work
developed by land trusts (Durá, 2015) through government agencies such as the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). For
instance, agricultural conservation easements—a typical form of land stewardship agreement that
will be discussed below and in depth throughout this study—can be granted by landowners to both
a land trust as well as to a State or local public agency. Certain easement programs such as the
Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easement (PACE) program depend on public funding,
“including matching funds from the federal Agricultural Conservation Easement Program”
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(American Farmland Trust, n.d.). In these cases, the NRCS pays for up to 50% of the appraised
conservation value and for all the costs related to the creation of the conservation easements (Durá,
2015), such as the title search, and the surveys. Furthermore, some government regulations such
as the “U.S. Federal grant programs that provide funds to acquire conservation easements
[including] the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest Legacy Program and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service’s Fish and Wildlife Foundation” (Merenlender, Huntsinger, Guthey, & Fairfax, 2004, pp.
68, 69) and the Farm Bill are important bases for the development of land trust activities. For
example, all Farm Bill conservation programs including the Farm and Ranchland Protection
Program, the Grassland Reserve Program, the Wetland Reserve Program and the Healthy Forest
Reserve Program contain provisions that benefit wildlife (Durá, 2015) and provide easement
subsidies. Land trusts process the implementation of these programs on behalf of landowners,
using mostly conservation easements to channel the necessary funds (ibid.).
Private land conservation plays an important role in the protection of natural and cultural
heritage that traditional government-managed conservation methods have not consistently
safeguarded. The growth of private property conservation tools, and especially that of conservation
easements “to protect nature for the public benefit reflects society’s dissatisfaction with
government’s ability to protect natural resources through regulation and the provision of natural
amenities through our public lands” (Ristino & Jay, 2016, pg. 4). As stated by Brown and Mitchell
(2000), “approaches that rely solely on regulation and enforcement are costly and too often meet
with failure” (pg. 70).
In the U.S., private land conservation initiatives started developing at the same time as the
environmental conservation movement at the end of the nineteenth century, in an effort by civil
society groups to fill in the gaps uncovered by public administration in the field of biodiversity
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conservation (Durá, 2015). The first federal policy for the protection of endangered species, the
Lacey Act, was signed in 1900 shortly after the proclamation of the extinction of nationally
emblematic species (ibid.). The first land trusts, as mentioned earlier, where born in the late 1800s
with the mission to ensure the conservation of natural and cultural heritage—including
biodiversity—for the benefit of present and future generations, in other words, to promote land
stewardship (ibid.). Despite the time that has passed since then, land stewardship is still not directly
and explicitly referred to either in the present main international biodiversity conservation policy,
the Convention on Biological Diversity, or in national action strategies and plans (ibid.).
The complementary character of private land conservation with respect to strictly
government-led conservation strategies is widely accepted (Durá, 2015). It is particularly seen in
land stewardship’s contribution to ecosystem—or ecological—integrity, where “Integrity of a
system refers to our sense of it as a whole” (Kay, 1991, pg. 483, emphasis in the original).
Ecological integrity acknowledges the fact that the geographical extension of certain species’
natural habitats is often much larger than what is marked by the boundaries of any single protected
area. In this regard, the idea that protected areas can be managed as islands is being increasingly
rejected in favor of a view that considers conservation to be most effective when bearing in mind
the “larger context” (Brown, Mitchell, & Beresford, 2005, pg. 8), i.e., “at the level of ecosystem
and large landscapes” (Taylor, Mitchell, & Clair, 2014, pg. 98).
From this perspective, it follows that the protection of public lands alone is not enough to
achieve conservation goals (Butchart et al., 2010, cited by Drescher, 2014, pg. 117; see also Gallo
et al., 2009, cited by Cooke, Langford, Gordon, & Bekessy, 2012, pg. 469). Accordingly, there is
an increasing acknowledgement of the need to approach conservation from “a wide range of
governance and management options” (Taylor et al. 2014, pg. 98), including conservation on
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private lands (Nortean, 2000, cited by Drescher, 2014, pg. 117; Pallares 2010; Defenders of
Wildlife 2009, cited by Cooke et al., 2012). One of the solutions to this growing need is the
establishment of conservation easements, which enable the conservation of natural and cultural
resources within lands that are not already part of government-managed protected areas.
“Land trust” is the term used in English-speaking common-law countries such as the U.K.,
the U.S. and Canada to refer to land stewardship organizations. This study uses a widely accepted
definition for land trusts provided by the Land Trust Alliance. Based in Washington, D.C. and the
largest coalition of land trusts in the U.S., the Land Trust Alliance defines “land trust” as follows:
“A land trust is a nonprofit organization that, as all or part of its mission, actively works to conserve
land by:
•

Acquiring land or conservation easements (or assisting with their acquisition), and/or

•

Stewarding/managing land or conservation easements” (Land Trust Alliance, n.d.)

The definition provided by the Land Trust Alliance is almost fully applicable to land trusts in
Europe as well, where a detailed definition has not yet been established (Quer, Asensio, Codina,
& al., 2012)2. Existing studies recognize that there is no universal definition of the term ‘land
stewardship,’ which makes it “unique in each place, and needs time and thought to adjust to each
territory’s social, legal and cultural realities” (Basora & Sabaté 2006, pg. 64). In the U.S., Land
Trust Standards and Practices, by the Land Trust Alliance (first published in 1991 and last revised
in 2017), defines a set of standards and supporting ethical and technical guidelines for land trusts.
Several environmental organizations have developed the Land Trust Alliance standards and

2

In Europe, land trusts are generally defined in a broad sense, as “organisations that use land stewardship
tools” (Sabaté et al., 2013, pg. 22).
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practices guidelines further, in order to adapt them to the different context of specific states. The
Massachusetts Audubon Society, for example, published the Massachusetts Conservation
Restriction Stewardship Manual (2006), which focuses on conservation easements, a key tool for
private-land conservation in the U.S. that will be discussed below. But stewardship tools used by
land trusts and other land conservation organizations are very diverse and “include environmental
education, technical information, demonstration projects, recognition of achievement,
certification, voluntary management agreements, subsidized management, deed restrictions,
public–private partnerships in protected areas management, and outright acquisition of property
by private organizations” (Brown & Mitchell, 2000, pg. 71). However, land trusts in the U.S.
recognize land stewardship as the administration and monitoring of conserved lands and the
enforcement of conservation easements on private land.
This research focuses on a form of stewardship in agricultural-land conservation, through
the use of Agricultural Preservation Restrictions (APRs), and conservation easements (CEs)—
called ‘conservation restrictions’ (CRs) in the state of Massachusetts. Throughout this dissertation,
when I refer to APRs or CRs in general, I call them conservation easements. As I will explain
further, conservation easements involve the establishment of a voluntary, legal agreement between
a private landowner and a state agency or non-profit NGO—such as a land trust—to protect the
natural and/or cultural values of the land. Hence, this research does not address the sort of
stewardship initiatives that are carried out by landowners without the collaboration of a land trust
or the government (e.g., Nickens, 1996), or stewardship projects that do not involve the
establishment of conservation easements (e.g., Dibden et al., 2005). The form of land stewardship
considered here is also different from conventional government-led preservation strategies in four
major respects: its voluntary basis; its conservationist as opposed to strictly preservationist
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approach (de la Fuente, 2014); the agents involved; and its complementary nature with respect to
traditional government-led conservation strategies. In the following subsections, I will provide a
brief review of the literature on the conservation easement as a major tool in private land
conservation, as well as of some prevalent discussions regarding private land stewardship and an
analysis of the concept of heritage as it relates to private-land-conservation frameworks.

Conservation Easements
The most commonly used tool for private land conservation in the U.S. is the conservation
easement (Morris, 2008). At the end of the 19th century, conservation easements were already
being used to protect lands adjacent to public parks (Durá, 2015). In 1981, the U.S. federal
government established the “Uniform Conservation Easements Act [, which] provided enabling
legislation for states to adopt conservation easements” (Foster et al., 2017, pg. 33). The number of
land trust tripled within the next three decades (ibid.) and, during the first decade of the 21st
century, the amount of land protected by land trusts with the use of conservation easements
doubled, reaching close to 50 million acres 3 (Ristino & Jay, 2016). This conservation tool has
been extensively defined in the literature (see e.g., Merenlender et al., 2004, Ristino & Jay, 2016).
The Land Trust Alliance describes a conservation easement as:
“…a voluntary legal agreement between a landowner and a land trust or government agency that
permanently limits uses of the land in order to protect its conservation values. Landowners retain
many of their rights, including the right to own and use the land, sell it and pass it on to their heirs.”
(Land Trust Alliance, n.d.)

3

The National Land Trust Alliance publishes National Land Trust Census Reports.
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The object of conservation easements is mostly land with important ecological functions,
including agricultural lands, forests, habitats of specific plants and animals, water bodies, and open
spaces (Durá, 2015). But conservation easements are also often used to “[protect] recreation areas,
scenic views, and other landscapes with historic and cultural significance” (Gustanski & Squires,
2000, cited by Farmer, Meretsky, Knapp, Chancellor, & Fischer, 2015), as well as to “prohibit
subdivision and commercial development while permitting some agricultural and residential land
uses” (Parker, 2004, pg. 484). Overall, uses and activities typically prohibited by conservation
easements, including Agricultural Preservation Restrictions (APRs) and Conservation Restrictions
(CRs), comprise any activity that could materially damage what is meant to be protected through
the placement of these easements (see Appendices A and B for lists of prohibited uses and activities
included in APRs and CRs).
Some of the first land trusts to use conservation easements were The Nature Conservancy,
The Redwoods League and The Sempervirens Fund (Durá, 2015). But an illustrative example of
the power of this tool is the success of the Federal Government in the protection of 600,000
hectares (about 1,500,000 acres) of wetlands in the Middle Western states (ibid.). This meant
protecting four times the area of wetlands than would have been protected had the lands been
bought instead (ibid.). Nonetheless, the establishment of conservation easements is not always
more cost-effective than direct land acquisition.
Parker (2004) compares the advantages and disadvantages for land trusts of holding
conservation easements versus gaining full ownership of the land. His main claim is that land trusts
“tend to hold easements when transaction costs are low and gains from landowner specialization
are high” (pg. 483). For this reason, the “amenities that are easiest to provide with conservation
easements are scenic views” (pg. 511), which require the least amount of transactions between
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landowners and land trusts and in which cases landowners typically hold the greatest knowledge
about how to preserve the landscape. In contrast, recreational amenities, and enhancement of
existing amenities in general, usually require spatial coordination of land use over multiple parcels
and are, therefore, less costly to develop if the land trust has ownership of the lands where it wants
to provide such amenities (Parker, 2004).
Conservation easements have had a wide variety of uses. What are the challenges or
consequences of this? Despite the publication of National Land Trust Census Reports since 1981,
Merenlender et al. (2004) point out the absence of a U.S. glossary listing the specific locations of
properties with conservation easements. Likewise, they contend that resources meant to be
conserved and the specific conservation values taken into consideration under conservation
easements are not properly identified anywhere.
Pidot (2005) reviews what a land trust in the U.S. is and does, and he gives examples of
land trusts, classifying them according to their scope of action (national, regional or statewide).
Notably, he questions the long-term viability of conservation easements by pointing out the lack
of capacity of easement holders (such as a land trust) to monitor, enforce and defend servitudes
established in the easement. Stroman & Kreuter (2014) further address this concern and claim that
the establishment of easements does not ensure the long-term achievement of conservation goals.

Economic Rationalities
Studies of U.S. land trusts and land stewardship have also examined issues related to the
private and voluntary character of land conservation, the relevance of economic incentives in its
implementation, how gender influences stewardship behaviors, and the overall impact of private
land conservation.
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Raymond and Fairfax (2002), in Shift to Privatization in Land Conservation: A Cautionary
Essay, point out how there is an increasing “blurring” of the distinction between the terms “private”
and “public,” rather than a clear shift to privatization. For example, in the U.S., “[b]etween onethird and one-half of the land "protected" by land trusts actually winds up being paid for and
managed by the government” (Raymond & Fairfax, 2002, pg. 625). Similarly, Hodge and Adams
(2012) discuss how land is generally subject to a process of “institutional blending”, which they
explain in terms of the forces of neoliberalism (pg. 477):
“Neoliberalisation has increasingly involved an erosion of the classic types of property ownership
towards more complex partnerships amongst various stakeholders [from both the private and public
spheres]” (brackets added)

Dibden et al. (2005) also highlight the neoliberal character of new environmental protection
initiatives in which, as in the case of land, the role of private individuals is increasing (pg. 190):
“Partly as a result of the neo-liberal reforms carried out in most western democracies, a tendency
has emerged for responsibility for environmental protection and management in support of the
public interest to be assigned to private individuals, farmers and other landholders”

Finally, Ristino and Jay (2016) add to the discussion of the increasing ‘blurring’ of the line that
separates ‘private’ from ‘public,’ by pointing out the “dual nature of conservation easements”:
“We use private property to exercise dominion over land to exploit its resources. But … also … to
ascribe value to natural resources and affirmatively prevent their exploitation” (pg. 4).

Some scholars focus on the motivations of land trusts in particular. For example, Logan
and Wekerle (2008) discuss the role these entities have in the commoditization of land (ibid., pg.
2099):
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“[land trusts] remain firmly rooted in their espousal of private compensation, controlled access, and
ultimately, private rights to capital investment in property […] Although their mandates are
ecosystem preservation, land trusts are also in the land business that rests on the assumption that
land, and the nature associated with it, can be bought, sold and assigned tax credits in the market
place”

Logan and Wekerle point out a contradiction in this “land business.” They argue that to be able to
buy and sell a piece of land, this land has to be given a value comparable to other similar lands. In
their view, this is not possible because “each site is ecologically unique” (ibid., pg. 2099) and,
therefore, not comparable in terms of monetary value. It could be argued that Logan and Wekerle
view land from a phenomenological perspective, and position themselves against the placelessness
mentality that seems to drive the land business in which places are considered to be similar and
comparable. Cocklin (2006) similarly questions how private land conservation activities can be
made comparable in order to set a price to them, in terms of cash payment for certain services or
environmental outcomes, for example.
At times, environmental regulations are said to impede rural landowners from achieving
economic viability (Hyde, 1996). As a result, these problems lead ranchers and farmers to deny
the presence of valuable cultural and natural resources within their domains to avoid access and
use regulations from being imposed. In these cases, the aim of the regulations leads precisely to
the reverse result than what was intended. In these circumstances, the voluntariness of the
conservation activity is an important factor to avoid negative outcomes. Hence, the voluntary basis
of land conservation programs can be an important feature in terms of making them more attractive
to landowners. The voluntariness factor has not been addressed in existing studies.
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The voluntary basis of private land conservation has also led to the assumption that it is
more financially efficient than the traditional conservation strategies (Logan & Wekerle, 2008).
Some aspects of this type of stewardship point to the contrary. For example, in the U.S., the most
common type of private land conservation tool—the conservation easement—is linked to tax
deductions. Therefore, financial aid from the government is assumed to be necessary. However,
there is room for future research on the financial efficiency of private land conservation with
respect to that of conventional conservation strategies.
De la Fuente (2014) provides an overview of the origins of private land conservation,
including a detailed explanation of what conservation agreements consist of, and points to the
stakeholders involved and the role of private-land conservation towards the achievement of
ecosystem integrity. He elaborates on the role of economic incentives in land conservation, arguing
that for private land conservation to be successful, conservation agreements must suppose an
advantage for the land owner, beyond the mere moral satisfaction of contributing to environmental
conservation. De la Fuente offers possible options such as the creation of ecosystem services
markets. Thus, in his perspective, private land conservation needs to be accompanied by an
economic rationality.
Schutz (2010) also adopts a neoliberal approach to land stewardship. He claims that for
landowners to be stewards of their properties, nature-friendly management choices have to make
economic sense to them. Likewise, Pidot (2005) claims that conservation easements’ tax and other
public subsidies benefits “explain their extraordinarily rising popularity” (pg. ii). This may be
considered to be the case especially in countries such as the U.S. where tax incentives are part of
the strategy to promote land stewardship.
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Studies have also considered how social identities, such as gender, shape the decision to
participate in private land conservation. Stroman & Kreuter (2014) argue that in their study, “the
only factor that seemed to influence knowledge about the [conservation] easement was gender;
female respondents were more likely to report that they were familiar with the terms of their
easement” (pg. 287). These results are consistent with previous studies cited by Stroman & Kreuter
(2014) that showed how “[w]omen tend to exhibit more pro-environmental behaviors than men”
(pg. 289). In Peterson, Peterson, Lopez and Liu (2010)’s findings, mostly males identified
themselves as stewards. Peterson et al. (2010) argue that these results are consistent with the
“hypothesized domination view of nature, which suggests that males hold greater responsibility
for managing and controlling it” (pg. 417).
Finally, Kimmel and Hull (2012) emphasize two questions relevant to the overall outcomes
of private land conservation activity. Given that local conservation land trusts in the U.S. “are only
loosely networked through a national umbrella organization, the Land Trust Alliance (LTA)”
(Kimmel and Hull, 2012, pg. 60), Kimmel and Hull specifically question what the actual number
of land trusts and conservation outcomes is.

Valuing Heritage
The concept of “heritage” calls for special attention in land stewardship agreements, as the
final aim of this conservation strategy involves the preservation of natural and cultural heritage
(Brown & Mitchell, 2000). Lowenthal (2005) provides a useful definition and claims that
“heritage” refers to “everything we suppose has been handed down to us from the past” (pg. 81)
that is “viewed as a precious and irreplaceable resource, essential to personal and collective
identity” (ibid.). As established by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
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Organization (UNESCO) and the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), the
term “heritage” includes both cultural and natural heritage (Ahmad, 2006, pg. 299). By the end of
the 20th century, “the term 'heritage' was characterised by expansion and semantic transfer,
resulting in a generalisation of the use of this word” (Vecco, 2010, pg. 321). An example of the
result of this process of generalization is found in the national Spanish Law 42/2007 on Natural
Heritage and Biodiversity (art. 3.27), which defines natural heritage as “all the goods and resources
that come from nature […] that have a relevant environmental, scenic, scientific or cultural value.”
In this definition, the term ‘heritage’ includes ‘resources.’ In other words, natural resources are
part of our heritage, according to these stated definitions of natural heritage.
According to Basora and Sabaté (2006, pg. 18), private land conservation ideology aims to
help preserve habitats and specific animal and plant species that are considered valuable for
different reasons, such as their scarcity, their vulnerability or their state of conservation, as well as
cultural/historical elements found in rural landscapes, including the landscapes themselves. As we
can see, the range of cultural and natural resources, or “heritage,” that land conservation aims to
conserve is extremely broad. In the U.S., resources protected under private land conservation
agreements, which are also named “amenities,” include “watersheds/water quality, wetlands, river
corridors, trails, greenways, parklands, community gardens, scenic views, scenic roads, rare
species habitat, historic and cultural sites, … forests” (Parker, 2004, pg. 510) and farmland (Baylis,
Peplow, Rausser, & Simon, 2008).
The 1964 Charter of Venice expanded the scope of elements that can be considered
‘cultural heritage’ by stipulating that the intent of conservation was “to safeguard [monuments] no
less as works of art than as historical evidence” (Avrami, Mason, & De la Torre, 2000, brackets
added). In the Charter of Venice (1964), “monuments” were identified as “common heritage” and
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the definition of “historic monuments” specified that it applied “not only to great works of art but
also to more modest works of the past which have acquired cultural significance with the passing
of time” (pg. 1). It seems reasonable to interpret that the definition of “historic monument” given
by the Charter of Venice includes the great amount of traditional buildings that can be found across
rural territories such as mills, raised granaries, hermitage, underground wine cellars, and mines
that can be associated with historic, cultural and identity values (Vecco, 2010, Tweed &
Sutherland, 2007). These traditional buildings, typical of rural landscapes, are significant sources
of historical information about the technological evolution and ways of life in the countryside and
are essential for the preservation of the character of the regions where they are located (Fuentes,
Gallego, García, & Ayuga, 2010).
Broadly speaking, cultural heritage includes “the buildings and engineering works, arts and
crafts, languages and traditions, humans themselves have created out of nature’s raw materials”
(Lowenthal, 2005, pg. 82). Additionally, cultural landscapes, that is, “places shaped by the
interrelationship between humans and nature over time” (Taylor et al., 2014, pg. 93), are also
considered “living examples of cultural heritage” (Brown & Mitchell, 2000; Brown et al., 2005,
pg. ix). In the U.S., “farms or a single locally cherished site” (Merenlender, et al. 2004, pg. 68),
“recreation areas, scenic views, and other landscapes with historic and cultural significance,” are
common elements protected under land stewardship agreements (Gustanski & Squires, 2000, cited
by Farmer et al., 2015, pg. 12; see also Parker, 2004).
Reasons for the conservation of natural and cultural heritage/resources include the
following. The conservation of natural resources is said to be necessary for the production of
ecosystem services, also known as “public benefit services” or “public goods,” which include clean
water and air, regulation of floods, the provision of food, sequestration of carbon dioxide, and
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recreational or spiritual services (Dibden et al., 2005, pg. 191; Phillips & Lowe, 2005). Ironically,
these public goods are often produced on private land (Philips & Lowe, 2005, pg. 39). Given how
“ecosystem services (and related terms) are becoming, or have become, the acknowledged
framework for planning and implementation of change in the rural landscape” (Philips & Lowe,
2005, pg. 41), the conservation of natural resources within private lands is gaining relevance.
Cultural heritage “is considered a major component of quality of life” (Tweed &
Sutherland, 2007) and “contributes to the satisfaction of human needs by providing symbolic
meanings that bind cultural groups and communities across generations” (ibid.). While the Council
of Europe Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society (CoE 2005) points
out the importance of cultural heritage to sustainable development, “[t]he role of historic buildings
in promoting economic growth through urban regeneration is now acknowledged, at least in the
UK” (Tweed & Sutherland 2007, pg. 63). For example, Bowitz and Ibenholt (2009) explain the
management strategy of “conservation through use.” They underline how heritage can be seen “as
a means to stimulate economic activity” (ibid., pg. 1; see also Fuentes et al., 2010 and; van der
Vaart 2005, pg. 151; Sabaté 2004, pg. 8) and make reference to studies that suggest economic
effects of culture in terms of the increase in revenues and employment (ibid., pg. 2; see also Greffe,
2004; Fuentes, 2010; Sabaté, 2004). According to Bowitz and Ibenholt (2009), the gravitational
effect of investing in culture can help establish a positive image in a region and, consequently, can
be used in branding and as a marketing tool (ibid., pg. 4). Another positive effect of investing in
the conservation of heritage—non-economic ones in this case—is the generation of a stronger
sense of identity for inhabitants (Bowitz & Ibenholt, 2009; Ruiz & Hernández, 2007). Concepts
like sense of identity, sense of place, or place attachment, can be usefully examined from a
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phenomenological perspective to help explore what motivates people to become not simple land
managers, but land stewards.
Land stewardship is connected to a great extent to philanthropic motivations (Durá, 2015).
In Brown and Mitchell (2000)’s words: “It builds on our sense of obligation to other people: our
family, our community, and future generations.” In the case of the U.S., landowners and land trusts
are said to feel proud of their work conserving their heritage and wanting to ensure this interest in
preservation is recognized and respected by generations to come (Durá, 2015).

Phenomenology and Land Conservation
Phenomenology is a branch of philosophy (Husserl, 1998, cited by Drescher, 2014, pg.
119) based on “a methodological consideration, informing the interview itself, and a theoretical
one, when it comes to analyzing the ‘data’” (Murray & Holmes, 2014, pg. 27). The aim of
phenomenology has changed throughout time and, even its creator, Edmund Husserl, has not
always described it the same way (Kockelmans, 1994, pg. 11; Pickles, 1983, pg. 77). Today, there
is a certain consensus that “[t]he goal in phenomenology is to study how people make meaning of
their lived experience” (Starks & Trinidad, 2007, pg. 1372; Drescher, 2014, pg. 119; Murray &
Holmes, 2014, pg. 17) and to identify the “common features” or “essences” (Starks & Trinidad,
2007, pg. 1374) of those experiences. These goals, together with the phenomenological
understanding of the notions of ‘place’, ‘sense of place’ and ‘place attachment,’ are clearly useful
in discussions of land stewardship and land conservation where ‘land’ can easily be equated to
‘place.’ I will succinctly review these three concepts from a phenomenological perspective when
I discuss how phenomenology entered Humanistic and Human Geography, below. But first, I will
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briefly discuss the roots of phenomenology and its main characteristics, followed by its key
limitation, critiques of its use and responses to those critiques.
Phenomenology is primarily understood as a method (Gregory, Johnston, Pratt, Watts, &
Whatmore, 2011). From a methodological perspective, phenomenology is an alternative to the
hypothesis-testing and theory-building of positivism (Tuan, 1979; Johnston and Sidaway, 1997,
citing Relph, 1970; Pickles, 1983, pg. 87, quoting Relph, 1970, pg. 193). This alternative
methodology is grounded in interpretive descriptions of human experience (Buttimer, 1976; Casey
2001; Seamon & Sowers, 2008). Husserl elaborated the bases of phenomenology as a method and
its relationship to sciences and empirical sciences in Ideas [1913] (Pickles, 1983, pg. 14). In
contrast to the empirical sciences, phenomenology does not seek to formulate general claims.
Epistemologically speaking, it does not focus “on arguing a point or developing an abstract theory”
(Starks & Trinidad, 2007, pg. 7). Rather, it “[attempts] to reveal the underlying structure of the
experience of a phenomenon” (Husserl, 1998, cited by Drescher, 2014, pg. 119, brackets added).
In Pickles’ words, it “allows ‘original experiences’ to be seen” (Pickles, 1983, pg. 3) and aims “to
disclose the world as it shows itself before scientific inquiry, as that which is pregiven and
presupposed by the sciences. It seeks to disclose the original way of being prior to its
objectification by the empirical sciences” (ibid., pg. 4, emphasis in original).
Inductive reasoning, characteristic of phenomenology, can help “formulate generalized
expectations about the experience of this phenomenon. Such generalizations, however, have to be
made very cautiously and should mainly serve for hypothesis formulation and not hypothesis
testing” (Husserl, 1998, cited by Drescher, 2014, pg. 119). A disadvantage of phenomenology as
a methodological approach is its “particularistic focus … and non-random samples limit
generalizability” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, cited by Peterson, et al., 2010, pg. 409). Therefore, it
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is not a useful approach if the purpose of a study is to produce general claims. While some
secondary geographical studies argue that there is no relationship at all between science and
phenomenology (e.g., Pickles, 1983, cites Guelke 1978, Johnston 1978 and Entrikin 1976, in pg.
90) some key scholars in the field of phenomenology including Yi-Fu Tuan (1979) and Anne
Buttimer (1976) support the existence of a relationship between phenomenology and science.
Buttimer specifically sees the phenomenological method “as an important ‘preamble’ to scientific
procedures” (Buttimer, 1976, pg. 289, cited by Pickles, 1983, pg. 90). Gregory (1981b, cited by
Pickles, 1983, pg. 93) similarly claims that phenomenology serves as the foundation for the
sciences. Entrikin (1976, quoted by Pickles, 1983, pg. 93) sees phenomenology as “an attempt to
‘ground’ science in the world of experience,” i.e., as the provider of a fundamental basis for science
without replacing it. Thus, phenomenology does not oppose science; rather, it “opposes the
presumption that science is the privileged form of knowing” (Relph, 1970, cited by Pickles, pg.
85, emphasis in the original). In fact, it is considered a strength of phenomenology that it “[seeks]
out what is obvious but unquestioned [including presumably ‘scientifically’-based statements] and
thereby question[s] it” (Seamon & Sowers, 2008, pg. 43, brackets added).
In contrast to positivist observations, the main assumption of the phenomenological
approach as established by Husserl is that ‘reality’ defined, such as objects and events, “cannot be
understood independent of human consciousness” (Gomez & Jones III, 2010, pg. 446). In this
vein, the world can no longer be seen “as an objective reality that is inert and external to people’s
actions, lives, and beliefs. Instead ‘reality’ is something groups and individuals construct and live
through” (Gomez & Jones III, 2010, pg. 33). Likewise, phenomenologists believe “there is no
objective world independent of human existence” (Johnston & Sidaway, 1997, pg. 201). The world
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exists only because we experience it, and it can only be studied through our subjective
interpretation of it.
Before turning to some significant attempts at clarifying and amplifying the notion of place
from a phenomenological perspective, in the following paragraphs, I will briefly describe how
phenomenology entered the field of human geography and has historically evolved within the field.

Phenomenology in Humanistic and Human Geography
One of the main values of humanities is the promotion of the individual’s self-knowledge
(Tuan, 1979). With this aim, “[h]umanistic studies contribute towards man’s increasing awareness
of the sources of his knowledge” (Tuan, 1979, pg. 388). In contrast to “the spatial analyst, who
must begin by making simplifying assumptions concerning man, the humanist begins with a deep
commitment to the understanding of human nature in all its intricacy” (Tuan, 1979, pp. 421, 422;
Gomez & Jones III, 2010). In this way, humanistic geography studies the constant interaction of
the individual with his or her environment and seeks to gain an understanding of this interaction,
focusing on unique events rather than on generalizations (Johnston & Sidaway, 1997). Overall,
humanistic studies reject objectivity as a foundation for knowledge (Gomez & Jones III, 2010, pg.
33).
Phenomenology was introduced into geography in an effort to achieve a more “humane
and humanistic geography” (Pickles, 1983, pg. 78). It “entered human geography in the early
1970s as a reaction to and critique of the reductive and objectivist approaches of spatial science
[such as environmental determinism (Gregory et al., 2011, pg. 530)] and of the structuralism and
functionalism of some versions of Marxism then also entering the field” (Gregory et al., 2011, pg.
528). Collaboration between the fields of geography and philosophy began to become evident in
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the mid 1970’s (Casey, 2001) with works such as Relph's (1976) Place and Placelessness and
Tuan's (1979) Space and Place. Humanistic geography began making use of the phenomenological
approach by focusing “on everyday practices, human agency, movement, place, and social and
environmental ethics” (Gregory et al., 2011, pp. 528, 529). As a result, “phenomenological inquiry
has impressed a distinctive signature on the discipline and has markedly weakened a hold of
positivism on geography” (Pickles, 1983, pg. 73, citing Gregory, 1978a, pg. 131). During the
1900s and 2000s, phenomenology expanded in post-positivist geography, driven by growing
attention to post-modernist and post-structuralist frameworks (Gregory et al., 2011). Therefore,
phenomenology has both humanistic roots and strong poststructuralist influences.

‘Place’ from a humanistic perspective
The concept of ‘place’ has been largely addressed from the humanistic approach of
phenomenology as “a subjectively sensed and experienced phenomenon” (Gregory et al., 2011,
pg. 539). Prominent phenomenologists such as Buttimer (1976), Relph (1976), and Tuan (1974)
argue that “place plays an integral role in human experience” (Seamon & Sowers, 2008, pg. 43).
Likewise, Cresswell claims from a phenomenological point of view that “to be human is to be ‘in
place’” (Cresswell, 2013, pg. 23). According to Gregory et al., “For many geographers, place and
the differences between places are the very stuff of geography, the raw materials that give the
discipline its warrant” (2011, pg. 539). As Seamon and Sowers (2008) point out, drawing from
Relph, concepts such as ‘place attachment’, ‘sense of place’ or ‘place identity’ cannot be properly
studied if the concept of place is not clearly defined.
Relph’s (1976) exploration in Place and Placelessness of the concepts of “identity of
place,” “identity with place,” or insideness and placelessness have been extensively used to explain
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related terms (Seamon & Sowers, 2008) such as “everyday environmental experience” (ibid.,
citing Seamon, 1979), “involuntary displacement” (ibid., citing Million, 1992) and “empathetic
insideness” (ibid., citing Chaffin 1989) which “clarify and amplify Relph’s broader claims”
(Seamon & Sowers, 2008, pg. 48). Critics of Relph’s (1976) conceptualization of ‘place’ argue
that “Relph ignores specific temporal, social, and individual circumstances that shape particular
places and particular individuals’ and groups’ experience of them” (Seamon and Sowers, 2008,
pg. 47). Seamon and Sowers (2008) reject this critique and claim that all of the above-mentioned
factors are taken into account in Relph’s phenomenological approach to the study of place in that
his study of place implies that all “different dimensions of human experience and existence” (pg.
48) be considered. Seamon and Sowers’ (2008) assert that Relph’s (1976) conceptual structure has
an “extraordinary coverage and flexibility” (pg. 48), which supports the idea that Relph’s new
concepts and terminology on the subject of place do not ignore temporal, social and individual
aspects of place.
After Relph (1976), Tuan (1979, pg. 387) similarly defined “place” as a “unique entity”
that “has a history and meaning” and that needs “to be clarified and understood from the
perspectives of the people who have given it meaning.” Tuan was implicitly arguing the need for
a phenomenological study of ‘place.’ Kil, Stein, Holland, and Anderson (2012) point out how the
concept of “sense of place … is considered synonymous with place attachment by some, [while]
sense of place is also considered as an overarching construct and place attachment is regarded as
a narrower concept by others” (pg. 372). Similarly, “in early humanistic geography, a ‘sense of
place’ was understood largely in terms of positive affective qualities of place-attachment”
(Gregory et al. 2009, pg. 676). In broad terms, a sense of place “is usually taken to refer to the
attitudes and feelings that individuals and groups hold vis-à-vis the geographical areas in which
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they live” (Gregory et. al. 2009, pg. 676). Nonetheless, scholarly discussion has provided divergent
views of the term. In Relph’s (1976) opinion: “supposedly authentic or original forms of placebased community or dwelling are … being progressively eroded by economic and cultural forces
such as urbanization, industrialization and globalization” (Gregory et al., 2009, pg. 676). In
contrast, Massey’s (1991) ‘global sense of place,’ “involves rejecting false nostalgia for premodern singular and coherent places, and embracing instead the culturally multiple, dynamic and
connective aspects of place in a globalizing world” (Gregory et al., 2009, pg. 676).
Beyond the varied views of ‘place’ within humanistic studies, terms such as ‘sense of
place’ and ‘place attachment’ have also shown to be useful in humanistic studies. Recent studies
have found ‘sense of place’ to be critical to the adoption of conservation practices and management
strategies (Farmer et al. 2015, citing Ryan, Erickson, & DeYoung, 2003, and Erickson et al., 2002).
In stewardship-related literature, for example, it has been stated that “sense of place engendered
by an agrarian tradition may support a feeling of responsibility for the land” (Peterson et al., 2010,
pg. 410). Likewise, place attachment has been defined as a person’s commitment to a particular
place (e.g., positive “feelings about one’s property”) (Jorgensen & Stedman, 2006, and Paolisso,
Weeks, & Packard, 2013, cited by Farmer et al., 2015), based on “senses of affection, attachment
and belonging and even ‘love of place’ [or topophilia]” (Gregory et al. 2009, pg. 676). In ‘First
World’ rural land conservation studies, place attachment is significantly linked to people’s backing
of conservation initiatives. For example, in a statistical study where conservation easement
grantors from five U.S. states were surveyed “place attachment [was found] to be a key motivevalue … influencing the decision to grant a [conservation easement], one which superseded even
environmental values” (Farmer et al., 2015, pg. 12, brackets added). Similarly, Lokocz et al. (2011)
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found that attachment to rural landscapes is a motivation for engagement in voluntary conservation
strategies (Lokocz et al., 2011, pg. 73):
“Residents [including landowners] who indicated higher levels of place attachment to each of the
different types of landscapes in town (natural areas, agricultural land, and cultural areas) also gave
significantly higher levels of support for conservation” (brackets added).

Some literature on landowners’ motivations to participate in land conservation (e.g.,
Lokocz et al., 2011; Drescher, 2014) uses a phenomenological approach, analyzing the concept of
place attachment. Lokocz et al., (2011), for example, use a phenomenological approach in the
study of motivations for engaging in land preservation and stewardship by local residents.
Drescher (2014) similarly studied the motivations of non-farm landowners to use governmentprovided tools to engage in environmental conservation and found place attachment to be a strong
motivator for supporting environmental conservation.
While there are very few studies that use a phenomenological approach for the study of
land trusts’ motivations to promote land stewardship, an analysis of land trusts’ mission statements
may show how land trusts reach out to the general public and to landowners in particular by
appealing mainly to place based emotions. For example, Logan and Wekerle (2008) analyzed a
marketing tactic used by land trusts in Ontario to promote landowner collaboration. They argued
that the tactic is to appeal to patriotic emotions 4 , which we could interpret as an appeal to a
‘national sense of place,’ or a sense of ‘attachment’ to a country’s ‘unique’ defining character. It
could be assumed that some land trusts support the idea that “[o]wners may […] respond to social

4

According to Logan and Wekerle (2008), land trusts in Ontario used phrases such as the following in their
marketing activities: “What would Canada do without nature? Every time a piece of nature disappears, a
part of us goes with it. Help protect Canada’s natural heritage. Join the Protectors Club” (pg. 2104).
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norms of stewardship rather than simply seeking to maximise financial return” (Colman, 1994,
cited by Hodge & Adams, 2012, pg. 479). Thus, land trusts may believe that landowners’
motivations to steward their land may not be just financial, but also recreational, social or altruistic
(Drescher, 2014). Most significantly, these different types of motivations are not mutually
exclusive. Landowners may seek to satisfy different motivations at the same time. Yet, do all the
motivations have the same relevance? How do landowners prioritize their motivations?
Preliminary analyses of land trusts’ mission statements show that this group’s reasons for
promoting land stewardship are not exclusively driven by incentives of capital accumulation but
are also, in some circumstances, a form of resistance to it.
As opposed to the case of studies on land trusts’ reasons for existing, research on
individuals’ motivations to participate in land stewardship is more commonly approached from a
phenomenological perspective. In this research, I will primarily use phenomenological approaches
to study the factors that shape landowners’ decisions to engage in private-land conservation.
Before moving on to a detailed description of my research design and methodology, I briefly
review two phenomenological studies.

Phenomenological Studies of Environmental Understandings
In this section, I review two examples of the use of phenomenology as a methodological
approach. In the first study, Drescher (2014) specifically uses Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis (IPA), a qualitative research method based on the theoretical perspectives of
phenomenology, hermeneutics and ideography (J. Smith et al., 2009, pg. 4; see also Shinebourne,
2011). This method was developed in the discipline of psychology and is predominantly known in
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that field, yet it is increasingly used in the human, social, and health sciences (Murray & Holmes,
2014, pg. 17).
Drescher (2014) explores the motivations of non-farm landowners to use governmentprovided tools to engage in environmental conservation. He specifically studies “the affective
relationships of non-farm, private landowners with their land and its natural environment” (pg.
117). Drescher’s (2014) findings underline the impact of childhood experiences in nature in the
shaping of landholders’ sense of belonging and likely involvement in conservation initiatives.
Throughout the study, Drescher (2014) followed “Yardley’s (2000) principles of quality in
qualitative research” (pg. 119), namely, context sensitivity, commitment and rigor, transparency
and coherence, and impact and importance of the research.
Another illustrative phenomenological study is that of Mikadze (2015) on “Guerrilla
Gardening—a practice that creates informal and illegal green areas in urban environment” (pg.
519). Approaches under which guerrilla gardens have been studied such as participatory action
research and actor-network theory do not consider “how and why this form of public space is
conceived and carried out” (pg. 524, emphases added). A phenomenological approach, however,
can help answer these questions. From a phenomenological perspective, “Guerrilla Gardening [is
seen] as a spatial practice through which individuals express their need for dwelling [why] and
caring by the means of recreating urban space [how]” (pg. 519, brackets and emphases added). In
other words, “a phenomenological approach to studying the practice [of guerrilla gardening] is
beneficial for understanding the terms on which individuals who are involved with the practice
perceive urban space and engage with its fabric” (Mikadze, pg. 520, emphases added).
Phenomenological study is useful in culling themes relevant to a population sample
representative of the specific type of population defined. Participants' perspectives, on private land
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conservation programs in the case of my study, and other reasons assumed from the literature such
as attachment to their land are important themes to explore in this line of research. In the following
chapter, I will show how I have used phenomenological methods to define specific reasons that
influenced a set of agricultural-land-owners’ decisions to conserve their land.
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CHAPTER THREE:
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
With the aim of gaining a deeper understanding of the motivations of landowners to engage
in agricultural-land conservation, this research focuses on a group of landowners within the
Franklin County region of western Massachusetts who have decided to conserve their land, and
one land trust, the Franklin Land Trust, which operates in this region. Interviews were conducted
with landowners who had decided to place conservation easements on their land, as well as with
the staff of the accompanying land trust.

Data Collection and Analysis Methods
This study used qualitative research methods for data collection and analysis. Personal,
individual semi-structured interviews were the primary data collection method. The interview
guidelines consisted of “a series of research questions aimed at evoking a comprehensive account
of the person's experience” (Moustakas, 1994, pg. 114) engaging in land conservation. Depending
on the depth of each participant’s initial story of their experiences, with respect to the bracketed
question (ibid.), questions were sometimes reformulated or excluded. Additionally, textual sources
such as state, land trust, and other NGO conservation-related web pages and deeds were consulted
to obtain complementary historical, cultural, and legal information regarding the land trust and
land conservation projects included in the sample. Finally, follow-up email or telephone interviews
were included for ‘member checking’ (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, cited by Drescher, 2014), i.e., to
test the accuracy of analytic categories, interpretations, preliminary results and conclusions.
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In the following section I will present the study area—Franklin County—in the
geographical contexts of Massachusetts, New England and the U.S. I will begin by describing the
geographic location, the basic topographic characteristics and the ecoregions of Franklin County,
as well as the area’s main agricultural products since colonial days to the present time. Then, I will
talk about the environmental and socio-economic history of Franklin County and New England.
In this subsection, I will argue how the study area is representative of the progressive
intensification of the landscape in rural America with the arrival of market-oriented agriculture; I
will briefly discuss opposing views of historians regarding the baseline values of the first European
settlers and their role in the emergence of agricultural capitalism in New England and; I will point
out the function of slave labor in the economic growth of the New England region. Later in this
subsection I will summarize the environmental history of New England attending especially to the
expansion, transformation and loss of the region’s agricultural land since pre-colonial times,
starting with a brief comparative analysis of the environmental changes induced by the Native
Americans and the European colonists and their descendants in New England and in the study
area. To conclude this subsection, I will emphasize the progressive decrease in land used for
agricultural purposes in the U.S. I will then connect this fact with the issue of food insecurity in
New England and allude to the role of agricultural land conservation in the enhancement of food
security. I will also review recent publications that call for an increase of New England land in
agriculture and its permanent protection and note the current status of protected land in New
England (percentage-wise) through the use of conservation easements. Finally, I will discuss the
role of public and private land protection funding sources in New England. Here, I will describe
the current status, and decline in the pace, of land protection in New England (acreage-wise)
through the use of conservation easements; I will argue the connection of the decline in the pace
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of land protection to the decline in government funding and; specify the programs available to
landowners within my study area to conserve agricultural land.

Study Area: Franklin County, Massachusetts
The research sites for this study encompassed 11 different towns in the Franklin County
region of Massachusetts (see Figure 1). Located within the Deerfield and Connecticut rivers’
watersheds, this rural region’s landscape is typical of New England in its topography and climate
(Garrison, 2003). It combines fertile river bottomland in the towns of Deerfield, Gill, Sunderland
and Whately, and marginal upland farms in the towns of Ashfield, Charlemont, Colrain, Conway,
Heath, Leyden and Shelburne. With 780 farmers (including fulltime and non-fulltime farmers),
Franklin County is the fourth county in the state in number of farmer operators and the second in
number of farmer operators whose primary occupation is farming (USDA Agricultural Census,
2012 Census Volume 1, Chapter 2: County Level., n.d.).
The study area covers two level II Ecoregions (58 and 59) and four of level IV (58f, 59a,
58c and 58e), listed by order of predominance within the study area (Griffith et al., 2009).
Ecoregion 58f, the Vermont Piedmont, is hilly but has a climate mild enough and soils sufficiently
rich in calcium to favor pastoral and agricultural land uses. By contrast, Ecoregion 59a, the
Connecticut Valley of southern New England, has mostly level to rolling topography and
sedimentary geology. The combination of more level terrain, milder climate and richer soils “has
long attracted human settlement” (ibid.). The remaining two Ecoregions within the study area have
similar characteristics to 58f described above. Significant differences of Ecoregion 58c include
higher elevations, with the highest in the study area reaching over 3000 feet, colder climate, and
different vegetation. Finally, relevant differences of 58e are its lower elevation and milder climate
than 58f and 58c. (See Appendix C for more detailed descriptions of the study area ecoregions).
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The main agricultural products in Franklin County have changed throughout the history of
the region. In the 18th and 19th centuries “nothing was more profitable in America than pasture,
because the labor was very dear” (Russel, 1976, pg. 150). Between 1675 and 1775, in New
England, “[t]he one animal raised nearly everywhere, though not most important in numbers or
value, was the hog” (ibid. pg. 83) but “cattle were to be found in every town and in nine out of ten
farm inventories” (ibid. pg. 86). Principal 18th century farm products in the area of Franklin County
were corn, grain and cattle (Russell 1976, pg. 59, figure 7); starting in 1754, maple sugar was “a
welcome source of cash for thousands of hill farmers” (Russell, 1976, pg. 276); in the 19th century
the staple crop was the broomcorn and in 1835, some Franklin County town governments accepted
tobacco leaf in payment of taxes (ibid). Nowadays, the most prominent types of farms in
Massachusetts, attending to the number of acres by farm type are hay farming; fruit, tree nut and
berry farms; and farms with dairy cattle and milk production (University of Massachusetts
Amherst, 2016, Top Five Types of Massachusetts Farms). The latter type, however, has been in
decline for more than a decade, losing over 41,000 acres between 2002 and 2012 (ibid.). Finally,
regarding the market value, the most prominent type of farmland is now the greenhouse, nursery
and floriculture (ibid.).
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Figure 1. Map of the towns in Franklin County (Massachusetts) where interviewees owned
conserved land. Created by Emily Johnson, 2018. Printed with permission.
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Environmental and socio-economic history of Franklin County and New England
Franklin County’s landscape reflects the deep changes undergone by rural America,
especially between the late 1700s and the 1850s, characterized by its progressive intensification
across generations (Garrison, 2003). As European colonizers entered the area of Franklin County,
they first settled in the lowlands (Deerfield is the oldest town, incorporated in 1682), and then,
they peopled the uplands, although very slowly until the conclusion of the French and Indian wars
in 1763 (Garrison, 2003). The arrival of market-oriented agriculture increased productivity during
the 1780s and accelerated it thereafter (Garrison, 2003). By the 1850s, New England farms were,
in general, “profitable and increasingly specialized” and “more highly capitalized than farms in
the Midwest” (Garrison, 2003, pg. 5). For the particular case of the town of Concord, located
between Franklin County and Boston, Donahue (2004) describes the leaders of this commercial
revolution as “unsentimental improvers dedicated to the technological progress, economic growth,
material prosperity, and rational management” (pg. 229), whose “view of colonial agriculture has
prevailed almost unchallenged for nearly 200 years” (ibid.). When did these “values of prosperity
and progress” that define ‘agricultural capitalism’ appear in New England?
Different historians offer opposing views regarding the baseline values of the first rural
families in the region (Garrison, 2003). While some suggest “… preindustrial farm families we’re
not motivated principally by the drive for profits but by the need to provide for family security…”
(Garrison, 2003, pg. 4), others argue that commercial motives were also present in the preindustrial
world. Common reasons among historians for New England to have been detached from
commercial farming during the colonial period include the fact that “land poorly suited to the plow
was nevertheless cultivated because inland New England was both physically isolated from the
markets and culturally bound by a Puritan ethic that endorsed austere living” (Donahue, 2004, pg.
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20). In contrast, historians such as Lockridge, Bushman, Henretta and Clark bring forth other
reasons arguing the first settlers were not driven by commercial motives (Donahue, 2004). In their
view, “because of the [colonists] religious convictions and the closely-knit communities in which
they had settled, they forged economic relations based more on reciprocity among neighbors and
kin than on simple market calculus—a ‘moral economy.’ Their villages resembled the traditional
peasant communities of Europe” (Donahue 2004, pg. 20). Yet other historians have insisted that
“… driving ethic of industry and enterprise was central to Puritan New England from the start”
also known as ‘moral capitalism’ (ibid.). For example, Cronon (1983) attributes most of the
ecological changes in New England to the colonists’ more exclusive sense of property and their
involvement in a capitalist economy since their arrival on the Mayflower in 1620.
Slave labor in New England agriculture was less prominent than that of southern states,
however directly and indirectly significant to the economic growth of the region. It was mostly
concentrated in large plantations of Rhode Island and Connecticut (Russel, 1976). Connecticut
banned slave trade in 1774 and Massachusetts declared all men free in its constitution of 1781
(Russel, 1976). Nonetheless, New England’s maritime economy, depended “crucially on trade
with the sugar plantations of the West Indies” (Donahue, 2004, pg. 21), which points to the strong
reliance of the region’s economic growth on slave work elsewhere. Ecological changes by the hand
of man, however, where already taking place in New England before the arrival of the first
European settlers.
To gain a better understanding of the current land distribution and land conservation efforts
in New England it is useful to know the major changes the landscape has incurred since precolonial times. In the following paragraphs, I summarize some of the most relevant natural and
human impacts that have shaped the New England landscape, attending especially to the
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expansion, transformation and loss of the region’s agricultural land to this day. Corresponding
images of these changes are provided.
The New England area was inhabited thousands of years before the first colonial settlers
arrived during the first half of the 17th century (Cronon, 1983; Judd, 2014; Russell, 1976), and
Native Americans had significantly modified the environment by then (Cronon, 1983). They had
“cleared fields, stripped forests for firewood, had burned extensive sections of the surrounding
forest once or twice a year” (Cronon, 1983, pg. 49), and over 80% of them raised crops (Cronon,
1983). Nevertheless, the “differences between the Native people and the English settlers, both in
their ecological organization and in the social and economic forces that drove them” were
outstanding (Donahue, 2004, pg. 53). Significantly, “… colonists’ economic relations of
production were ecologically self-destructive. They assumed the limitless availability of more land
to exploit” (Cronon, 1983, pg. 169). As a result, “the shift from Indian to European dominance in
new England entailed important changes… in the region’s plant and animal communities”
(Cronon, 1983, pg. vii) as well as on the overall physical and socioeconomic landscape.
Since the beginning of European settlement in the region, changes in New England forest
and farmland cover have been drastic. In less than four hundred years, it “has gone from a largely
wooded to a predominantly agricultural landscape, then returned to forest” (Donahue et al., 2014,
pg. 2), to be increasingly transformed again by development in the past few decades (ibid.) (see
fig. 2.). During the colonial period (17th and 18th centuries, approximately), forest cover dropped
slowly as farmland was cleared. New England settlers ate locally but differently from Native
people, as “Colonial farming was mostly aimed at household subsistence and exchange with
neighbors. It was sustainable but not high-yielding by modern standards” (Donahue et al., 2014,
pg. 5).
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Figure 2. New England Forest Cover and Human Population.
Modified from: W&W 2017 Report Maps & Figures. (n.d.).
As a result of population growth and the big expansion of commercial farming during the
first half of the 19th century, forest cover fell abruptly (Donahue et al., 2014). During the decade
of the Civil War (1860s), forest cover was at its historical lowest point and farmland at its highest
(Russell, 1976). In southern New England, for example, “well over half the landscape…was
farmland” (Donahue et al., 2014, pg. 5). In Massachusetts, ‘improved land’ was “roughly two
thirds” (Russell, 1976, pg. 276), ‘improved’ often meant, “only that the wood was cut off and cattle
turned in to browse on the herbage.” (ibid. pg. 127). In Franklin County, the widest extent of forest
clearing occurred “in the 1880s, when it was estimated that only about 20% of the county’s land
was still forested” (Garrison, 2003, pg. 16).
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Despite the tremendous increase in agricultural-land cover, food security was not at all
guarantied. By the time of the Civil War (1861) there “were great disparities in access to food
based on economic status, and malnutrition was becoming widespread among the poor” (Donahue
et al., 2014, pg. 5). During the second half of the 19th century, increase and decrease of farmland
and forest covers began to invert trends. The extension of agricultural land started to decrease and
forest started to expand. The reason for this reversion of trends is not because of a decrease in
agricultural production but because of its intensification (Donahue et al., 2014): “Although farm
acreage was contracting (US Census bureau 1913) farm production was increasing in value” (ibid.,
pg. 6). New England successfully produced much of the meat it consumed and most of its grain
during this period of agricultural intensification (Donahue et al., 2014). Farmland concentration
was mostly favored by an increase in “inexpensive feed grain and other foods from the Midwest”
(Foster et al., 2017, pg. 6). As a result, marginal agricultural land was abandoned, allowing for the
forests to reappear in the areas where agriculture ceased. This has led New England to be the most
forested region of the US (Foster et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, population growth and suburban sprawl is eliminating both forest and
farmland across New England. In addition, land is being increasingly subdivided into smaller
tracts. These new changes to the land negatively affect the natural resources and ecosystem
services that are vital to agricultural and forest activity and to the maintenance of environmental
quality.
Ecosystem services that are being compromised include water purification, flood
protection and air quality maintenance; sense of place, recreation and ecotourism; and the
provision of wood, food and water, to name a few. Natural resources that provide these services
have maintained the region’s local economies for centuries and served as raw material in the
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creation of New England’s unique landscape. Their protection is thus “essential to ensuring an
environmentally and economically sound future for New England” (Foster et al., 2017, pg. 6)
A decade into the 20th century and up to the present time, two technological innovations,
“oil-driven agriculture and long-distance transportation” (Donahue et al., 2014, pg. 6), have fueled
the decline of food-production in New England as food has increasingly been imported from areas
outside the region (see fig. 3). Finally, regarding forest cover, from the late twentieth century to
the present, it has begun to retreat once again, “this time in the face of development” (Donahue et
al., 2014, pg. 5).

Figure 3. Decline of Farmland in New England.
Modified from: W&W 2017 Report Maps & Figures. (n.d.).
In summary, farmland continually expanded since the beginning of European settlement in
New England until it reached its peak towards the end of the 19th century. Since then it has been
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in continuous decline, with only a short period of stabilization between the World Wars. It has
been mainly substituted by forest regrowth and, in the last few decades, additionally replaced by
development. Currently, about 80% of New England is forested and about 5% (2 million acres) is
producing food (Donahue et al., 2014).
As observed by Wendell Berry in his book “The Unsettling of America: Culture &
Agriculture” published back in 1978, the progressive decrease in land used for agricultural
purposes is an issue in the U.S. Between 2007 and 2012, “[t]hirty-one states experienced declines
in land in farms” (Farmland Information Center, 2014). According to the latest agricultural census
(2012) there are 2.1 million farms in the U.S. on 914,527,657 acres of farmland, and “[f]armers
and ranchers manage 40.5 percent of the U.S. total land area” (Farmland Information Center,
2014). “Massachusetts was one of the few states that experienced a 1% growth in both number of
farms and acres in farmland” (Agricultural Resources Facts and Statistics, n.d.). In Massachusetts,
there are 523,517 acres of land in farms (Farmland Information Center, 2017), which is 10.5
percent of the state’s close to 5 million acres of land (4,989,071 acres). In Franklin County 90,000
acres are in farms, which equates to 19.4 percent of the county’s territory and 17.2 percent of
Massachusetts’s land (University of Massachusetts Amherst, 2016, Acres – Counties.
Massachusetts Agricultural Data). To curb the loss of agricultural land to other types of land uses
in the U.S., many states have adopted the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (PACE).
As of 2017, 28 states have done so (Farmland Information Center, 2017). Massachusetts, for
example, has acquired 898 agricultural conservation easements (APRs) on 72,059 acres of
farmland (ibid.). Nonetheless, the current pace of land conservation in New England is not fast
enough to stop the net decline of agricultural land in the region and is, therefore, a concern in the
face of mounting food insecurity.
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Food insecurity and conservation visions in New England
Food insecurity is a growing concern in New England. Defining “food security” as the
“access by all people at all times to enough food for an active, healthy life” (Donahue et al., 2014,
pg. 11), official estimates by the U.S. Department of Agriculture show the number of food insecure
people in the region is increasing (Donahue et al., 2014, citing Coleman-Jensen et al., 2013).
Important factors contributing to rising food insecurity include “rising rates of income inequality
(Center on Budget and Policy Priorities 2013), persistent race inequality (Powell 2012) and wage
stagnation (Economic Policy Institute 2012)” (pg. 11). In the face of growing numbers of New
Englanders that do not have enough to eat, dramatic changes in policy are needed (Donahue et al.,
2014). Income and race inequalities, and wage stagnation are some of the most important issues
that need to be addressed in policy formulation, however they are not the focus of this study.
This paper is centered on policies relevant to New England’s food security by the means
of agricultural land conservation. One of New England’s most successful policies for agricultural
land conservation at the moment is the Massachusetts Agricultural Preservation Restriction
Program, started in 1976. A very small amount of land in New England produces food—only about
5% of the region (Donahue et al., 2014). To put this figure in absolute numbers, the region is only
using 2 million acres, when it would normally take 16 million acres to feed New England’s almost
15 million inhabitants (Donahue et al., 2014). Thus, New England is currently 14 million acres
short of agricultural land to achieve complete food self-reliance at current rates of production,
distribution and consumption. The recently published A New England Food Vision proposes
significant changes to resolve this food-insecurity. It particularly envisions the goal that by 2060
New Englanders will be “eating more diverse and healthier foods than today, with three times as
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much land (15% of the region, or 6 million acres) producing food” (Donahue et al., 2014, pg. 2).
This vision does not seek to achieve complete food self-reliance, as the amount of potential goodquality cropland in New England is not enough to attain such goal. In addition to pursuing the
increase of cropland area, A New England Food Vision aims to diversify the food produced in New
England, in order to enable healthier diets. The reduction of healthcare costs due to disabilities
linked to poor dietary practices (Donahue et al., 2014, citing Rao et al. 2013, US Burden of Disease
Collaborators 2013) would be an important benefit to New England of realizing this vision, in
addition to an improvement of the region’s food security.
A New England Food Vision complements the earlier published Wildlands and Woodlands
(W&W) vision (Foster et al., 2009; Foster et al., 2005), which calls for the permanent protection
of over half of the New England territory. The goal of W&W vision is specifically to permanently
protect 70% of New England as forests and an additional 7% in farmland, by 2060. To reach this
target, land protection in New England will have to triple its pace (Foster et al., 2017). Land
protection is defined in the W&W vision framework as “The permanent protection of a property
from future development through a conservation easement or fee ownership by a public entity or
a conservation organization that is dedicated to land conservation” (Foster et al., 2017, pg. 2). In
short, while A New England Food Vision envisions 15% of the New England territory to be in
agriculture by 2060, the W&W vision additionally calls for permanently protecting close to half
of that farmland (7% of New England) by that same year.
The overall socioeconomic implications of A New England Food Vision relevant to this
study include continuing to protect “existing farmland and forests from development, mostly
through conservation easements” (Donahue et al., 2014, pg. 32). The broad acceptance and
implementation of this land conservation strategy has significantly enhanced the growth of land
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protection in New England. Currently, 26% of forestland and 12% of farmland in the region are
protected from development (Foster et al., 2017).

The role of public and private land protection funding sources in New England
Out of the 9.8 million acres of land currently protected in New England, half was conserved
during this last quarter century, especially through the placement of conservation easements on
“large tracts of former industrial forestland in northern New England” (Foster et al., 2017, pg. 12).
Even though the pace of land protection since 1990 has been four times higher than the years
before then, it has slowed down in the last decade “from more than 150,000 acres per year in the
early 2000s to about 50,000 acres per year since 2010” (Foster et al., 2017, pg. 4). The reason for
this decline in land protection may be directly attributable to a parallel decline in government
funding.
In addition to successful financing programs, such as tax deductions and tax credits, New
England relies heavily on public funding for regional land protection. Consequently, the greatest
threat to the success of the New England W&W and Food visions is the recent steep decline in
state and federal funding for land conservation across the six states. Combined, funding from these
sources dropped by “nearly 50 percent from its peak of $119 million in 2008 to $62 million in
2014.” (Foster et al., 2017, pg. 4).
Within my study area of Franklin County, Massachusetts, a number of programs are used
to conserve agricultural land with APRs or CRs. Farm productivity is defined by their soils and
the most productive farms are conserved by granting an APR to the State. Since the inception of
Massachusetts’s APR program, the State has matched the Federal Government’s moneys from the
Farm and Ranch Lands Protection Program (FRPP) and the Agricultural Land Easement (ALE)
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program through the Dept. of Agriculture and administered through the Natural Resources
Conservation Service. This allows the qualifying farmer/landowner to receive close to 100% of
the appraised value of the APR (50% from the Feds, 50% from the State).

Research Collaborating Entity: The Franklin Land Trust (FLT)
The study sites selected corresponded mostly with properties protected through the
Franklin Land Trust (FLT). FLT operates in Franklin County and its surrounding area, which is
the least-populous county on the Massachusetts mainland and is located in northwest
Massachusetts. A few land trusts’ areas of operation overlap with that of FLT (see Appendix D for
a list and a distribution map of regional and local land trusts whose area of operation overlap with
FLT’s). This nonprofit organization, founded in 1987, “works with landowners who seek to protect
the farms, forests, and other natural resources significant to the environmental quality, economy
and rural character of [the Franklin County] region” (Franklin Land Trust, 2016). FLT’s main goal
is to ensure the endurance of the “historic pattern of field, woodland and village” representative of
the “landscape, history and rural culture of Western Massachusetts,” for the benefit of future
generations (ibid.). FLT owns, holds easements, or has helped to facilitate easements on over 200
properties identified in its webpage as “private farmland.”

Sample Strategy
Study participants were (a) landowners who have granted conservation easements
involving the protection of farmland in rural areas facing abandonment or pressures from
development, and (b) staff members of the Franklin Land Trust, which met the selection criteria
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indicated below. Thus, the selection of respondents was “purposive” (Bernard & Bernard, 2012,
pg. 165).

Participant landowner selection criteria
•

Had to be private landowners of agricultural land.

•

Had to have established, or at least made the decision to establish, an Agricultural
Preservation Restriction (APR) and/or a Conservation Restrictions (CR) on agricultural
land (i.e., they need not to have already formally established the agreement).

•

Had to be willing to participate in a lengthy interview and follow-up interview.

•

Had to be willing to grant the researcher the right to tape-record the interview and
publish the data in a dissertation and other publications.

•

Finally, I achieved as much variability as possible in terms of age, gender, income level,
education level, race, religion, amount of land owned, number of years in farming, and
number of years in contact with the land trust.

Participant land trust selection criteria
•

Had to be located in the state where land stewardship has been around the longest time
(Massachusetts) and therefore contains a large number of well-established land trusts
with a reasonable amount of information about them available. According to the
Massachusetts Land Trust Coalition land trusts list (as of 5/15/2017) there are 142 land
trusts operating in Massachusetts, including two national scale land trusts and three
state land trusts (see Appendix D for a list of the land trusts that overlap with Franklin
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Land Trust’s area of operation and map of those that overlap with FLT at regional and
local scales);
•

Had to have conserved land in rural areas considered ‘towns’ or villages by the rural
development agencies in the state.

•

Had to be a land trust for at least 5 years.

•

The land trust had to hold at least 5 conservation easements on agricultural land.

Sample Size in Phenomenological Research
An appropriate sample sizes in qualitative research studies involves several factors,
including “the scope of the study, the nature of the topic, the quality of the data, the study design,
and the use of the shadowed data (when participants speak of others’ experience as well as their
own)” (Morse 2000, 2001, cited by Starks & Trinidad, 2007, pg. 1374). Scholars performing
phenomenological research have advocated for varying sample sizes. According to Bernard and
Bernard (2012, pg. 175) “[t]here is growing evidence that 10-20 knowledgeable people are enough
to uncover and understand the core categories in any well-defined cultural domain or study of lived
experience.” Given that “[p]henomenologists are interested in common features of the lived
experience … data from only a few individuals who have experienced the phenomenon—and who
can provide a detailed account of their experience—might suffice to uncover its core elements.
Typical sample sizes for phenomenological studies range from 1 to 10 persons” (Starks &
Trinidad, 2007, pg. 1375). However, “Morse (1994) recommended a minimum of 6 interviews for
phenomenological studies” in contrast to “30-50 interviews for ethnographic studies and grounded
theory studies” (Bernard & Bernard, 2012, pp. 175, 176). For this study, I conducted 46 interviews
among two categories of respondents: 10 interviews with the 10 Franklin Land Trust staff members
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and 36 interviews with owners of agricultural land. The interviews provided both in-depth
perspectives and covered a sufficient range of respondents.

Participant Contact Process
Interviews were conducted first with the land trust’s staff members, starting with the
Executive Director. We arranged to have a first group meeting together with two other staff
members in order to clarify the purpose of my research and to outline my expectations with respect
to the land trust’s involvement. After confirming their willingness to participate, I was introduced
to the rest of the staff with whom I subsequently established interview dates and times. Within a
week and a half from that first meeting, 8 out of the 10 staff members had been interviewed, a list
of 38 eligible, potential landowner interviewees had been crafted with the use of the land trust’s
conservation portfolio, and a first group of potential landowner participants had been contacted.
In addition, the executive director of the land trust and landowner participants provided me with
contact information for other conservation landowners who were not part of the land trust’s
portfolio. In the end, the list of eligible, potential landowner interviewees totaled 44 individuals.
Potential landowner participants were contacted by mail, informed about the study and told that
they would be contacted by phone a few weeks later, unless they answered the participation request
email or called the provided phone number to be delisted from the study. In total, 13 potential
landowner interviewees answered the email, 11 agreed to participate, and 2 declined.
Most of the eligible study participants who did not answer the participation request email
were called a few weeks later. When participants were reached by phone, information about the
study was provided again, and they were asked if they were interested in participating. Twentythree were successfully reached by phone, all with a positive response. In one case, the
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participation request was initially communicated to the potential participant’s secretary and, at that
point, unsuccessful, but it was ultimately accepted after the Executive Director of the Franklin
Land Trust put me directly in touch with the potential landowner interviewee. At least four
attempts were made to reach each eligible participant over the phone. Eligible study participants
who could not be reached were delisted. Five landowner participants were informed in person
about the study and asked to participate in personal interviews. Two of them where Franklin Land
Trust board members and the other three I met during a personal guided tour conducted by a land
trust staff member. The five eligible study participants who were first contacted in person were
phoned a couple of weeks later to confirm or set an interview date.

Sample Characteristics
In the end, a total of 48 study participants were interviewed, including the 10 FLT staff
members and 38 landowners. Study participants included 29 men and 17 women, all of whom
were either (co-)owners of private lands within the Franklin County region or staff members of
the Franklin Land Trust. As a result of the selection procedure, the landowner study participants
are not representative of the Franklin County landowners. Study participants’ age ranged from 30
to 88 years, with an average age of 62 years. The highest level of education ranged from middle
school to Ph.D., but 41 out of 48 participants completed some form of higher education.
Participants’ (former) primary occupations included farmer, academic, banker, editor and
conservation professional. Twelve participants were retirees. The level of income, quantified by
annual income brackets of $25,000, ranged from less than $25,000 to more than $100,000. But the
individual net income level of most landowner study participants was below $50,000. Five
landowner study participants could not or preferred not to provide their net annual income.
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The land area of properties under conservation ranged from 14 to 600 acres, with an
average of 191 acres. Among the landowner participants, 26 of them are the original grantors of
the conservation easement on their land and 7 of them bought their current property with the
conservation easement(s) already established on it. Seven landowner participants exclusively
donated the conservation easement (s), 17 sold them; 5 landowners participants have both donated
and sold conservation easements, and 1 landowner participant granted a conservation easement
through a bargain sale (i.e., she partially sold and partially donated the conservation easement).
(See these and more landowner and FLT staff member study participants’ characteristics in
Appendices E and F).
Among the 38 participant landowners, there were 4 married couples. I decided to do the interviews
of two of the couples jointly as opposed to individually (i.e., counting as 1 interview instead of 2
for each couple), for different reasons: In one case, because the husband had a great hearing
disability; in the other case (Ray and Eve), given a lack of time to interview them separately and
after checking that they let each other fully express their views. I cite both Ray and Eve even when
only one of them made a particular point during the interview, or they did not express disagreement
after one of them claimed a specific idea. Overall, each individual is ultimately counted as an
independent unit.
Three of the interviews were not useful for several reasons and have been excluded from
the analysis: in two cases, because of the hearing and/or speaking difficulties of the interviewees
(which make it very difficult and sometimes impossible to understand them, in person and in the
recording) and, in one case, due to an unfavorable interview environment (with frequent
interruptions).
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The final interviewee sample on which I base my analysis in this study consists of the 10
FLT staff members and 34 landowners (including two married couples). The interview
transcriptions amount to over 600 pages in Cambria Body Font, size 12, single-spaced.

Data Collection: Semi-structured, Personal Interviews
In phenomenological research, the aim is to elicit informants’ views on their own terms.
This makes the unstructured and semi-structured personal interview—also referred to as the "sitdown interview" (Kusenbach, 2003) or "long interview" (Moustakas, 1994, pg. 114)—"an
excellent phenomenological tool" (Kusenbach, 2003, pg. 462), and the most common one in
phenomenological research (Moustakas, 1994, pg. 114; Flood, 2010, pg. 11). Semi-structured
interviewing is “[b]ased on the use of an interview guide,” which provides “reliable, comparable
qualitative data” (Bernard & Bernard, 2012, pg. 182). It “[facilitates] the [informant’s] elicitation
of stories, thoughts and feelings about the target phenomenon” (J. Smith, Flowers, & Larkin, 2009,
pg. 56) and it is an alternative to unstructured interviewing when the chances of being able to
interview informants more than once are very low (Bernard & Bernard, 2012). It is the preferred
means for data collection in phenomenological studies (J. Smith et al., 2009). With respect to the
number of interviews per participant and interview length, a single 45 to 150 minutes-long
interview per participant has been shown to be a reasonable combination for the type of research
being conducted (e.g., Drescher 2014).
In this study, the 46 interviews were conducted over a period of 9 weeks during May, June,
July and August of 2016; the interviews lasted between 33 and 126 minutes for the landowner
group and between 17 and 154 for the FLT group, with an average of 67 minutes each. The
interviews were audio-recorded to prevent loss of data during transcription. The total duration of
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the recorded interviews was 3,094 minutes—over fifty hours. I conducted all of the primary
interviews personally as opposed to via telephone or email, considering the advantages of this data
collection method with respect to other interview modes underlined by Smith and Albaum (2010).
The advantages indicated by Smith and Albaum (2010) include: (1) non-response to the survey or
individual questions are held to a minimum, i.e., personal interviews have a lower probability of
target participants not responding to questions; (2) more information is gained compared to other
modes because it is of greater length than phone or mail questionnaires; and (3) there is greater
flexibility in the sense that interviews provide freedom for adapting or reformulating questions as
the situation requires.
In my decision to use personal interviews as my primary data collection method, I
considered this method’s potential constraints. Limitations of the personal interview include how
time consuming this mode of data collection can be and the transportation cost to get to interview
locations (Smith & Albaum, 2010). Another limitation is the fact that the researcher needs to
consider other factors apart from interviewees’ words, i.e., “contextual factors which may
influence what participants tell us in the interview” (J. Smith et al. 2009, pg. 57), to ensure higher
accuracy of results. Furthermore, Smith, Bondi and Davidson (2012, pg. 1) claim that “geography
has tended to deny, avoid, suppress or downplay its emotional entanglements.” In contrast to this,
feminist geography emphasizes the importance of recording the “subjective experience” (Sharp,
2009, pg. 76) a researcher goes through when doing research. The concept of reflexivity is linked
with this whereby “research is […] inextricably tied up with the identity of the researcher, and
often imbued with power relations” (Hall, 2002, pg. 23). In this line of though, “Donna Haraway’s
(1991) notion of partial and situated knowledges has been a major influence on feminist
methodological debates within geography” (Nightingale, 2003, pg. 77). This notion supports “the
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idea that there is no one truth out there to be uncovered and, as a result, all knowledge is partial
and linked to the contexts in which it is created” (Nightingale, 2003, pg. 77). Additionally, Andrew
Herod (1993) addresses possible gender issues that need to be considered when designing and
carrying out interviews, as well as when analyzing interview data. In this sense, we need to
“critically reflect upon how our participation may have structured a particular interview” (Herod,
1993, pg. 314). To avoid data from being biased due to gender issues, I used two strategies: (1) I
attempted to interview an equal number of male and female informants, and (2) I applied what
Herod (1993) calls a “‘feminist’ form of interviewing in which ‘the relationship of interviewer and
interviewee is non-hierarchical’” (Oakley, 1981, pg. 41, quoted by Herod, 1993, pg. 310) as
opposed to the hierarchical differentiation of subject and object assumed in the positivist model
(ibid.).
An additional limitation of interviewing methods mostly in phenomenology has to do with
their “ability to reconstruct the informants’ lived experience of place” (Kusenbach, 2003, pg. 462)
accurately: “no matter how much [the participants] may wish to collaborate, they overlook issues
that do not figure prominently in their awareness” (ibid. pg. 462, brackets added). In other words,
people’s memories and reflections stored in their minds are not equally accessible by them. Some
thoughts take greater effort to recall, to make sense of and to talk about. To try to overcome this
limitation, I have used “props” available such as maps, as recommended by Kusenbach (2003, pg.
462) and have conducted most of the interviews (except for three) at, or next to, the informants’
conserved property.
The accuracy of self-reported behavior in phenomenological interviews is increased by
using a ‘cued recall,’ which involves making respondents consult records of what they are being
asked about, and ‘landmarks,’ which involves establishing a personal landmark and asking the
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informant “to report on things that have happened since then. Establishing landmarks reduces
forward telescoping” (Bernard & Bernard, 2012, pg. 109); it helps the respondent focus on events
that happened after a certain landmark or time. Additionally, this problem of possible inaccuracy
in informants’ responses has been addressed by “triangulating the accounts of interviewees
whenever possible” (Hoffmann, 2007, pg. 330) by either talking to informants from varied
perspectives about the same phenomena or “combining interview data with observational data and
archival data” (ibid.).
The interview guidelines (see Appendices G and H) included a series of general, shortanswer questions regarding basic facts such as the specific sort of conservation easement the
landowner had on his/her land and the size of the land holding the easement. It also included a
series of open-ended questions such as ‘What are your personal and/or family connections with
rural places and agriculture?’ and ‘What does the ‘sustainability’ of your land mean to you?’ Also
included were general short-answer questions regarding interviewees’ primary occupation, age,
gender, race, religion, education, income, etc. Finally, probing was used during the interviews in
order “to stimulate a respondent to produce more information” (Bernard & Bernard, 2012, pg.
211), especially in the open-ended questions section of the interviews. The types of probes used
included the ‘silent probe’, the ‘echo probe’, the ‘uh-huh probe’, the ‘tell-me-more probe’, the
‘long question probe’ and ‘probing by leading’ (Bernard & Bernard, 2012, pp. 187, 188). Shortly
after each interview, the most prominent impressions were written down in a field-note device in
order to be able to use them in later analytic stages of the study.
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Analytical Framework: Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA)
The object in qualitative data analysis is to determine the categories, relationships, and
assumptions that inform the respondents’ view of the world in general, and of the topic in particular
(Basit, 2003). To that end, I engage coding, bracketing and writing memos, all with an inductive
approach.

The inductive approach
The inductive approach is “a systematic procedure for analyzing qualitative data where the
analysis is guided by specific objectives” (Thomas, 2006, pg. 2). Its purpose is (1) to condense
extensive and varied raw text data into a brief, summary format; (2) to establish clear links between
the research objectives and the summary findings derived from the raw data; and (3) to develop a
model or theory about the underlying structure of experiences or processes which are evident in
the raw data (Thomas, 2006, pg. 1). In short, the aim of the inductive approach is to allow research
findings to emerge from the frequent, dominant or significant themes inherent in raw data (ibid.).
Key assumptions of this approach as underlined by Thomas (2006) include that “[d]ifferent
researchers are likely to produce findings which are not identical and which have non-overlapping
components” and that the validity of findings can be evaluated by techniques such as: (a)
independent replication of the research, (b) comparison with findings from previous research, (c)
triangulation within a project, (d) feedback from participants in the research, and (e) feedback from
users of the research findings (Thomas, 2006, pg. 7).
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Coding
Coding is central to inductive analysis (Thomas, 2006). Tasks typically associated with
coding include sampling, identifying themes, building codebooks, marking texts, constructing
models (relationships among codes) and testing these models against empirical data (Ryan &
Bernard, 2000, pp. 780-782). More specifically, the process of coding consists of collecting and
analyzing examples of phenomena—or specific statements—in order to find commonalities,
differences, patterns and structures (Basit, 2003). These statements are “categorized into clusters
of meaning that represent the phenomenon of interest” (Starks & Trinidad, 2007, pg. 1375, citing
Creswell, 1977) paying attention to “what was experienced [by the participants] as well as how it
was experienced” (ibid., pg. 1376, brackets added) as expressed in the participants’ descriptions.
The categories resulting from the coding typically have five basic features (Thomas, 2006, pg. 4):
1) a label for the category; 2) a description of the category; 3) a text or data associated with the
category; 4) links; and 5) a type of model in which the category is embedded. Basit (2003)
distinguishes two phases in data coding: one focusing on meanings inside the research context and
the other concerned with what may be meaningful to outside audiences. Widom (2003) warns
against the tendency to “over-code,” as this might result in a “waste of time and money” (pg. 2).
To be efficient and avoid over-coding, I tried to stick to “five or six broad topic headings, not
thirty” (ibid. pg.1) and, additionally, I always used “a hierarchical node structure” (ibid. pg.4),
where “[n]odes are like file folders, or a particular color of highlighter” (ibid.).
In phenomenological analysis, the researcher is also expected to “bracket … prior
understandings in order to grasp subjective experience in its pure, uncontaminated form” (Bryman,
2003, pg. 51, citing Husserl). Bracketing, also referred to as “phenomenological reduction” (ibid.),
is a “self-reflective process … whereby [researchers] recognize and set aside (but do not abandon)
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their a priori knowledge and assumptions, with the analytic goal of attending to the participants’
accounts with an open mind” (Gearing, 2004, Sokolowski, 2000, and van Manen, 1990, cited by
Starks & Trinidad, 2007). It is useful “to prevent [researchers’] biases and preconceptions
influencing the study (Drew 1999), and to ensure scientific rigour (LeVasseur 2003)” (Flood,
2010, pg. 9).
Other reflective activities involve discussing thoughts and ideas “with colleagues and
mentors and writing memos throughout the analysis to help analysts examine how their thoughts
and ideas evolve as they engage more deeply with the data” (Cutcliffe, 2003, and Finlay, 2002,
cited by Starks & Trinidad, 2007, pg. 1376). Memos, traditionally known as “analytic notes,” such
as margin notes and summaries (Widom, 2003) are “a way of keeping track of emerging
impressions of what the data mean, how they relate to each other, and how engaging with the data
shapes her understanding of the initial hypotheses” (Cutcliffe, 2000, cited by Starks & Trinidad,
2007, pg. 1376)
A final element in phenomenological analysis is hermeneutics. Phenomenological analysis
can be given a descriptive approach (as “brought forth by Husserl’s philosophical ideas” [Flood,
2010 pg. 8]) or an interpretative approach (established by Heidegger [Flood, 2010])—based on
hermeneutics. Hermeneutics “involves the art of reading a text so that the intention and meaning
behind appearances are fully understood” (Moustakas, 1994, pg. 9). With this purpose, the
interpretative phenomenological researcher must enter what has been called the hermeneutic
circle, where “meaning must be a result of co-creation between the researcher and the researched”
(Wimpenny and Gass, 2000, cited by Flood, 2010, pg. 11), and which Lindseth and Norberg (2004,
cited by Flood, 2010) established could be done in the following three steps once the informants’
words have been fully transcribed: “1) Naive reading: The text is read several times to grasp its
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meanings […]; 2) Structural analysis: Themes which penetrate texts conveying essential meaning
of the lived experience are identified and presented in ‘meaning units,’ which are then condensed
into sub themes and main themes […]; 3) Comprehensive understanding or interpreted whole: All
themes are summarised and reflected on in relation to the research question and the context of the
study […]” (pg. 12). Additionally, Gomez and Jones III (2010) contend that hermeneutics
“requires that researchers abandon notions of detached objectivity in the acquisition of knowledge,
and instead rely upon the generation of empathetic and situated, or grounded, understandings” (pg.
42), which implies considering the context in which the data is evaluated, i.e., it implies that
researchers engage in self-reflexive analysis of “their own positionality as interpreters under as
much critical study as the meaning they are studying” (ibid.).

IPA study example
In Drescher’s study (2014), data collection consisted of 45 to 150 minutes long, semistructured interviews, using standard questions to prompt unguided narration by the participants.
Follow-up interviews were also conducted for member checking. Analysis of the interview
transcripts was based in part on the phenomenological method described by Moustakas (1994),
but more specifically, it followed the guidelines for Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA)
as described by J. Smith et al., (2009). In Drescher’s study, the analysis of interview texts involved,
first, an immersion in the original data by reading and re-reading the transcripts. Second,
significant statements were identified. Third, “[t]he significant statements were then commented
on, addressing descriptions of the interview content, linguistic elements and conceptual aspects”
(Drescher, 2014, pg. 121). After these steps had been completed for all the transcripts, Drescher
proceeded to the development of emergent themes by interpreting significant statements and
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relating them “to the entire body of the transcribed interviews and vice versa”, allowing his
previous experiences to contribute to the creation of new emergent themes whose relationships
were also explored. He then grouped the emergent themes into clusters of meaning, and he
polarized and numerated the latter. Drawing from the derived themes, Drescher produced
structural (i.e., contextual) and textural (i.e., pertaining to the experience itself) descriptions of the
phenomena. Finally, he combined structural and textural descriptions to generate a synthesis or
general “essence” of the experience (Drescher, 2014, pg. 121).

Critique of IPA
A critique of the IPA that is applicable to phenomenological research in general is worth
noting here. As stated by Gomez and Jones (2010) with respect to humanistic methods, these
“[involve] interpretations of signs (symbols, gestures, and utterances) of the meanings humans
invest in nature … and of … especially those practices that shed light on place meanings” (pg. 18).
Murray and Holmes (2014) emphasize the importance of considering body language as much as
articulated language in order to bring forward an understanding of the respondents’ thoughts and
beliefs about the topic under discussion. They specifically point out that IPA “[seems] to overlook
the body, and the manner in which bodies are involved in meaning-making, through thoughts and
beliefs as much as through language, speech, and gesture as bodies are dynamically situated in and
express themselves through an intersubjective world of others” (Murray & Holmes, 2014, pg. 19).
To address this issue in this study, significant gestures and utterances were noted, as well as the
overall attitude of the respondents before, during and after interviews.
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Data Analysis Process in This Study
Attending to IPA guidelines described above and considering critiques of this method, the
data gathered from the interviews with landowner and FLT staff study participants were analyzed
through the following steps:
1. Immersion in the original data by listening to, reading and re-reading the transcripts to
become familiar with the participants’ particular experiences and views.
2. Identification of significant statements.
3. Commentary on the significant statements.
4. Identification of structural (i.e., contextual) and textural (i.e., pertaining to the experience
itself) meaning units based on my comments and interpretation of significant statements
and relating them to the entire body of the transcribed interviews.
5. Grouping the meaning units into clusters of meaning, production of structural and textural
descriptions of emergent themes.
6. Combine descriptions of structural and textural emergent themes to generate a synthesis or
general “essence” of the experience.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
AGRICULTURAL-LAND OWNERS’ MOTIVATIONS FOR GRANTING
AGRICULTURAL PRESERVATION RESTRICTIONS (APRs) AND CONSERVATION
RESTRICTIONS (CRs)

This chapter has three distinct sections. In the first, I discuss key terms in the framework
of private land conservation in general and agricultural-land conservation in particular, from the
perspective of FLT staff members and landowner study participants. In the second part of the
chapter I discuss the range of motivations expressed by landowners to conserve their land through
the use of conservation easements and compare them with the motivations FLT staff believe
landowners have. Finally, in the third section, I focus my analysis on, and compare, landowners’
and FLT staff members’ sense of place.

Key terms regarding private land conservation from landowners’ perspectives
In the following sections, I will discuss the meaning of ‘land stewardship,’ ‘land
protection,’ ‘land conservation,’ ‘development,’ ‘rural place,’ ‘rural livelihood,’ ‘agriculture,’ and
‘farm’ from the perspective of landowners and FLT staff members, as well as ‘rural’ and ‘rural
livelihood’ from landowners’ point of view.
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‘Land stewardship,’ ‘land protection’ and ‘land conservation’
The regular use of the term ‘land stewardship’ by FLT staff members has two different
meanings. One use of the term refers to the sustainable management of natural resources, i.e., the
use of these resources in a way that will not undermine the possibility of using them over time.
Seth, who is senior staff at FLT, explains this first meaning of the term with some examples:
“I think land stewardship means the management of natural resources to achieve a goal. And that
management means that… One of the main things that management achieves is looking to maintain
the resource for the long-term. So, in forestry, the view being that the management [that] takes on
is for long-term maintenance of the resource while achieving a product in timber or wood fiber. In
agriculture, it’s to produce a food product while still maintaining the integrity of the natural
resource [the natural resource being the soil, in the latter case].” (brackets added)

Similarly, the conceptual meaning of “land stewardship” to Juno (FLT senior staff member) is ‘to
take care of the land’. This is the most popular definition among landowner study participants.
Most landowners interviewed in this study (22) literally defined land stewardship as ‘to
take care of the land,’ with slight variations in 2 cases, where one landowner said simply ‘care for
the land’ (Neal), and the other referred to ‘taking care of the soil’ in particular (Nina). Furthermore,
eight landowners (Ray, Eve, Ryan, Amy, John, Aldo, Neal, Paul) explained what they meant by
‘taking care of the land’: in their view, this expression involves leaving the land in at least the same
condition as it was found but preferably in even better condition. As Ryan put it, land stewardship
“means taking care of land in ways that improve or at least sustain the land.” Moreover, half of the
landowners (17) stated land stewardship to be connected to a sense of responsibility. In several of
these cases, landowners felt a duty to ‘use’ the land or ‘manage’ it in a ‘responsible’ way. Gus,
Norah, Ian, Matt, and Brad do not explicitly use the term ‘responsibility’ in their definition but is
implicit in the examples of land management they offer:
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MATT: “Well, I guess it would be managing land responsibly. That’s how I would define it.”
ME: “And what does ‘responsibly’ mean to you. What does that entail?”
MATT: “Well, it would mean ‘not degrading the natural habitats or the soil, the forest, causing
erosion, dumping, polluting the property or something….”

In several other cases (10), this responsibility was explicitly or implicitly aimed at the benefit of
future generations in particular (Ryan, Ray, Eve, Brad, Bob, Alan, Amy, Ed, Neal):
ALAN: “Ohhh… it means taking care of the land in such a way that it will still be productive and
useful and helpful to the environment for the next generation.”

For Sean, the purpose of taking care of the land or ‘stewarding the land’ was focused primarily on
his family’s benefit, given their dependence on the land for their livelihoods:
SEAN: “Well, we depend on the land for our livelihood, so we definitely are looking to take care
of the land. In our situation, we deal with the public, so we want to make it look nice for the people.
And we have to take care of the land just for the fact that we need to get the produce from the land.”

Among those who did not use the phrase ‘to take care of the land’ in their definition of land
stewardship, a few, believe that to steward the land means to manage it in a way that keeps some
land as ‘open fields,’ as opposed to all ‘woodland’ (Curt, Norah, Aldo):
CURT: “Well, for me, it’s… aesthetics is probably at the top of the list. Looking out the window
and join... Because, here, if you don’t take care of the land it becomes woods. So, we have spent a
lot of time just bringing the fields back. These fields… this was all woods when we moved here.
And it was young woods, [i.e.,] it had been field. All the fields around here have taken a lot of
effort on my part to clear them and keep them open. Once you keep them open, then you start
fighting the invasives [Curt‘s son shows up and Curt kindly introduces us, but we get back to the
interview immediately] And… so you have invasives coming in… like [he names some species I
don’t recognize] and younger trees. So, it’s a fight. And the goats and the horses help keep the
fields opened.”
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For Adam, land stewardship is simply to manage one’s land as well as one can:
ADAM: “Well, you’re the manager, right? It’s kind of another name for being the manager. And
trying to do the best job you can with it.”

To Keith, land stewardship is, in simple terms, “just taking care of the land and the woods.”
Nevertheless, he strongly underlines the importance of the economic component of this concept.
He argues that land stewardship is only possible if one has enough income to do it. In his case, the
source of income to carry out good stewardship is his ability to generate added-value agricultural
products:
KEITH: “Implied in land stewardship, I think is having the funding to really do a good job. So,
most of us are not independently wealthy, so, if we go up and do a really good job with our forest
management plans, they cost us an extra $7000 or $8000 dollars a year, and we can do good land
stewardship because we can make an extra $5000 or $7000 by adding value to agricultural products
we deal with.”

In Keith’s view and experience, farmers might want to do good stewardship but do not have the
financial means to do so, especially depending on the capabilities of the land to generate enough
income to make the stewardship aspect also viable.
KEITH: “So, we can really do good stewardship. But I have a problem going in and saying, ‘Do
stewardship’, and, you know, if a farmer doesn’t have two pennies to rub together, he wants to do
it but he can’t necessarily afford to do it. […] hopefully, this farm area […] kicks off enough income
and viability, and jobs, in order to be able to do good land stewardship. But, […] if you don’t have
a working kind of a farm, […] I would say most people can’t afford to be good stewards.”

In accordance with Keith’s own personal story about the placement of an APR on his land, it can
be assumed from the following statement that APR funding is not determinant to achieve
successful land stewardship outcomes:
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“If you don’t have to raise the resources or raise funding from the APR or your land, you can do
great land stewardship. If your farm isn’t sustainable but your private income is, you can do
stewardship. You see what I mean?”

Keith’s and several other landowner study participants’ (Garth, Ben, Jane, Matt, Brad, Etta, Ray)
comments on their view of land stewardship are very much related to their concept of land
sustainability or to the definition of land stewardship given by at least several other landowners.
This similarity will be discussed in chapter 6. Most significantly, all landowner study participants
(e.g., Ed, Ken) consider themselves stewards of their land, as expressed by Ed, a full-time farmer:
ED: “Well, land stewardship is you take care of the land the best you possibly can for yourself,
obviously, for profitability, for future use, and future generations, and for others. And I think,
generally speaking, most of the farmers I know are excellent stewards of the land because they need
to be, starting with the economic component as well as they are very much in touch with the soil
and how important it is.”

A second use of the term ‘land stewardship’ refers to something that a land steward
professional does, which essentially involves doing the baseline documentation of the property
and monitoring the land to make sure the restricted uses are being adhered to. In Seth’s words,
“dealing with the [grantor] and making sure that they are following the restriction.” As could be
expected, this meaning of land ‘stewardship’ is raised only by the land trust staff members (Dave,
Seth, Emily, Mary, Juno). Likewise, Juno adds that, in general terms, the ‘stewardship’ role of
FLT happens particularly after a land has been subject to an easement or—to use the common
terminology among study participants—once the land has been ‘conserved’:
“Specifically, the land trust, our stewardship role is, once we’ve conserved [the land] we need to
make sure that it stays in the intended conserver’s vision.” (brackets added)
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The use of the term ‘conserve,’ or its derivatives, the way Juno uses it in her latter quote, is very
common in the land trust language and in the land conservation world in general. The action of
‘conserving’ the land is, in this context, executed by any of the parties in the conservation easement
deed, who are usually landowners (with the role of easement grantors) and designated government
representatives or qualified non-governmental organizations such as a land trust (with the role of
the easement grantees or holders). In Juno’s statement, initially only the land trust carries out the
action of conserving: “we’ve conserved.” But the “conserver” that she mentions at the end of her
sentence is, in this case, most likely referring to both parties of a conservation easement (the
grantors and the grantees).
Only one landowner in the study (Tom) used the second meaning of ‘land stewardship’ in
his definition of the term. This may be due to his intimate knowledge of the inner-workings of
FLT because of his position as founder and past board president. Other FLT staff members’
personal descriptions of the term ‘land conservation’ will clarify the concept further in the context
of this study.
Seth’s definition of ‘land conservation’ is strongly linked to the two meanings reviewed
above of ‘land stewardship,’ yet slightly different in that it draws on legal discourse:
SETH: “Conservation of the land is simply permanently protecting the land, so that land
stewardship, long-term land stewardship, can be done on that parcel. So, conservation is basically
protecting the canvas on which the manager can practice any number of land stewardship activities
for goods and services.”

As is generally the case among FLT staff (Seth, Uma, Liz, Erin, Jill, Juno), in the framework of
private land conservation, Seth’s use of the terms ‘Conservation’ and ‘to permanently protect’ in
the previous quote is particularly referring to the use of CRs and APRs. As has been explained
earlier, these legal tools retire certain real estate rights or restrict certain activities on a parcel of
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land that could potentially degrade the resource. Examples of these activities are housing
development, land subdivision, and mineral extraction. Additionally, easement contracts establish
the right of the easement holder to carry out certain stewardship activities on the land, such as
monitoring compliance with the terms of the easement. The placement of CRs and APRs therefore
prevent potential degradation of natural resources; in doing so, they ‘protect’ the land. In short, for
FLT staff members ‘land conservation’ generally refers to the use of legal instruments, such as
CRs or APRs, to enhance long-term stewardship of the land. Conservation is in this context
understood as a land stewardship tool.
Almost all FLT staff members use the term ‘protect’ during their interviews (Kim and Rita
don’t use it. Jade only uses it when providing her job title.) Just one staff member (Dave) used the
term only as synonym of ‘safeguard’ during the recorded interview. At the other extreme, just one
staff member (Juno) used the term ‘protect’ implying particularly the use of conservation
easements. I refer to this second meaning of the term as the ‘formal’ one. Among the rest of the
staff that used the term ‘protect,’ only one staff member (Uma) acknowledges the existence of
both uses of the word at one point of her interview. In the rest of her interview and in the rest of
the staff members’ interviews, both meanings of the term are used. Sometimes the staff members
imply the first meaning (to safeguard, broadly speaking) but they use the second—formal—
meaning (to use easements, to ‘conserve’) more often than the first.
The formal meaning of the term ‘protect’ usually offered by FLT staff is generally
synonymous to ‘to conserve,’ in that it involves the use of a legal tool, such as an APR or a CR.
In contrast, half of the landowners of this study that use the term ‘to protect’ (13 out of 26: Hans,
Toby, Amy, Etta, Ann, Ben, Neal, Keith, Matt, Gus, Ed, Paul, Ryan) do so referring to an act of
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safeguarding something not exclusively through the use of a legal instrument. Etta’s explanation
of her main reason for granting a CR shows this point clearly:
“I have three [09:57 children? not clear] and I can’t leave this place to anyone without ticking off
the other two. So, normally, I would leave it to one of them who really loves this place. And it
would be great. But I can’t do that. So, I wanted to find some other way to make sure it was
protected. And so, this seemed like a good instrument for that. And that’s why I did that.”

Similarly, to Ben, granting an APR was part of a bigger plan to enhance the long-term viability of
his farm, or to ‘protect’ it:
BEN: “Well, the main goal was to just protect the land, make sure it was available to be farmed for
future generations. My parents were getting older at that time. I’m not married, I have no kids […]
So it was important to me to do something to try to make sure that this farm would be viable and
continue on… so… and the APR is part of that, part of that plan.”

And, in Toby’s case, ‘to protect’ is ‘to safeguard’ certain elements of the land (wildlife in
particular), not specifically implying the use of legal tools to do so:
“One of the things that motivated me, and my thought of stewardship, is to protect the land, protect
the natural resources. I am very interested in protecting the wildlife and the birds. Try to manage it
for that.”

Some landowners (Paul, Neal, Keith, Matt, Gus, Amy and Ben) only use the term of ‘to protect’
as in ‘to safeguard’:
MATT: “We didn’t think we were detracting from the community. And in some ways, it protected
us from the town. Because, who knows in the future they might want to build the school or a
firehouse or a public facility in the property. So, we protected it from them.”

In the meantime, others (Ryan, Toby, Hans Ann, Ed, Etta) use both meanings of the word
throughout their interviews. For example, Ryan uses the word ‘protect’ twice, with different
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meanings in the same sentence, as he describes a situation where a landowner built a barn on her
conserved land without obtaining permission and was forced to remove it:
RYAN: “We had a case in Weston where a woman built a barn on a little easement that our local
land trust had, with no notice, and we had to make her remove it. It’s huge… It’s such a seductive
and, you know, important way to protect land, that sort of keeps it private and protects it, but it’s
complicated.”

Several landowners (Nina, Mike, Eve, Ian, Garth, John, Brad, and Ken) only use the formal
meaning of the word ‘protect’.
BRAD: “The farm has two parts. There’s 88 acres that has an APR, and then approximately 30
acres that has a CR, conservation restriction. So, the total farm is protected but in two different
ways.”

Some landowners’ (Bob, Sean, Aldo, Ella) one-time-uses of the term are ambiguous:
BOB: “So, we had an emergency loan through FSA. So that helps me indirectly protect my land, I
guess, or continue farming.”

A couple of landowners (Tom and Court]) do not use the term in relation to land. And a few (Alan,
Jane, Sam, Aiden, Adam and Norah) do not use the term at all.
Overall, to the landowners interviewed for this study, the use of the term ‘to protect’ is
commonly used as a synonym of ‘to safeguard,’ but almost as frequently it implies the use of
easements. By contrast, with the exception of one landowner participant, all the participants that
use the term ‘conservation’ always imply the use of conservation easements. Some (Ryan, John,
Neal, Eve, Ella, Norah) use ‘conservation land’ or ‘conserved land’ as in land that has been subject
to a conservation easement:
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JOHN: “Motorcycles… Two cycle engines… They go ‘rang-rrrangg-rranng!’ And then these guys
have to play with the throttle and tear things up? I hate that. You can’t do that on conservation land.
You can’t do that on APR land.”

Likewise, for a few (Amy, Curt, Matt), ‘to conserve land’, or simply ‘to conserve,’ means ‘to place
a conservation easement:
AMY: “Even if we didn’t get any money for the APR, I think we would have… if we could afford
to do so, we would conserve it.”

Some landowner participants (Ed, Ian, Gus, Paul, Tom and Etta) use the term followed by
‘restriction’— ‘conservation restriction’—, referring to this particular type of easement:
IAN: “…having a conservation restriction helps prevent pollution and destruction of the river.”

In a couple of cases (Garth’s and Ken’s case), ‘conservation’ implies land protection through the
use of conservation easements:
KEN: “‘Where are people going to live?’ you know, with all of this conservation going on, which
is a question that can be answered quite readily.”

Relatedly, Ian uses the term ‘conservation money’ meaning ‘money spent on the protection of land
through the use of conservation easements’.
Several landowner participants (Hans, Sean, Nina, Mike, Ray, Keith, Ben, Ann, Sam, Aiden,
Adam) do not use the term ‘conserve’ during the recorded interview. Aldo distinctly uses the term
‘conservation’ referring to the conservation movement.
Finally, Dave, a senior staff member at FLT, makes reference to an additional, not-as
common, use of the term ‘conservation’ that does not necessarily involve the existence of a legal
tool. In clarifying what CRs and APRs are, he explains the difference in meaning, between the
terms ‘conserve’ and ‘preserve,’ as understood by FLT, as follows:
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DAVE: “They are ‘land conservation agreements’, or ‘preservation agreements’. We like to use the
word ‘conserve’ as opposed to ‘preserve’ because in our mind ‘preservation’ means conserving
something not letting anything happen to it, whereas ‘conservation’ means you’re conserving but
it continues to be a working landscape, you can continue to farm it, you can continue to harvest
timber off it. Now, there are some properties we are ultimately wanting to preserve. You know, if
we have an endangered species habitat, generally speaking you want to ‘preserve’. But we generally
use the word ‘conserve.’”

The meaning of the term ‘conserve,’ in this case refers to the act of protecting the land in a way
that allows for certain degree of human activity, as opposed to ‘preserve,’ which involves a much
more restricted use of the land. Compared to this second use of the term ‘conservation,’ the first
one is much broader in that it can be used to refer to a land that is ‘conserved’ or ‘preserved,’
through the placement of CRs or APRs. The second meaning of the term, however, is broader in
that it can be used to refer to land management initiatives centered on the protection of certain land
values that do not exclusively involve the use of easements. In any case, and as pointed out by
Dave, in the context of agricultural land protection, it is normally more accurate to use
‘conservation,’ in both senses of the term.

‘Development’
The term “development” is generally (Brad, Matt, Ian, Amy, Adam, Etta, Aldo, John, Neal,
Ken, Norah, Ann, Paul, Sam, Jane, Toby, Tom, Alan, Ray, Eve, Curt, Keith, Gus, Aiden, Ella)
used by the landowner participants of this study, almost exclusively with a negative connotation
(with the exception of Gus), to refer to the construction or placement of houses (from now on I
will term this as residential or housing development):
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“So, we knew that we didn’t want it developed. […] Because, I mean… What you can’t tell
immediately… Charlemont has one acre zoning, with 150 feet of road frontage required, which is
small, right? So, there could be nine, approval-not-required building sites on the land that we told
you along the roads, because all of these are town roads right up to the dooryard up here. So, every
150 feet you could put a house, which would be a disaster.”

In a few cases (John, Keith, Neal), landowners are also referring to related infrastructures and
buildings, such as roads, schools and gulf courses.
Study participants never use other meanings of ‘development’ when they discuss the type
of activity they sought to prevent. Otherwise, only in two cases, the term was used with an
economic component but not related to the construction or placement of houses. In one case, Ben
used the term to refer to the positive evolution of his farm operation after placing an APR on his
land:
BEN: “It just feels good to go from a situation where you were struggling in the wholesale apple
business to a point where you can really see a good business growing and developing. It’s nice”

In the other case, Keith used it referring to economic growth in rural areas in general, and within
the tourism and catering sectors, in particular.
As observed by Ian, one can expect residential development to be the only type of
development referred to within the area of the study, given that there is not much room for other
forms of development such as manufacturing.
IAN: “We wanted to make sure the land wouldn’t be developed in the future for residential
development or other types of… The main thing that it could be used for here is residential
development. Planned residential development has caused a lot of negative impacts on the
landscape. So, the primary goal is to prevent future residential development.”
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Ian and some other landowner participants (Ian, Neal, Tom, Alan, Curt, Ella) immediately specify
the type of development they want to prevent:
ALAN: “…frankly it was a period of considerable development in the area. Farms were being sold
and cut up into small building lots and sold.”

Others (Brad, Matt, Amy, Adam, Etta, Aldo, John, Ken, Norah, Paul, Ann, Sam, Jane, Toby, Ray,
Eve, Keith, Gus, Aiden) indicate at some other point of their narratives the type of development
they are referring to:
ME: “What things made you want to establish the APR?”
ADAM: “Well, it didn’t go to some developer to build up a bunch of stuff. [8:47 not clear] you
don’t really want to see something that you’ve worked, growing houses or being [8:52 not clear].
And I will tell you another thing, a little town of Leyden doesn’t need that, that development.”
ME: “Why? Why would you say that?”
ADAM: “It would get so out of control if a developer had it. We had a few in town. There were
developers that bought it. They’re not real bad. But that stuff is just like wildfire. Once it gets going,
it’s over. Then a little town turns into a city and… it’s not a little town anymore.”

But a few (Bob, Garth, Ed) do not specify the type of development they are talking about. In the
cases of these few, it can be assumed that what they mean by ‘development’ is the construction or
placing of buildings that are not instrumental to agricultural activity.
In some cases (Keith, Garth, Curt, Neal), participants clearly acknowledge their awareness of the
clauses of the APR program that particularly point to a difference between ‘development value’
and ‘agricultural value’:
KEITH: “Well, that’s… some of those go to court a little bit but there is an interesting wrinkle that
came in maybe seven or eight years ago saying that ‘the new APRs have a provision: you get the
difference between the development value and the value of agriculture’.
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Moreover, some landowners (John, Bob, Curt, Ryan) generally use the phrase ‘open land’ or ‘open
space,’ to refer to forest land and agricultural land:
JOHN: “Well, there’s a big argument about… There’s been studies that show that 1 tax dollar on
open land is worth $1.70 or $1.80 or something like that. On developed land 1 tax dollar is only
$.70 or $.80.”
ME: “On developed land it’s less?”
JOHN: “[He nods ‘yes’] because they… You have kids in school, demands on the town roads,
everything else that you don’t get with open land like this. I mean, if we had another 200 houses
on here, and they put 400 kids in school… That’s a big expense. And open land does not cause that
expense.”

But not all the landowners use these terms in this sense. In some cases, such as Mike’s, ‘open land’
refers to land that has been cleared for agricultural purposes:
MIKE: “You know, up here in the hills… This type of farmland… Any type of farmland up here
is worth preserving, only because I don’t think people realize what happened back when the first
settlers came here… How much work it involved to clear land. Once you have an open land it’s
beneficial to wildlife, it’s beneficial to people, to be able to look across the field and see a couple
of deers standing over there…”

In two cases (Norah and Ian), the terms ‘openings’/’open areas’ and ‘open fields’ were used to
illustrate land that has been selectively cleared to enhance habitat diversity:
IAN: “So we hired a forester to come up with a forestry plan that would favor wildlife habitat,
while taking some of the useful timber from the land, but doing it much more carefully, to create
small openings for different habitats, to leave trees and vegetation that’s important for birds and
animals. We developed that sort of detailed forestry plan.”

‘Open land’ and ‘open space’ are always used by study participants as opposed to ‘developed
land’.
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Some (Mike, Sean, Sam) landowner participants never use the word ‘development.’
Consistent with the rest of the participants, they point out that they do not wish to see the land
being built upon:
SEAN: “I mean, I don’t want to see houses up and down every road. I want to see open land,
farmland, wildlife…”

To be sure, none of the participants of this study express agricultural activity or forestry as forms
of ‘development’.
Likewise, as seen in Massachusetts government’s webpage (mass.gov), the state does not
consider farming a type of ‘development’. For example, the APR Program, “…intends to offer a
non-development alternative to farmers.” In other words, the program seeks to prevent
‘development.’ But, what does ‘development’ mean in this context? The objective of the APR
Program is further explained in the government’s web page, by pointing to the ‘development’
activities that the program does not allow. These activities include any that may be detrimental to
the agricultural quality of the land, and building for non-agricultural purposes in particular:
“The primary purpose of the APR program is to preserve and protect agricultural land, … from
being built upon for non-agricultural purposes or used for any activity detrimental to agriculture”
(Agricultural Preservation Restriction (APR) Program Details, n.d.)

Therefore, ‘development’ is equated especially to ‘building for non-agricultural purposes’. In my
analysis of participants’ narratives, I will use the term ‘development’ with the meaning implied in
the Massachusetts government webpage, given its similarity to the meaning of the term to all study
participants.
Having understood the different meanings and most recurrent uses of the terms land
stewardship,’ ‘land conservation,’ ‘to protect’ and ‘development’ based on the narratives of the
participants of this study, it can be assumed, within the context of this study, that both “to conserve’
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and ‘to protect land from development’ have the following general meaning for the landowner
participants of this study: to safeguard particular components of the land, through the use of legal
tools (particularly CRs and APRs), and to prevent those elements from being negatively affected
by the construction and placement of buildings and associated urban infrastructure. The
motivations for participants to initiate the conservation process can be different from the general
expected outcome of doing so, as will be exposed in detail in further sections of this study. Before
addressing this point, three more key terms will be analyzed from the perspectives of the
participants of this study.

‘Rural place’
Out of 34 landowner study participants, 25 identified as living in a rural place; Three (Gus,
Bob, Ian) claimed that certain characteristics of the area, such as the population density, population
size, the high degree of connectedness with other regions and counties (thanks to Internet and other
technological advances), closeness to a city, and presence of urban amenities within the rural
setting, make the area not completely rural, if rural at all; 6 never clarified if they identified as
living in a rural place or not.

‘Rural livelihood’
Out of 34 landowner study participants, 22 identified as having a rural livelihood; 9 do not
identify as having a rural livelihood and; 4 never clarified if they considered themselves to have a
rural livelihood or not.
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Among the 22 who said they did have a rural livelihood, 18 (or 17 if a woodworker—
Ken—that works mainly from home is not included as having a rural livelihood) could be
considered to have a rural livelihood by my definition of rural livelihood (which is that more than
50% of their income comes from agricultural activity, including forestry). However, three (Amy,
Matt, Garth) that claimed to have a rural livelihood clarified that they earned half or more of their
income through a non-agricultural source (such as retirement income from a University professor
position or as a consultant).
Among the 9 landowners that did not identify as having a rural livelihood, 3 (Toby, Ryan,
Neal) specified that they carried out some kind of agricultural activity, but less than half of their
revenue comes from the farm activity. Below I discuss two key terms that have not been analyzed
from the point of view of study participants but that are nevertheless useful to clarify: ‘agriculture’
and ‘farm.’

‘Agriculture’ and ‘Farm’
The meaning of agriculture used throughout this study is based on the list of land uses
enumerated in the Massachusetts General Law (M.G.L c. 61A, sections 1 and 2) and adopted by
the Agricultural Preservation Restriction Program in the Code of Massachusetts Regulations (3301
CMR, 22.00). These land uses are (1) raising animals and (2) horticultural uses. Horticultural uses
include a) raising fruits, vegetables, berries, nuts, etc. for human consumption, b) raising feed for
animals, c) raising tobacco, flower, sod, trees, nursery or green house products, ornamental plants
and shrubs, and d) forest products. Accordingly, a ‘farm’ is generally defined as the sites where
any of these agricultural uses occur (Source: Agricultural Preservation Restriction Program
Guidelines, Assignment of Option to Purchase at Agricultural Value). Analysis of the above-
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mentioned legal documents and discussion with conservation professionals (from FLT and the
USDA-Farm Service Agency) as well as with landowner study participants about whether or not
‘forestry’ is considered an ‘horticultural’ activity or whether these terms are even considered part
of the concept of ‘agriculture,’ suggest a certain degree of confusion. To avoid further confusion,
in this study, ‘agriculture’ includes forestry activity when not indicated otherwise. Nonetheless, it
is specified whether or not it is included in particular cases.

The financial and non-financial motivations behind the granting of agricultural conservation
easements: Franklin Land Trust’s and landowners’ perspectives
This section will show that the motivations for the agricultural-land owners of this study
to conserve their land are very varied. Table 1 shows an abbreviated list of this group’s structural
themes (personal backrounds that might have influenced their decision to grant conservation
easements) and textural themes (motivations to conserve their land), as expressed during the
personal interviews. A detailed analysis of all the themes in Table 1 will be presented below. But,
before moving on to the analysis of landowners’s motivations based on their own accounts, I will
give a brief overview of landowners’ motivations from Franklin Land Trust’s staff members’ point
of view.
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Table 1. Abbreviated table of agricultural-land owner study participants’ personal backgrounds
and motivations to grant conservation easements
Structural themes: Landowner study participants’ personal background
Gratifying experience in rural setting
Always in or close to rural areas
Raised on or close to the land they conserved
Unwanted housing expansion
Textural themes: Motivations to conserve agricultural land using APRs and CRs
Environmental themes
Protect the scenic value of the land
Protect the rural character of the landscape
Protect wildlife
Protect the soil
Protect water bodies
Protect environmental-spiritual values
Protect environmental values is a side benefit
Social themes
Benefit future generations
Enhance local/regional food production
Set an example of land conservation to neighbors
Achieve social benefits is a side benefit
Spiritual themes
Place attachment
Desire to remain in rural places
Financial themes
Farm viability motivations
Non-farming related financial motivations

Perspective of FLT staff members
At my first meeting with Franklin Land Trust (FLT) staff, I took note of their comments
about their thoughts on landowners’ motivations to conserve their land. The three staff members
that I held the meeting with, Dave, Erin and Seth, seemed to agree that the most common reasons
landowners claim they want to conserve their land are financial. Their claim took me by surprise,
as it did not coincide at all with my own assumptions, based on the literature on the topic and my
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observations of the land trust’s web page, which mostly appeals to non-financial benefits of
granting easements. Nevertheless, an analysis of the recorded interviews with FLT’s ten staff
members about their views on landowner motivations suggests the most common motivations to
grant easements are (1) to keep land in its present conditions, (2) to obtain financial benefit, and
(3) to simplify property transfer, in that order. The following is a synthesis of this analysis.
Among Franklin Land Trust staff members, Kim summarizes this group’s thoughts on
grantors motivations the best. To her, the main motivations to grantors of conserving their land
include the financial benefits (in the form of cash payment or tax deduction), the assurance that
their land will never be substantially altered, and the simplification of the property transfer process:
“…for landowners, you know, it can be a financial benefit to them. You know, some of them
receive payment for the conservation restrictions, some of them receive tax breaks that are, you
know, as good as money in their pocket. And, some of them, it’s really more of an emotional
connection to their lands, knowing that the land that they love will never be substantially changed
or altered… Um, and that’s a major relief to them as they age and you know that, you know, they
don’t have any control over many things, but that’s one thing that they can control, it’s what will
happen to their land. Um, it also really simplifies things from an estate perspective. So, people that
own especially farms or land that is easily developable, knowing that the land will stay intact and
it can’t be divided, even though it limits heirs’ options, it simplifies the process for them. So, I think
that those are all really important benefits for people—the grantors themselves, and their families.”

Jade suggests that landowners’ motivations are tied to knowing their conserved land will
remain unchanged. The majority of landowners conserve their land because they love their land
and, by conserving it, they know their land will be kept in its present conditions and undivided.
Within this group, those that have bought their land in Franklin County did so because of the
beauty of it, and those that have lived on the land all their lives have a strong attachment to it:
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JADE: “Most of them are really thinking about just loving their land. They bought the land here
because it’s beautiful. You know, some of them might live in New York and they come up here for
part of the year, or maybe people have lived here for generations, so their sense of attachment to
place is really, really strong.”

In Jill’s and Uma’s words, “it gives them a peace of mind” knowing their land will remain in its
current state.
JILL: “[the landowners] feel good about it, I think that’s probably the biggest thing. Especially if,
you know, they have a connection to their land and want it to be that way. I think that there’s this
sense of, just that they’ve done the right thing.” (brackets added)

Juno and Uma specify how landowners’ motivations to keep land substantially unchanged
are not only for their own benefit but also for the benefit of future generations. Uma especially
sees this as being the case with farmers who have always worked the same land:
“For many, it gives them a really strong peace of mind … Um, it might be more common with a
landowner whose property has been in farming their whole lives and their family just [38:13 not
clear] and they’re just really worried about it after they pass. And for them to have that squared
away, and, you know, that, no matter what happens, their land will continue to be a resource that,
just like it gave them maybe a sense of spirituality or a livelihood, it will continue to do that for the
community.”

Dave and Seth also believe that protecting a family’s legacy is a common motivation for
landowners to conserve their land:
DAVE: “…a lot of people just look at it as leaving an important legacy behind.”
SETH: “So, I’d say that’s the number one factor, this idea of maintaining your family’s legacy on
the landscape, your own personal contribution to that piece of property’s conservation and
productivity.”
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As suggested in Seth’s quote, the types of legacy that landowners may want to protect for the
benefit of future generations may be different. Depending on the values the landowners perceive
their lands have, they might want to keep the land completely unaltered or, by contrast, keep it in
agriculture and/or forestry:
DAVE: “We have some landowners who conserve their land and they really just don’t want to do
anything, they don’t want anybody to do anything to it, they want to let it sit and grow old. But
then we have other landowners who want to conserve it to prevent bad things happening to it, but
also want to consider the act of managing it for timber, farm it, whatever.”

The financial benefits were mentioned by nine of the ten staff members as one of the key
motivations of landowners to conserve their land, although not always as the only motivation nor
the primary one. As Jade sees it, a minority of people are only concerned about the financial
benefits, or may be concerned about the land but have “other pressing needs,” particularly financial
needs. A few FLT staff members explain how these financial needs often arise around the event
of a family member’s death, where the heirs cannot afford to pay the inheritance taxes on the land
and look to conservation as an alternative to selling the land:
JADE: “And then, other people, you know, [to keep their land in its present conditions] is not as
big a concern, or it is a concern but there are other pressing needs that get in the way. Those are the
folks that maybe are in crisis that we deal with. Maybe there’s been a death in the family and then
all the children inherited the land and there’s all these taxes on it and they can’t afford to maintain
it so, sometimes, one of the family members or a neighbor steps in and says ‘Is there anything you
can do to help this family continue to own it even though they don’t feel like they can afford to’.
And then, we try and connect them with grant programs that allow them to get paid for conserving
the land or, you know, figure out some other creative option that will help them feel good about
conserving it and not have to break it up for development.”
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In a follow-up interview Jade clarifies that some landowners talk about the first type of benefit (to
keep the land in its current condition) as their key motivation but the second type of benefit is what
gets them to finally conserve their land (the financial benefit). In Jade’s view, some of these people
could not grant the easement if it weren’t for the financial benefits.
While Jade assigns certain types of motivations to particular types of situations, Erin
assigns certain motivations to particular types of landowners. Erin defines two categories of
landowner grantors as the extreme sides of a spectrum: On one side, farmers who are born and
raised in the area and are undergoing financial difficulties because of the decline of the market
price of the product they specialize in; on the other side, wealthy city people that have bought
abandoned farmland they come to on weekends. In both cases, Erin suggests tax benefits to be a
relevant factor in these landowners’ decision to conserve their land, although these benefits may
not be the only factor:
“…people that work with us and come to us are everything from the farmer who is born and raised
here and needs to protect his farm because his milk prices are bad and he’s falling behind on his
taxes, to the wealthy New Yorker who comes up from the city and buys maybe an abandoned farm
and comes up on weekends, and he loves his land and he’ll look at it as a good tax benefit to protect
it. So, he might have a conservation ethics but he’s also looking at like ‘I know I can protect this,
donate this value, and save a lot of money. So, I’m going to do it.’ And, so it really varies on the
type of person that we work with. Anywhere in between there, you know.”

A third distinct category of landowners, according to Erin, is made up of those whose sole
motivation to conserve is financial, particularly to lower their taxes:
“A lot of people that we’ll work with come to us for really the wrong reasons, and like they just,
their taxes are high and they just ‘Can you help me lower my taxes?’ Like that’ll be the first thing
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they say to us. It’s not really because they are envisioning the conservation of their land, and it’s
because the taxes keep going up and ‘I heard that you can help lower my taxes.’”

Erin also briefly mentions a category of landowner whose motivation is to keep the land as it is,
but she seems to see the financial benefits as the most common motivation to conserve their land.
In contrast to Erin’s view on the financial component of conservation, and similarly to Jade’s
perspective, Juno believes it is only in a minority of the cases that the grantors do it especially for
financial purposes. Finally, Seth does not specify if the financial benefits are more or less common
among grantors’ motivations, but points to a rising interest among landowners to attain financial
benefits, as a result of the growing availability of financial incentives:
SETH: “… in the beginning it was more… just… if someone was more interested in making sure
their land was conserved for all time, in perpetuity, you know, we would just accept their donation
of restriction. And then, tax laws had a big impact on people’s interest because there was an
economic driver through tax benefits and then doing this sort of activity. Yet they still… In many
cases they would have probably conserved their land anyways, out of interest about legacy or how
they felt about their land. I think that’s continuing to change because I think people… There’s even
more money on outright purchasing of conservation restrictions, not just tax implications. So,
there’s even more money out there that… sort of are even greater incentives to conserve land.
That’s had another effect.”

Beyond place-centered and financial benefits, at least four of FLT staff, including the
executive director and those in closer contact with the landowners, make direct reference to a third
common motivation for grantors to conserve their land: The ability of the conservation process to
help in the transfer of the property in instances where there are multiple inheritors of a land. This
is particularly the case where a family has a farm and only one of the owners' children wants to
continue to farm, while the others do not want anything to do with farming. In these cases, the
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parents may save their children trouble by establishing the conservation of the land before passing
away. Dave explains what usually happens in these particular cases and in the common instance
where a landowner sells an APR to the state:
DAVE: “[By] having the state purchase the restriction, which in many cases today means a 90% of
the value of the farm, the kids get the cash, and the one son or daughter who is interested in farming
gets the farm.” (brackets added)

A final common situation where the conservation of land seems to be especially useful to
grantors is when the first and third motivations are combined; that is, when a landowner wants to
transfer the ownership of his/her land but has a strong attachment to it and, therefore, wants to
ensure it remains largely unaltered:
SETH: “I would say the second reason is as a tool to help with transferring property to either the
next generation of ownership or helping a transfer of the property to a new owner and making sure
that the land will be maintained in a relatively good condition.”

In sum, from FLT staff members’ perspective, landowners’ most common motivations to
grant conservation easements include (1) keeping land in its present conditions, (2) obtaining
financial benefits, and (3) simplifying property transfer. The following is an analysis of
motivations of the landowner participants of this study to conserve their land, based on their own
accounts.

Landowners’ perspectives
In this section, I report findings of this study regarding the environmental, social, spiritual
and financial values that landowners assign to their land. The significant statements identified in
landowner-participants’ interview transcripts resulted into 14 structural meaning units and 35
textural meaning units. First, I will now describe these meaning units and highlight emerging
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themes. Then, I will indicate 3 emerging landowner-participant group types and analyze the
recurring motivations within each particular group. In the conclusion of this chapter, I will
combine both structural and textural themes to produce a synthesis of the essential factors and
types of experiences that lead landowners in the Franklin County region of Massachusetts to
conserve their land.

Landowners’ structural themes: Personal background
Structural meaning units focus on personal experiences of the study landowner-participants
that may have influenced their decision to conserve their land. In other words, structural meaning
units are possible predictors of interest in agricultural-land conservation easements. The clustering
of these meaning units led to the emergence of four structural themes (see Appendix I). In the
following, I describe these four emergent, structural themes, indicating the meaning units each
theme is composed of.

Gratifying experience in rural setting (4 meaning units)
Half of the landowner interviewees made reference to gratifying childhood experiences in
agricultural settings and/or in the woods. Experiences include enjoying farming jobs as kids (Curt,
Neal, Gus):
“CURT: But in terms of rural roots, it’s… I’ve always enjoyed animals… my first job was throwing
hay bales.
ME: “Oh, nice” [I laugh]
CURT: “Three dollars a day…” [I laugh]
ME: “When was that?”
CURT: “I was like… 12 years old.”
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exploring and playing in a family member’s farm (Etta, Norah):
ETTA: “I was a girl in the 1950s. And it was in Canada, which was a… Up there, the farmers tend
to be more multiuse. I mean, you would see a field of buckwheat, a field of oats… not just one
monoculture. They have a lot of different… ‘mixed farming’ I guess you can call it. That’s what I
grew up seeing. My family is from a fairly rural area although my parents moved away. So, I loved
those summers and loved being free as a kid to go anywhere around the farm… And there were
chickens and pigs and a great big barn… Everything was wonderful.”

or in the woods (Paul, John, Ryan):
PAUL: “So, I would play in the woods, and there was a corn farmer across the street… When I
went to school, everybody would go that way after school, and I would go that way [he points to
the opposite direction]. I lived in the middle of nowhere in town. I always loved to be outside.”

and eating freshly picked vegetables (Ann).
ANN: “I remember when I was nine or ten, going with a friend, one of my neighbors, we went to
visit her aunt and uncle. We’d spend like a week each summer at their house. As it turned out, they
were in this area, in Shelburne, but I didn’t realize it at the time. And they had a big garden, and
that’s when I first ate fresh vegetables. You know, like they would boil the water and then put in
the corn. Supper was a bowl of fresh peas. That was eye opening. And I went home and we started
growing vegetables at home as well. And that sort of started my interest in growing things.”

Memories of past times in the countryside are generally very positive.

Always in or close to rural areas (5 meaning units)
Over half of the study’s landowner interviewees have lived most of their lives in or close
to the countryside, if not always. Within this group, 6 were not particularly raised on or close to
the land they ultimately conserved (Matt, Paul, Ryan, Amy and Brad, Garth):
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MATT: “Well, I grew up on a dairy farm in Vermont. I moved to Massachusetts 35 years ago or
more, and always wanted to keep farming because it’s in your blood, and raise kids in a rural
environment as opposed to the suburbs or the city.”

Raised on or close to the land they conserved (2 meaning units)
Almost half of the study’s landowner interviewees were raised on or close (walking
distance) to the land they conserved:
ELLA: “My grandparents lived here when I was growing up. I grew up just around the corner. First
house that way. So, this land has been in my life really since 1896. We are the fourth generation to
farm it.”

Unwanted housing expansion (3 meaning units)
At least 13 landowner study participants talk about how they have witnessed housing
developments expand in places they did not want to see built up. In many of these cases it is clear
how this experience was influential in their decision to conserve their land:
JOHN: “My grandfather’s brother ended up with [the family farm], and he sold it. That was my
first auction I went to. And watched him sell everything. But that kind of formed a mindset. And I
didn’t like what I was seeing as houses grew.”

Several of them (6) refer particularly to the shrinking of farmland as a result of this type of
development:
NORAH: “And so, we developed a love for our landscape and for this farming past in New
England. And then, during my adult life I’ve watched much of that disappear in the more crowded
parts of New England.”

And several others (5) regret the transformation of their former home agricultural land into housing
developments:
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TOBY: “I had owned a house on the Jersey shore, which, when I was a kid, it was sand dunes and
beautiful but, again, it had built up.”

Overall, landowner study interviewees had generally always lived in or close to rural areas,
had lived gratifying experiences in rural settings, had been raised on or close to the land they
conserved, and had grown concern about the expansion of housing development, before deciding
to grant a conservation easement. These personal backgrounds are the basis for the landowner
study participants to seek land stewardship options, such as the conservation of their land. Now, I
will focus on landowner study participants’ stories of their easement-granting, decision-making
experiences, and particularly on their motivations to do so through the use of APRs and CRs.

Landowners’ textural themes: Motivations to conserve agricultural land using APRs and CRs
Textural meaning units are centered on the accounts of landowners’ experiences of
granting Agricultural Preservation Restrictions (APRs) and/or Conservation Restrictions (CRs)
based on their relationship with their land. The clustering of these meaning units led to 15 emergent
themes that have been further grouped into four categories: Environmental, spiritual, financial and
social (see Appendix J). Below, I describe the 15 emergent themes, grouped in the four categories.
The headings of each of the 15 emergent themes are accompanied by a representative quote to
illustrate each theme. The description of each theme includes interviewees’ statements selected on
the basis of representativeness of the theme and allowing all participants to have a voice in the
results.

Environmental Themes
Environmental motivations expressed by landowner study participants to conserve their
land include protecting the scenic value of the land, the rural character of the landscape, wildlife,
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the soil, water bodies and environmental-spiritual values. A few landowners specifically express
environmental benefits of conserving their lands as a side benefit.
Protect the scenic value of the land: I think, aesthetically it’s fabulous. You know, people stop
here ‘Oh my gosh! What a view!’ (Jane)
Most interviewees express high personal appreciation of the scenic value of the land (Ian,
Eve, Norah, Keith, Tom, Matt, Amy, Jane, Garth, Ann, Paul):
TOM: “It was important to me to be able to walk upon it. And, otherwise, simply to enjoy it…
visually”

Some specifically mention how they did not want to see houses ruining the scenic quality of their
land (Ella, Mike, Adam, Alan, Ann):
ANN: “Well, you know, it is good just to have that un-built space, you know? For all of us. Even
just visually.”

In one case, the high scenic quality of the land is stated as important especially for the positive
effect it has on the viability of his farming operation as it attracts customers (Sean). Related to the
appreciation of the visual component of the land, a few participants showed to be especially fond
of the rural character of the landscape of which their land is part, where the imprint of agricultural
activity abounds.
Protect the rural character of the landscape: I love living in a place where agriculture is going on.
(Tom)
Several interviewees (10) specify they want to preserve the traditional rural character of
the landscape, including farm fields (Ben, Ray, Eve, Aldo), the old farm buildings (Norah), the old
New England village and mill city structures (Ryan), the combination of historic centers with
farmland and forest (Ian); or at least prevent it from changing any further (John, Hans).
ME: “What kind of important things are worth preserving?”
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ALDO: “Basically the agricultural value. It’s some of the best land in the area.”
ME: “Alright. That’s the main one?”
ALDO: “That’s the main… And you can’t… There isn’t much of a cultural value left when you
have houses all over it, or a big condominium on it. I’m a farmer at heart. Still am. Always was.”

Overall, these several participants want to maintain the landscape’s both natural and man-made
character (Tom, Etta).
TOM: “Well, I think one of the things that’s nice about this place… […] is that the landscape is a
kind of not just a natural landscape but a man-made landscape, that is, that it’s agrarian…”
ME: “A working landscape?”
TOM: “‘A working landscape’ is I guess that going word. But I think that matters. I find that those
places, not just here but elsewhere in the world, that are most agreeable to me are the ones that
suggest a steady, kind of enduring, cooperation between people and the land.”

As we have seen, most participants have a strong appreciation of the visual aspects of their
land. Additionally, many participants point to specific components of the landscape particularly
relevant to them, such as wildlife, the soil and water bodies:
ANN: “Well, you know, it is good just to have that un-built space, you know? For all of us. Even
just visually. But also, to have places where different kinds of animals can thrive. You know, pretty
much everyone I know who lives in this town appreciates the wildlife, you know, that’s one of the
topics of conversation. Even if it’s something sort of scary wildlife, you know, it’s like ‘Ooh I saw
such and such’ and ‘Wasn’t that pretty?’ and ‘You can’t believe what I saw’. And that can only
exist if there are places for it. So, I think that that’s one thing. And then, also, we appreciate, like…
like right now everything is closed in because all the leaves are here, but in the winter, you can
see... And to be able to see places that are just green, you know, or just the snowy hillside. That’s…
that’s important too.”
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Protect wildlife: This is a wonderful wildlife corridor, this land. (Etta)
Almost half of the landowner study participants showed a special interest in the protection
of wildlife present on their land. Several of them were keen to contribute to the maintenance or
enhancement of wildlife corridors (Ann, Toby, Etta, Alan, Jane, Ken).
TOBY: “I think one of the most important things about this property is that it’s just a piece in the
mosaic of open space we have here. My land actually backs up to the wildlife management area,
which is 1200 acres. And the land that abuts me is protected. And I think that having large groups,
so that you protect habitat for a variety of species, and we know that the chopping up of land is one
of the things that is leading to the decline of these species. So, by having this contiguous protected
land…”

Several others manage their land in a way that benefits particular species (Ryan, Ian, Toby, Bob,
Garth), or are intent on doing so (Norah):
RYAN: “So, we cut it late, at least mid-July, and then we graze it afterwards, and so we have
bobolinks. That’s one of the values within the compass of the whole farm: finding places and things
you can do that benefit all these other species.”

And a few of them illustrated the importance to them of viewing and/or listening to wildlife on
their land (Mike, Ann, Keith, Amy).
KEITH: “We had lunch out of my back porch up on the side hill where I live and, about from here
to the tractor, we are out in the shade of the porch… and this deer came by… I mean, as far as here
to there. This little spotted fawn. And the wind was blowing the other way so this fawn didn’t smell
us. But it was there for about three minutes, and we are all looking at the fawn. And, I mean, it was
literally right here… And finally, wind changed and, she smelled us, and she hoofed off. And my
wife saw a bear the other day. We have a little farm pond and saw this bear going back and forth,
doing laps, it was so damn hot in the pond. So, when friends from the city come sometimes you tell
these stories, you know, money doesn’t buy that kind of thing.”
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Protect the soil: We knew that it was special because the soils are really very good. (Brad)
Almost half of the study participants believe their soil is worth protecting, because of its
productive properties (Gus, Ed, Curt, John, Ray, Eve):
ED: “The ability to grow crops in a productive manner. That’s the most important thing for me,
obviously”

Or because it is unique in the area (Ben, Brad, Sam):
BEN: “We have this grove land here that is very good soil for growing apples on it. It’s
very deep compared to… Like we drilled a well here on this side and went down four feet
and hit bedrock. And out here we went down 85 feet before we hit bedrock. So, it’s a much
deeper soil. It’s a very unique location. It has good drainage.”
Or because it is the best in the region (Matt, Paul):
ME: “So, the values of your land… the main or most important ones, what would they be?”
PAUL: “The caliber of it. The quality of the soils. The fact that they are stone-free. The fact that
they are easy to work, that they grow such good crops. Working with something inferior, I know
that it would have a huge economic impact on this operation. You know, if you want to be a
wholesale farm, everything needs to be good. You need high yields, good quality. You got to go
get it all with very thin margins. This is where it works good. And the fields can be big. I tend to
farm smaller pieces. I wouldn’t quite know what to do with a 60-acre field, that’s a little too big for
me. Let the potato guys do that. But, you know, I can fit in 20 or 30-acre pieces, and even 5-acre
pieces is just fine. So, yeah, I’d say that’s it in a nutshell. Working with the best. It’s fun [he laughs].
Makes you feel wealthy when you get to… you know you’re planting something that can’t possibly
be any better… It might be! But you can’t imagine it better, you know?”

Or because of its contribution to food security (Neal, Bob):
NEAL: “…the most basic thing that we are preserving with the CR and the APR is the condition
of the land. And the condition of the land is fundamental to society. If we had the crappy land that
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India struggles with… There are hundreds of places around where, because the land is in poor shape
(whether it’s Saudi Arabia, or it’s the Amazon, or it’s the Congo, or whatever), life is incredibly
hard because the land does not have the fertility of our land here. And so, preserving the fertility of
land and the condition of the land is, I think, fundamental to the safety, the security, the sense of
well-being in the society.

Or because of its carbon sequestration potential (Ryan).
Protect water bodies: Probably the single most important thing is that we don’t screw up all the
streams. (Ryan)
Some interviewees (5) mention how they have water bodies running through their land that
they believe are worth protecting in terms of maintaining the quality of the water in general (Keith,
Neal, Ken) and specifically, for the benefit of the population that drinks the water (Ann) and of
the native fish (Ryan, Keith):
KEITH: “It has four or five brooks in it with a lot of clean water and a lot of native brook trout, I
mean, it’s good for water quality.”

Protect environmental-spiritual values: I just feel spirit with the land. A spirit with animals, you
know, plants and animals. (Ken)
Several study participants consider environmental values of their land to be also “spiritual”
(Toby, Brad, Ian, Ken, Etta, Keith, Amy, Ryan) or “magical” (Nina).
BRAD: “…being here, and keeping this land productive and intact is for us a spiritual quest. Just
because the beauty of this creation is something that deserves our respect. Not through any
organized religion but just through the sense of doing something for the ecology of this piece of
land that we can control. That has a spiritual aspect for us. And we commune, if you will, with
nature. I mean, if you weren’t here, we’d probably be up having a cup of coffee, sitting here by the
pond, just looking at the salamanders and watching the swallows. And the fact that we are helping
the ecology is a spiritual reward for us.”
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Spiritual connections to the land are also considered further on in this study as a form of place
attachment among some study participants. None of the study participants articulate their
motivations to conserve their land in terms of a particular organized religion.
Protect environmental values is a side benefit: Environmental values, I would say that it’s
important… but at that point, it wasn’t that important to me in terms of a priority. (Ed)
In a few cases (4), the interviewees show they are aware of the environmental values of
their land. Moreover, three of them (Ben, Ed and Tom) consider those values important attributes
of the land; however, they all admit the protection of those environmental values were not a priority
at that time of deciding to conserve their property. The protection of the environmental values of
their land was a side benefit:
ME: “And what about environmental values. Did you think of that when you decided to establish
the APR?”
BEN: “Well, somewhat. We tried to run our farm in a responsible way. There’s a lot of parts to this
farm that aren’t generating cash. They aren’t part of the orchard, they aren’t part of the hay land or
something. There’s a big beaver pond swamp down in one part of it. It covers about 20 acres. And
we realized that was an important part to the ecosystem of our area. It’s an important flood control
option. So, it’s important to maintain those parts of the farm also. So, they’re working for the
environment”.
ME: “So, the APR helps maintain the things you’re saying?”
BEN: “Well, it allows us to do that. We didn’t have to drain it or do something like that to try to
make money out of it. The APR gave us the flexibility to maintain it the way it should be
maintained.”
ME: “So, it wasn’t a factor that influenced the decision?”
BEN: “It wasn’t a direct factor, really, but it’s something that we think about all the time.”
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What follows is an analysis of other factors that were important in participants’ decision to
conserve their land and, in several cases, even more critical than the environmental motivations.

Social Themes
Social motivations considered by landowners in their decision to conserve their land
include benefitting future generations, enhancing local/regional food production and setting an
example of land conservation to neighbors. A few landowners specifically express social benefits
of conserving their lands as a side benefit.
Benefit future generations: …the main goal was to just protect the land, make sure it was
available to be farmed for future generations. (Ben)
To over half of the study participants, the desire to benefit future generations was an
important element in their decision to conserve their land (Curt, Tom, Keith, Ben, Ryan, Ann,
Hans, Ian, Amy, Garth, Sam, Alan, Adam, Ed, Norah), if not at least appealing (Bob, Etta, Matt,
Gus).
CURT: “It was certainly my goal, personally…or something I’m proud of, that even though it’s
never going to be connected to me, but that, in theory, the land is going to be there, for me, as much
as I enjoy walking through the woods, someone else can do it down the road, not having other
houses to run into or whatever.”
ME: “So, future generations were in your mind?”
CURT: “Oh, yeah. Not only for our own family but, whoever owns a property down the road, or
whoever appreciates the property walking through the woods.”

Most of them referred to their motivation to benefit future generations in general (including nonfamily-members) (Curt, Bob, Etta, Keith, Ben, Ryan, Matt, Ann, Hans, Gus, Ian, Amy, Garth,
Adam, Norah):
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HANS: “…my father always tried to keep it in farming and not sell off building lots and so forth.
And I wanted to do the same for my kids, or whoever has it if they don’t want it.”

And a few stated they did it for the benefit of their children in particular (Sam, Alan, Ed):
SAM: “Well, I wanted to make sure that the place was still here for my son to continue farming.”

For over half of the landowner study participants, conserving their land enables future generations
to take advantage of its agricultural properties (Tom, Garth, Curt, Sam, Keith, Ben, Ryan, Ann,
Hans, Amy, Garth, Ed, Bob, Matt, Gus) and/or the scenic and recreational values of it (Ian, Alan,
Adam, Norah, Etta).
IAN: “Yes, that’s a big reason. Yeah, because I’ve seen… you know, in the course of my life I’ve
seen a tremendous transformation in the use of the land and development patterns in America. A
lot of it for the worse, in terms of farmland and losing the difference between the cities and the
towns and the countryside. The countryside has disappeared in a lot of areas, especially in the east
and west coasts where there has been intensive development. So, I wanted to do my little part
making sure that trend didn’t impact the character of our land and our town. So, you know, it was
a decision to allow future generations to enjoy what we enjoy now, so that the land doesn’t turn
either into inappropriate types of development or, on the other hand, to become completely
abandoned, and lose the stewardship quality of agriculture. So, yeah, it was a conscious decision to
plan for the future so when my granddaughter’s older she’ll still be able to enjoy the beauty of the
land.”

Enhance local/regional food production: …we need to preserve or revive the ability for part of
the population [of New England] to make a decent living out of producing from the land. (Ryan)
Several landowners (John, Gus, Sean, Neal, Bob, Ryan, Ian, Brad, Norah, Garth, Tom)
express a great interest in the maintenance of productive farmland for the benefit of society in
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terms of food availability. Some of these participants expressed this purpose in general terms
(John, Gus, Sean):
JOHN: “To keep it as it is. Maintain agriculture. The way the population in this world is growing…
We are going to lose the agricultural land that we need to maintain life on Earth…if we don’t
change things.”

One expressed his motivation in terms of access to healthy food and sense of well-being (Neal).
But most of these participants are especially interested in the enhancement of ‘local’ food
production, especially in terms of enabling reliance on ‘local’ food systems as opposed to food
importation (Bob, Ryan, Ian [Ian complements Bob], Brad, Norah, Garth).
BOB: “To me, food security is a very important thing. You know, you read stories and cases where
it wasn’t secure. But in order to secure that you need local systems where we can get a much broader
amount of food from the region.”

To Tom, conserving his land may be a very small contribution to this cause, but it is nonetheless
a gratifying accomplishment.
Set an example of land conservation to neighbors: And we also wanted to set an example for other
neighbors to conserve their land, which they did. (Matt)
A few study participants (3) consider it important to encourage neighbors to follow their
example in conserving their land, given the shared community benefits that result from doing so.
And two of them (Toby, Matt) have already succeeded in convincing their neighbors to conserve
their properties as well.
Achieve social benefits is a side benefit: I think [the APR] has an impact on a lot of people, and
I think it does have some value in that way. But, that wasn’t any part of my decision. (Aiden)
Four study participants acknowledge social benefits that could result from the conservation
of their land, and most of them feel proud to have contributed to the social benefits (Bob, Neal,
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Ken). Nevertheless, they clarify those benefits were not a relevant motivating factor at the time of
deciding to conserve their land (Bob, Neal, Aiden, Ken):
ME: “…benefits to your community.”
BOB: “Yeah, I think recreational, open space, enjoyment of that, preserving some of the water
conservation, you know making sure that we don’t just put asphalt everywhere.”
ME: “So, what you are talking about now, was that a factor at all when you decided to create the
APR?”
BOB: “I mean, in the back of my mind… I mean, I still have to run the business. And it’s a person
that can’t really make the wider picture happen. But I’m happy when I did that and maybe I
contribute to that.”

Spiritual Themes
Spiritual motivations expressed by landowner interviewees to conserve land are connected
to their sense of attachment towards their land as well as a desire to remain in rural settings.
Place attachment: I feel very close to the property. (Matt)
Most study participants showed a clear sense of commitment and affinity or ‘place
attachment’ towards their conserved land. During the recorded interviews, at least half of the study
participants voiced substantial evidence of place attachment with respect to their conserved
properties and their lands’ surroundings. The particular forms of attachment are very varied among
interviewees.
Some conveyed an appreciation of their land (Jane, Tom):
JANE: “I appreciate where I live. And I appreciate that people have worked very hard to maintain
an open… or an agricultural community or agricultural area here. So, you know, I like it here, and
I want it to… I don’t mean that things don’t ever change, but I don’t think that I want to see it
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change to the point where I wouldn’t be happy. In other words, there’s enough houses around, you
know? I have enough neighbors.”

Ella particularly expressed a fondness for the landscape color variations that come with the change
in season. Garth, more broadly speaking, explained his sense of place for his land as a source of
“Psychological, emotional… perhaps financial or life-sustaining connections” as well as “social
connection.” Several others articulated a strong love of their land (Norah, Toby, Neal, Ian, Brad,
Matt). Neal (as well as Ian, Brad), for example, shows gratefulness and admiration towards it in
terms of a spiritual connection:
NEAL: “…looking around to the rest of the country and the rest of the world, I just feel so blessed
that we live in this little pocket, because I can’t see anywhere as wonderful as this. …[I] get up in
the morning and look out at the beautiful hills, and sky, and open fields… It’s just…It lifts the soul,
raises the spirit.”

Otherwise, signs of place attachment were observed among participants in the expression of
positive feelings towards their land (Ben, Paul, Sean, Ann, Amy, Matt):
BEN: “And it’s just a really nice place to live. Nice place to work.”
ME: “What makes it a nice place to live and work?”
BEN: “Well, it’s a rural place. It’s nice. You don’t have neighbors on top of neighbors. But the flip
side of that is that, also, it’s a half an hour to UMass or Amherst, half an hour to Northampton. So,
you can have a little bit of a social life if you want it. So, it’s nice. It’s very nice.”

Regarding the origin of these feelings of proximity towards their land, some participants’
place attachment was a result of having lived and worked on the land all their lives (Adam, Sam,
Keith):
ADAM: “Like I told you, we bought the place up there, the main farm, where we were all brought
up. It has a little sentimental value to it.”

Or, in some cases, of having experienced gratifying moments in it (Etta):
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ETTA: “It’s a wonderful place and I have a list of all the birds and all the animals that I have seen
here. I make notes every year of what birds return when. So, I had this wonderful master list, and
I’ve really been into it for a very long time. So, it’s very special to me, and I just want it to stay this
way.”

And/or because of the participant’s family memories on the land (Mike):
MIKE: “I look over there and it’s still hard, you know? That’s family… that house and fields. We
grew up picking rocks in these fields. And everything I see is family…”

About half of the study participants make a clear connection between their attachment to
their land and the decision to conserve it (Neal, Etta, Matt, Ann, Tom, Toby, Amy, Jane, Sam,
Garth, Norah, Paul):
NORAH: “I love the land. And I love New England. It’s one of the most beautiful places in America
[her voice is breaking, and her eyes get teary]. And there’s a lot of old farms and wild landscapes
here. And I would like to see much of that retained and [18:16 not clear] and treasured, as I have
in my life.”

As I will discuss in a later section, however, this connection was not generally the only motive or
the most important. The desire to remain firmly connected to rural places is another one of these
recurring motivations.
Desire to remain in rural places: I want to be in a rural setting, be part of the land. (Aiden)
Based on the overall essence of their narratives and non-verbal information noted during
our meetings, it could be assumed that all the landowner study participants have a strong desire to
live in a rural setting. Many [at least 10 of them] verbalize this desire clearly (John, Ella).
JOHN: “I even considered moving somewhere else where it would be even more rural.”
ME: “More rural!? [I laugh as I look up to the pastureland around us].”
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Some express this desire particularly in terms of living in a place with low population density and
especially low rates of housing development (Adam, Jane, Keith), “as opposed to [those of] the
suburbs or the city” (Matt, Aiden, Sean, Nina):
SEAN: “I’ve always lived on a farm and farmed. So, I don’t really know, and don’t want to know…
I don’t want to go somewhere else and work for somebody. I’ve always worked for myself pretty
much. And, I mean, over the years, I’ve got to know tons of people in the orchard business or in
farming. And I don’t know how many of these people that have gone to be on Wall Street or gone
to be engineers, or done something definitely not rural, and then come back, bought farms and done
that…”
ME: “And gone back to farming?”
SEAN: “Gone back to farming. I just never left. Which I think is good. I mean, I wouldn’t want to
live any other way. I dislike cites to no end.”

Several of them additionally express their love of farming (Keith, Paul) and their desire to maintain
an agricultural lifestyle (Sean, Ben, Aiden, Jane):
JANE: “Well, I grew up on a farm. My older brother ran his farm until he retired, so milked cows
for 45 years. And my younger brother also had a farm. He used to live in Conway, so that’s not
very far away. So, we lived in Conway when we were really young and then we moved to
Shelburne. So, I basically lived on a farm or in this farming area all my life. And I love farming. I
know it’s not always going to pay the bills, which it doesn’t but, it’s just something that’s in my
blood and it’s what I do. It’s part of who I am.”

Financial Themes
Most landowner interviewees (at least 25) had financial motivations to conserve their land.
I have classified participants’ financial motivations, into ‘farm viability motivations’ and ‘nonfarming-related financial motivations.’ However, as will be explained in more detail in the
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following chapter, it stands out how the full-time farmers that are APR grantors and obtained a
monetary compensation mostly used the money to enhance their farming activity’s economic
viability, while the rest of landowners mostly used the money for other purposes not related to
farming.
Farm viability motivations: It was important to me to do something to try to make sure that this
farm would be viable and continue on… so… and the APR is part of that, part of that plan.
(Ben)
In several landowners’ views (at least 12), participation in the APR program either enabled
the economic viability of the farming operation (Jane), substantially enhanced it (Brad and Amy,
Mike, Ben, Ella, Paul, Hans, Sean), or at least maintained it (Keith). In some cases (4), the money
from the APR was used to finance mortgages (Brad & Amy, Ben, Jane, Paul):
PAUL: “This is a functioning farm, with a lot of financial needs, and land is expensive. We used it
to help defray the size of the mortgage on the property.”

In Brad and Amy’s case, the money would pay off a mortgage and help pass the farm on to their
son with a much lower amount of debt:
BRAD: “…one of our goals was to pay off one of the two at the time mortgages that we had, and
we did that. So, part of our goal was… Well, I’m 73, she is 68 or 69… we don’t want to leave our
son with a bunch of debt. So, that was part of it, was to enhance the sustainability of the farm by,
hopefully being able to turn it over to him debt free.”

In Jane’s case, it was critical to enable her to keep her farm after her divorce. And, for Ben, it
helped both pay off a mortgage and reinvest on the farm:
BEN: “When we sold the APR it was the initial cash influx [that] allowed us to pay off debt and
sort of invest back in the farm. Get some capital improvements done and stuff like that.”
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In a few cases, the money was meant to be reinvested on the farm operation, in one or more of the
following ways:
(a) By realizing capital improvements in the form of new infrastructure, as we have seen was also
Ben’s case (Ben, Hans, Keith),
(b) By purchasing more farmland (Hans, Ella, Paul, Ed).
ED: “My priority at that point may sound a little selfish, was the economics of the APR to allow
me to acquire some land, because I didn’t have any, I was starting from zero.”

For Ella, Paul and Bob, the cash payment from the granting of the APR would enable them to buy
land that they had been renting and wanted to own.
(c) To fund major changes in marketing strategies (Ben, Sean, Mike). In Mike’s case, it would
allow him to transition to organic farming, which is, as Mike explains, a very challenging move:
MIKE: “I couldn’t see myself growing the way my father was, only because of the economics of
farming. It used to be that you would get one year in three that would be a good year, where, you
know, you make some money. And then was five years, six years… you know. It was just getting
too much. That space in between… And there was no way… I mean, once I made that decision to
go organic, there was no turning back because I might have missed that one in three, or that one in
five. So, APR played a big part. It was something I could lean against. Even if I missed it, I am still
going to make it.”

In Ben and Sean’s case the money would be used to transition from purely wholesale to mostly
retail, and diversify their farming activity in order to overcome otherwise unsurmountable
international market pressures in their sector.
SEAN: “…that was also in the period of time where the wholesale apple market kind of went down
the tubes. It was the time when China started getting into the picture.”
ME: “The picture? What do you mean by that?”
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SEAN: “Well, they were shipping apples into the US cheaper [than] we could grow’m. Because
they didn’t have all the restrictions that we had.”
ME: “OK. You mean, into the market.”
SEAN: “Yea, I mean, they could use chemicals we can’t use in this country. They were paying
their people pennies to work, which we couldn’t do. So, the wholesale market… everything in the
apple business is based on supply and demand. We used to grow almost all wholesale. So, we were
in that system. If they can buy apples from China, two dollars less than they can buy apples in this
country, that’s where they buy them. So, pretty much a lot of the wholesale orchards here did go
out of business. So, there was five big orchards here and now there’s two of us left. And we both
diversified. And that sort of happened everywhere. That’s another reason we needed some money
to make those changes.”

Sean additionally used the APR money to restore his farm after destructive weather events.
In Hans’s case, the money was not used just as an investment in the farm, but also as
retirement income:
HANS: “We reinvested some in the farm, preserved the farm and provided my wife and I a
retirement income.”

This takes us to another set of financial motivations not directly related to the aim of favoring farm
viability.
Non-farming-related financial motivations: My main goal was to be able to reduce our taxes and
the carrying cost (Curt) … and have that money to sustain our retirement (Ella)
About half of the landowner study participants (at least 15) conserved their land, in part or
exclusively, to obtain certain financial benefits that do not directly contribute to the economic
viability of a farm operation or to the sustainability of the land conserved (Toby, Gus, Tom, Adam,
Curt, Aiden, Ken, Matt, Hans, Sam, Aldo, Ann, Ella, Garth, Alan). These financial benefits include
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obtaining retirement income, tax deduction, real estate tax exemption, inheritance tax reduction
(or ‘carrying cost’) and money to pay large college bills.
As in Hans’s case, one of the financial motivations of 5 study participants to conserve their
land was (or is) to obtain income they could (can) save for retirement (Hans, Sam, Aldo, Ann,
Ella):
ALDO: “At that time, I would not have done it without the compensation. Because I wasn’t
confident about what the future would bring. I wanted to basically retire from farming and wanted
the income.”

Some participants who conserved their land by donating an easement (as opposed to selling
it) did so, in part or exclusively, in order to shelter capital gains, i.e., to receive an income tax
deduction (Toby, Gus, Tom, Garth).
GARTH: “The second thing we did with the land trust [was that] during the same year we were
awarded the APR, we gave a conservation easement, a CR, to the land trust on some separate but
contiguous land, and next-door property. We did a donation and we received funds for these two
different programs during the same year, which accomplished some real stewardship goals that my
partner [he says his partner’s name] and I had, and we still have. It also was of some financial
benefit because the money received in selling the development rights to the state was counted as
income, but the donation on the CR to the land trust was tax-deductible donation. So, we were able
to reduce our taxes that we [3:32 not clear] to the federal government and to the state because we
did them in the same year.”

This financial incentive especially affects the timing of donating a conservation easement as it is
more financially worthwhile to make a donation the same fiscal year one earns more money as a
result of the sale of expensive assets such as a house or land.
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Some of these and other participants knew the placement of an easement (APR or CR) on
their land would result in the reduction of the value of the land (or ‘tax abetment’). This reduction
of the land value has the following two consequences:
(a) It reduces real estate taxes (Gus, Aiden, Curt, Adam, Ken) on the restricted land. Curt offers
an example with some figures:
CURT: “…the tax value is $12,871… That’s what the tax value ends up… That was the reason we
wanted to conserve our land. To reduce the cost. Because normally that would be…
ME: “…a lot more”
CURT: “$198,000, right.”

(b) It can reduce heirs’ inheritance-tax burden (Toby, Curt, Alan).
TOBY: “And we were also influenced by… although that’s changed, but at the time that we were
thinking about doing it, the limit on your inheritance tax was relatively low. By putting a land in a
CR you theoretically reduce its developmental value, and so your inheritance tax would not be as
high. It wouldn’t affect me personally, but my kids.”

Note that high inheritance taxes would normally force heirs to sell the land for development (to be
turned into house lots and built up), which was against stated wishes of many participants. In
Matt’s particular case, the APR cash payment was an important motivation to grant a conservation
easement in that it would help pay his children’s large collage bills.

In sum, landowners’ motivations to conserve their land are very varied both from FLT staff
members’ perspective as well as from landowners’ personal accounts. From FLT staff members
point of view, landowner motivations to grant conservation easements include (1) keeping land in
its present conditions, (2) obtaining financial benefits and (3) simplifying property transfer. Results
of the phenomenological analysis of this study’s landowner participants’ accounts partially
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confirm FLT’s general view on the subject matter and amplifies it. Considering landowner
participants’ individual accounts, agricultural-land owners’ motivations to conserve their land can
be very varied, both among landowner participants, as well as within individual cases. Their
experiential backgrounds, however, have many commonalities. Common experiential
backgrounds among the landowners of this study include having always lived in or close to rural
areas, having lived gratifying experiences in rural settings, having been raised on or close to the
land they conserved, and having felt concern about the expansion of housing development.
Specific motivations among landowner study participants to decide on granting conservation
easements have been grouped in four categories: environmental, social, spiritual and financial.
Recurrent environmental motivations include protecting the scenic value of the land, the rural
character of the landscape, wildlife, the soil, water bodies, and environmental-spiritual values.
Social motivations comprise benefitting future generations, enhancing local/regional food
production and setting an example of land conservation to neighbors. Spiritual themes include
place attachment and desire to remain in rural places. Financial motivations encompass enhancing
the farm’s economic viability and obtaining non-farming related financial benefits such as
retirement income and tax deductions.
Among this large range of motivations, what are the most important ones? Despite the great
variety of motivations, usually certain ones are more relevant than others in landowners’ decision
to conserve their land. In the following chapter I identify different groups of agricultural-land
owners within the study sample, and tease out the most important reasons by which they decided
to conserve their land. But, to close this chapter on the range of motivations for agricultural-land
owners to conserve their land, I will now focus in more detail on my analysis of study participants’
sense of place. Sense of place has been shown in the literature as being a driver for an individual’s
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motivation to engage in conservation. In the following section I will analyze and discuss the
similarities and differences among FLT staff members’ and landowner-participants’ senses of
place.

Comparing FLT’s and landowners’ senses of place
As discussed in the literature review, ‘sense of place’ can be broadly defined as “the
attitudes and feelings that individuals and groups hold vis-à-vis the geographical areas in which
they live” (Gregory et. al. 2009, pg. 676). These attitudes and feelings have been found to be
critical to the adoption of conservation practices and management strategies (Farmer et al. 2015,
citing Ryan, Erickson, & DeYoung, 2003, and Erickson et al., 2002). Considering place attachment
as a narrower concept within the overarching construct of sense of place, in this study I refer to
place attachment as a person’s commitment to, and possitive feelings about, a particular place
(Jorgensen & Stedman, 2006, and Paolisso, Weeks, & Packard, 2013, cited by Farmer et al., 2015),
based on “senses of affection, attachment and belonging and even ‘love of place’” (Gregory et al.
2009, pg. 676). As also pointed out in the literature review, sevaral studies have linked place
attachment to people’s backing of conservation initiatives (e.g. Drescher, 2014, Farmer et al.,
2015, and Lokocz et al., 2011). However, it is not evident that land trust personnel and landowners
share the same feelings towards the places subject to conservation. It is, therefore, pertinent to
define common ground as well as possible discrepancies between landowners’ and land trust staff
members’ senses of place and place attachment.
Landowners’ background characteristics (structural themes) and their spiritual motivations
to conserve land analyzed above show a sense of commitment or affinity toward their land and/or
toward the Franklin County and New England regions. As we have seen, landowners of this study
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generally share place-based background characteristics including: Having always lived in or close
to rural areas, having lived gratifying experiences in rural places, having been raised on or close
to the land they conserved, and having grown concern about the transformation of places they held
dear due to expansion of housing development. Morover, half of the landowner participants of this
study confirm their sense of place influenced their decision to conserve their land. These results
suggest that place attachment is a common characteristic, and motivation to conserve, among
Franklin County agricultural-land owners. The next question I am going to address is how
landowners’ sense of place compares to that of FLT staff members. To do this, I will first analyze
background characteristics among FLT staff members. Then, I will analyze the accounts by this
group’s individuals that expressed place attachment. Finally, I will compare landowners’ and FLT
staff members’ forms of attachment to the Franklin County area.
Background factors shared by many or all the FLT staff members that may influence FLT
staff members’ forms of attachment to the Franklin County area include: a) having grown up and
lived most of their lives outside of Franklin County before starting their job at the land trust and,
b) having had gratifying childhood experiences in rural settings. Additionally, at least four of the
FLT staff members regret witnessing the development of their hometowns and indicate that the
area of Franklin County and/or western Massachusetts in general reminds them of what their
hometown used to look like. FLT staff members’ college and Master’s degrees, or types of college
and master’s degrees, are mostly in the fields of land use planning, forestry, conservation and
agriculture. Jobs undertaken by FLT staff members before working at FLT are mostly related with
community and rural-land management: Community planer, town planner, APR Field
Representative, farm manager, livestock manager, agricultural educator, forester, manager of
landowner collaborative to harvest and market local wood, tax collector, town treasurer, and
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positions at the Forest Service, the Student Conservation Association and other land trusts. Finally,
it stands out that none of the staff have been born into a farming family, and only one member has
extended experience in farm management.
All staff members express a strong connection to the landscape in general or at least a
strong interest in certain interconnected components of it such as farmland, waterbodies, wildlife
and wildlife habitat. Most of FLT’s staff members (Dave, Seth, Jade, Erin, Liz, Kim, Juno, Rita,
Uma) point to the presence of farmland as a central distinguishing feature in their concept of
Franklin County. Dave and Seth emphasize the importance to them that the landcsape is sustained
by people whose livelihoods depend on the land:
DAVE: “I think what makes this area so special to me is that it is still very much a working
landscape. The land is owned by people that are earning a living off of it…”

Similarly, for Erin, it is important that the land is being used for a variety of purposes, including
economic activities such as agriculture and forestry:
ERIN: “…being able to use your land for agriculture, cut your trees, manage for wildlife and timber
and income, and, you know, going hunting and fishing, and allowing all those uses, and not just
saving it for people to walk on, fits with how I live.”

Kim also values that the land in the area provides food and forest products. However, the most
‘evocative’ value of having farmland for her is that it provides better views and greater variety of
landscapes:
KIM: “…it’s got more open land, more… more farmland than a lot of other counties in the state.
So, you have more sense of the views (view of the mountains, view of the river valleys…) than you
do in other counties of western Mass, I think.”
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The majority of FLT’s staff (Seth, Erin, Uma, Rita, Kim, Jill) appreciate the availability of
outdoor recreational opportunities in Franklin County through activities such as hiking, biking, or
enjoying the views while riding their cars (Jill, Uma):
UMA: “It’s the commute, you know, where you are driving to work and you don’t see all these
little homes popping up everywhere; it’s the dirt roads that are really good for riding a bike on or
hiking or horseback riding.”

Seth, Jill, Rita and Juno literally qualify the Franklin County area as “beautiful.” For Juno, the
beauty of the landscape is the reason she moved to the area. Liz and Kim “fell in love” with it as
soon as they discovered the area, as stated by Kim in the following quote:
KIM: “[When I] …came to UMass Amherst for my graduate degree, I sort of immediately fell in
love with this area and shifted my studies to focus more on rural issues as a result.”

Some staff members highly value water bodies of Franklin County (Erin, Jill, Seth, Dave):
JILL: “…and the river… There’s just, there’s a lot, a lot of good stuff going on.”

Among other comments by FLT staff (Erin, Uma, Seth) regarding the presence of wildlife and
wildlife habitat as valued elements of Franklin County, Jade remarks “the large-scale unfragmented forests, …very large areas that are core blocks of habitat for animals,” including
endangered and threatened species. Seth, Jill and Uma highlight the strong sense of community
that characterizes Franklin County, although it may not be as strong as it used to be:
SETH: “I think the main value [is] sense of community. And that is somewhat challenged at times
because of new influences and new people moving in. But still, [it’s] not as strong as it once was,
and probably a lot of that has to do with the transient nature of people now, you know people move
in, they move out, they don’t necessarily stay at the same place for a long period of time, and a lot
of the institutions—the church, the Grange [a place where people used to meet to exchange ideas
about agriculture to support the community]—that where very important to the fabric of the sense
of community is a little more fractured than it once was, but it’s still very strong.” (brackets added)
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A few staff mebers (Liz, Rita and Dave) admire the support of locally-grown food in the area. Liz
and Rita especially like the availability of local food in the local farmers’ markets:
RITA: “…I like the way that people now have… are really trying to like grow their own food, and,
you know, all organic, and chemical free… and, um, farmers’ markets and… I like, I like all that.
It’s like a homey kind of feeling.”

Jill, Rita and Erin particularly emphasize how they would prefer not to have housing development
invade the landscape:
RITA: “To see some of the places out here… If they were ever developed [, it] would just change
the whole area. And I don’t know if I would like it.”

Finally, I will mention individual remarks that express staff members’ fascination or high
appreciation for particular distinctive qualities of the area. Liz, who grew flowers as a hobby,
particularly emphasizes the fertility of the soils:
LIZ: “…when I first moved to the valley I went to Sunderland and rented a house that butted right
out to the Connecticut River and a dairy farm. And you could throw anything in the ground there
and stuff would grow. It was just amazing.”

Seth is attracted by the large “art component” of the area due to the presence of many artists
influenced by the beauty of the landscape. To conclude, in the following last quote, representative
of the sense of place of many of FLT staff members, Jill shows her strong sense of attachment
towards the Franklin County area, highlighting the variety of recreational options and the beauty
of the landscape:
JILL: “I just feel so grateful to get to live here. This is such an amazing area with, um… so many
places to go visit, so many beautiful farms, and the food is… I just… I think that it’s kind of a
unique bubble of a place to live.”
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Based on the latter analysis of FLT staff members’ accounts relevant to their attachment to
the Franklin County area, and the analysis of landowners’ backgrounds and motivations to
conserve their land conducted in the second section of this chapter, I have identified a series of
similarities and differences between each participant group’s sense of place. Similarities between
FLT staff members’ and landowners’ sense of place include the following:
§

Individuals from both participant groups of this study generally show a certain level of
attachment toward the Franklin County area.

§

Most individuals from both groups had gratifying childhood experiences in rural settings.

§

Close to half of the individuals in each study group (at least 4 staff members and 13
landowners) express concern about the expansion of housing development into rural areas.

§

In both groups, many participants (most FLT staff members and 10 landowners) express
appreciation of the rural character of the Franklin County landscape, including the
existence of farm fields and forests, as well as farming and forestry infrastructure.

§

Most participants in both groups highly apppreciate the scenic value of the landscape.

§

Some study participants from both groups depict water bodies of Franklin County as
meaningful elements of the landscape.

§

Half of the landowner study participants and half of FLT staff members mention wildlife
as a significant component in the overall picture of Franklin County.

§

The existence of local-food markets is explicitely mentioned by some FLT staff members
as an element that contributes to the sense of place of Franklin County, and I can assume
it is also the case for all the landowner participants who sell their products in the area.
Nonetheless, it should be considered that one case is from a consumer’s perspective while
the other is from a (primarily) producer’s perspective.
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§

Almost half of the agricultural-land owners of this study underline important qualities to
them of the soils of their lands including its productive properties (5 landowners), its
uniqueness in the area (3 landowners) or in the region (2 landowners), and/or its
contribution to food security (2 landowners) and/or carbon sequestration potential (1
landowner). Similarly, FLT staff members, talk about it in terms of its uniqueness in the
region and its productivity.

Differences between FLT staff members’ and landowners’ sense of place include the following:
§

While agricultural-land owners of this study have generally always lived in or close to rural
areas, FLT staff members generally lived most of their lives in urban settings before
working in the land trust.

§

While most of the agricultural-land owners of this study have been raised on or close to the
land they conserved, FLT’s staff mostly lived outside of Franklin County before starting
their job at the land trust.

§

While the majority of agricultural-land owner participants were born and raised in a
farming family and community, this was not the case for any of FLT staff members, among
which only one has extensive experience in managing farms.

§

Recreational uses of the land such as hiking, biking and car-sightseeing are highly valued
by the majority of FLT staff members but are rarely mentioned by agricultural-land owners
of this study (with the exception of Toby) as a defining quality of the Franklin County area.

§

The strong sense of community of Franklin County described by three land trust staff
members is rarely mentioned by landowner participants of this study (with the exception
of Toby, who vaguely suggests it at the end of his interview).
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In sum, the sense of place of landowner participants of this study and FLT staff have many
points in common but also more differences than may be initially expected. Individuals from both
participant groups of this study generally express attachment toward the Franklin County area,
have had gratifying childhood experiences in rural settings, show concern about the expansion of
housing development into rural areas, appreciate the rural character of Franklin County including
the presence of farm fields, forests, and farming and forestry infrastructure, highly appreciate the
scenic views of the county, find water bodies and wildlife as distiguishing components of the
county’s landscape, and think of the soils of Franklin County as highly productive and unique.
Aspects in which FLT staff members’ and landowners’ senses of place differ include the
following: Agricultural-land owners of this study have lived in or close to rural areas much longer
than FLT staff members have; most landowner participants where born and raised on or close to
the land conserved and were born into farming, which is not the case of FLT staff members; it
stands out that particular recreational activities FLT staff members look forward to practicing and
promoting in the area, such as hiking, biking and car-sightseeing, are barely mentioned by
landowners and; the strong sense of community that some FLT staff members claim characteristic
of the Franklin County area is barely acknowledged by landowners.
Overall, it could be surmised that agricultural-land owners of this study have senses of
place generally based on a deeper knowledge of their properties and of the Franklin County area
than that of FLT staff members due to having lived there and interacted with their lands much
longer than FLT staff. The variety of recreational oportunities for the public to enjoy is not
generally an importat factor in landowner’s attachment to the Franklin County area, although it
may be so to FLT staff.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN IMPORTANT AND MOST IMPORTANT
MOTIVATIONS IN LANDOWNERS’ DECISIONS TO CONSERVE THEIR LAND

In the previous chapter, I analyzed the variety of motivations that can influence Franklin
County landowners’ decisions to conserve their land. In this chapter, in-depth analysis of
individual cases brings forth an additional layer of understanding of the decision-making process
of landowners to conserve their land. The main goal of this chapter is to distinguish the motivations
that can be considered the most important or critical in the decision to conserve land among all the
influential motivations. Additionally, the motivations for landowners to buy land that has already
been conserved is also discussed.
In the following sections, first, I describe three landowner groups/categories identified
within the study sample—the full-time farmers, the supplemental income agricultural-land owners
and the farmland retreat owners—classified according to individual participants' level of reliance
on their land to sustain their livelihoods. In this analysis, I include the landowner participants of
this study that (a) granted an APR or a CR, or (b) have initiated the process of establishing an
easement but have not officially completed the process, or (c) were not the original grantors but
had an important role in making the establishment of an APR happen because they were the
farmers that would buy the land as soon as the monetary value of it was reduced as a result of
placing the APR. This includes 30 individuals. Second, I conduct a case-by-case analysis of the 30
landowner participants’ interviews. These interview analyses have been organized into the three
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landowner groups previously identified plus a fourth group composed of agricultural-land owners
who bought (their first piece of) conserved land already permanently protected, and I discuss their
motivations to buy the conserved land. The biggest group—the full-time farmers—has been
divided into subgroups attending to the relative importance of the financial aspect in individuals’
decisions to conserve their land with respect to other factors. Finally, to obtain a more accurate
sense of the importance of, and rationale behind, the three types of financial motivations identified
in this study to conserve agricultural land I discuss the results of my analysis of (1) the cases of
the twenty landowner study participants that obtained a cash payment for granting an APR, (2) the
cases of the twelve landowners that donated CRs or APRs and (3) the fact that, in most cases, the
lands conserved by participant landowners were already under Chapters 61, 61A or 61B of the
Massachusetts General Law before the establishment of the easements took place.

Agricultural-land owner broad categories
Studies on landowners’ values and motivations frequently establishes landowner
categories. For example, most studies on family forest owner researchers identify 3 or 4 forestowner groups (Bengston, Asah, & Butler, 2011). Moon, Marshall & Cocklin (2012)’s study on the
design of private-land conservation programs to encourage landholders to conserve native
vegetation and species on their private properties distinguished two groups: ‘production
landholders’ from ‘nonproduction landholders’. Overall, a robust “body of scholarship builds on
recognition that farmers cannot be treated as a ‘coherent attitudinal group’” (de Loë et al., 2015,
pg. 192, citing Wilson, 1996).
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Classifying the 30 landowner participants of this study, depending on the level of reliance
on their land to provide a livelihood, lead to the creation of the following three broad categories5:
Full-time farmers: This group of landowners is comprised of those who had a rural livelihood at
the time they decided to grant the easement. For the purpose of this study, individuals are said to
have a rural livelihood if 50% or more of their income came from their farming activity, including
the proceeds from the retail of value-added farm products. This is the biggest group, with 18 study
participants.
Supplemental-income agricultural-land owners: In this study, supplemental-income agriculturalland owners are landowners to whom farming was not the most important source of revenue but
significant at the time they decided to conserve their land. Specifically, 25%-50% of their income
came from agricultural activity at the time of granting the easement. Six study participants belong
to this group.
Farmland retreat owners: This group is formed by the agricultural-land owner participants of this
study that did not obtain a meaningful income (less than 25% of their income) from the agricultural
activity performed on their land at the time of granting their (first) easement. Six study participants
belong to this third category. I have also found it useful to distinguish two subgroups within the
farmland retreat owners: (a) Landowners to whom farming was predominantly a hobby and not a
meaningful source of income to them at the time of establishing the easement. Three landowners
fall into this category subcategory. (b) Landowners that have never personally conducted an
agricultural activity. Three landowners fall into this subcategory.

5

The titles of two of these categories were inspired by Tools for Engaging Landowners Effectively (TELE)
landowner profiles, which is part of the Sustaining Family Forest Initiative at the Yale School of Forestry
& Environmental Studies: http://www.engaginglandowners.org/landowner-data/landowner-segments
(accessed October 26, 2017). The earliest scholarly publication to classify landowners using similar labels
is that of Butler et al. (2007).
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Case by case analysis of landowners’ motivations to conserve their land
Following are the individual analyses of landowner participants’ motivations to conserve
their land. The first set of analyses is based on the interviews with the biggest landowner study
participant group, 18 full-time farmers. This first set is divided into 4 subgroups according to the
relative importance of the financial aspect in the full-time farmers’ decisions to conserve their land
with respect to other factors. The second set of analyses corresponds to supplemental-income
agricultural-land owners. A total of 6 individuals fall into this landowner category. The third set
of analyses is based on the interviews with the farmland retreat owners of this study. Another 6
landowners belong to this category. The analysis of each participant’s case includes a brief
overview of the key factors and contextual background that influenced their decision to conserve
their land, a selection of the statements that most clearly illustrate points relevant to this study,
and, to finish, a summary-list distinguishing the important from the most important/critical
motivating factors to establish an easement. References to landowners’ characteristics that might
have easily revealed their identity have been omitted.

Individual case analyses of full-time farmers’ motivations to conserve their land
The individual case-by-case analysis of full-time farmer study participants’ motivations to
conserve their land has been divided into four subgroups. Starting with the largest group and
finishing with the smallest, the first subgroup corresponds to the study’s full-time farmers who
have important non-financial motivations to conserve their land but whose most important
motivation is financial. The second subgroup includes the study’s full-time farmers whose
financial motivation to conserve their land was as important as other types of motivations. The
third subgroup is made up of the set of full-time farmer study participants whose sole important
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motivation was clearly financial. And, the fourth subgroup of full-time farmers includes one
individual whose primary motivation was other than financial.

Full-time farmers whose most important motivation to conserve was financial but not the only
important one
This is the biggest group within the full-time farmers cluster of this study. The first four
landowners within this group (Sean, Mike, Hans, and Paul) show the factor that more strongly
encouraged them to place an easement on their land was to obtain the monetary compensation for
granting the APR. Nevertheless, they all also had important spiritual motivations to grant the
easement. The last six landowners in this group (Ben, Jane, Ella, Adam, and Brad and Amy)
similarly show the most influential factor in their decision to grant an easement was to obtain cash
payment. Yet, their decision was also influenced by multiple additional important motivations,
including spiritual, social and/or environmental.

SEAN is a third-generation farmer who grew up in the land that he finally conserved. He
is an apple orchardist but his economic activities are very varied including a restaurant, a bakery,
a cider business, ‘pick your own’ fruit, and kids’ rides around the farm. He performs retail and
wholesale business. An important reason why Sean wanted to conserve his farm was to protect the
family legacy:
“…our family farm, and I wanted to keep it somewhat intact. It’s gotten bigger and bigger and it
has a lot of issues now, but… divorces and things like that… but, no, we definitely wanted to keep
the farm… the old farm, you know, intact.”

However, the critical motivation for Sean to grant an APR was to be able to continue in business
after having lost a crop due to two or three consecutive years of bad weather events:
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“…it was that period of time where we had two or three bad years. It was a matter of… If we didn’t
[grant the APR] we probably would have sold out or gone out of business.” (brackets added)

Relatedly, the monetary compensation for granting the APR significantly enabled him to diversify
his activity:
SEAN: “…that was also in the period of time where the wholesale apple market kind of went down
the tubes. It was the time when China started getting into the picture.”
ME: “The picture? What do you mean by that?”
SEAN: “Well, they were shipping apples into the US cheaper [than] we could grow’m. Because
they didn’t have all the restrictions that we had.”
ME: “OK. You mean, ‘into the market’.”
SEAN: “Yea, I mean, they could use chemicals we can’t use in this country. They were paying
their people pennies to work, which we couldn’t do. So, the wholesale market… everything in the
apple business is based on supply and demand. We used to grow almost all wholesale. So, we were
in that system. If they can buy apples from China, two dollars less than they can buy apples in this
country, that’s where they buy them. So, pretty much a lot of the wholesale orchards here did go
out of business. So, there was five big orchards here and now there’s two of us left. And we both
diversified. And that sort of happened everywhere. That’s another reason we needed some money
to make those changes.”

As Sean confirms in the follow-up interview, he would have most likely not have granted the APR
if he hadn't gotten a monetary compensation for doing so:
“Probably not. At that point, we needed it to stay in business, especially to recover from a terrible
hail storm.”

§

Most important motivation to grant APR: Financial (to restore farm after storm, and for
crop diversification)
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§

Important motivation to grant APR: Spiritual (protect family legacy)

MIKE was a potato grower who lived most of his life on the land he decided to place an
APR on. A few years after Mike bought his parents’ farm and his father passed away, he changed
to organic farming. The financial backing of the APR program played a key role in the great
success of the shift to organic farming.
To Mike, farmland has a historic value, and he clearly enjoys contemplating nature. But
Mike’s prime reason for establishing an APR on his farmland was ultimately financial, followed
by his desire to keep farming:
ME: “So, when you established the APR, what goals did you have in mind… specifically?”
MIKE: Well… I would say, for the farm to provide for my family. You know, with me managing
it, which it always comes down to… And then allow me to do what I love [i.e., farming].” (brackets
added)

Throughout the rest of the interview, Mike repeatedly points out how APR played a key role in the
financial viability of his farm operation during his transition to organic farming. Mike’s response
to my question on the meaning of sustainability is a clear example of the importance of the APR
program in that transition:
MIKE: “You have to take care of what you’ve got to sustain it, which to me is… played a little part
of that in going organic. I think that probably is a big thing right there. I couldn’t see myself growing
the way my father was, only because of the economics of farming. It used to be that you would get
one year in three that would be a good year, where, you know, you make some money. And then
was five years, six years… you know. It was just getting too much. That space in between… And
there was no way… I mean, once I made that decision to go organic, there was no turning back
because I might have missed that one in three, or that one in five. So, APR played a big part. It was
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something I could lean against. Even if I missed it, ‘I am still going to make it’. I think that was a
big part.”

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (enhance farm sustainability,
particularly in the transition to organic farming)

§

Important motivation to establish APR: Spiritual (desire to keep farming)

HANS had relatives and friends that had granted APRs long before he granted one himself.
Hans has always been a farmer and has “never experienced a non-rural livelihood or life.” He
explained to me that he doesn’t draw a salary from the farm operation: “The farm provides
whatever food” and “pays our electric bills”; and most of the “spendable income” comes from his
wife’s job as a school nurse.
It is important for Hans to conserve farmland in general:
“Providing a place for agriculture to be done. That’s the big main thing as far as I am concerned.
And that kind of encompasses everything else. That prevents [the land] from growing into houses,
it prevents more chances for pollution, it protects the town to a certain extent from tax increases…”

And to honor his father’s wishes to do so:
“My father’s life goal was to keep that in agriculture, and we figured this was a way to do it…”

However, the two motivations he insists on the most throughout the entire interview are financial.
One, to invest the money in expanding his farming operation:
“…at the time […] we needed money for two different things: We needed money to purchase one
of those other APR fields that I mentioned, and we needed money to expand our dairy.”

The other, to save some of the money for retirement:
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ME: “What are the specific goals that you had in mind when you established that APR in Colrain?
You mentioned it was to reinvest it in... for the other APRs, to be able to buy the land with the
APRs… and what else? What other goals did you have in mind?
HANS: “We reinvested some in the farm, preserved the farm, and provided my wife and I a
retirement income.”

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (to obtain money (1) to purchase
farmland, (2) to reinvest in the farm, and (3) as retirement income).

§

Important motivation to establish APR: Spiritual (maintain family legacy)

PAUL is a dedicated full-time farmer with cropland in the very fertile Deerfield River
valley. After Paul graduated from UMass, with a degree in wildlife management, he could not find
a job in the field that he liked. There were farms next to his school, and he knew some of the local
farmers, so he began farming there: “And I just got kind of absorbed in it, and I’m still here. So,
in 1974 I started farming. So, this is my 42nd year.”
Paul recently moved to a new house 30 minutes-drive away from his farm operation,
following his wife’s wishes to “get out of the valley floor.” The new property, which he “fell in
love with,” includes over a hundred acres of conserved land. But, during the interview, we focused
on the motivations behind the placement of the APR he established himself down in the valley.
Paul is very clear about the primary motivation to grant the easement:
“It was a financial decision to help us buy another farm. It helped raise money.”

The granting of the APR would enable the purchase of a farm that he had been renting from
someone else and working on for two decades, and towards which he expresses a strong feeling of
attachment:
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“That is one of the prettiest farms in the whole valley, from north to south. It was a little jewel.”

He wanted to conserve his farmland as farmland, but he did not initially feel the need to protect it
with an easement. Instead, his main motivation was, as mentioned above, that the conservation of
the land would provide money with which he could buy the other farm:
“That was almost strictly financial. I didn’t need anybody or any vehicle to make me want to not
develop the property [i.e., he had always wanted to maintain his land in agriculture]. The fact that
they were willing to pay me not to [develop the land] was like frosting on the cake. It was a shot of
money for a very good cause, because I wanted to own that R. Rd. Farm that I had been farming
for a long time anyway. I didn’t want to see somebody else step into it, because I had already put a
lot into it.” (brackets added)

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (raise money to purchase farmland)

§

Important motivation to establish APR: Spiritual (attachment to the land he meant to buy
with the APR money)

BEN was born and raised in the centenary family farm where he established an APR over
a decade ago. He enjoys farming, and has developed a certain attachment to the place where he
lives and works:
“I think it’s a nice way to live off a farm like this. It’s a nice piece of land” “it’s a rural place. It’s
nice. You don’t have neighbors on top of the neighbors. But the flip side of that is that, also, it’s a
half an hour to UMass or Amherst, half an hour to Northampton. So, you can have a little bit of a
social life if you want it. So, it’s nice. It’s very nice.”
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When asked about how much his desire to remain connected to the rural landscape and agricultural
lifestyle influenced his decision to establish the APR, his answer revealed how considerably
important this factor was in the decision:
“Well, very much so. Very much so. You know, this is what I enjoy doing. I enjoy farming. I’m
reasonably sure that I couldn’t sit at a desk all day and type away at a computer. I think it would
drive me nuts. [I laugh] I’d probably be dead and gone within a few months if I had to do something
like that. So, this is a good fit for me. I enjoy it. I enjoy the challenges of it and, you know, it’s
nice.”

Ben had in mind the benefit for the present and future local community of conserving the land with
an APR, both in terms of protecting the land from potential urban or industrial development and,
relatedly, by maintaining community taxes low:
“…it is important to the community to have open land. It’s something that we can do at this point
in time. Probably 30-40 years from now we wouldn’t have the opportunity to save this much land.
So, it’s important from that point of view. And, financially, for the town it is very important too.
Because this land here generates tax income but doesn’t require a lot of services for the town. It’s
a plus for the town to have more open acres. That’s for sure.”

Ben was also widely aware of the positive environmental impact that the APR would have on his
land in terms of the protection of wildlife, clean water sources, high quality soil and of “unique”
New England rural landscapes. These potential environmental benefits, however, were not key
influential motivations in the decision to place the APR:
“It wasn’t a direct factor, really, but it’s something that we think about all the time.”

His stated main goal(s) for placing the APR was/were clearly to keep the farm in agriculture for
the benefit of future generations.
“Well, the main goal was to just protect the land, make sure it was available to be farmed for future
generations.”
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In order to achieve this goal, a key factor for Ben was to make the farm operation economically
viable. He had two financial constraints that he learned the APR could help him overcome. One
was a debt that needed to be paid off and, the other, the need to change his overall business model
from mostly wholesale to largely retail, local wholesale and farmers markets.
“When we sold the APR, it was the initial cash influx [that] allowed us to pay off debt and sort of
invest back in the farm [to] get some capital improvements done and stuff like that.” “…we decided
if we were going to stay in business, in the apple business particularly, we needed to move to retailtype of scenario. So, we started making that move at that point in time.”

Therefore, the fact that the APR program included a cash payment to compensate the granting of
the development rights was a critical factor in Ben’s decision to conserve his land through this
program.

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: financial (to pay off debt and to transition
from wholesale to retail)

§

Important motivations to establish APR: Spiritual (desire to remain connected to the rural
landscape and agricultural lifestyle), social (benefit future generations)

JANE was raised on a farm and now has her own farm in a nearby town of Franklin
County. She is a small-scale farmer and uses her APR land for beef cattle pasture. She has “a deep
embodying love for agriculture” and hopes the future owners of her land will have the same feeling
towards farming as she does. Nevertheless, Jane’s primary goal for establishing the APR was to
pay off the mortgage on her house:
“My husband and I were probably in the process of getting a divorce. We didn’t divorce until a
couple years after the APR, but part of the money from the APR program was to get a mortgage on
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this property, because we had no mortgage on this [sic]. Because he was buying some property in
Maine. He was going to move to Maine. So, when we got the money from the APR, our agreement
together was that the mortgage would be paid off and he would… you know, we would divvy up
everything, so that this place would have no mortgage on it and I could continue to live here. So,
that’s basically the impetus for doing the APR.”

Immediately after the previous quote, she clarifies how the achievement of this goal would enable
her to continue living in her farm, a farm towards which she was considerably attached. She
expresses how her belief that farmland should be kept in agriculture was another important reason
for establishing the APR:
“It’s so that there would be no development. I’m totally against it on farmland. I’m sorry, but I
don’t believe farmland should be developed and, you know, ruined. And, also, that way I could
stay here and keep enjoying it and, you know, working on whatever I do here. So that’s what it was
for.”

Visibly, the establishment of the APR had a crucial role in the financial viability of Jane’s farming
activity:
“Well, it certainly… it’s made it possible for me to stay here. Otherwise I wouldn’t really be able
to afford to live here.”

Jane is environmentally minded, as she shows in several parts of the interview, but she does not
clearly state that environmental values played an important role in her decision to establish the
APR. A particular statement indicates that her key motivation might have changed over time,
which suggests that a same person's key motivation to conserve can change over time. In any case,
Jane seems too economically challenged to be able to conserve any additional land without a
financial compensation.
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§

Most important motivation to establish APR: financial (to pay off mortgage)

§

Important motivations to establish APR: Spiritual (place attachment), social (keep
agricultural land in agriculture)

ELLA’s farmland has been in her family for over 100 years (four generations). Ella and
her husband bought Ella’s parents’ land so that her parents could have retirement money. In
addition to their work on the farm, they had high school and college teaching positions for over
ten years. Ella and her husband helped their next-door neighbors establish an APR on their land,
so that Ella and her husband could afford to buy their neighbors’ property:
“It was a mechanism that would enable us to purchase our neighbors’ land, because we didn’t have
the money just on our own, and we didn’t want to have a loan for the total amount, you know? We
couldn’t have done that. So, it made it possible for us to purchase our neighbors’ land.” “…the
APR paid for 40% of the purchase, and that’s what made it possible for us to buy the land and the
house and whatnot.”

Apart from taking advantage of the financial benefit, Ella and her husband had other important
reasons for helping establish the easement. The main motivations were to make sure the land stayed
in agriculture and to keep its scenic value:
“And we wanted to see the orchard preserved. If we hadn’t bought it, the others that were looking
at it would probably have destroyed the orchard, and put a big house right in the middle of it where
the view is the best, and posted signs around the outside. And we didn’t want to have to deal with
that forever.”

She insists on these two points in several other parts of the interview:
“…we wanted the land to stay as agricultural land, not just a house and lawn around it.”

And last, but not least, they wanted to ensure the sustainability of their personal rural livelihood:
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Me: “…What is a rural livelihood?”
ELLA: “Umm… well, making your livelihood from the land. Umm, farm… farm-related products
and whatnot. We made our livelihood from the land when we had the dairy cattle. And then… [she
giggles]. We used to tell our students ‘We teach so we can afford to farm’, while we were teaching.
And then, once we started and really got into the grass-fed beef, then we made the livelihood from
that. And that gave us the money to invest, so we could buy the land with the help of the APR, and
make a living from only products that we sell here on the farm.”

They were not particularly seeking to expand the portfolio of their farming products with the
purchase of the conserved land, but they found the way to make the new land production profitable
by generating an added value product (hard apple cider):
“We had managed orchards before, so my husband new how to take care of the orchard. So, we
never really thought about getting into this hard cider business, but things sort of evolved. It all
kind of changes…”

Ella and her husband followed their neighbors’ example in establishing APRs on their lands:
ME: “How did you learn about the APR?”
ELLA: “Some friends had an APR. [Ella names the landowner I have named Sean] is actually
related to my husband. We knew he had done it. And Ben, from [Ella says the name of Ben’s farm],
the Martin’s APR, and the [Ella mentions the name of Hans’s farm]’s, you know, we had heard
from all of them, and read up about it.” (brackets added)

Ella states the following reasons for currently pursuing the conservation of an additional piece of
land located close to their property:
“It preserves the agricultural land, open space, makes it more affordable for other farmers to
purchase land, like we did with that. It prevents more development with housing and whatnot. It
helps us to keep the rural character. That’s why we really want to preserve the land down that way
that’s hay fields and pastures.”
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They would ultimately like to conserve the rest of her land that is not yet under APR:
“So, at some point, we are hoping there is some APR money, when we finish the farm viability,
you know, to maybe put the rest of our land into the APR program, and have that money to sustain
our retirement. Somewhere in the future to get our land into some kind of conservation program,
so that it will be preserved just farmland.”

Ella explains how the APR program is an important element for the sustainability of the farming
activity on her land:
“Sustainability. Well, that’s what we are working toward. We want a farm that is sustainable…
That whoever comes here, you know, when we can’t farm anymore, will be able to make a living
from it. And, so the diversification—having the beef cattle (beef rather than dairy, because dairy
cattle is just too intense: milking every day, trying to find hired help to do the milking and whatnot.
So, beef cattle are much easier that way. And they keep open a lot of the lands that would otherwise
be growing up to brush). And, then, by having the maple syrup, that’s another aspect, another
product. And then you can make the maple cream, maple candies maybe, and then the apples come
at a different time of the year so you can make the hard cider, and you can store that—So, hopefully
someone will be able to make a living from the farm here. And having the APR that has the orchard
is part of that.

Overall, the critical reason for establishing the APR was the fact that the program provided enough
money in exchange for development rights to make the purchase of the conserved land reasonably
affordable for the new landowners, i.e., affordable for Ella and her husband:
ME: “…could you say, on a scale from 1 to 100, or percentagewise, how important was the financial
incentive in establishing the APR?
ELLA: “100%. If we hadn’t gotten the APR [sic], I don’t think we would have been able to purchase
that land.”
ME: “Right.”
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ELLA: “So, we wouldn’t have taken that big loan to do it. But, like I said, it paid about 40% of it,
and we still have a loan for another few years… I think until we are 75, something like that, we
will have a loan to pay off on that. But, without the APR…”
ME: “…it would’ve been impossible?”
ELLA: “Yeah, impossible.”

§

2nd generation APR landowner’s most important benefit of buying conserved land:
Financial (only affordable way to buy agricultural land).

§

Important motivations to conserve land: Social (keep the land in agriculture),
environmental (protect scenic value), spiritual (maintain a rural livelihood)

ADAM has always lived on the farmland he and his brothers decided to place an APR on.
They made the arrangements to sell their development rights with the help of the FLT. His brothers
had more say in the decision to conserve their land than Adam did. In fact, he did not initially
agree to conserve the land because of apparent miscalculations of tillable land size that they wanted
to conserve: “It was stuff that I didn’t agree with anyone about it [sic].” Towards the beginning of
the interview Adam explains how the opportunity to obtain a tax abatement (and consequential
reduction of real-estate taxes) through the placement of an APR was a key motivation to conserve
their land through this program:
“…we milked cows, and it got to the point… (My brother is older than I am)… It got to the point
where we had to do something. We couldn’t just keep milking cows because, believe me, you don’t
make money milking cows. So, the cows went and you got all this land… What are you going to
do with it all? Taxes eat you up. Yeah. It was one of the reasons why they did it.”
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Immediately after the latter statement, Adam points out that, to them, placing the APR was
definitely a better choice than selling it to development:
“It was 100% better than selling it to some foolish developer. And there was plenty of them that
would have wanted it. So, it’s just as well still open.”

So, it does not look like obtaining the maximum financial gain possible was the main goal for
Adam and his brothers with the establishment of the APR. Nonetheless, obtaining a cash payment
for granting the APR was a very important factor in their decision to grant the easement, as we
will see.
The following statements suggest other social, spiritual and environmental goals were not
a simple side benefit. When asked about the main goals to conserve their land, Adam starts by
underlining the importance to him of preventing the land from being transformed into a city. He
had been farming the land all his life, and he felt attached to it:
ADAM: “…you don’t really want to see something that you’ve worked, growing houses…” “And
I will tell you another thing, a little town of Leyden doesn’t need that, that development.”
ME: “Why? Why would you say that?”
ADAM: “It would get so out of control if a developer had it. We had a few in town. There were
developers that bought it. They’re not real bad [sic]. But that stuff is just like wildfire. Once it gets
going, it’s over. Then a little town turns into a city and… it’s not a little town anymore.”

Relatedly, the brothers wanted to preserve the scenic and recreational value of their land, which is
particularly suitable for sightseeing and hunting:
ADAM: “The view up there….”
ME: “The views…”
ADAM: “I mean, it should be there for people to see. Not up there with some big castle on it and
they’ve got guards out there [sic]. It’s there, people should look at it. And there’s views all over the
whole farm.”
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ME: “And it’s accessible now, right? I mean, to the public.”
ADAM: “Oh, yeah. You can drive up there”
[…] ADAM: “There’s a lot of people that hunted up here. And that was another thing, you know,
to keep it open for that. Because, eventually, if it’s a city, you’re not going to hunt.”
ME: “You can’t hunt anymore.”
ADAM: “And it’s pretty neat to go out here and watch five or six deer out here. That’s another
thing. Yep. To keep it open.”

Additionally, Adam shows certain will to conserve his land not only for his own enjoyment and
for that of visitors but also for the ability of future generations to continue using the land for the
same purposes:
ME: “What about a responsibility to your kids, for future generations? I think you mentioned that
you would like them to have the opportunity to take over the land?
ADAM: “Yeah.”
ME: “And this would enable it somehow?”
ADAM: “Yup. And, hey, maybe sometime they won’t want to do it, but maybe there will be
somebody else like you who might want it. And it’ll be here for somebody.”
ME: “And it wouldn’t if you hadn’t put it under APR, right?”
ADAM: “Right, more than likely not.”

Regarding the importance of the potential cash payment in the decision to place the APR,
it seems that Adam’s brothers split among them the cash payment obtained from establishment of
the APR, letting Adam keep the land in return:
“I didn’t want to put a whole lot of cash into this, because I took the land instead. So, my brother
has got that part of it too. But they had some money to live off.”

Adam confirms in the follow-up interview that he and his siblings would not have granted the APR
had there not been a cash benefit. He also clarifies he and his siblings did not place the easement
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to protect their land from being built up given that his family had already “kept [their land]
undeveloped for over 100 years”. As he sees it, they “could have made a lot more money by
building houses on it” but they did not want to break the family legacy. So, the motivation to place
the APR was not to protect the land (as it did not need to be protected, in Adam’s view) but to
obtain the cash benefit that would be split between Adam’s brothers in exchange for Adam gaining
full ownership of the land.

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (cash payment)

§

Important motivations to establish APR: Spiritual (place attachment), environmental
(maintain scenic values), social (benefit future generations)

BRAD and AMY were both born in the city. They lived their first four years together “in
a little tiny cabin off the grid,” and they have lived over 40 years on the land that they conserved,
and have been farming for a few years longer than that. They and their son have always wanted to
conserve the land Brad and Amy currently own. I conducted Amy and Brad’s interviews
separately, first Brad’s and then Amy’s. I will analyze them here in that order.
Brad’s involvement in farming through the University of Massachusetts agricultural
extension and, later on, through his own agricultural business had a clear effect on his
determination to conserve his land:
“I worked directly with farmers in UMass extension. I understood the trend developing of how
people where marketing their land… It was a generational turmoil, with younger generations doing
things differently from their parents… There was loss of farmland…”

Brad describes his connection to the land in environmental-spiritual terms:
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“…being here, and keeping this land productive and intact is for us a spiritual quest. […]. And the
fact that we are helping the ecology is a spiritual reward for us.”

He expresses, in several parts of the interview, his appreciation of the exceptionally good quality
of the soil of his land and the importance to him of protecting it to keep it permanently available
for agriculture:
“…to find the depth and quality of soils here is really special. So, we recognized that right away,
and to have that become McMansions, it’s just… you know.”

According to Brad, the particular zoning requirements of their town could in fact allow for nine
building sites on their land, which, in Brad’s view, “would be a disaster".
The reasons Brad mostly talks about for protecting his land are, as we have seen, social
(particularly regarding the maintenance of the land in agriculture) and spiritual. Nevertheless, it
was the fact that there was a monetary compensation that seemed to give the final push to establish
the easements, as Brad hints early on in the interview:
“So, we had always planned on doing it [Brad is referring to ‘conserving their land’, i.e., granting
an easement]. I’m not sure why we did it, when we did it, but it just seemed like the time to do it.
There was money available [through the APR program]…”

Later in the interview, he clearly defines the important role of the financial incentive in their
decision to place a conservation easement on their land:
“…one of our goals was to pay off one of the two at the time mortgages that we had”.

Brad and Amy had rather low incomes (as a university research assistant and as a school-bus
driver) when they decided to buy their land and, therefore, had to place a mortgage on it. An
additional motivation to pay off the mortgage was to avoid passing it on to their son:
“So, part of our goal was… Well, I’m 73, she is 68 or 69… we don’t want to leave our son with a
bunch of debt”.
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Regarding the donation of the CR, the possible income tax benefit was not relevant, as stated in
the follow-up interview:
“We haven’t taken advantage of that because our net income is not huge.”
As Brad explains in both interviews, the piece of land that was finally conserved under CR was
conserved as such because it did not qualify to be under APR, but they wanted to conserve it in
perpetuity anyway and the CR type of easement was the only other alternative to do so.
Amy lived in the city until she moved to western Massachusetts when she was four years
old. She has been a full-time farmer since her and her husband, Brad, bought their current farmland
in 1975, to which she shows a strong affinity:
“…at this stage in my life I have no specific religious affiliation. I do have a spiritual one,
particularly to this beautiful place that I am so fortunate to be able to be in, and to have a partner
that shares and, actually our son, who shares the love for this place. Very important.”

Amy and her husband witnessed development gain ground all around them:
“This is a tourist area, it’s been growing incrementally… you know, river rafting businesses coming
in, biking businesses, now rock-climbing businesses. We already had the ski resort in town, but
they’ve expanded that; they have a zip lining, they have a mountain coaster, they’ve got a bike
path… So, we could see that the future of the area was going to be going in an up direction, which
would put more pressure on land, and, of course, resources as well.”

In this context, they made it their goal to protect their farmland from residential and other types of
development, not only for their own benefit but also for that of future generations. They did this
particularly for their son, as is evident when Amy explains what land stewardship means to her:
“It means to me that the space on our planet is finite and that we have to think about the future
which farming allows you to… Anyway, you are always thinking, five years, ten years ahead when
you are farming. And seeing land developed in this area, and the shrinking of the farmland… I felt
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if we ever owned our own land, we would attempt to protect it from development… for the future…
not for us.”
ME: “That’s for you ‘to steward the land’?”
AMY: “To steward the land, to take…, yes, to develop it further if necessary, to make it sustainable
for a family, our family, you know? We employ our son and so forth, so it gives him an
employment. And just taking care of it for the future. Leaving it in a better way than when we found
it.”

Nonetheless, after Amy explains the debt they incurred in pushing forward their ‘farm vacation’
business and their maple sugaring business, given their low-income jobs at the time, it becomes
clear that the achievement of their goal to protect their land from development largely depended
on obtaining financial support:
“…in order to build this place up, it took a lot of resources to do it. We had a little bit of family
help. Brad had gone back to school, was working towards completing a Masters at that time, and
then, eventually, a doctorate. Because we had to have outside income, while Brad was in school, I
was a contractor for the local school transportation business. I had my own… Being in a rural area,
you have school buses, the big school buses go to one location and, what they call feeder routes,
bring students where the big bus is. So, I had a subcontractor bring students to where the big buses
were located. And so, for 10 years I did that. And that provided… [Brad interrupts us for a moment
to suggest Amy to take me to the good quality hayfield that he mentioned during his interview.
Amy, gladly agrees to do so.] We built up the farm vacation business, we’ve built up the maple
sugaring business; we incurred a lot of debt.”

In sum, the APR program enabled them to both protect their land and reduce some of the debt they
had gained in the process of constructing their farming operation:
“The APR program, by selling our development rights, we were able to use money to bring down
a substantial amount of debt. We did at one point have three mortgages plus equipment mortgages
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and so forth, but Brad talked to you about our farm vacation rentals, we had to buy those places,
we had to take out mortgages for them, we had to improve them and so on and so forth. So, it
enabled us to pay them back. And so, right now we are down to one mortgage, which is still
substantial. But it would’ve been a lot more. So, it was a godsend for us, to be able to do that.”

Would Amy and Brad have been able to conserve their land without a financial compensation
involved? Most probably not, according to their statements:
AMY: “Even if we didn’t get any money for the APR, I think we would have… if we could afford
to do so, we would conserve it. It enhanced our ability to be able to do that [i.e., the APR program
boosted their ability to conserve their land]. Because every time you put a tractor to be repaired
you’re talking about several thousand dollars. People don’t realize that. We do as much work on
things ourselves as we can, but the cost of maintaining and operating a farm is very, very high these
days. And I think that, without having done the APR, I don’t think our son could afford to, in the
future, to take this place over. He still may not be able to afford to take this place over because of
the costs involved.” (italics and brackets added)

Brad likewise confirms the critical role of the cash benefit derived from the placement of the APR,
in the follow-up interview, when I ask him if he would have established the APR without a
monetary compensation:
“Probably not, because it was to pay a mortgage. It was a critical part on our decision. We wouldn’t
have been able to conserve without compensation.”

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (pay off mortgage)

§

Important motivations: Spiritual (place attachment), environmental (protect the soil), social
(keep the land in agriculture for the benefit of future generations).
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Full-time farmers whose financial motivation to conserve was as important as other types of
motivations.
In Ann, John, Aldo and Keith’s cases, the financial motivation to conserve their land was
as important as other spiritual, social and/or environmental motivations they also had. They would
not have placed an easement on their land if the financial motivation was not satisfied, but they
would not have conserved their land either if certain other motivations were not satisfied too.

ANN lives with her son, Nick. Both of them had an important role in the decision to
establish a Conservation Restriction (CR) on the land that Ann owns. She is the only interviewee
in this study that did a ‘bargain sale’ of her development rights. A bargain sale involves selling the
conservation restriction for less than the appraised value and donating the remainder. In other
words, the bargain sale is when the conservation organization or the state pays the grantor less than
the appraised value of the development rights. The rest of that value can be donated or not. In
Ann’s case, she donated the portion of the easement that she could not sell. Ultimately, she sold
75% of the value of her development rights and donated the other 25%.
Ann grew up in a suburb and moved from a city to her current hometown around 40 years
ago, where she has been farming for a livelihood for 8 years now. Until now, most of the income
Ann and her son generate from their farming activity does not come from what they produce on
their restricted land but on the piece of land they decided not to place the easement on. Thus, the
establishment of the easement does not have a significant positive impact on Ann’s economic
activity other than the cash payment she received from the bargain sale of her development rights,
and an income tax deduction from the portion of the development rights that she donated.
Ann clearly wanted to protect her land from residential development:
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“...this land, I chose to protect it from having a row of buildings [...], which, you know potentially,
in the future, when people are getting more and more hungry for a place to live, it could be five or
six houses along there. And I want people to have places to live, it’s not that. But I want there to
be open space.”

But, beyond keeping her land from development, she especially wanted to protect the wildlife
habitat in and behind her property:
“…since we owned a lot of frontage, it was a way to kind of keep a broad area protected for
wildlife.”

She also expressed an interest in the scenic value of her land. When I asked her about the main
values of her property worth preserving she started by saying, “Well, it’s very beautiful…”
Furthermore, she conveyed a sense of place with respect to her conserved land. To Ann, her land
was special and different from the rest of the town in some way:
“This was the one [she is referring to her street], coming from the center of town, that really didn’t
have a bunch of new things. [...] So, I just felt pretty strongly that I wanted to protect this one
place.” (brackets added)

Additionally, Ann expressed a strong desire to maintain an agricultural and self-sufficient lifestyle.
She moved to the rural town where she now lives in 1976, and she hadn’t lived in the countryside
before that. She had taken care of gardens before then but, once she moved to this rural town, she
expanded her hobby in gardening to become her vocation:
“...it was fun. And I kind of got into that hole, like, I want to grow anything possible, [...] I was
down to ‘Oh, let’s just make our own tofu!’ I still have my tofu mold, you know? Plus making
butter and cottage cheese and growing kind of a lot of different things, and grew pigs, and had
chickens, trying to be self- sufficient. And then, when the boys grew up, [...] I still kept planting
the big garden, more than I could eat. Giving stuff away... and then started thinking ‘Oh, maybe
this would be fun to do... to sell.’”
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Everywhere she lived she had a garden she would take care of or worked at a greenhouse.
Gardening “drew” her “really strongly”:
“...I’ve lived in, you know, a neighborhood in a town that had a big yard, and then they went to
school... Actually, I worked in a greenhouse there, part time. And then I had an apartment with a
garden, and then I had another apartment with a ridiculous garden, that was like a little strip next
to the asphalt... and then here. So... but I just wanted it, it just drew me really strongly.”

Ann also revealed a will to conserve the land for the benefit of her community and future
generations. When I asked her if she felt a responsibility for somebody or something when she
decided to establish the easement, she answered affirmatively:
“Yeah. For the land, and for this town, for my own sense of satisfaction, and, yeah, for future
generations. Because, you know, the CR is forever, and, you know, so, I kept trying to think about
‘Well, OK, there is our lifetime’ and, you know, eventually, you know, Nick... presumably I will
die before Nick does, and presumably he is still farming, or someone else is still farming. And, so,
trying to imagine what would this person or people want to do... you know... Maybe they will have
like a hydroponic thing someplace, they’ll be growing seaweed... [she laughs]” (brackets added)
ME: “Who knows?”
ANN: “Just trying to imagine, you know, how to keep things open [flexible]. And... so, yeah,
definitely thinking about future generations.” (brackets added)

Ann’s base motivations are clearly linked to environmental, spiritual, and social values.
Nonetheless, she would have not ultimately established a conservation easement on her land if
financial incentives had not been part of the deal. Ann does not initially seem to realize it herself:
ANN: “Yeah, well, that’s it, just to protect...[...]...I mean, we got some money from it but not like
[17:09 not clear], you know? It’s like, that was very helpful but not the motivating force.” (brackets
added)
ME: “Would you have done it even if you hadn’t been able to sell part of it?”
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ANN: “I don’t know, I think I’m too poor for that. You know, I don’t have the income where I
could just give my land away.”

Later in the interview, I ask her specifically about the importance of the financial factor in
her decision with respect to other factors, to which she answers, “I could not do it without the
money.” (Her income level was below $25,000 per year and lived with her son who had a slightly
higher income than her). In Ann’s son’s interview, Nick clarifies that the money from the APR
was meant to be used particularly as retirement income. In the follow-up interview, Ann reiterates
she could not have conserved her land if the financial help had not been available:
“I would not have done it without the grant. I just couldn’t afford it.”

Nevertheless, to Ann, both the financial and non-financial motivations where as crucial in her
decision:
“[I] wouldn’t have done it without either of those factors. If it was selling that land without
protecting it, I wouldn’t have done it. They are equally important in my mind.”

§

Most important motivations to establish CR: Financial (retirement income), environmental
(protect the wildlife habitat, the scenic value), spiritual (sense of place, maintain an
agricultural and self-sufficient lifestyle)

JOHN is the only dairy farmer left in his town. He has been farming since 1972, but has
been involved in agriculture since 1962. He was a board member of CISA (Community Involved
in Sustaining Agriculture) for 19 years and has an obvious personal desire to remain in rural
settings:
“I even considered moving somewhere else where it would be even more rural!”
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Throughout the interview John points out to two main experiences that significantly influenced his
decision to conserve his land but that happened at different times, many years apart. The first one
was in the late 1940s, watching his granduncle sell off his grandparents’ farmland at an auction:
JOHN: “My grandfather’s brother ended up with it, and he sold it. That was my first auction I went
to, and [I] watched him sell everything. But that kind of formed a mindset. And I didn’t like what
I was seeing as houses grew.” […] “So, that process kept getting me closer and closer to wanting
to preserve land.”
ME: “OK. So, it wasn’t something that you decided suddenly. It took you a while…”
JOHN: “Oh yeah, it’s been since 1949 that I started… [he laughs]. That’s when my granduncle sold
that farm and I began to see what can happen. That’s when the story started.”

The selling of his grandfather’s farm was an eye-opener for John regarding the potential
displacement of agriculture by development. Many years after that first influential event (2008),
John’s son encouraged him to leave their hometown farm to join some other relatives in the startup
of a new farm operation in another state. At that moment, John’s attachment to his land was his
main argument to refuse the offer:
“[John paraphrases his answer to his son:] ‘I don’t want to leave here’” “’I put too much into this
place. I want to stay here’. So, that was a good reason for me to move forward and get this done
finally.”

Over a few years, he investigated conservation options available and joined the Mount
Grace land trust board of directors. “And research got deeper”. The reasons for wanting to conserve
his land continued adding up:
JOHN: “…it had gotten to the point where I saw what we needed to do… And there were too many
people building houses here, and I don’t want this town to change; I want it to stay like it is.”
ME: “So, that was one of the main reasons? You didn’t want the landscape to change?”
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JOHN: “Yeah. Right. It was a much different town when there were 400 people who lived here.
There were 16 dairy farms at that time, when I first came to Leyden. This is the only one left. All
the others have gone.”

To keep the land “like it is” and particularly in agriculture was a strong motivation for John, if not
the strongest. When I asked him about the specific goals that brought him to grant the APR he
repeats this idea decidedly:
“To keep [the land] as it is. Maintain agriculture. The way the population in this world is growing…
We are going to lose the agricultural land that we need to maintain life on Earth…if we don’t
change things”.

It wasn’t until 2014 (six years after his son’s proposal) that he finally conserved his land with an
APR as part of a bigger conservation program: ‘The Leyden Working Farms and Forests
Conservation Partnership’. This partnership was administered jointly by Mount Grace and FLT,
in collaboration with The New England Forestry foundation, state departments, local landowners
and investors from Mount Grace’s landscape conservation fund and was awarded a grant by the
state Landscape Partnership Program of about $1 million.
John concludes by stating that the financial incentive behind his decision to place an APR
on his land was just as important as his will to conserve the land:
ME: “So, when you compare the two big values that you have: to preserve the land as it is and […]
that there’s a big financial incentive behind that, which one do you think was more important in
your decision?”
JOHN: “Both because without the money it would be hard to maintain the value… you need
something to work with… And we were paying rent on that land. So, now we are not paying rent
on that land. In fact, my son is farming it and I’m still paying the taxes with my money [he laughs].
So, he’s got it made. But, with the price of milk…”
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Based on the previous statement, John would probably not have been able to conserve his land had
he not obtained monetary compensation. In the follow-up interview, John clarifies he could not
have granted the APR if he had not gotten a monetary compensation for it:
“I didn’t have that kind of money until I sold the building rights.”

§

Most important motivations to establish APR: Financial (maintain the economic viability
of the farm), Spiritual (attachment to his land, desire to remain in rural settings), social
(keep land in agriculture)

ALDO grew up on a farm and farmed for a livelihood from age 20 until he retired. For 8
years, he worked as a “sustainable farmer educator” through the Massachusetts Department of
Agricultural Resources (MDAR). He had two APRs; one where he was the original grantor, and
another that he bought. We focus on the first APR, where he used to have a dairy farm certified
organic.
Aldo clearly and repeatedly states that the main reason for placing the APR was to keep it
undeveloped and as a farm:
“I took an APR. Not the first in the area but one of the first group, when they were first available,
on a home farm, which is where [name of farm company omitted] is, and I did it. Not that I needed
the cash or the money, but because I wanted to see the farm stay as a farm. It has high-quality land,
it has tremendous potential for development. I had people coming that were very interested in
buying it at a price far higher than the amount that I got from the APR. I wanted to see it stay as a
farm even though it was purchased by my father back in 1929. So, it goes back, way back to when
the [family name omitted] first came to Colrain. But I wanted to see it maintained as a farm, and
not get broken up.” (brackets added)
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To achieve the highest monetary gains was not a goal. As he explains, he could have made ten
times as much by selling his land for development:
ALDO: “I didn’t need the money. Actually, if you’re looking at it financially… I mean, I gave up
probably at least $1 million and a half property for a 10th of that, that I got from APR.” “It’s some
of the best quality land in the area. And I had been offered mega dollars to put a condominium
development out there, on that land, with a view.”
ME: “And you said ‘No’?”
ALDO: “I didn’t want anything to do with that.”

Additionally, his motivation to conserve the cultural landscape or rural character is also evident:
“And you can’t… There isn’t much of a cultural value left when you have houses all over it, or a
big condominium on it. I’m a farmer at heart. Still am. Always was.”

When I ask Aldo, in the follow-up interview, if he would have established the APR without
a monetary compensation, however, his answer seems to contradict his original claim regarding
the economic component:
ALDO: “At that time, I would not have done it without the compensation.”
ME: “Why would that be?”
ALDO: “Because I wasn’t confident about what the future would bring. I wanted to basically retire
from farming and wanted the income.”

Based on the latter quote, the financial motivation could be considered the most important in
Aldo’s decision to conserve his land even though his claim in the first interview—that he could
have sold the land for a substantially higher price if he hadn’t conserved it—suggests otherwise.
To conclude, Aldo’s motivations to place an APR on his land were both to keep farmland in
agriculture and to obtain enough income with which he could confidently retire.
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§

Most important motivations to establish APR: Social (keep land in agriculture), financial
(obtain retirement income)

KEITH is a former state commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural
Resources. He and his two siblings placed an APR on most of his 450-acre farm, which includes
over 400 acres of forestland and around 35 acres of tillable land that their grandfather put together
over 100 years ago. They decided to place the APR just before one of his siblings died. The third
sibling was not in favor of establishing the APR. The third sibling’s side of the family did not want
to let go of the opportunity of selling the land off for development (apparently, the property could
hold 40 houses). But two out of three votes in favor of the APR was enough to enable the
conservation process to go through and ensure Keith’s wishes for his family farm to be granted.
Keith and his now diseased brother wanted the family farm to stay in agriculture forever,
primarily to honor their grandfather and father’s legacy:
“I have my father and grandfather who would like to know… even though they are long since 6
feet under… you feel good about keeping the farm going.”

The second key goal of establishing an APR was to get money to reinvest in the farm, improving
its visual appearance:
“…my brother and I had also thought we would have a source of cash income so we wouldn’t have
to go sell a lot of the near oak or something maybe, and, you know, rape our woods to get some
income to do what we needed to do. We’d have enough funding to kick off on an ongoing basis of
4 or 5% of the year, to not only keep the farm a farm, but also reinvest and maybe start a new
business or two that would be profitable, so that we could not only keep the farm a farm, which
was the main goal, but also, you know, fix the windows, get some paint, you know, have it really
look good and do really good stewardship…”
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Keith’s father arranged the inheritance of the farm so that the land would be passed on to
Keith’s children and nephews. Keith knows the children would probably sell it when the time
came. By having placed the APR, they will now only be able to sell it as a farm; however, the
sustainability of the farm is still not clearly ensured given the differing views among the
established inheritors regarding the potential use of the income from the sale of the development
rights. “Some of them do want to reinvest and keep it going” but others might prefer to split that
money (and the money from the sale of the farm) among them so that they can use it for other
things.
Other motivations Keith brings up during the interview concern the protection of the local
wildlife, the protection of the scenic value of his land, and a strong desire to keep farming.
Finally, Keith emphasizes how the conservation of agricultural land is completely reliant
on the existence of farmers willing and capable of sustaining agriculture. In this sense, a very
important factor for placing the APR on his farm without which he probably would not have
conserved it is that he had somebody that he knew would gratefully take on his farming operation.
He is particularly referring to Reed, a kind 40-year-old “fellow” that helps him out with the sawmill
work.
“…I don’t think I would have done an APR if I didn’t have the saw mill… [if] I didn’t have him…
if I had no people that wanted to farm, you know, I might have said ‘Well, you know, after I [56:12
not clear, die?] whatever happens, happens’. But we spent a lot of time and [56:15 not clear, sweat?]
equity in this building and built with all stuff that is off the farm material. And I think that if you
are interested in the Reeds of the world, i.e., future farmers, it’s a key connection. But it’s just as
important to have a farmer as it is the APR.”

In the follow-up interview, Keith makes it even clearer how important it was to him to know there
was a farmer that would be able to take on his operation:
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“If we were just conserving the farm as a museum, I wouldn’t have done it. For me, it’s important
to have a working landscape and a farmer. I don’t think I would have conserved the land if there
wasn’t anybody on the horizon to work the land… I would have been less inclined.”

Almost at the end of the interview, Keith sums up the role of the three major factors that influenced
his decision consistently with his previous statements:
“…financing was a part of it, but it wasn’t as important as keeping the farm [as] a farm and doing
something that long-deceased relatives would think is the right thing to do.” (brackets added)

He claims keeping the farm in agriculture and protecting family legacy were the most important
for him; however, two sentences earlier, he clarifies that they wouldn’t have granted the APR if
they hadn’t been compensated for doing so:
“I don’t think we could have afforded to do it if we didn’t think we were going to get some income.”

Therefore, Keith would not have granted the APR if a monetary compensation had not been
available. This makes the financial motivation as relevant as his social and spiritual motivations in
the decision whether or not to conserve.
In conclusion, the most important motivation for Keith to conserve his land under APR
was to keep his land as a working landscape and honor the family legacy, while the economic
incentive was not his main drive but certainly a solution to his financial limitations.

§

Most important motivations to establish APR: Social (to keep land in agriculture), Spiritual
(maintain the family legacy and desire to keep farming), financial (to get money to reinvest
in the farm)
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Full-time farmers whose sole important motivation to conserve was financial
In Sam, Ed, and Bob’s cases, the sole, most important motivation to grant a conservation
easement was financial. Social, environmental and spiritual potential benefits of land
conservation might have been acknowledged during the interviews but were not relevant in their
decision to grant the easement.

SAM has always lived next to and farmed the land he decided to place an APR on a few
years ago. Sam rents out his conserved farmland to his son, Roger, who uses it for growing hay.
They both hay other fields around their town that they rent from other landowners.
Sam’s main goal for placing the APR was, without question, to obtain the corresponding
cash payment, presumably to be used as retirement income:
SAM: “Well, the goal for me was to get some money”
ME: “So, that was your primary goal, you could say?”
SAM: “Yeah. Yeah.”

Further on in the interview he explains his difficult financial situation before conserving his land:
ME: “How would you say the fact that you have an APR contributes to your personal well-being…
if it does?”
SAM: “Well, I’m still here. Because if we hadn’t got that money I don’t know whether I would
be…”
ME: “Really? Wow. So, you really needed that money?”
SAM: “Yeah, because, well, I started getting Social Security back in [19]94 when the cows went.
Then I got a rent in dairy. But the taxes right now just… from the farm are… oh… over $9,000 a
year. And medical insurance, when my wife was here, that was over $1,000 dollars a month. And
things like that… you don’t do on Social Security.”
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His son and daughter both seemed to have an important say in the decision. Even though there was
no perceivable (housing) development pressure at the time, their main reason for conserving the
farmland was to prevent the land from ever having houses built on it:
SAM: “Well, son and daughter both thought that APR would be a good thing, because they don’t
want to see houses here, and I don’t…”
ME: “You don’t either?”
SAM: “I don’t either. But, I’m not going to live forever, and nobody is. So, I don’t know what will
happen in the next 30-40 years. But, at any rate, we know that this will be open.”

Sam is aware of environmental values of his land, but conserving them was not a
motivation in his decision to establish the APR. He also expresses how the benefit to future
generations—specifically to his son—of establishing the APR, somehow played a role in his
decision to establish the APR:
“I wanted to make sure that the place would still be here for my son to continue farming”.

And he holds a strong sense of place towards his town:
“I wouldn’t want to live anywhere else.”

But none of the environmental, social, and spiritual factors were as critical in his decision as the
financial, as he confirmed at the end of the interview after I summarized the values of his land he
had mentioned and asked him to tell me, percentagewise, how important the economic incentive
was with respect to the rest of the values:
SAM: “100 [%]”
ME: “A hundred, [so] it was really important.”
SAM: “Yeah. Yeah. That was the reason.”
ME: “So, you probably wouldn’t have done it if it hadn’t been for the money that [the APR
provided]?”
SAM: “Right. Yeah.”
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Side note: In the case of Sam’s APR, the town also contributed 5% of the corresponding
cash payment through the so-called “Community Preservation Fund”. Oddly enough, Sam does
not agree that everybody in town should be taxed to contribute to the Community Preservation
Fund because, as he sees it, not everybody in his town benefits from the fact that his land is
conserved.

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: financial (retirement income)

§

Side benefits of establishing APR: Social (benefit future generations), Spiritual (place
attachment), and environmental

ED is a full-time farmer who has several APRs on his land, although he only established
one of them himself. He recognizes the importance of conserving agricultural land to protect
environmental and social values, but his main motivation for granting the APR was undoubtedly
to acquire money that would help him start off his farm operation and enable him to develop a
rural livelihood:
ME: “So, what goals did you have in mind when you decided to establish the APR?”
ED: “Really, it was cash flow. I was just starting out and needed the revenue at that point. It was
the first farm that I actually bought, just a beginning farmer. And we were very much interested in
it at that point for the economic component. That was the motivating factor then, more than the
preservation. The preservation was important, obviously, but, really, money was the motivating
factor at that point” “Environmental values, I would say that it’s important… but at that point, it
wasn’t that important to me in terms of a priority. My priority at that point may sound a little selfish,
was the economics of the APR to allow me to acquire some land, because I didn’t have any, I was
starting from zero.”
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ME: “Sure.”
ED: “All of the environmental issues, are all real issues that I believe in, but at that point, I was just
trying to acquire some land to get started.”

Ed also expressed certain interest to establish the APR as a way to ensure that his descendants and
future owners could have the option to continue farming the land:
ME: “Did you feel a responsibility to conserve your land for someone or something when you
decided to establish the APR?”
ED: “Yes, I mean, again, it would be for my family. So, it would be for my family to extract a
living off of it, basically use the land, and then, ideally, pass it along if anybody in the family is
interested in continuing. And, obviously, if they’re not, I’m sure another farmer, hopefully, if it’s
a sustainable agricultural community, somebody else will be interested in the land.”

The fact that he could enhance the ability of his descendants and probably that of other future
owners of the conserved land to continue farming after him is an additional side benefit but not
nearly as urgent as it was to get money to start his farming operation. To be sure, throughout the
interview Ed insists the primary motivation to grant the APR was to fund his farming operation
and he only acknowledges the potential benefit to his family and possible benefit to future
landowners after I bring up the subject.
Regarding the possible financial benefits that can result from the granting of APRs, namely,
obtaining a real estate tax abatement if the land was not already under Chapters 61, 61A or 61B, a
cash payment if the land qualifies as prime agricultural land, or an income tax deduction if the
easement is donated, the type Ed was looking for also seems clear. As is the case of most of the
agricultural-land owner participants of this study, Ed had his land under Chapter 61A before
establishing the APR, so he was already benefiting from a real estate tax abatement before placing
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the APR. Thus, the financial incentive to place the APR could not be the tax abetment; just the
cash payment for retiring his development rights through the granting of the APR.

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (obtain cash payment)

§

Side benefit: Social (benefit future generations), environmental

BOB was raised in a farm in the Netherlands and produced his first crop when he was
around 17 years old. He is now one of the most important farmers in the Deerfield River Valley,
according to the executive director of the Franklin Land Trust. Bob bought the conserved land he
now owns after the previous owner had established the APR on it. He had an important role in
making the establishment of the APR happen because the previous owner needed a buyer like Bob
who would purchase the land for agricultural purposes as soon as the monetary value of it was
reduced to its agricultural value. Bob explained to me how this sort of transaction works out:
“…the APR program would reimburse $15,000 dollars an acre [and] I’m paying, let’s say, $6,000,
so we agreed on $21,000 an acre. The reimbursement to [the original landowner] would be X[i]
amount [i.e., $21,000 multiplied by the number of acres] and therefore we can pay that. Because
it’s basically a balancing act, you know. The farmer [BOB in this case] can only pay X[ii]. He [the
original landowner] was very happy selling that way.” (brackets added)

At any rate, Bob makes it clear how the placement of an APR was one of the only affordable ways
to buy the land he now farms:
BOB: “Without APR…. If there is a piece of land that has been farmed and you want to buy that,
if there is no APR or CR or something on it… most of the fields that we own could have been
developed. You know, until not that long ago, until the end of the financial crisis, these fields would
have been worth…”
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ME: “Very expensive?”
BOB: “Yeah. So, one of the only ways to afford to buy it is an APR, you know? So that’s really
the reason for it”
ME: “So, it was basically a financial motivation?”
BOB: “Yes, I mean I believe in conserving land…”
ME: “But that was like a priority?”
BOB: “Yeah. For me, when I started here in the valley we didn’t own anything, and, at some point,
we had seven landlords, and because in those days already renting it… I wanted that long-term
commitment, use cover cropping, rotating, and all those things. But, there was always a threat of
‘Well, I do all these wonderful things but, will I have the land next year? And we have had some
fields that we actually treated very well, and after two years of cover crop, then the old landowner
comes back and says, ‘Well thanks for all this rejuvenating, I’m going to farm it myself”. So, yeah,
security, that’s what is. So, partially, when we were talking with these people that were selling,
APR made it possible.”

§

2nd generation APR landowner’s most important benefit of buying conserved land: only
affordable way to buy agricultural land.

Full-time farmer whose primary motivations were not financial
In Ken’s case, the most important motivations to conserve his land are other than financial.
The financial benefits were nevertheless an important motivation in the decision to make use of
conservation easements as opposed to other alternatives to protect his land, but not indispensable.
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KEN has been farming (‘tree farming’) since he moved to the land where he granted his
first APR (donated state APR, with the help of FLT) a little over 30 years ago. As a kid, he had
his own market:
“I used to, you know, grow carrots and beets and all kinds of stuff, and, you know, sort of clean
them, put a rubber band around them, put them in these little baskets, and go down to the street and
sell them to old ladies, they loved me.” “And then we moved to south Amherst when I was 12 and
I started a market garden there, raising corn and squash…”

After that, he became an architectural woodworker; finally, he became a barn builder and restorer
using his own wood.
For many years now, Ken has been dedicating a lot of time and effort to the protection of
private land in his community from being built up. To do so, he uses money from a charitable trust
he created with the help of now diseased friends, to buy lands of high environmental value that he
wants to conserve; he then places easements on them (therefore reducing their market value) and
finally sells them (at a lower cost than he purchased them, but conserved). Note that there is always
an economic loss in the overall transaction. The final goal is to protect land from development
forever.
Ken feels very strongly that certain areas should be conserved. This is evident, for example,
in his reasoning against cluster housing in his town. At first glance, this type of urbanization stile
looks like a good alternative to urban sprawl, i.e., it seems useful to prevent urban development
from invading farmland. But, based on a study Ken conducted on the case of his town, he points
out the current urbanization regulations would enhance the disturbance of wildlife habitat rather
than prevent it. As he concludes,
"[cluster housing] sounds good on paper but, in reality… I’ve done a complete review of Gill, of
possibilities of cluster housing, and the cluster housing would actually be very detrimental.”
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Ken also expresses a strong affinity to certain places and, particularly, to wildlife:
KEN: “I felt more of an affinity to the land and the critters than I did to people…”
ME: “More affinity to land and…?”
KEN: “to the land and the critters…”
ME: “Than the people [I laugh]”
KEN: “… than the next generations of people. I just want to keep people off my land! [I laugh],
you know, from developing my land… or anybody’s land for that matter.”

Finally, certain financial motivations were also considered in his decision. In this regard,
it must be noted that Ken does not earn money by conserving land (on the contrary, he is using up
the money from a charitable trust he created for land conservation purposes). The tax deduction,
he explains, “was more of a rationale.” In the follow-up interview, he similarly clarifies how the
income tax deduction was relevant but not critical:
“It sure helps, but it wasn’t the deciding factor. Had the tax deduction not been available I would
have still conserved my land. Maybe I would have done it differently… but I would have done it.
I love my land.”

Ken is clearly determined to do what is in his power to conserve land for spiritual and
environmental purposes. Financial incentives are seen as an additional benefit that favor the use
of APR and CRs with respect to other ways of protecting land.

§

Most important motivations to establish conservation easements: Spiritual (love of the
land) and environmental (protect wildlife)

§

Important motivation to establish APR: Financial (income tax deduction)
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Individual case analyses of supplemental-income agricultural-land owners’ motivations to
conserve their land
All the supplemental-income agricultural-land owner participants of this study (Curt, Toby,
Neal, Matt, Garth and Gus) had multiple important motivations to conserve their land; the most
important motivation is financial.

CURT sells goats for meat, has horses for horseback riding, and runs a B&B. He is
particularly unsatisfied with the overall outcome of establishing the APR on his land. First, the
APR establishment process did not turn out as he had expected, as the final arrangement will not
give his children the option to sell pieces of land separately. Furthermore, the tax abatement after
placing the APR was not as dramatic as he and his wife had expected. Moreover, he is not
comfortable with having had to “partner” with the state (or, as he calls it, ‘the big brother’) to set
the APR on his farmland. Based on what he has seen or heard happen to other owners of APRed
land, this partnership involves a “loss of control” of the land, especially when it comes to selling
the conserved land. Additionally, Curt sees the loss of income in potential future sale of the land
as a drawback of the program.
Curt describes certain environmental and social motivations that might have influenced his
decision to conserve his land, such as to protect productive soil and “aesthetic farmland,” and to
benefit future generations in general. But the most important ones for him at that time were
financial ones, as he explains in minute 14 of the interview:
“That was the reason we wanted to conserve our land. To reduce the cost.”

After minute 24 Curt clarifies this point further:
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“My main goal was to be able to reduce our taxes and the carrying cost, so that when we pass the
property down to our children they would be able to afford it.”

In the latter quote the “carrying cost” refers to the inheritance taxes.

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (tax abatement and avoid
inheritance tax for his children)

§

Important motivations to establish APR: Environmental (protect productive soil and scenic
value) and social (benefit future generations)

TOBY used to be a professor of animal science and agriculture at the University of
Massachusetts. He led a horse program for his college, has raised horses and beef cattle, and has
written textbooks on horses:
TOBY: “…at one time, when I had beef cattle, I had a herd of about 15 Arabian horses. They
actually bought this farm for me because I started doing it while I was in graduate school, and sold
a couple of mares and bought the farm. So, I produced… the land has produced… it’s not food or
fiber but…”
ME: “Horses”
TOBY: “Horses, yeah. And it was quite successful I would say… This land probably produced
$20,000 a year on the sale of horses and so forth.”
ME: “But, were those within the restricted land? [He nods ‘yes’]
TOBY: “Although most of that was before it was restricted, but I kept it in pasture and so forth.”

Toby established a CR 35 years after the first time he and his wife started considering
conserving their land at a land conservation talk. He had witnessed his home agricultural land
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become developed and was seeking a way to prevent the same thing from happening to his current
land:
“I have lived in areas, growing up in New Jersey for example, which was agricultural land and is
now housing developments. Outside of Washington DC, when I was a young boy and we lived out
on a small farm out in Fairfax County, and at that time it was as rural as it could be. Farms were
being farmed by horses, and I just loved the agriculture… And it’s solid development now. And
I’ve seen that happen in places in the past, and places I loved. And I envisioned it happening here
and I wanted to see ‘Is there something we can do to protect that from happening?’”

Toby had a prominent “love and concern for nature.” One of the most important motivations to
conserve his land was to ensure the protection of the wildlife (especially the birds) in his property:
“Well, one of the things that motivated me, and my thought of stewardship, is to protect the land,
protect the natural resources. I am very interested in protecting the wildlife and the birds. Try to
manage it for that.”

Toby’s attachment to his land in particular is evident:
“I have a real love for this piece of land and I know all of its… you know, it’s got so many wonderful
areas in it.”

And he uses his land especially for recreational purposes:
“I walk my land every day. I have trails all through it. I have an active German Shepherd that
requires… [we laugh] I take her out. I’ve always, since I was 12 years old, had horses and enjoyed
horseback riding. In the summer they aren’t long rides, just an hour or so, but mostly through my
land… also some of the neighboring protected land. I probably ride over 100 times over the summer
and I enjoy working on my land. I do a lot of work on getting rid of invasive plants, keeping things
trimmed and that sort of thing. I’m very active on the place. [...] it’s my recreation.”

Furthermore, Toby expresses a profound sense of place not just towards his land but also for his
town and all of western Massachusetts, especially highlighting its scenic values:
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TOBY “I think when people think of Massachusetts they don’t think about an area like this.”
ME: “I didn’t [he laughs]. It was a pleasant surprise to see that this existed.”
TOBY: “Right. Well, I think it’s a uniquely scenic area. The forests are beautiful the streams are
beautiful. The hills are just marvelous. There’s a new surprise around every corner. I hike with a
group; we are all 75 or older, and we hike all over western Mass, and we are just constantly amazed
at what a beautiful area… And the interesting thing about it is this was all cleared in the 1850s, so
we’re talking…”
ME: “It’s just unbelievable that all this was totally cleared out.”
TOBY: “We lost a lot of wildlife, and it’s come back. We’re getting moose in the area, bears… it’s
wonderful to see the balance with nature we have in this valley. And it’s a very… small towns are
nice places to live, and it’s a very comfortable place to live in terms of relationships with people.”

He has shared this love of the land with many of his neighbors and has successfully set an example
and encouraged them to conserve their lands too:
“…one of the things that’s happened here is that, as I say, I’ve lived here for 52 years, so I’ve
known all the people in the road, and I knew their parents and so forth… So, I think that when we
started talking about protecting their land and I started talking with the neighbors, I had an
influence, and they… We all kind of felt the importance of saving the look of the road and
everything. And, so, I think it really developed a community of interest in land protection.”

Nevertheless, the financial benefits of placing a CR on his land were significantly large, and
included the sheltering of capital gains, reducing the inheritance tax, and offsetting the costs of
placing the CR:
ME: “How important was the financial incentive in your decision to establish the restriction?”
TOBY: “To be perfectly honest, it was quite important. Because I had owned a house on the Jersey
shore, which, when I was a kid, it was sand dunes and beautiful but, again, it had built up. And we
sold the house down there and we had a large capital gain. And so, the incentive to give a CR and
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the tax advantage, definitely… And we were also influenced by… although that’s changed, but at
the time that we were thinking about doing it, the limit on your inheritance tax was relatively low.
By putting a land in a CR you theoretically reduce its developmental value, and so your inheritance
tax would not be as high. It wouldn’t affect me personally, but my kids. So, the financial incentive
was really large. Even though it cost us some money to do it, it saved us a lot on taxes.”

Furthermore, when asked if he would have conserved his land had he not gotten an income tax
deduction, Toby clarified he would “probably” not have done it.
“Probably not. The income tax deduction was a very good incentive. It costs something to put a CR
and the tax incentive helped [offset that cost].” (brackets added)

In sum, important factors in Toby’s decision to place a restriction on his land include the
effect of past experiences (seeing his home agricultural land become developed), environmental
motivations (to protect wildlife and scenic values), and spiritual motivations (strong sense of
place). The most important motivations, however, are predominantly financial, including the
ability to a) shelter capital gains b) reduce his children’s inheritance tax and to c) have an income
tax deduction to help offset the cost of placing the CR.

§

Most important motivation to donate CR: Financial (shelter capital gains and avoid
inheritance tax)

§

Important motivations to donate CR: environmental (protect wildlife and scenic values),
spiritual (sense of place)

NEAL was a New York City banker, as was his father. Neal’s parents bought the farm
Neal currently owns and has recently conserved with an APR and a CR, in the early 1940s. The
family has been raising high quality beef cattle for about 50 years now, with the help of fulltime
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farm managers. Neal makes the financial and major decisions but relies on his farm manager, Bart,
to make the technical management resolutions: “Bart is the guy that makes this place work.”
At different times of the interview, Neal shows his support towards the protection of
agricultural land from development. More specifically, Neal points out his belief that people
should live in dense urban clusters, or, as he says, “in villages”, as opposed to “spread out across
the land”, in order to leave land available for agriculture.
Neal’s attachment to his farm is obvious:
“I was the sibling who loved the farm and I ran the farm from New Jersey, for five years”. “I put a
CR on the land [because] I want to keep it opened, I don’t want it developed, I don’t want a golf
course out there, I don’t want condominiums.” (brackets added)

On his deathbed, Neal would rather conserve his land than leave it unprotected; however, both the
CR and the APR suppose certain policy constraints that are currently preventing him from
conserving more of his land. To place a CR would involve donating $1 million worth of
development value that Neal is not willing to give up easily:
“I would put everything in a conservation restriction today if I could get paid for it. The value…
We have 1,150 acres here. Some of it is already under different restrictions. But I think we have $1
million, give or take, of development value. And I’m very disinclined to just give up $1 million of
development value. Although I will do that rather than leave the development potential
unprotected.”

To obtain a cash payment in return for retiring his development rights is clearly very important for
Neal in his decision to conserve his land. This initially makes the APR option preferable to that of
a CR, however, the restrictions linked to an APR are at this point too big of a compromise for
Neal:
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“…[the APR] has two very strong negatives from my perspective as a landowner. One is that it
says that the land has to always be used in active agriculture.”

The problem Neal sees in this is that if his kids ultimately decided not to be farmers and want to
use the land for purposes not allowed by the APR, such as forestry, they would not be allowed to
do so. The other negative of the APR for Neal is the difficulty of selling conserved land to the
highest bidder and to non-local potential buyers, as the APR establishes that the conserved land
has to be sold at the local agricultural value, and that local farmers have the priority to buy the land
with respect to non-local potential buyers.
In sum, Neal is not currently considering the option to use another APR to protect his land
because a) he sees his property sold as an estate and therefore at a value higher than agricultural,
and b) the little flexibility of the program would not allow future landowners to manage the land
differently. With regards to possible future conservation through a CR, it looks like the monetary
compensation or cash payment in return for giving up the development rights is the critical aspect.
In other words, the lack of a monetary compensation is the reason why he has not put the rest of
his land in CR already. However, the reasons why he placed a CR in the past were mostly spiritual,
(namely his love of the land and that he did not want to see it built up) and social (his will to
maintain land available for agriculture). In short, Neal has strong spiritual and social motivations
to conserve his land but the lack of better financial incentives (to place a CR) and the demanding
restrictions (to grant an APR) are what is holding Neal back from conserving more land with a CR
or an APR respectively.

§

Most important motivation to establish an APR: Financial (obtain cash payment)

§

Important motivations to establish APR: Spiritual (love of the land/attachment), social
(maintain land in agriculture)
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§

Most important motivations to establish CR: Spiritual (love of the land/attachment) and
social (maintain land in agriculture)

MATT owns two lands with APRs, but he was only responsible for the establishment of
the first one. He ran the APR program in its early stages, so he did not request the help of a land
trust to place the restriction but did it directly through the state. He is the general manager of a
foundation he started himself and a second-generation part-time farmer who has always lived in
and enjoyed rural environments. He followed his neighbors’ example of conserving and has
succeeded in setting an example for other neighbors to conserve their land.
Matt expressed attachment to the land conserved as well as a will to conserve it for the
benefit of future generations:
“We just had a great affinity for the town, for our community, and felt it was a nice place to leave
unspoiled for future generations.”

He feels its high scenic value could detract from maintaining its current agriculturally productive
use if the land had not been conserved:
“It was a particularly scenic property right on the Connecticut River Valley. It could easily have
been… somebody’s big estate.”

Matt explains how the establishment of the APR would benefit his community in many
ways, and he affirms how the acknowledgement of these benefits influenced his decision. But,
more significantly, he had also considered how the APR would, in return, also protect the land
from potential interest of the community to develop his land:
“We didn’t think we were detracting from the community. And, in some ways, it protected us from
the town. Because, who knows, in the future they might want to build the school or a firehouse or
a public facility in the property. So, we protected it from them. [We laugh] I mean, our neighbors
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who conserved their land years ago… the town wanted to put a dump on their property...and they
were opposed to that.”

Nonetheless, Matt’s intention to use the proceeds from the sale of the development rights to help
pay for his children’s college was clearly a critical factor in his decision:
ME: “What other values or other things might have influenced your decision?”
MATT: “Well, the fact that we could get paid for it. Because we were faced with paying for college
and so that was a way of raising some money for our kids’ college education. And, I think that the
financial consideration is part of it. But, would we have conserved it without being paid…?”
ME: “That’s what I was going to ask you”
MATT: “I don’t know”
ME: “You don’t know?”
MATT: “I don’t know. At that point in our lives, probably not.
ME: “It was necessary to have the financial need met there”?
MATT: “Yeah…”

In other words, at that point, they probably would not have conserved their land without receiving
a monetary compensation in return. In the follow-up interview, Matt clarifies how critical the
financial factor is in his decision:
ME: “Would you have established the APR if you didn’t get a monetary compensation for granting
it? Why?”
MATT: “No, because it was too much value just to give away. We weren’t wealthy enough just to
give it away.”

To conclude, attachment to his land and a desire to benefit his community and future
generations were important motivating factors in Matt’s decision to place the APR. The financial
motivation of raising money to pay for his children’s college, however, is the critical one.
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§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (obtain cash payment to help pay
children’s college)

§

Important motivations to establish APR: Spiritual (attachment to the land) and social (to
benefit local community and future generations)

GARTH has had very gratifying farming experiences since he was in his early teens and
has always enjoyed the occupation. He got his first commercial farm job when he was 18 and has
also been working in human services as a social worker, for 20 years, recently focused on farmers.
Garth and his partner sold an APR and donated a CR on two different parts of their land.
The land they placed the CR on was very special to Garth because it had been in Garth's family
for many generations, and then out of the family for 140 years until he bought it back. The
interconnection of the land with Garth’s family history contributed to Garth’s attachment to the
land.
Garth and his partner had been wanting to sell their farm for a long time given that Garth's
partner was not interested enough in farming. They had been thinking about placing an APR for a
while before they finally placed it. A con of conserving their land was that they might obtain a
much lower cash payment (by the APR program and the buyer) than if they sold the land at its
normal rate, but they decided to conserve it anyway.
First, they granted an APR on the piece of their property that was eligible for it, to make it
easier to sell the farm. After that, they established the CR on the rest of the land that they still own,
the last day of December of that same year. The fact that Garth donated a CR and sold an APR the
same fiscal year allowed him to benefit from a higher reduction of tax liability than if he had done
the transactions in different fiscal years. Garth and his partner placed the APR, the CR, and another
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type of easement on their land close before the time they sold their farm to a young farmer couple
with two children. The farm was the piece of their property that eventually carried the APR and
the excluded area next to it.
The benefit to the community and society as a whole (benefit to “the public”) was a very
strong motivation for Garth and his partner to place the easements. To enhance the ability of the
public to enjoy the “scenic beauty” of the conserved land they additionally placed a trail easement
to enable walking access across the property:
“…to us, there was various goals that we had and we just felt like… land that is so beautiful… We
wanted land that is so beautiful to be accessible to everybody. There was no monetary value with
the trail easement, that was just a… it was a gift with no [monetary] value. But we put a lot of time
in it and I am still putting a lot of time in helping maintain it and so forth.”
“We know that a portion of [the property] will always be farmland. We know that a portion of it
will always be conserved for… It could be farmed although it’s mostly forest. So, we know we
conserved a forest. And we know that the public is welcome on this beautiful property, which is
something that… it’s an area people have been appreciating coming to for many, many years.”
(brackets added)

Consistent with their aim of benefiting society, the most important motivation for Garth
and his partner to place the APR was to keep land in agriculture. To reach this goal, they were
particularly intent about passing the land on to “serious farmers who are really trying to feed a lot
of people, and make a living.” If they managed to achieve this, the land “would continue as a
farm.” As Garth sees it, highly priced farmland is difficult for many “serious farmers” to afford
buying it, and they knew the land was expensive given its scenic value. By placing the APR they
could bring the price of the land down to its agricultural value, making it affordable for more
farmers and increasing the chance of finding a “serious farmer” buyer:
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“We were aware that it was land of some significant value mostly because of the beautiful view:
Because it’s a farm, it has a long-distance view and, because it has a long-distance view, it is worth
more money. But we wanted a farmer to buy it who was sincere about farming. And so [by placing
the APR] we were able to lower the price that they had to pay us but still get a reasonable amount
of our equity from the property.” (brackets added)

Another value to them is the protection of the wildlife habitats surrounding the farmland, i.e.,
protection of the land where the CR was placed.
When I ask Garth if they would have conserved their land had there not been a financial
incentive involved, Garth doubts they would have done it anyway:
“So, I think there’s a chance that we would not have done it was it not for the state program …”

In the follow-up interview Garth makes it clear that the APR cash payment was key in their
decision to conserve the corresponding piece of land:
ME: “Would you have established the APR even if you hadn't gotten a monetary compensation for
granting it?”
GARTH: “I don’t think we would have.”
ME: “Why?”
GARTH: “The monetary compensation was central to our decision to place the restriction. In other
words, we needed the money.”

With regards to the APRed land, if he hadn’t gotten money from the APR program, he would have
had to sell the APR land at a higher price and would have had more difficulties finding a buyer
truly committed to sustainably maximizing the land’s food productivity. With respect to the CR,
Garth is not sure whether they would have placed it or not had there not been an income tax
incentive involved:
“Maybe. Because we believe in it but we also needed the income tax deduction. The income tax
deduction was way less than what we got from the APR but it was still important. I really don’t
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know… I do know if we would have… [granted the CR if we didn’t get an income tax deduction].”
(brackets added)

Similarly, it is not clear if the tax abatement was a critical factor in Garth’s decision. The conserved
land was not previously under Chapter 61A, making the estate tax a factor in the decision to place
the APR and the CR, but when I asked him if he would have established the easements without a
tax abatement he answered that he did not know.

§

Most important motivation to establish APR: Financial (obtain cash payment)

§

Important motivations to establish the APR and the CR: Social (benefit to the community
and the wider society)

§

Important motivations to establish the APR: Social (keep land in agriculture)

§

Important motivations to establish the CR: Environmental (protection of the wildlife
habitats surrounding the farmland) and financial (obtain income tax deduction)

GUS was born into a lot of land that he inherited from his family. He has established and
helped other people establish about 5 APRs. Sometimes he has made use of the financial and
technical help from one of three different land trusts and, at least on one occasion, he also placed
an APR directly with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. He regrets how his childhood
homeland, where he lived gratifying experiences in agricultural settings as a boy, has now become
developed:
“…in the town where I grew up, like I was telling you about… When I was a kid it must’ve been a
beautiful place to grow up in but I look at it now and it’s a disaster…”

Gus makes harsh critiques of the state’s urban development policies:
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“Land use in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is stupid. I mean, the zoning and everything
else in the Commonwealth is primarily neighborhood protection. It’s not resource-based zoning on
what the land is capable of doing.”

Similarly, he suggests how the APR program is a way to compensate for the lack of proper
resource-based zoning:
“…that we have to do these strategies that we aren’t sensible enough to just do it naturally. To see
that this is a resource that needs to be… Like we have to put these restrictions in deeds… in order
for people to pay attention… People don’t have the common sense to see that this is the way the
land should be used and kept and that we shouldn’t pave it and put a bunch of little cracker boxes
all over it.”

Gus makes several references to his belief that agricultural land should be kept available for
farming, i.e., fertile soils should be protected:
“I have very little remorse about land that I have developed. Like, most of my family’s land that
I’ve developed, that’s about all it was good for. It was no good for farming, not even good for
woods… some of it. But all of the good farmland—you know, land that’s on soils capable of
producing crops—we’ve preserved that. And that’s what I feel good about.”

When I ask Gus to name specific values of his land that he feels are worth preserving, he
starts by pointing out the high quality of the soil among other properties of his APRed land:
“Oh, its ability to be farmed; it’s ability to grow crops; how well it holds its water; how it doesn’t
erode as long as it’s treated right… Generally, a lot of the good land around here has probably been
farmed or maintained by people in some way for a long time. Slope is one of the key ingredients.”

Furthermore, Gus highly values being able to keep neighbors out of sight:
“…right here, it’s nice, it’s got a lot of woods, it gives me privacy and, yeah, I have neighbors but
I only have to hear them, I don’t have to see them [he laughs]. I like to be able to walk out my side
door in my underwear in the morning, sit out here and have my coffee, the sun coming up and listen
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to the birds. And that does it for me [he laughs]. For me that’s an important part of just waking up
every day, and going to sleep every day. It’s having my peace of mind, and not having people in
my face with their foolishness sometimes.”

Gus is very fond of using financial tools in his land transactions to reduce the amount of
money he has to pay in taxes. For example, the APR he donated on the land surrounding us at the
time of the interview was placed strictly for financial purposes, specifically to shelter capital gains
from the sale of the previous residence.
ME: “Did you do any CRs or APRs for yourself? Or was it always for somebody else?”
GUS: “Well, the one that I did here, on this.”
ME: “This one, here? The one we’re surrounded [by]?”
GUS: “Yeah. I negotiated that one all on my own behalf.”
ME: “And it’s a CR?”
GUS: “No, this is an APR. The one here is held by Mount Grace. They come once a year and do
the…”
ME: “monitoring.”
GUS: “The state never offered to them any money for the one here. We just donated it to them, and
I guess they never… They just see it as one of their things that they do as far as monitoring it, and
making sure that the land stays…”
ME: “And when was this one established?”
GUS: “It might’ve been just prior to that one.”
ME: “1992?”
GUS: “Yeah 1990 or [19]92, because I know that I didn’t do it until… we moved here in [19]88
and I didn’t do it until I actually needed to shelter the money from the sale of our other residence.
So, that would’ve been anywhere between 1990 and 1992. And that one is in my wife’s name there
[he says his wife’s name], like for the record. Because this is her piece of land and we donated out
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right the land… Because I just figured there was no sense in paying… This one was done primarily
for the tax advantages of it so that we wouldn’t be paying real estate tax on the building lot, and to
shelter the capital gain that we made on the donation of the conservation restriction [sic., one cannot
shelter capital gains from a donation of a restriction because there are no capital gains from
something one donates] and the land itself, the swamp across the street, basically to keep our taxes
low in the future, besides our property.” (brackets added)

In contrast to other interviewees' worry that APR land sometimes ends up not being used
for agriculture, growing back to brush, and looking abandoned, Gus is certain that, at least, it will
be available for agriculture in the future:
“If it’s not my heirs or my family, it will be someone else. It will stay that way as a resource. And
that resource will be there for the future. Whether this generation is smart enough to realize it or
not… They might have to cut the trees off again… because it could very well end up that I fold up
shop and someone doesn’t pick up after me… The way trees grow around here, if the land is not
looked after… the future generation may have to harvest some timber before they can plow it [he
laughs].”

Gus has also bought land that was already conserved (with APR), for the purpose of supporting
his family financially.

§

Most important motivations to donate APR: Financial (shelter capital gains)

§

Important motivations for placing APR: Social (keep land in agriculture), environmental
(protection of fertile soil)
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Individual case analyses of farmland retreat owners’ motivations to conserve their land
Six landowner participants of this study have been identified as farmland retreat owners
given their low or null reliance on their land to maintain their livelihoods. To Tom, Alan and Ryan,
farming was predominantly a hobby and not a meaningful source of income to them at the time of
establishing the easement. Etta, Norah and Ian have never farmed. The environmental benefits of
conserving the land were important motivations for the six farmland retreat owners of this study.
Most of them showed to have social motivations; however, the most important motivation for the
two women in this group were spiritual and environmental. The two women were also the only
ones in this group that did not have relevant financial motivations to conserve. Only in Ryan’s and
Alan’s cases, the financial motivations were the most or among the most important. In Ryan’s
case, the availability of a monetary compensation for the placement of the APR was a critical
factor in the overall decision to conserve the land, as he would not have been able to afford to buy
the land otherwise. In Alan’s case, the reduction of the monetary value of the land and
consequential reduction of his children’s inheritance tax was a determining motivation in his
decision to donate the APR.

TOM placed an APR on land he and his wife had been living on for ten years, and later
sold the land with the APR to Nina and Jim (two of my other interviewees). When he owned the
APRed land he used only a small portion of it for pasture for his sheep, but he did not make money
with that activity. Tom was born on a farm and produced vegetables for commercial purposes at a
certain point of his life but not during the time he owned the land where he established the APR.
Overall, farming was a hobby for Tom, never his central occupation. He let a dairy farmer use his
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land to grow hay for commercial purposes on the conserved land, which justified the agricultural
value of the land so that he could place an APR.
An important motivation for Tom was to support local food production and maintenance
of the rural character of the place he lives in:
“I’m a great believer in local agriculture, and I love living in a place where agriculture is going on.
So, even though my role in that economy was minor to say the least, I nonetheless felt good about
it.”

Tom’s attachment towards the land conserved seemed to have an important role in his decision to
place the APR, but his desire to keep the land in agriculture for the benefit of future generations is
visibly the most relevant factor:
“[I] didn’t want to see the place… it’s a natural field and it would have been very disheartening
seeing it broken up. And so, the main attraction of the APR, for me, was that it would preserve this
for future use.”

Regarding the meaning of the “future use” Tom is referring to, he shows he is aware the
conservation easement imposes a (development) restriction that will obviously not benefit all
future generations, especially those who might want to develop the land:
“So, anyone buying it would buy it knowing what they were getting and knowing that they were
indeed restricted in some way. For some people, it would be an actual restriction. I’m sure some
were… When we came to selling the place I’m sure some people were inhibited from buying it…”
ME: “Because they couldn’t develop it?”
TOM: “I can’t remember anyone ever saying that, but, for other people, it was… It’s a positive
thing; it’s certainly not a problem. And those were the sorts of people that one wanted to own it.
So, it worked out.”
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At another point in the interview, Tom consistently emphasizes what the most important
motivation was for establishing the APR, followed by his main reason for establishing a CR on an
adjacent piece of his land:
ME: “So, your goal when you established the restriction was basically that it was not developed…
and any other things?”
TOM: “Well, I did as far as possible to keep it in agriculture. And there is a substantial part of that
piece of property which is in conservation restriction, and that was, simply, to keep it intact.”

An important reason for Tom to start considering the conservation of his land was to
witness the development of the land around him and, specifically, the regretful experience of
selling another previous piece of property without having first placed an easement on it:
“…my general experience was seeing some unfortunate development. But I would say the specific
experience I had was owning a piece of land and selling it without having restricted it. And nothing
terrible happened. It was a big tract of land, 40 acres…”
ME: “Oh, so this is another land?”
TOM: “Yes, it was another land [13:03 not clear] and we bought it thinking that we might do
something there at some point but didn’t. And I didn’t restrict it and sold it, and someone reasonably
enough built a house on it. And it wasn’t awful, it wasn’t a disaster. But I felt bad about it. I felt
that had I taken… I mean, something was going to be built on it eventually. But I might have chosen
a particular site where a house could’ve been built and restricted the rest of it. As it turns out, the
new owner, who is no longer new, but the owner of that tract of land didn’t sell off anymore. But,
still, I could have done this better. And I felt rather guilty about it. And, so, I think that was a
cautionary lesson for me. I thought ‘If I’m ever going to get involved in any other real estate
transactions, I want to make sure that I am… that I control it to the extent that I can.”

In accordance with his main motivation to conserve his agricultural land, Tom states the relevance
of the land’s rural character to him, particularly, as a working landscape:
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“One of the things I like about this is that the landscape is a kind of not just a natural landscape but
a man-made landscape, that is, that it’s agrarian…”
ME: “A working landscape”
TOM: “’A working landscape’ is I guess that going word. But I think that matters. I find that those
places, not just here but elsewhere in the world, that are most agreeable to me are the ones that
suggest a steady, kind of enduring, cooperation between people and the land.”

Finally, a financial benefit (particularly, an income tax deduction) for donating the
development rights of his land also played a significant role in the placement of the easements,
especially in the decision to establish them that particular year:
“ME: So, this you also mentioned when it was not recording: How important it was, the financial
incentive, in your decision to establish the restriction. You mentioned it.”
TOM: “Yeah. It was a tax benefit and I think it was important. I think I would have done it… I
certainly… it wasn’t the… it wasn’t the main incentive. It certainly was an incentive, and it’s a
little hard to remember exactly, I think it probably affected the timing.”
ME: “In what sense?”
TOM: “Well, in the sense that, you know, I had some income that year that could stand protection.
So, it was well-timed from that standpoint.”

Tom had a higher income that year and was therefore able to deduct more in taxes. In the followup interview, Tom clarifies he would have donated both the APR and the CR even if he did not
receive an income tax deduction.
I asked Tom in the follow-up interview if he would have established the APR and CR had
he not gotten a tax abatement. His land was already under Chapter 61 before he established the
easements; therefore, the tax abatement was not a factor in his decision.
§

Most important motivations to establish APR: Social (to keep the land in agriculture)
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§

Most important motivations to establish CR: Environmental (to keep the corresponding
piece of land “intact”)

§

Important motivations: Spiritual (place attachment, desire to maintain the rural character),
financial (income tax deduction),

ALAN, now retired, was a professor of religious studies at Yale University. His primary
residence is in Connecticut. He only spends the summers, Christmas holidays and some weekends
at his conserved property in Massachusetts. His conserved property consists of 98 acres of APR
(donated), 86 acres of which is under Chapter 61 (for the conservation of woodland) and 12 acres
are under Chapter 61A (for the conservation of agricultural land). A neighbor of his harvests the
12-acre hay field and takes “the hay in exchange for mowing the field so that it’s maintained for
its appearance’s sake.” Thus, haying is not an economic activity for Alan (although maybe it is for
the neighbor if he sells the hay or uses it to grow livestock that he then sells).
Alan had deeply held environmental motivations to put his land in conservation including
the protection of forest cover, scenic values and wildlife biodiversity:
“ME: You’ve already mentioned this but, what would you say are the specific values of this land
that are worth preserving?”
ALAN: “Right. Well, first of all, purely environmental. We are only recently beginning to realize
how very important it is for the preservation of the environment for all of us that we do something
to stop global warming, and that we stop cutting and burning things. And, you know, the more
forests we have and the vegetation around us, the easier that task becomes. So, that’s one very
tangible way. The less tangible ways are simply preserving the beauties of these hills, to be able to
look at a view like the one you are looking at here without it being somehow marred by various
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kinds of human occupation [he giggles]. The ability to preserve many, many species that find their
habitat in the woods and scrub and fields like this. I think that’s rather important.”

Nonetheless, the most important motivation for Alan to conserve his land was to ensure it would
be available for his children to enjoy:
ME: “What were your main goals when you established the APR? What goals did you have in
mind?”
ALAN “Hum… the main point was… we were thinking about our future estate and we were
thinking that… thinking about my children, my three daughters… and that we would want to settle
in such a way that they could also enjoy this place.”

Alan knew that development pressure in the area and its impact on estate prices could result
in an unfavorable financial situation for his daughters that could oblige them to sell the land for
development. The best solution to the foreseeable problem was to place an APR on his property.
By placing the APR, he reduced the value of the estate enough to eliminate its inheritance tax and,
ultimately, prevented his daughters from potentially having to sell off the land for development:
“And, frankly it was a period of considerable development in the area. Farms were being sold and
cut up into small building lots and sold. And we thought, we do not want that to happen here. But
my children could be forced to do that simply because the estate taxes would be calculated on the
maximum productive use of the land. And, obviously, the highest value would be by dividing it
into building lots and building of condominiums on this beautiful field up here. And we said, we
do not want that to happen. So, in order to avoid… essentially to reduce the value of the estate, it’s
what it amounted to, by ensuring that it remained agricultural land, which meant that then my
children would not be taxed so high on the estate that they would be forced to sell it for
development.”

In Alan’s particular case, his land was not under Chapter 61A when he decided to donate
the APR. Therefore, placing the APR significantly reduced the monetary value of the property and
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consequently will reduce or eliminate the inheritance tax when his daughters inherit the land. As
Alan confirmed in the follow-up interview, he would have probably not conserved his land if the
tax abatement incentive had not been included. By contrast, the income tax deduction was not even
considered in the decision. In other words, he did it for the property tax deduction, not for the
income tax deduction.
Additionally, Alan explains the thinking process behind the placement of a second APR in
a nearby property he bought jointly with his wife, his daughter, and his son-in-law for the younger
couple to move in to. Another motivation mentioned with regards to this second APR is to prevent
from having neighbors close by:
“The same thing applies here. Big enough that it could be five lots. And we don’t want that, so let’s
put four of the five lots into an APR. Carve out what will be there. Potential house lot. And exclude
that from the APR, but, put the rest in an APR so that we will never be surrounded by other people
if we do that.”

§

Most important motivations to establish APR: Social (for future generations to enjoy the
land), financial (reduce inheritance tax)

§

Important motivations to establish APR: and environmental (protection of forest cover,
scenic values and wildlife biodiversity)

RYAN has been farming since he was 20 (he is now 60). By the early 1970s, after Earth
day, he “got really interested in … the back-to-the-land stuff.” When he was 25 (1980), he started
a nonprofit “…that contracts with a town that owns conservation land, to farm it and to cut
firewood on it, to make maple syrup, and [to] work with kids” (brackets added). He also started a
PhD around that time, which took him 13 years to finish. In the meantime, he published a book
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and started doing talks related to the book for different land trusts, about “how we can develop
land, conserve land, and engage people with it in places that are just starting to suburbanize.”
Ryan has never himself finished the process of establishing a conservation easement;
however, he gives reasons why he would have placed the easement anyway if it weren’t already
on the land:
“Never have [established an easement]. If we had bought a private… just a farm without a
restriction on it, I certainly would have been in the market, if you will, to talk with a land trust
about doing an easement…”

As he explains starting in minute 16:00, Ryan has been trying to establish an easement on an
additional piece of his land through FLT for a few years now. During Ryan’s interview, however,
we talk mostly about the land that he bought with the APR already in place given the important
role he had in making the establishment of the APR happen. His role was to buy the land as soon
as the monetary value of it was reduced as a result of placing the APR. Ryan’s case is an extreme
example of the complex nature of the conservation process. I will focus, however, on Ryan’s
motivations to buy the conserved land, not on the process of placing the easement.
Ryan’s key reason for buying conserved land was that it was the only way he and his wife
could afford to buy a piece of agricultural land the size they wanted:
“…frankly, it made it possible for us to buy a piece of land like this. We could never have afforded
it without the easement. […] Not something of this scale.”

In addition, Ryan strongly believes the previous landowners that established the APR on the land
would not have done so had they not gotten a monetary compensation for conserving their land
given their unfavorable financial situation:
“I would venture that the previous owners would certainly not have conserved the land without the
monetary compensation—they were in no financial position to do so.”
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Ryan and his wife live near Boston and go to their APRed land often: “…every other
weekend during the term, and then more in the summer and during the breaks.” They have about
50 acres of grass to make hay and graze their cattle, they plant squash and pumpkins that they sell
in the fall to farms that have farm stands and Community Supported Agricultural (CSA) farming
operations, and they also have some pigs. They sell the beef to a local restaurant and local co-ops.
They sell five or 10 tons of pumpkin and squash each year, and what they do not sell, they give to
the pigs. The net income from their farming operation is negative, including the farming activity
done on the conserved land.
In summary, the value Ryan considers most worth protecting of his conserved land is its
productive soil. Other important values for Ryan include its biodiversity, the scenic and
recreational quality, and its clean water sources.

§

2nd generation APR landowners’ most important benefit of buying conserved land:
Financial (only affordable way to buy agricultural land).

§

Important motivations: Environmental (protect productive soil, biodiversity, scenic and
recreational quality, and clean water sources)

IAN is a land trust’s key founder. His reasons for creating the land trust could be
summarized in two main points: First, his strong appreciation of the scenic and productive values
of the land and, second, the fact that there was no other land trust in the area at the time and the
conditions to promote private land conservation where ideal. In his words, his motivations to create
the land trust were the following:
“To protect the beauty and productive value of the land and to continue the historic tradition of
land stewardship, and also the contrast between the beautiful village centers and the surrounding
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countryside, and to use tools that are appropriate to conditions here in the United States, which,
you know, unfortunately, because we don’t have federal and state management of the land, we rely
on local communities and private nonprofits to do what in other countries is done by the federal
and state decision-making. I was also motivated because from work that I had been doing across
the state and region, I was familiar with land trusts, and no land trust existed out here, so I saw a
unique opportunity to bring a tool that was starting to become widely used in the region and
nationally, and apply it to this beautiful area where the property values were still relatively low, so
land could be purchased or …development rights could be purchased… for much less money than
in the Boston suburbs for example, or more developed parts of the state. So, a dollar of conservation
money could go a lot further out here than it could in the Boston region. So, it was a unique
opportunity to get in early on, before development overwhelmed the area, to preserve important
parts of the landscape.”

As one may expect, given Ian’s role in the promotion of private land conservation in the
region where his land trust was established, he had many reasons to put his own private land under
a conservation title. Ian and his wife put a 100-acre conservation easement on their 140-acre
property that included a hayfield, a cornfield, pastureland and woodland. The land had been farmed
for over 100 years before they conserved it, and Ian rented it out to a local farmer for free given
the relatively low value of the farming product. The latter partly explains why it could not be put
under APR instead of a CR (To apply for APR the soil would have needed to be of better quality,
technically called ‘prime agricultural soil’).
Ian’s stated reasons for conserving his land where consistent with the purposes of creating
the land trust in the first place. The overall point was to protect the land from development. Almost
as important for him was to keep the land in agriculture and forestry:
“Another goal was to continue the mix of agriculture and forestry uses on the land, by renting the
land out to farmers or having managed timber operations on the land.”
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Additionally, he wanted to improve the forestry practiced and took measures to achieve that goal:
“So, the goal was to keep it from being developed and to keep it in the mix of agriculture and
forestry uses that it traditionally had been. But to do forestry in a much more sensitive way than it
had been done in the past. So, we hired a forester to come up with a forestry plan that would favor
wildlife habitat, while taking some of the useful timber from the land, but doing it much more
carefully, to create small openings for different habitats, to leave trees and vegetation that’s
important for birds and animals. We developed that sort of detailed forestry plan.”

Furthermore, the “scenic beauty” of the land was another value that deserved protection:
“It’s a very pretty piece of land so we wanted to preserve the beauty of the landscape.”

The conservation of his land, he felt, would contribute to the preservation of the cultural landscape
and rural character of his town and the region:
“…this particular village and Franklin County in general, is a more undeveloped rural area. It hasn’t
had development pressure. So, patterns that are a hundred years old are still in existence here. So,
we wanted to help make sure that some of that pattern of historic centers and farm and forest land
was permanently protected.”

Ian did not have strictly religious motivations to conserve his land, although the
motivations were certainly spiritual:
“Not in terms of organized religion, but, yeah, I think the beauty of the landscape is a spiritual
element. I think the connectedness with nature and the environment has a spiritual quality to it.”

In great detail, he explained how, as he sees it, the subconscious appreciation that the land is
important for our survival is an important factor in our conception of beauty, i.e., that the beauty
of a landscape relies deeply on the agriculturally productive aspect of it. Moreover, Ian shows to
be a supporter of local food production as well as of the maintenance of a balance between different
land uses, including forestry:
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IAN: “Our plan for the land took that into account by making sure that the agriculture could
continue, but not overwhelm the forestry components of the landscape.”
ME: “What do you mean?”
IAN: “Well, for example, you couldn’t transform the entire property into fields and pasture. Some
of it had to be forestland because the forestland was part of the visual character, and also a part of
the balance of different land uses on the property that was important to maintain. That way it can
sustain itself into the future, as opposed to having more intensive residential development or paving
it over for parking lots or the kind of development that would happen in a more densely populated
area.” […] “…if there were a crisis in the transportation system or the economic system, there
would still be the ability to use the land to grow food for the local population. I think that’s the
underlying sustainable quality of this land, as it has productive agricultural land that, if it was not
possible to get food from California 3000 miles away, it could be produced here locally.”

Finally, Ian expresses how the conservation of his land was particularly meant to benefit future
generations, starting with his granddaughter:
ME: “Would responsibility for future generations or for something in particular be a factor in the
decision that you made to established the CR?”
IAN: “Yes, that’s a big reason. Yeah, because I’ve seen… you know, in the course of my life I’ve
seen a tremendous transformation in the use of the land and development patterns in America. A
lot of it for the worse, in terms of farmland and losing the difference between the cities and the
towns and the countryside. The countryside has disappeared in a lot of areas, especially in the east
and west coasts where there has been intensive development. So, I wanted to do my little part
making sure that trend didn’t impact the character of our land and our town. So, you know, it was
a decision to allow future generations to enjoy what we enjoy now, so that the land doesn’t turn
either into inappropriate types of development or, on the other hand, to become completely
abandoned, and lose the stewardship quality of agriculture. So, yeah, it was a conscious decision to
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plan for the future so when my granddaughter’s older she’ll still be able to enjoy the beauty of the
land.”

He put the CR on his land with the help of another land trust instead of doing it through the one he
founded as required by his ex-wife to avoid conflict of interests.
Ian has lived in both urban and rural areas throughout his life: “So I’ve experienced both,
and I really like rural living.” Ian describes what ‘rural living’ means to him when he talks about
the time he spent, when he was still a student, at his aunt and uncle’s house, on the coast of Main:
“My uncle was a commercial fisherman. It was a beautiful place on the water, and a 200-year-old
house. So, it was a very historic landscape, very historic architecture. We did a lot of gardening,
and cutting wood, and hunting and fishing.”

As he clarifies later in the interview, he did not carry out these activities for commercial purposes
but for personal enjoyment. In fact, Ian has never farmed “on a serious commercial scale” but
farmed as a hobby. Thus, he developed a liking for places that combined rural and urban amenities:
“So, I wanted a place that had rural character, but also had access to urban amenities, like what
you have here, with Northampton and Amherst and the five colleges.”
Ian and his (then) wife had long thought about conserving their land, for all the abovementioned reasons, before they finally did. Nevertheless, a financial motivation also played a role
that particularly affected the timing of granting the 100-acre CR. As Ian explains at the beginning
of the interview, divorcing his wife influenced their decision to place the easement on their
property:
“My ex-wife and I had talked about it [about placing a conservation easement on their land]. But
we never actually did it until the divorce happened. You know, since we were transferring the
ownership of the property, it’s a good time to put the conservation restriction on. It was something
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that I always wanted to do. And my ex-wife did too. So, we figured, since the legal transfer of the
property is taking place, it would be good to put the restriction on at that point.” (brackets added)

In the follow-up interview, Ian clarifies the financial rationale for granting the CR before the
divorce took place was that they would get a higher income tax benefit for granting the CR as a
couple, given that their combined income would allow for a higher tax deduction.
At the end of the interview, Ian describes the financial incentive as a “side benefit:”
“It didn’t [influence our decision]. There are some financial benefits from putting the CR in place,
because there is a lower local tax rate, and there’s also the potential for a federal tax deduction and
I think also state.... But if those incentives hadn’t been in place we still would have done it. Because
the primary motivation was preserving the land. You know, the fact that you get some financial
benefit is a nice side effect.” (brackets added)

In the follow-up interview, Ian consistently reiterates he would have granted the APR and the CR
anyway, i.e., he would have conserved his land, even if he had not gotten the income tax deductions
and tax abetments.

§

Most important motivations to establish APR and CR: Environmental (protect the scenic
value), social (keep the land in agriculture and forestry, preservation of the cultural
landscape and rural character, support local food production, benefit future generations)

§

Important motivation: Financial (obtain an income tax deduction)

ETTA is an editor for publishers in New York and Boston who, as a girl, loved spending
summers at her uncle’s farm in Canada, and now enjoys walking and snowshoeing on her
conserved land. She placed a CR on her property, which includes a hayfield that she maintains for
the sole purpose of conserving bobolink habitat. The hay is cut after the birds have fledged (so as
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not to disturb the birds’ reproductive cycle) and is therefore not good for forage but for mulch. She
used to let local kids cut and take the hay from her field for free, until the kids asked to be paid for
doing the work. After the kids, she had two other men hay her field. She never derived an income
from her land. The people that hayed her field probably did, from the sale of the mulch.
When I ask Etta about specific experiences that brought her to conserve her land she
explains how the placement of the easement enabled the achievement of her goal of protecting her
land from development and, especially, protecting its wildlife:
“This is a wonderful wildlife corridor, this land. And until I had this job I had a lot of experiences
in wildlife close to the house. I could see that all around me there were people building houses.
And those pathways were getting restricted. And it concerns me that I wanted to keep this land
intact, because it’s a real sanctuary. So, there was a desire to protect the wildlife and allow it to
move through here. And, also, as I have aged, I have three [09:57 children? not clear] and I can’t
leave this place to anyone without ticking off the other two. So, normally, I would leave it to one
of them who really loves this place. And it would be great. But I can’t do that. So, I wanted to find
some other way to make sure it was protected. And so, this seemed like a good instrument for that.
And that’s why I did that. I’d wake up at night thinking ‘What’s gonna happen to this place? What’s
gonna happen to this place?’”

Etta’s strong attachment to her land is evident in the previous quote and others throughout the
interview, such as this one:
“It’s a wonderful place and I have a list of all the birds and all the animals that I have seen here. I
make notes every year of what birds return when. So, I had this wonderful master list, and I’ve
really been into it for a very long time. So, it’s very special to me, and I just want it to stay this
way.”
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Etta’s financial benefits (an income tax deduction for 15 years and the Land Conservation
Tax Credit) did not seem to be a relevant factor in her decision to establish the CR given that, as
she claims, she “was not aware of the cash benefits before [she] decided to conserve the land:”
“…it’s important [she is referring to the income tax deduction benefits], but, it’s funny because
that’s not why I did it. In fact, I remember Dave [Franklin Land Trust staff member] said something
about that I would get a tax break, and it just sort of went right over my head because I was just…
And, later on, I thought, ‘Wow, that’s really nice’ you know? I only have to pay taxes on half of
my adjusted gross income for 15 years.” (brackets added)
ME: “Say that again, sorry?”
ETTA: “No, it’s a lot. Basically, they only tax half of my income, for the next 15 years, or for since
I did it, which should, I hope, take me right past my mortality [32:27 not clear]. And that was
something that I really never thought about. He said it, but it didn’t really register, because I was
just really intent on getting this thing done. And, so, later on, I thought ‘Wow, that’s certainly nice’.
But it wasn’t even….”

§

Most important motivations to establish CR: Spiritual (attachment towards the land
conserved) and environmental (protect wildlife habitat).

NORAH is working to conserve most of her 20-acre property with a CR. She had an
important role in the conservation of two pieces of land. One, right next to her property, where she
encouraged and helped her neighbors establish an APR, and another on a 600-acre farm in New
Hampshire her grandfather bought in the 1930s, where her great appreciation for New England
rural settings was conceived:
“And so, we developed a love for our landscape and for this farming past in New England.”
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Nora has witnessed how development has displaced much of these agricultural settings in
the region:
“And then, during my adult life I’ve watched much of that disappear in the more crowded parts of
New England.”

Becoming aware of the possible consequences of inaction against sprawling development has
clearly stimulated her dedication to private land conservation efforts, including holding positions
in several nonprofit boards of directors and pursuing the conservation of her land:
“…one of the reasons this is so… so satisfying, is because, as I’ve watched development happen,
eat up beautiful landscapes into homes, it shows you exactly what is going to happen if you don’t
take steps.”

Norah shows strong sense of place and attachment to the land that she is working to
conserve:
“I don’t want to imagine, in my old age, looking across the street at a new housing development.
And it really goes beyond that. I love the land. And I love New England. It’s one of the most
beautiful places in America [her voice is breaking, and her eyes get teary]. And there’s a lot of old
farms and wild landscapes here. And I would like to see much of that retained and [18:16 not clear]
and treasured, as I have in my life.” (brackets added)

Norah and her husband’s main motivation to conserve land is to do what she believes is
best for it from a landscape perspective, which overall involves protecting it from development:
“…we are very committed to doing the right by the land. Doing the right thing by our landscape.”

Nora’s explanation about their reasons for encouraging their next-door neighbors to conserve their
land illustrates what they want to contribute to by conserving their own property, namely to ‘quiet
the land’ and prevent housing development:
“…we wanted to, what we call, ‘quiet the land’. We wanted to quiet our neighborhood. Not to put
shackles on people against some reasonable change, but at the same time to ensure that what is here
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is pretty much what stays here and not much more. In other words, we don’t particularly want there
to be much development of housing and urbanized or suburbanized living.”

The historic and scenic values are two aspects of her property that she wants to protect:
“We live in an antique environment. This is the oldest farm in Conway. The house burned down a
century ago leaving behind two barns, and leaving one of the barns with extensive views that are
important to our property and our house.”

In doing so, they want to set an example for the rest of their neighbors to do the same with their
properties:
“So, we want to preserve those views and we would like to preserve the land in a context of talking
to neighbors to encourage them to do the same thing, since they would benefit by the view shed
that we create when we preserve our land.”

The unique botanical diversity in Norah’s town is an obvious motivation to undertake and
encourage land conservation in that area:
“This is a rural town. It’s a very beautiful town. It has an extraordinary native plant community
here, in this part of Massachusetts, because the Canadian flora, which comes down from the north,
here, right here, meets the Virginia and Carolinian flora coming up from the south. And so, there
is this overlay of two or three major floras, or lists of native plants, that all combine in this part of
Massachusetts, and that makes for an especially rich living environment, the native wild plants.”

The clear imprint in the landscape of the town’s history is another strong incentive for Norah and
her husband to conserve her land and promote the conservation of nearby properties:
“And we also live in an area of New England that has always been a forest. It was cleared for
farming in the 19th century, and [for] some early industrial uses as well (milling, sawmills, and
things like that). The industry’s gone, the marginal farms are gone, most of the farms are either
being worked or in some cases being let go. And so, the forest is returning, and it’s returning at a
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time of change. And so, we feel that it’s important to preserve a good deal of that kind of
environment here.” (brackets added)

Furthermore, Norah claims their land conservation efforts are not intended to benefit only
themselves but also future generations:
“And since we control a strategic piece in our neighborhood, we are not only doing it for ourselves
but, I think, we feel, for the future.”

Later in the interview, she reiterates her intention to benefit future generations by conserving land:
“…we know we need to preserve some assets for the future so that people in the future can make
decisions. So, some of it is like a gift to the future.”

Norah explains in several parts of the interview how the financial incentives behind land
conservation are not a significant motivation for her and her husband to place a conservation
easement on their property:
“…we would not be looking for money from the state either. That is not important to us. It is
important to some farmers, and to some owners, the money. It is not important to us. So, that’s not
our motivation, although we respect that it is a motivation.”

She clarifies her husband and she are not wealthy but, at least, ‘affluent’, and how that affluence
translates into a bigger responsibility for them towards the stewardship of their land:
“…we love the landscape and we feel that we have an obligation because we are well off to do our
part. So, that’s motivating us in part to think of preserving our land without asking for any
compensation.”

Additionally, Norah is a firm supporter of local agriculture and forestry for environmental and
local self-sufficiency and spiritual purposes, in which she believes conservations easements play
a key role:
ME: “…what would you say are the benefits of placing a conservation restriction on your land, the
benefits for your community?”
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NORAH: “There are different benefits for different people. One is to preserve good farmland
locally, because more and more we are concerned that we can’t keep importing food from Chile to
feed New England. There is too much wasted energy in that. And also, we have to learn how to live
on our own, in our own areas, with some greater sufficiency. So, good land… and there is some
very good farmland around here… we want to keep it in farmland. And that is very critical. And
there is a similar value in some forests, where we know we are going to need forest products. They
are a renewable resource for fuels, for wood products... Especially the forests that are not in critical
habitat, they can be used in effect like wood farms or tree farms, especially if it’s responsible
forestry. And there are people who are developing very sophisticated understandings of forestry
without destroying the land. And the third thing is simply the value of the wild lands, which are the
values that I think are the hardest to perceive and the greatest. And that involves fresh air, oxygen,
clean water, serene landscapes that feed the soul, recreational values… But, some of it, you don’t
need and want recreation there; you want the wild nature to be able to have the place to exist that
isn’t always in the face of human interaction.”

Finally, Norah mentions how she agrees with certain Christian values that support her conception
of humankind as steward of the world; however, she is not a keen follower, as she does not agree
with certain teachings of the Bible that seem to support the opposite view, a view of humankind
being sovereign to nature:
“…if you consult the Bible, it’s only… It’s not exactly helpful, because in some respects the Bible
has lured us into thinking that the man is sovereign over nature in ways that we are not… I think
it’s inflated our ego in terms of the land. I think the Bible is insufficiently… Christian and even
Judaic values are insufficiently appreciative of the natural world on the whole. I’m not saying there
hasn’t been some of that, you know, but... I wouldn’t say it’s a direct line. But I do think there is
now developing a sense… especially in Christianity, which I endorse, that makes us the stewards
of the world and responsible for its future, and responsible for global warming and, you know,
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responsible for working out a better way of living on the land. And that does motivate me very
much.”

Among all these reasons to conserve her property, Norah consistently states throughout the
interview her key motivations are to protect it against development and protect its particular
wildlife habitat:
“In my case I would be very interested in, of course, completely restricting against buildings and
development on conserved land. But, also, I would like to conserve in favor of the wildlife. So,
managing the open field. Not letting it grow into a forest, but keeping it open for grassland birds,
for pollinating insects, butterflies, that sort of thing.”

Nonetheless she also consistently shows how, in her view, the underlying motivation to it all is her
strong spiritual connection to the land:
“I believe that love of the land, love of our world, our home, our life, is what really is the base
motivation.”

§

Most important motivations to conserve the land: Spiritual (love of the land),
environmental (protect wildlife and the scenic value),

§

Important motivations: Social (keep land in agriculture and forestry, support local food
production, benefit future generations)

Individual case analyses of second-generation APR landowners’ motivations to buy conserved
agricultural land.
The individuals whose cases I analyze in this section did not grant APRs but bought
agricultural land that was already enrolled in APR. The object of my analysis in these three cases
focuses on these individuals’ motivations to buy agricultural land that has already been conserved.
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RAY and EVE are relatively young farmers (in their late 40s) whose grandparents (not
their parents) had also been farmers. They have twice bought land with an APR already placed on
it. They have a very successful organic dairy and yogurt production operation that they started
themselves on the second piece of conserved land they bought. The aim of the new operation was
to make their work on the farm become the fulltime employment for both of them (it used to be a
fulltime job just for Eve while Ray had another job elsewhere). The only way they could afford to
buy agricultural land was if the land had an APR on it:
EVE: “I think the primary thing for us is [that] without the APR on this farm I don’t think we would
have been able to afford to buy it, just because it kept the value of the land within reason for … the
income that we can produce off of it.”

§

2nd generation APR landowners’ most important benefit of buying conserved land:
Financial (only affordable way to buy agricultural land).

NINA (& JIM). Nina and her husband, Jim, bought their current property with an APR
and a CR already established. Before moving to Massachusetts, the couple had a dairy farm in
New York State, mainly managed by Jim, who had been involved in farming all his life, while
Nina worked at the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation
Service. During the last eight years of her career, Nina ran the federal side of the Farmland
Protection Program in Massachusetts, which was, as she explains it, “the partner money for APR”
by putting in half of the money for the APR, while the other half is put in by the state and local
governments.
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The fact that the land Nina and Jim bought in Massachusetts was conserved, was not
initially a key motivation in their decision to purchase it. The couple was looking for a farmhouse
to move to that came with farmland, and they really liked the one the previous landowners were
selling together with the conserved land:
“We really bought this land for the house, to be perfectly honest.”

So, since they liked the farmhouse and it came with an acceptable piece of farmland, they didn’t
seem to care whether the land was protected or not: “The fact that it was protected was a little bit
beside the point.” However, they probably would not have bought the land if it weren’t also
conserved and, therefore, affordable, as Nina suggests in the following statement:
“…the price then was very attractive because it was already restricted. If it was this hundred-acre
piece that was developable, we probably wouldn’t have been able to touch it. So, having the
restrictions on it made it much more affordable.”

The critical factor to buy the conserved land was, therefore, financial.

§

2nd generation APR landowners’ most important benefit of buying conserved land:
Financial (only affordable way to buy agricultural land).

AIDEN is the only landowner of my study sample who changed his mind during the time
between our first interview and the follow-up interview. At first, he was strongly considering
enrolling land in APR, but he finally decided not to do so. Nonetheless, the reasoning behind his
change of mind is worth mentioning. Additionally, his motivations to buy land that has already
been conserved are very similar to those of Ray and Eve’s and Nina and Jim’s cases.
Aiden is the 4th generation to run his farm and has always been a farmer:
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“I always wanted to be here. I always said, my whole life, ‘This is what I wanted to do.’ Even when
I was a little boy.”

The nine weeks he lived in a foreign city when he was still in school only increased his desire to
remain connected to rural environments and to be a farmer:
“But, after being out, and being there, and living in that type of environment, I really felt like this
is my home this is where I want to be. I want to be in a rural setting, be part of the land.”

Aiden bought several pieces of land that were already enrolled in APR (310 acres in total)
and was going to purchase about 40 more acres of conserved land, as well as another 30 acres that
he considered enrolling in APR. The land that he was planning to purchase and conserve is land
he has been renting from another farmer. Aiden had two important reasons why he might finally
decide not to place an APR on this land. One is that the APR program does not allow the cultivation
of one of his main products. Aiden's other main complaint about the APR program is that it
involves keeping the price of agricultural land low. To illustrate his latter claim, he compares the
selling of farmland to the selling of a car:
“So, that’s like you trying to sell your car. You’ve got somebody that’s going to buy it for $15,000.
… [But] The Government comes up to you and says ‘You can’t sell it for that, you’ve got to sell it
for $5,000… [As a result,] You just lost 10 grand [i.e., $10,000].” (brackets added)

In his personal decision-making process, agricultural land only has primarily a financial value.
And the financial compensation offered by the APR program is not high enough for this farmer to
make the conservation of his land worthwhile.
Aiden believes his use of APR funding helps him maintain his agricultural lifestyle, to a
certain extent:
ME: “But, does the fact that you wanted to keep this kind of lifestyle, do you think that affects your
decision to establish the APRs?”
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AIDEN: “Yeah, I think it does…. You want to keep it… Yeah. I guess to some level it does, yeah.”

More significantly, he also believes it would not be possible for him to maintain his farming
operation if much of his land were not conserved:
ME: “Would it be possible for you to continue this lifestyle if you didn’t have the APRs?”
AIDEN: “No, I don’t think so.”

Other values had not even crossed his mind in his decision to purchase conserved
agricultural land or when considering conserving his land that was not yet conserved. Regarding
spiritual values: “Absolutely not”; regarding environmental values: “I hadn’t even thought of that
aspect”; and regarding the benefit to future generations: “No. […] I think that that has an impact
on a lot of people, and I think it [the APR program] does have some value in that way but, to me…
and I have young kids that may be involved, I don’t know. It’s too early to tell. But, that wasn’t
any part of my decision.” (brackets added)
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2nd generation landowner’s most important motivation to buy conserved land: Financial
(only affordable way to buy agricultural land)

In sum, the second section of Chapter 5 shows that, among the range of land conservation
motivations expressed by participants, certain types of motivations are more important than others.
Within each agricultural-land owner group identified in this chapter, according to the level of
reliance on their land to sustain their livelihoods, the following motivation patterns have been
detected.
Among the full-time farmers, the biggest subgroup’s most important motivation to
conserve their land was financial. They specifically wanted to obtain the cash payment, which they
would use mostly as reinvestment in the improvement of their farming operations (Sean, Mike,
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Hans, Paul, Ben) and/or to pay off debt (Ben, Jane, and Brad and Amy), but they also had other
important spiritual, social and/or environmental motivations. Some other full-time farmers had
financial motivations that they ranked as equally important to other spiritual, social and/or
environmental motivations. A few other full-time farmers had one sole important motivation to
conserve their land. The sole important motivation for these few was financial and, specifically, to
obtain the cash payment that they would use to either expand their farming operation or fund their
retirement. Finally, one full-time farmer (the only one who did not receive a cash payment for the
(first) APR he granted) claimed his most important motivations were not financial, although he
nonetheless also gave certain relevance to the financial aspect.
All supplemental-income agricultural-land owner participants’ primary motivation to
conserve was financial. The types of primary, financial reasons stated were: to obtain the cash
payment (in three of the cases), to prevent their children from having to pay inheritance taxes (in
two of the cases), to shelter capital gains (in two of the cases), and to obtain a tax abatement (in
one of the cases). Nevertheless, they also had multiple social, spiritual and/or environmental
motivations.
Finally, all farmland retreat owners had important environmental motivations to conserve
their land but primary motivations were very varied among individuals. Only in two cases were
the financial motivations the most important (in one case the cash payment, and in the other case
the tax abetment). Only the two women within this group share the same type of primary
motivations (namely, spiritual and environmental) and did not include financial motivations as a
relevant factor in their decision.
In the following third—and final—section of this chapter, I will focus exclusively on the
financial aspects of landowners’ motivations to conserve their land. This will provide a more
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detailed understanding of the importance of these motivations in landowners’ decisions and of the
role of financial incentives in the promotion of agricultural-land conservation.

The financial question: Importance of financial incentives in the decision to establish
conservation easements on agricultural land
Throughout this study I have identified three possible financial motivations to conserve
agricultural land: 1) to obtain cash payment 2) to obtain tax deduction and 3) to obtain tax
abatement. The cash payment is obtained when the grantor sells a conservation easement. The
payment is compensation for retiring development rights on a property. In the case of an APR, the
land meets certain soil quality requirements and other agricultural attributes. In the case of a CR,
the property is conserved for natural resource values such as wildlife habitat, scenic values, forest,
etc. The tax deduction can only be obtained if the conservation easement’s value is donated in part
or in whole. In this case, the donative value of the easement is applied to the grantor’s income
taxes as a tax deduction. The tax abatement is a result of lowering the value of the land by placing
easements or Chapters 61, 61A and 61B of the Massachusetts General Law, which ultimately
translate into the lowering of real-estate taxes.
To produce more accurate results about the importance of each of these financial
incentives, I noticed mid-way through the interviewing phase that I had to formulate very
straightforward, short-answer questions, followed by the open-ended question “why.” I used the
follow-up interviews to clarify these points in the cases of participants who had not made it clear
in the first round of interviews. Specific questions included the following (note that ‘restriction’ is
the term most commonly used in Massachusetts to refer to ‘conservation easement’):
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1. To the landowners who obtained a cash payment for granting an APR/CR: Would you
have granted the APR/CR even if you hadn't gotten a monetary compensation for doing
so? Why?
2. To the landowners who donated (or intend to donate) an easement: Would you (have)
conserve(d) your land if you didn’t get an income tax deduction? Why?
3. To the landowners who granted a conservation easement: Was your land already under
Chapter 61, 61A or 61B before you granted the restriction?
a. If not, would you have established the restriction without a tax abetment? Why?

Question 1 was directed to the 20 landowners who obtained a cash payment for granting
an APR. The vast majority—all but two—would not have granted the APR without obtaining
monetary compensation. Common reasons among the landowners of this study for not granting
agricultural conservation easements without being monetarily compensated for it are the
following.
Most of the landowner study participants that enrolled their land in an APR and obtained a
cash payment for doing so claimed they could not afford to grant the APR without the
compensation (Brad & Amy, John, Garth, Keith, Adam, Ed, Sean, Bob, Matt, Ryan on behalf of
the previous landowners, Jane, Hans, Sam):
KEITH: “I don’t think we could have afforded to do it if we didn’t think we were going to get some
income.”

Some landowners explicitly or implicitly stated that the land to them has a monetary value that
cannot ‘be given away’, especially under certain personal economic circumstances (Matt, Ed,
Hans, John, Ryan on behalf of the previous landowners, Paul):
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MATT: “No, because it was too much value just to give away. We weren’t wealthy enough just to
give it away.”

Several landowner participants specified the particular financial issue the cash payment of the APR
was destined to help resolve. In many of the cases, the cash compensation was critical to enable
the continuation of the farming operation (Ed, Sean, Ben, Jane, Brad & Amy, Ella):
SEAN: “Probably not. At that point, we needed it to stay in business, especially to recover from a
terrible hail storm.”

In some of these cases, the money for granting the APR was essential to help pay off mortgages
(Brad & Amy, Ben, Ella, Jane):
BRAD: “Probably not, because it was to pay a mortgage. It was a critical part on our decision. We
wouldn’t have been able to conserve without compensation.”
BEN: “No. It was the big driving force to get us out of debt.”

In one landowner’s particular case (Garth), he needed the money in order to be able to sell the land
to the next farmer at agricultural value and thus make it easier for himself to find a buyer that
would steward the land as well as he did.
A few of the landowners that got compensated for granting an APR did not describe being
at a critical financial situation at the time of granting the easement. Instead, they saw the option as
an opportunity to obtain a much-welcomed cash inflow. In Aldo’s case, it was evident that the
APR would enable him to also satisfy his desire to prevent his land from being developed:
ALDO: “…I did it. Not that I needed the cash or the money, but because I wanted to see the farm
stay as a farm. It has high-quality land, it has tremendous potential for development. I had people
coming that were very interested in buying it at a price far higher than the amount that I got from
the APR. I wanted to see it stay as a farm…”
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Paul, by contrast, had not even contemplated the need to preserve his land from being developed
because he had no intention of using it other than for farming; however, he saw the APR cash
payment as an opportunity to allow him to purchase farmland that he had only been able to afford
renting up to then:
PAUL: “I didn’t need anybody or any vehicle to make me want to not develop the property [i.e.,
he had always wanted to maintain his land in agriculture]. The fact that they were willing to pay
me not to [develop the land] was like frosting on the cake. It was a shot of money for a very good
cause, because I wanted to own that R. Rd. Farm that I had been farming for a long time anyway.
I didn’t want to see somebody else step into it, because I had already put a lot into it.” (brackets
added)

Question 2 was directed to the 6 landowner study participants that donated APRs and the
6 that donated CRs. Half of these landowners (6 out of 12) would have donated the APR/CR even
if they did not obtain an income tax deduction for doing so. One landowner clearly expressed he
would not have conserved had he not obtained a cash deduction, and 5 did not give a clear answer
or did not respond. The reasons stated by the landowners that claim they would donate the
easement even if the income tax return incentive did not exist are generally two. For a few of these
study participants (Ian, Ken, Tom) the tax deduction was an additional welcomed benefit or, as
Ken describes it, ‘was more of a rationale,’ but by no means the deciding factor for granting the
easement:
KEN: “It sure helps, but it wasn’t the deciding factor. Had the tax deduction not been available I
would have still conserved my land. Maybe I would have done it differently… but I would have
done it. I love my land.”
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Two other participants that donated their CR and APR respectively, had not even considered the
income tax deduction benefit when they decided to place the easement (Alan, Etta):
ETTA: “[The income tax deduction] was something that I really never thought about. [FLT staff
member] said it, but it didn’t really register, because I was just really intent on getting this thing
done. And, so, later on, I thought ‘Wow, that’s certainly nice’. But it wasn’t even...” (brackets
added)

Regarding question 3, in most cases (21 out of 26) the land was already under Chapter 61,
Chapter 61A or Chapter 61B before the landowner decided to grant the easement. In all of these
cases, the fact that the landowners could get tax abatement by granting the easement was not a
factor in their decision to grant the easement because the land was already being abated by being
under Chapter. Out of the four remaining cases, where the land was not under Chapter when the
easement was granted, in two of them (Ian, Mike) the landowners stated they would have
established the restriction even if there had not been a tax abatement involved. These two
participants granted APRs without obtaining a cash payment and would grant it even if they did
not get an income tax return or tax abatement (i.e., without financial incentive: deep ecology). By
contrast, the other two participants that had not placed Chapters 61, 61A or 61B expressed the
opposite (Alan), i.e., that he would have not granted the easement if a tax abatement were not
included, or that he did not know (Garth). In any case, it could be assumed that the 21 landowners
that established Chapter 61 or 61A did so for the primary purpose of obtaining a tax abatement,
and that, therefore, this tax incentive is an important factor in the decision to grant easements. But
the latter is just an assumption that would require further study.
To summarize the importance of financial incentives in agricultural-land owners’ decision
to establish conservation easements, it is useful to first distinguish the three possible financial
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benefits of conserving agricultural land in Massachusetts: 1) To obtain a cash payment; 2) to obtain
an income tax deduction for donating the conservation easement; and 3) to obtain a real-estate tax
abatement if the land is not already under Chapters 61, 61A or 61B.
Out of the 20 landowner participants of this study that enrolled their land in an APR and
obtained a cash payment for doing so, most could not afford to grant the easement without the
monetary compensation. For several landowners, the cash payment of the APR was destined to
help resolve a particular financial issue that was, in most of these cases, critical to the continuation
of the farming operation. For some, certain personal economic circumstances prevented them from
simply ‘giving away’ the monetary value of their land. A few did not describe being at a critical
financial situation at the time of granting the easement, but, nonetheless, took advantage of the
opportunity, to obtain the cash. In other words, most of the landowners of this study that sold
conservation easements would not have done so without obtaining a cash payment in return.
By contrast, out of the 12 landowners that donated an APR or a CR, half of them would
have done so even if they did not obtain an income tax deduction for donating the easement. The
results of this study suggest that obtaining income tax deductions is not necessarily a key factor in
landowners’ decision to donate APRs or CRs on agricultural land.
The number of cases within the study sample of landowners who did not have their land
under Chapters 61, 61A or 61B before granting the conservation easement is too low to extract
any conclusions on whether the tax abatement incentive that comes with the establishment of
conservation easements was or was not a motivation in landowners’ decisions to conserve their
land.
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CHAPTER SIX:
THE SUSTAINABILITY OF RURAL COMMUNITIES AND LAND FROM THE
PERSPECTIVES OF FRANKLIN LAND TRUST AND LANDOWNERS

This chapter has two broad sections. In the first section I analyze the factors that FLT and
landowners consider important for the sustainability of rural places. I begin by discussing and
comparing the aspects that each group of participants believes are key to the sustainability of rural
communities. Then, I discuss the contribution of conservation easements to the achievement of
individual landowners’ land-sustainability goals. Finally, in the second section of this chapter, I
examine the benefits and drawbacks of conservation easements (including APRs and CRs) from
FLT’s and landowners’ perspectives with respect to the achievement of individuals’ land
sustainability goals.

Aspects of the sustainability of rural places that emerge in discussions of agricultural-land
conservation with FLT and landowners
The sustainability of rural communities from FLT staff members’ and agricultural-land
owners’ perspectives
I begin this section by analyzing FLT staff members’ point of view regarding the aspects
they considered more important for the sustainability of rural communities. After that, I analyze
landowner study participants’ perspectives on the material and, finally, I briefly compare both
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perspectives. The specific questions used to prompt the landowner participant groups’ views on
this matter were formulated differently. They were first asked to explain what the term
‘sustainability’ meant to them. Only in the cases where landowners did not automatically relate
their answer to their land or their farming operations, were they asked to focus on what they
thought was important for the sustainability of their land in particular.

Factors in the sustainability of rural communities from FLT’s perspective
Most FLT staff members (Seth, Erin, Uma, Juno, Jade, Kim, Jill, Dave) see the
maintenance of rural livelihoods, especially in agriculture and forestry, as a critical factor in the
sustainability of rural communities:
UMA: “What aspects are important to the sustainability of a rural community? Um… the viable
agricultural economy. So, the ability to […] make a livelihood out of whatever they are doing,
whether it be dairy or vegetable farming…”

Additionally, the majority of FLT staff (Seth, Erin, Juno, Jade, Jill, Dave) emphasize the key role
conservation plays in the sustainability of rural communities. The role of conservation can have
an effect on at least two different components of the sustainability of rural communities. It helps
sustain rural livelihoods through the establishment of agricultural conservation easements such as
APRs, and it helps protect ‘natural resources,’ such as air, water, food and scenic views. For
example, Seth highlights the effect that land conservation has in the maintenance of the livelihoods
of the owners and/or managers of the conserved lands, as well as in the maintenance of the
livelihoods of the rest of the rural community members that depend on the existence of that land
base to carry out other economic activities:
ME: “In your view and experience, what aspects are important for the sustainability of rural
communities?”
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SETH: “For rural communities I think it’s to conserve the best parcels that hold high-quality natural
resources so that they are available for communities to do traditional rural activities of forestry and
agriculture. And if you maintain that sort of critical mass of protected natural resources through
conservation, not only do you give livelihood to those who perhaps own the land or manage the
land, work on the land…, but you also give… there is a ripple effect through any number of other
economic activities, vendors, people that market those products, people that turn those raw
resources into some value-added product. So, in a rural community I think conservation is very
important, because it maintains that land base in which all activity can be done.”

Apart from helping ensure the continuation of viable agricultural activity, Dave also points out the
need to protect natural resources through the implementation of conservation measures as done by
FLT:
DAVE: “So, sustainability… a lot of what we are doing is related specifically to that in terms of
making sure that everybody has clean air, water, food, places to recreate, and scenic vistas to enjoy,
and make sure that agriculture continues to remain viable…”

Jade likewise brings together the protection of natural resources and maintenance of rural
livelihoods into her view of the sustainability of rural communities. From her viewpoint, land
conservation efforts need to aim at protecting large contiguous areas in order to maximize both the
ecological and the economic benefits:
JADE: “…thinking in terms of the natural resources, having large, intact ownerships of land is very
important… um… from both an ecological and economic perspective because having the large,
intact parcels of land means that there’s a higher probability that wildlife habitat will be maintained.
And then, also, for the working landscape, the larger the ownerships, the more ability people have
to make a meaningful livelihood from them, whether it’s farmland or woodlands that are being
managed…”
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Finally, several (Uma, Juno, Erin, Jade) staff members point out the need to find a balance between
conservation, including the conservation of agricultural land, and certain types of development:
JUNO: “…there needs to be a balance. Obviously, you know, I want a place for my kids to live
here, in our rural communities, right? But at the same time, you have to balance out how much of
the land is conserved compared to how much of the land can be developed to be able to provide for
all those things.”
UMA: “…beyond land conservation, [the community] need[s] an area where development is
encouraged. And we can have stores and places for people together to commune and build, you
know if you want to build… It’s important to have those too. Just… not right on top of the resources
that are the most valuable to the community.” (brackets added)

In sum, for FLT staff members, the sustainability of rural communities depends to a large
extent on the maintenance of rural livelihoods (especially the upkeep of agricultural and forestry
activity) as well as on the protection of wildlife habitat and other natural resources essential to
rural economic activity. Land conservation therefore plays a key role in the sustainability of rural
communities, as it helps protect the primary resources that are the base for rural livelihoods.
Nonetheless, FLT staff members point out there needs to be a balance between conservation and
development, as one may not be possible without the other.
While FLT staff gave me a broad view of the above-analyzed most important factors in the
sustainability of rural communities, landowner study participants provided me their individual
thoughts on the aspects they considered important for the sustainability of agricultural land in
particular.
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Agricultural-land sustainability according to landowner study participants
Economic viability is a very important element in close to half (Jane, Ed, Keith, Sean,
Aiden, Amy, Aldo, Ray, Eve, Mike, Neal, Garth) of the landowner study participants’
conceptualizations of 'sustainability.' Most of the participants of this view were fulltime farmers,
and two of them were supplemental income agricultural-land owners. In Ed’s case, for example,
the economic viability of his farming operation is central to its sustainability:
ED: “That’s a very popular word. Sustainability is not a new word, but it seems to be a lot more
popular in agriculture right now, or mentioned a lot more in agriculture. The sustainability, to me,
begins with the economic component. I mean, as much as I want to farm or my family to join me
farming, we have to remain profitable, and it needs to be lucrative, to the point where if it’s not,
especially for my family, I would discourage them from farming, tell them to go do something else.
Because it’s a lot of hard work, a lot of money invested, and if you are not making it economically
it doesn’t make any sense. So, the sustainability, to me is really from an economic standpoint.”

Likewise, to Keith, "sustainability" is largely dependent on economic viability, if not synonymous
with it:
KEITH: “If you are sustainable … you are able to create a little more income from the asset that
you put into it”

Moreover, it is strongly linked to his concept of land stewardship in that ‘sustainability’ (or
economic viability) makes land stewardship possible:
KEITH: “To me they are both together because if you got such a big resource, you need to take
sustainability from what you’re doing with White Pine flooring or value adding and take it out and
spread it out to do some of the non-income producing land stewardship things. Unless you are
independently wealthy, you can just do that and sort of not worry about being sustainable, as I
define it.”
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Several other landowner participants of this study define land sustainability and land stewardship
in very similar terms. I will discuss the connection between the concepts of sustainability and land
stewardship for these landowners later in this section. In the following paragraphs, I will focus on
landowners’ conceptualizations of ‘sustainability’.
For Neal, the sustainability or economic viability of a farm operation relies on three critical
components: a) to have a quality product, b) to have the necessary equipment and financial
resources to be able to make a big capital investment on the farm, and c) to have qualified farm
operation workforce. Additionally, as often done on New England farms, the crop and livestock
production is complemented with forest work production (as in Ian’s case).
For Garth, John and Brad, agricultural-land sustainability involves making the
management of the land affordable as well as using environmentally sound practices. Using
environmentally sound practices is also an important factor in land sustainability for several other
landowners (Garth, John, Brad, Tom, Toby, Bob, Paul). For example, Tom believes land
sustainability involves using land in ways “that can be continued without devastating the
environment.” He offers the example of having a forestry plan instead of totally or excessively
cutting the trees. More specifically, for Toby and Bob, to use land sustainably means providing a
product or service for humanity ‘without harming the land in the process’. In Toby’s case, he offers
a recreational service by allowing people to hike and birdwatch on his land. Likewise, in Bob’s
and Paul’s cases, they produce food. To have a sustainable production, they implement particular
farming practices that enhance the fertility of the soil.
Some landowners emphasize the long-term factor in their definition of sustainability. John
and Brad, for example, claim that to do something sustainably means to do it in a way that does
not undermine the ability to keep doing it in perpetuity. For Brad, sustainable land management is
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in this regard based on the ecological principle that all things are interconnected. For him, this type
of management involves minimizing inputs and maximizing not just the yield but the quality of
the products. Ian very similarly describes sustainable land management as the long-term
maintenance of a land’s ‘positive characteristics,’ including environmental and economic aspects,
not just its yield. For Norah, sustainable land management means ensuring certain ‘assets’ are
available in the future. With regards to the whole area of New England, for example, she talks
about the need to conserve half of its landscape ‘for farming, for woodlands and wild lands.’
Gus uses the simplest definition: He claims something is sustainable if it can be done
forever. Matt’s definition is very similar to Gus’s, although he focuses only on the management of
natural resources and a strong connection to the notion of individual self-sufficiency. Likewise,
Curt considers his land management system sustainable because he and his wife can take care of
it themselves. Like Matt and Curt, Ann equates sustainability to self-sufficiency; however, her
definition of self-sufficiency in the context of her farm (as a ‘unit’) is not just to do things herself
but also to not depend on external inputs. For example, she grows as much as she can in order to
make her own bread, cheese, and butter and is now working on creating her own input for her
farm’s compost. Ann’s concept of sustainability also involves not overusing one’s own body to an
extent that it cannot be used anymore.
Ryan has co-authored peer-reviewed publications on the subject mentioned by Norah, of
conserving New England land for forestry and agriculture to enhance the region’s sustainability.
Focusing on the sustainability of agricultural activity, though, Ryan distinguishes a narrow
meaning of the term ‘sustainable farming’ from a broader one. The former meaning would be to
use the land in a way that does not undermine its future ability to produce the same, i.e., to have a
sustained yield. By contrast, a broader meaning of the term considers drawing spatial and time
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boundaries when defining it. Within the latter framework, it is recognized that change is inevitable,
including change that we ourselves inflict, and that there is a need to adapt to change. Sustainability
is therefore not considered a ‘permanent condition of stability.’ Ken’s definition of the
sustainability of his land, which involves fighting the invasive species and pathogens that appear,
would clearly fall into Ryan’s second meaning of sustainable farming.
Hans is consistent with Ryan’s broader meaning of sustainable farming that to do
something sustainably means that one is able (and willing, as was also Aiden’s case) to adapt to
changes. But, according to Hans, the sustainability of agricultural activity additionally requires a)
having land, and b) passing on the ‘agricultural way of life’ to the next generation. Ben and Ella
claim the sustainability of agricultural activity involves allowing for coming generations to use the
land the same way, which can be linked to Hans’ latter point.
Finally, Eve points out two different pillars in the sustainability of her farming operation:
a ‘human level of sustainability’ and a ‘natural level of sustainability. The ‘human level’ involves
affording to pay employees a good enough salary and providing them good enough benefits and
working conditions that they want to keep working there. She believes what might be sustainable
for humans might not be sustainable for natural systems. Very similarly, Garth suggests that what
may be sustainable for certain species might not be so for others. In his view, it is nonetheless good
to conserve land even if it is for the benefit of fewer species. In this context, Eve seeks to find a
balance between the two ‘levels’ of sustainability in the farming operation. Ray offers examples
of some of the sources of conflict that make it difficult to achieve the balance Eve is talking about.
He mainly focuses on the efficiency factor of the farming operation, ‘efficiency’ being the
maximization of “the amount of work that gets done per person and per hour”. In order to be more
efficient, and also avoid overusing their bodies (as mentioned by Ann), it is important for them to
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mechanize many of their activities. This mechanization has environmental pros and cons, in Ray’s
view. Mechanizing involves using fuel, which Ray and Eve understand is not environmentally
sound. But, as a result of the efficiency achieved, they have a larger budget dedicated to soil
fertility enhancement, which supposes a positive environmental impact.
In sum, factors that landowner participants of this study consider for the sustainability of
agricultural land are first and most importantly, the economic viability of the farming operation,
second, the use of environmentally sound practices and third, the long-term maintenance of a
farm’s positive economic and environmental impact. Other relevant factors in agricultural-land
sustainability pointed out by landowners include adaptability to change, the achievement of
individual self-sufficiency, the enhancement of future landowners and managers’ ability to
continue farming the land, the achievement of balance between what the farmer takes from and
gives to natural systems, and the avoidance of overusing the body. A brief analysis of the similarity
between some landowners’ definition of the concepts of land sustainability and land stewardship
will conclude this section on agricultural-land sustainability as seen by landowner study
participants.

Land sustainability and land stewardship
The concepts of land sustainability and land stewardship are very similar in several
landowner study participants’ definitions of the terms. Some landowners (Keith, Matt, Brad, Ben,
Ray, Jane) define land sustainability the way they explain what land stewardship means to them.
Matt, for example, explained what he understood by land stewardship:
MATT: “Well, I guess it would be managing land responsibly. That’s how I would define it.”
ME: “And what does ‘responsibly’ mean to you. What does that entail?”
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MATT: “Well, it would mean ‘not degrading the natural habitats or the soil, the forest, causing
erosion, dumping, polluting the property or something….”

Likewise, his explanation of what land sustainability means to him was this:
MATT: “Well, I guess it means there are natural resources that are managed in a way that will
benefit future generations as well as current generation people. So, again, it’s going to the concept
of water and land not being degraded to the point where future people won’t… and, you know, the
natural environment isn’t degraded.”

Brad defines each of these terms, in relation to agriculture, in similar ways. To him, land
stewardship “…means conserving the land in a productive state for as long as possible.” Similarly,
land sustainability means, “…sustaining agriculture; ‘sustaining’ meaning the ability for
agriculture to continue in perpetuity.” Ben’s definitions of land sustainability and land stewardship
are also similar to each other. To him, land sustainability means “trying to farm in a way that
allows the next generation to farm following it. That’s the way I look at it,” while stewardship
similarly means, “…maintaining, protecting the land for the next generation.”
In contrast, Etta, defines sustainability similarly to the way 8 other landowner study
participants (Ryan, Amy, John, Aldo, Neal, Paul, Ray, Eve) defined land stewardship. Her
definition is closest to Aldo’s and Neal’s:
ETTA’s definition of sustainability: “…to try to leave something in as good a shape or better shape
than you found it”
ALDO’s definition of land stewardship: “To me it means leaving the land at least as good, and
preferably better than when you came into the ownership of it or into the management of it.”
NEAL: “To me, land stewardship is a responsibility to care for the land and to leave it in better
condition than you found it.”
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Finally, Ray bluntly claims he does not see a difference between the concept of land stewardship
and land sustainability.
In sum, the most important factors for the sustainability of rural communities and of
agricultural land in general, from FLT staff members’ points of view and those of many landowner
participants of this study, respectively, are maintaining rural livelihoods and maintaining the
economic viability of farming operations. These two factors are strongly related and economic.
Implementation of conservation measures and seeking a balance between conservation and
development are two other important factors for the sustainability of rural communities, from
FLT’s view. Similarly, the long-term maintenance of economically viable and environmentally
sound land management practices is also important for the sustainability of agricultural land, from
several landowner participants’ perspective. Additionally, some landowners define ‘land
stewardship’ in very similar terms to ‘land sustainability’, implying that to steward the land means
to manage it sustainably. To wrap up the analysis of landowners’ understandings of land
sustainability, in the following section I will focus on landowners’ views on the role of APRs and
CRs in the achievement of land sustainability.

The contribution of conservation easements to the achievement of individual landowners’ landsustainability goals
Some landowner participants (Mike, Norah, Tom, Ella, Jane) explicitly stated their opinion
on the degree to which conserving land contributes to its sustainability. Notably, the three fulltime farmers that talked about land sustainability (Mike, Ella and Jane) strongly link this concept
with the ability of the landowner to extract a living from the land. The other two participants (Tom
and Norah) who gave their opinion of land sustainability and who are farmland retreat owners, do
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not include the role of the farmland operator in their definition of land sustainability. Instead, they
emphasize the importance of dedicating land to specific uses. Additionally, land conservation
seems to play a more significant role in land sustainability when seen from the farmland retreat
owners’ perspective than from the viewpoint of the full-time farmers. For instance, the following
is full-time farmer Jane’s definition of land sustainability:
JANE: “[Sustainability] becomes just something that people use to say, ‘you want to keep
something… but you want to keep it viable’. In other words, it’s great to say ‘Oh, well, I put my
land in APR, but I can’t make a living, it’s not helping anybody or anything’. But I think that if you
work at it, it is sustainable.”

Jane is asserting that the establishment of an APR on a parcel of land does not independently
ensure the sustainability of that parcel. Land, to Jane, needs to be worked in order to be properly
conserved. Nonetheless, in her particular case, making use of the APR made it possible for her to
continue living on and farming her land:
JANE: “Well, [APR] certainly… it’s made it possible for me to stay here. Otherwise I wouldn’t
really be able to afford to live here… And, so, I think the APR has its good points in that it does
provide people with… for me, it was basically to pay off the mortgage… That is what that money
is supposed to be for. It’s to help you maintain your farming business. And I think it’s sort of done
that for me.”

Mike made use of the APR funding at a moment when, from Mike’s perspective, switching from
conventional farming to organic was essential to maintain the economic viability of the farm. As
Mike states below, ‘APR played a big part’ in helping fund his conversion from conventional to
organic farming:
“I couldn’t see myself growing the way my father was, only because of the economics of farming.
It used to be that you would get one year in three that would be a good year, where, you know, you
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make some money. And then was five years, six years… you know. It was just getting too much.
That space in between… And there was no way… I mean, once I made that decision to go organic,
there was no turning back because I might have missed that one in three, or that one in five. So,
APR played a big part. It was something I could lean against. Even if I missed it, I am still going
to make it. I think that was a big part.”

Ella’s plan for the sustainability of her farm relates to future owners having the ability to make an
agricultural living from it. To enhance that possibility, one of her strategies is to diversify her
farming activity and products. The piece of her land that has an APR is part of that plan:
ELLA: “Sustainability. Well, that’s what we are working toward. We want a farm that is
sustainable… That whoever comes here, you know, when we can’t farm anymore, will be able to
make a living from it. And, so the diversification—having the beef cattle (beef rather than dairy,
because dairy cattle is just too intense: milking every day, trying to find hired help to do the milking
and whatnot. So, beef cattle are much easier that way. And they keep open a lot of the lands that
would otherwise be growing up to brush). And, then, by having the maple syrup, that’s another
aspect, another product. And then you can make the maple cream, maple candies maybe, and then
the apples come at a different time of the year so you can make the hard cider, and you can store
that—So, hopefully someone will be able to make a living from the farm here. And having the APR
that has the orchard is part of that.”

To Tom, who donated both a CR and an APR, it was clear that these legal instruments contribute
to the sustainability of each particular piece of land by stipulating the uses most suitable for each
parcel:
ME: “…sustainability. What does that concept mean to you?”
TOM: “Well, in terms of land it means ‘uses that can be continued without devastating the
environment’. One of the terms of the conservation restriction, for example, was that you needed a
forest management plan, which forbids total/ excessive cutting. And I think the APR stipulates that
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it’s going to be kept in… kept open, and thus is far more sustainable, at least as a field, than it
would be as a scruffy, semi-woodland. So, again, I can’t say that that was a kind of overwhelmingly
important factor, but it certainly mattered to me.”

Finally, Norah, talks about land sustainability on a regional scale. In her view, New England ‘will
not have a stable future ecologically,’ unless the region protects and conserves (or, as Norah terms
it, ‘preserves’) half of its landscape:
“…there has been a challenge in New England by the head of the Harvard Forest, David Foster,
who has called upon New England to preserve half of its landscape. Preserve it. In one form or
another. For agriculture, for farming, for woodland or wild lands. And a lot of land is up for grabs
right now, so I think, we think that our region will not have a sustainable future, will not have a
stable future ecologically, unless that happens. And it means that people like me who are in a
position to do so can help to give this a future that is stable, and the world a future that is stable,
which we don’t have right now. So, it has to do with imagining outward long enough to realize that
some assets can’t be planned for now, but they have to be preserved in order to make them available
to the future.”

In sum, full-time farmers Ella, Jane and Mike talk about the sustainability of the land in
relation to how it can provide a livelihood, while, for farmland retreat owners Tom and Norah’,
land sustainability is more strongly dependent on the types of uses carried out on the land. As
clearly pointed out by Jane, the placement of conservation easements contributes to the
sustainability of rural livelihood only to a certain extent. Without conservation easements, farmers
in Jane’s, Mike’s and Ella’s situation would probably not be able to keep their farm, change to
organic farming, or diversify their farming activity. The placement of an easement, however,
cannot independently ensure the sustainability of the farming operation. The land needs to be
worked. In contrast, other agricultural-land owners like Tom and Norah may see conservation
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easements as useful tools for land sustainability but may not consider the role of the farmer as
strongly as a full-time farmer does.
Besides gaining a better understanding of how agricultural-land owners perceive the
contribution of conservation easements to the sustainability of rural communities and agricultural
land in particular, it is useful to learn about the range of benefits and drawbacks agricultural-land
owners perceive in the use of these legal tools. With this aim in mind, in the following sections I
begin by analyzing FLT’s view of the benefits of the APR program and CRs to the local (rural)
community, the wider society and wildlife. Later, I compare the results with landowners’
perspectives on the use of conservation easements.

Opportunities and drawbacks of conservation easements according to FLT and landowners
In this section I analyze the benefits and drawbacks of conservation easement programs
stated by FLT staff members and landowner participants of this study. Regarding the benefits,
first, I focus on those that affect local rural communities and the wider society from FLT staff
members’ perspective. Then, I center my analysis on the benefits of agricultural-land conservation
to rural livelihoods and the wellbeing of rural communities. With respect to the drawbacks of
agricultural-land conservation programs, I focus on the APR program. I begin by analyzing
landowners’ difficulties associated with establishing APRs, and I finish by analyzing burdens
landowners believe APRs inflict on rural communities.
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Benefits of APRs and CRs to local (rural) communities and society in general, from the
perspective of FLT
FLT staff members identified a number of benefits from conservation for the local
community. These benefits include recreational, environmental and financial benefits, as well as
providing fresh food and benefiting future generations. Among recreational benefits, the protection
of scenic landscapes is the most mentioned (Seth, Uma, Dave), followed by hiking opportunities
(Uma), and hunting and fishing (Kim). Dave emphasizes the benefits of protecting scenic views
as follows:
DAVE: “…the community benefits from being in an area [that is] beautiful, so people have that
benefit of looking out over this incredible landscape.” (brackets added)

From an environmental standpoint, the placement of APRs and CRs ensure the continuation of
environmental services that natural ecosystems provide. Environmental services mentioned by
FLT staff include clean water (Uma, Jade), good air quality (Uma, Jade), and a quiet environment
(Uma). Most FLT staff members mention the benefit of CRs and APRs to wildlife. Some staff
members particularly emphasize the positive effect of conserved land in maintaining wildlife
habitat (Jill, Jade, Uma, Seth). Jade additionally points out that the conservation of wildlife benefits
human society in return:
JADE: “The more areas that are intact, the more likelihood it is the animals will be able to travel
from place to place. And we all benefit.”

Dave further explains the benefit of land conservation to wildlife in the context of climate change.
As he sees it, large blocks of protected land will benefit wildlife as temperatures rise because it
will have more places to migrate to:
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DAVE: “So, climate change is obviously big, and I think it’s going to get bigger. A lot of the area
that we are working in, like the hill towns… What’s been mapped has been really critical from a
climate resilience standpoint, meaning that, as the climate does start to change, warm up, it’s an
area where different species have more of an opportunity because of large blocks of land and, also,
elevation. So, it’s easier for them to migrate in response”

Another environmental benefit of conserving land is the maintenance of the rural character
of the landscape, as explained by Erin:
ERIN: "I think the rural character is a big thing. To drive by and live in a place that is so beautiful,
is…, people pay for that. People want to live in places that are beautiful, that make you feel happy
when you drive through…”

Environmental services mentioned by FLT staff that are enhanced by land conservation and that
benefit the wider society include carbon sequestration, clean water and clean air:
KIM: “And for the broader, you know, the world, I think the major benefits are more around like
carbon sequestration, clean air, clean water, all the functions that a functioning ecosystem provides
and that no one really pays for in society any longer, or ever.”

In addition, to Kim and Dave, the conservation of productive farmland benefits the local
community in that it provides fresh, local food:
KIM: “If it’s farmland, obviously, you’re keeping it as, you know, useful productive farmland and
getting fresh food from it is critical, and one people can really wrap their heads around, you know,
as they eat local food.”

Jade gives two examples why maintaining high quality environmental resources is very
important in Massachusetts from an economic standpoint. Western Massachusetts relies
considerably on nature tourism, such as fishing, as a driver of economic development. People come
to the area to enjoy nature and, while they are there, they might also eat at a restaurant or stay at a
Bed & Breakfast, and therefore contribute to the local economy.
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Focusing on the farming

community, new staff member Jill explains to me how she has recently noticed that conservation
does not only benefit wealthy landowners but also benefits farmers with lower incomes, who may
be at risk of losing their livelihoods:
JILL: “The farmers that get APRs don’t necessarily… are not necessarily wealthy, and sometimes
the APR allows them to keep their farm.”

Relatedly, Seth mentions how the existence of APRs make agricultural land more affordable, as
he points out at an APRed property that we drive by:
SETH “Now, a farmer that will end up buying that [APR land] is buying it not for its potential
development value. It’s now being conserved. So now he’s gonna buy it for its agricultural value.
So, it keeps land affordable for farmers. And that’s the biggest thing.” (brackets added)

Seth believes APRs overall help ensure the continuity of agriculture and forestry over time.
Another financial benefit in favor of the placement of CRs and APRs is based on a study
on the contribution of agricultural land to the local tax base by the American Farmland Trust,
published in September (2016), called “Cost of Community Services Studies.” As Uma sees it, the
placement of easements ensures there will be no infrastructure development and, therefore, the
corresponding taxes will also remain low:
UMA: “… in many ways [the placement of APRs and CRs] might actually include lowered taxes
for them on a broader level, so their towns have lower infrastructure costs, they don’t have this high
road costs. The road maintenance isn’t as high, or the school costs aren’t as high. The budget
doesn’t need it to be as high as with the school. By keeping the development numbers low, they are
keeping the infrastructure costs low too. And I think a lot of times towns and tax assessors don’t
necessarily make that relationship. But there’s been some really good studies, and I’m sure you’ve
heard of some of them, where you can like, yeah, even though you’re taking away from the tax
base you’re also reducing… you’re putting this control on how much your infrastructure costs…”
(brackets added)
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Additionally, Seth and Kim underline that the establishment of both APRs and CRs contribute to
the maintenance of all the above-mentioned benefits in perpetuity, and will therefore also benefit
future generations.
In sum, the analysis of FLT staff members’ interviews suggests that the most important
benefits of land conservation to local rural communities and the wider society are varied and many.
Ordered from most to least stated, these benefits include enhancing recreational opportunities [4],
protecting environmental services [3], enhancing the provision of local food [2], supporting the
maintenance of rural livelihoods [2] and the affordability for future farmers to purchase the land
[1], maintaining the rural character [1], and reducing a town’s infrastructure and services costs [1].

Contribution of agricultural-land conservation to rural sustainability, from the perspectives of
landowners
Landowner participants of this study mentioned all of the benefits of agricultural-land
conservation to rural livelihoods and the wellbeing of rural communities stated by FLT staff,
although in a slightly different order of importance. The following is my analysis of the benefits
pointed out by landowners, starting with the most frequent ones.
Close to half of the landowners (14) think conservation easements (APRs or CRs)
contribute to the sustainability of rural livelihoods. Specifically, 6 full-time farmers (Adam, Ed,
Aiden, Ben, Jane, Ann), 3 supplemental income agricultural-land owners (Garth, Matt, Toby), and
5 farmland retreat landowners (Norah, Etta, Ian, Tom, Alan) are of this opinion. Jane, Toby and
Alan—a full-time farmer, a supplemental income agricultural-land owner, and a farmland retreat
owner articulate this benefit, respectively:
JANE: “I think the APR has made it so that [farmers] could continue to afford their place.” (brackets
added)
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TOBY: “I have a hay field across the street [on his CR land]. I hayed it for 30 years. But I’m in my
80s and I have a next-door neighbor, a young man, who now hays it and he uses it for his herd of
beef cattle. He is producing grass-fed beef and selling it locally. I have a whole group of sugar
maples along the road here. And he taps them and he makes maple syrup from them. So, the fact
that this land is protected, and the fact that it’s rural and still used agriculturally, provides a
livelihood for other people—income for other people.” (brackets added)
ALAN: “There are other much more complicated political things and economic things at work here,
but I sure think this is one building block of what we need to be doing.”

Also, close to half of the landowner interviewees (Sam, Ben, Ryan, Ella, Bob, Aldo, Mike, Alan,
Curt, Garth, Ken, Tom, Toby, Etta, Neal) believe conservation easements benefit the community
because it maintains open space for recreational purposes, such as the appreciation of scenic views:
RYAN: “…it keeps all this open farmland [and] forest land protected so that people can enjoy it.
Of course, the land that is protected in that way is still private property. So, it’s up to the landowner
to what extent people can use it. But people can certainly enjoy looking at it, and hunting on it,
which we allowed people to do. And we actually allow people to walk… We keep the trail along
with the river bank that people can use. So, in our case, people who live in this neighborhood know
that they are welcome to walk, and fishermen know they are welcome to fish. So, it can keep a lot
of forest land available for people to log in and use…”

Many landowners (Ben, Gus, Ray, Eve, Matt, Curt, Amy, John, Keith, Paul) also mentioned that
conserving land cuts a town’s infrastructure and services costs because residential development is
reduced:
AMY: “So, I think by not selling house lots, we are putting absolutely no pressure on the school
system for the town. And I would say that’s probably the biggest savings for the community.”

For several landowner participants of this study (Hans, Gus, Nina, Matt, Norah), conservation
easements enhance environmental quality of neighboring properties:
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GUS: “Well, Christ, my neighbors’d love building a house right next to my fields … Now they are
going to have their privacy [he laughs]. Corn is kind of a quiet neighbor.”

and/or maintain the rural character of the landscape (Nina, Ella, Matt, Curt, Paul, Toby, Ian):
NINA: “…having APR farms sort of assures you’re going to keep that rural character. You’re not
going to become just a bedroom community of some of the other towns, like Amherst or the Valley,
where it’s so crowded…”

For some landowners, wildlife habitat protection is seen as a benefit to the community (Mike,
Nina, Etta, Ann):
ME: “How do you think the establishment of this restriction benefits your community?”
ETTA: “Well, it keeps nice open space, it protects watershed I’m sure (because there are not a lot
of houses up here that are putting stuff into the aquifer), it protects wildlife and, I suppose, scenic
views.”

Two landowners (Ella, Matt) state that agricultural-land conservation makes it more affordable for
farmers to purchase land:
ELLA: “It preserves the agricultural land, open space, makes it more affordable for other farmers
to purchase land, like we did...”

A few others (Bob, Ryan, Ray, Eve) do not specifically mention affordability as a benefit to the
rural community but are examples of rural community beneficiaries. Two landowners (Ben, Mike)
suggest that in regions like Franklin County, conservation easements that protect agricultural land,
benefits rural communities in that they help satisfy the rising demand for local food:
BEN: “Well, obviously, the open land part of it is big for people. We sort of live in a unique area
here in the Pioneer Valley, where people are very focused on buying local. They have a real
appreciation for the farms and the open-space. I think it’s becoming more so in other areas, but,
certainly, this area is sort of one of the starting points for that ‘buy local’ thing, I think.”
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In summary, landowners’ perspectives of the most important benefits of land conservation
to local rural communities largely coincide with those pointed out by FLT staff members, with
slight differences between the two groups of interviewees regarding the importance given to
financial aspects. The benefits most stated by landowners include conservation easements’
contribution to the sustainability of rural livelihoods, the enhancement of recreational
opportunities, and the reduction of a town’s infrastructure and services costs. Other benefits to
rural communities mentioned less often by landowners include maintaining the rural character of
the landscape, enhancing the environmental quality of neighboring properties, protecting the
wildlife habitat, making land affordable for future farmers to purchase, and satisfying the rising
demand for local food.
Overall, regarding the benefits of conservation easements to rural communities, both
groups of study participants give the highest relevance to maintaining open space for recreational
purposes, especially the appreciation of scenic views. By contrast, landowners give more
importance to conservation easements’ contribution to the sustainability of rural livelihoods and
the reduction of a town’s infrastructure and services costs than FLT’s staff members do.

Drawbacks of the APR program from landowners’ perspectives
In this section, I provide an analysis of the interviewees’ thoughts on the drawbacks APRs
have for them, as well as for future landowners of conserved land and for the local rural community
and society as a whole, which may affect the sustainability of the programs and of the rural
community. Given the low number of CR cases in this study, I do not have enough data to reach
meaningful conclusions on the drawbacks of this type of easement.
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Policy constraints that affect owners of APR land, from landowners’ perspectives
Several landowner study participants (Ed, Aldo, Eve, Ray) who may or may not have
granted APR(s) on their land but have bought land that had already been subject to APR, point out
to an issue worth illustrating here that affects second-generation APR landowners especially. They
underscore the high inconvenience of not being able to live on or next to the conserved land that
is bought. In Aldo’s case, for example, the landowner who granted the APR on the land that Aldo
bought did not leave any land excluded from the easement where a farmer could build a house to
live in, next to his/her farm:
ALDO: “Because of the APR rules I can’t put a residence on it. So, it kind of puts me in a bind
about working that property. It’s 9 miles from here and it’s actually probably the largest single
parcel of tillable land in the whole town. But there is nothing available to buy, or if there was, the
cost would be prohibitive to buy, to put a residence on it. So, I have to operate it from a distance so
to speak.”
ME: “How long does it take you to go from here to the APR land?”
ALDO: “It takes about 25 minutes”
ME: “Yeah, that’s a little ride [I say this sarcastically]”
ALDO: “But it’s an issue of being there, particularly if you want to have animals…”
ME: “You have to be there?”
ALDO: “You should be there.”

Certain aspects of agricultural activity, such as managing livestock, require the farmer to live close
to, if not on, the site. Not living close to the land may therefore hinder the farm’s operational and
economic viability.
Likewise, Ed cannot place much needed buildings on the farmland because the previous
landowners conserved all the land instead of reserving an excluded piece to allow for the placement
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of possible future residential infrastructure. In Ed’s view, the previous landowners probably had
no interest in excluding a piece of land where future farmers and the farmers’ families could live.
In this regard, Ed claims it would be useful for the second-generation APR landowners to have
some say in the establishment of the terms of the easement. Nonetheless, this issue affects not only
second-generation APR landowners and the landowners that buy or inherit the land after them but
also the APR grantors themselves. Keith advises people who are thinking of conserving their land
to exclude from the APR the area that corresponds to the house and certain other elements in the
farm, as well as an envelope around them, so as to have the freedom in the future to make changes
that would not be allowed if they were included within the area subject to the APR.
If the primary purpose of an APR grantor is to maximize his/her financial benefit, he/she
will place the APR over the extent of his/her entire property to obtain the highest cash payment
possible. These APR grantors will not necessarily bear in mind their future need or the need of
future landowners to have certain flexibility regarding the use of their land and will consequently
constrain themselves or future landowners from making changes to the house or to other parts of
the farm that might be at some point important to the continuation of the farming operation. To
exclude those pieces from the area subject to the APR might enable a side business to be carried
out at times that the agricultural one is not profitable enough, or it might enable a farmer to expand
and rearrange the house so as to make it more suitable for a growing family to live in. Additionally,
the size of the excluded land is also an important aspect grantors and APR policy agents may want
to think about. If the excluded land and envelope around it is not big enough to allow for ancillary
activities that are not permitted on APR land, this might constrain present and future landowners
from developing activities that are complimentary to the purely agricultural ones, and useful to the
overall viability of the farm:
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KEITH: “If we need to have parking, or something that is ancillary to this, we probably couldn’t
use much land. And so, sometimes the APR could get in the way of a future business because the
envelope is not huge. But I see a lot of things the state permits, so you have to go and get a oneyear permit. And that’s a hassle for a farmer. You know, they might give us access through a road
that we might still have the right of way, but we don’t have a lot… You know, some things… one
day they will permit it, next year they might not… so you can’t afford to make big, long-term plans
on a one year permit. So, a lot of these things that are dicey, like having hunting groups or having
cross-country skiing was controversial. I mean, what the hell, you got a trail here, let’s say you had
a bike trail up back and people came back… All that stuff would need to be permitted, and I think
the state is going to have to sometime figure out whether they want farms to still be profitable and
do ancillary things or not.”

As pointed out by Keith, one-year permits to carry out activities not generally allowed by the APR
program are a possibility, although not a reliable one, and, in any case, ‘a hassle for the farmer.’
Curt and Keith express concern in the fact that APR land cannot be subdivided, especially
when it comes to relatively big pieces of land such as theirs, which are approximately 500 acres
each:
KEITH: “And another issue is… I think the state is going to have to face this, but this is a 500-acre
farm and, conceivably, 30 years from now, you know, some graduate from UMass could have a
pretty good business of having 20 acres of veggies, that’s 20 acres, somebody could probably make
an OK living… we are doing okay in this… we are breaking even…. We don’t get paid a lot but
keep it going in terms of value-added. So, the sawmill and, you know, there’s quite a bit of land
out back where people… I’m just saying you could have three or four businesses on a big 500-acre
farm. And the state doesn’t allow you to subdivide. Now, I think that makes a lot of sense for a
smaller… You know, even 20 to 30 acres… I mean, you don’t want to have three different farmers
on 2 acres or 5 acres. But if you have a big farm like this… I don’t know what it’s worth, but let’s
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say it’s worth $1 million, it’s a lot easier for a new farmer to come up with $250,000 on 20 acres
than finding how to finance a huge amount on a big huge property. They might want to do forestryrelated stuff or they might want to do a farm stand of sweet corn and veggies but they are probably
not going to want to do everything.”

As in Keith’s case, one reason Curt is not fully satisfied with the placement of the APR on his land
is that his children will not have the option to sell pieces of land separately:
CURT: “There are three separate house lots.”
ME: “Yes”
CURT: “And one of those house lots includes all the land, the APR land, as part of the deed. So, it
was a surprise to us. And I regret not stopping the closing and going back to our original
agreement…”
ME: “…which was to have three different APRs; each one with [its corresponding] excluded house
lot.” (brackets added)
CURT: “Right.”

Several landowner participants (Neal, Norah, Hans, Ray, Eve) talk about the low degree of
flexibility of the APR program in certain aspects. Two study participants (Norah and Hans) give
examples where the negotiation process to build a needed structure on conserved land resulted in
their favor but the work to achieve the positive result seemed to them “unnecessarily difficult”. In
Norah’s example, the New England Wild Flower Society, of which she is a board member and
whose mission is to promote the region’s native plants, wanted to build a replacement nursery on
APR land:
NORAH: “When we were working to preserve Nasami Farm, we were working to develop the
Nasami Farm as a nursery. It was in APR, and it boarded a river system with another set of rules
restricting development along a river. The nursery building that was there at the time of the New
England Wildlife Society, which is a nonprofit dedicated to plant preservation, by the time the New
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England Wildlife Society buys it there is a nursery building on the property, but it cannot remain
there because it’s in the river zone. But we needed to build a nursery building to replace it in order
to continue to run the nursery, and the only areas that were buildable where on the APR land. And
because of this restriction that came from the west [Norah is referring to the APR] involving abuses
of buildings with plumbing and with amenities (out west in the big ranches) we had a terrible time
finding a way to build a replacement nursery building on the land that would allow for workers to
actually use the land and have bathrooms and facilities for watering plants. And that’s a good
example. We kind of needed a little more flexibility with the rules because of our situation. But
they didn’t want to allow flexibility because if they did for us they would have to allow it
everywhere. And that would include other situations that are very different, that wouldn’t… that
weren’t desirable. The federal rules weren’t sensitive enough. We respected them, but what we
were trying to do proved to be unnecessarily difficult.”
ME: “How could that be fixed?”
NORAH: “We managed to negotiate it. And it was worked out as a kind of exception to the rules.”

Hans gives an example of how it was beneficial to him that the State Department of Agricultural
Resources (the “APR people”) allowed for flexibility, regarding the construction of a well on APR
land, and another where it didn’t, regarding the placement of solar panels on APR land. In the first
case, the Department of Environmental Protection obliged Hans to build a new well that would
follow certain rules regarding case dimensions and proximity to buildings. The main problem with
the new well, apart from the expense of building it, was that it required taking almost an acre out
of agricultural use, which the APR normally would not allow. But, “through long rigmarole,” the
State Department of Agricultural Resources ultimately allowed Hans to build the new well.
Nonetheless, Hans and other study participants (Ray and Eve) would appreciate more flexibility
regarding the ability to place solar panels on APR land:
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HANS: “We were approached by a solar company who wanted to put solar panels. We had the
land, which other than growing a few trees on it, …which is an important thing… but not as
important as growing food on it. They wanted to put the solar panels on it, which I think is very
environmentally friendly, but APR won’t allow that because it’s not an agricultural practice.”

Finally, Neal points out the lack of flexibility of the APR compared to the CR, especially
considering the uses future generations might want to give to the land:
NEAL: “I’ve got a 60-acre hay field out here that is currently growing wonderful hay, and I use it
to feed the cattle, so on and so forth. If I die, my kids move up here, and they say ‘I don’t know
how to grow hay, I’m going to let it grow up to Christmas trees, or I am going to let it grow up to
oak trees or maple trees’. The APR says ‘No, you can’t do that. You have to keep it preserved for
agricultural use as opposed to forestry use’.”

Three landowner study participants’ (Aiden, Neal, Ed) main complaint was the fact that
the APR program keeps the price of agricultural land low. Negative consequences for the owners
of the land brought up by study participants include the following. In Neal’s and Aiden’s cases,
they would like to be able to sell their conserved land at the highest price a buyer may be willing
to pay. In Aiden’s individual case analysis, I pointed out how he believes the establishment of
APRs reduces the potential monetary value of the land conserved, which he illustrates by
comparing the selling of farmland to the selling of a car. As in Aiden’s case, Neal feels the APR
is putting excessively strict limitations on the private landowner’s ability to participate in the free
market.
NEAL: “If I decide to sell the land and I have a willing buyer, and the state decides, or somebody
decides, that there is a worthy farmer nearby who wants to buy that land, even if this New York
entrepreneur who maybe wants to have a gentleman farm, and who would keep it open and comply
with rules, even though [there is] this gentleman farmer who would pay me more money, I have to
sell it to the local farmer at the deemed local agricultural value. Now, that’s only been tested once
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or twice. I don’t know how well it would stand up in court. It’s been threatened once. Frankly I like
the idea of the land going to the local farmer as opposed to [a] rich guy from Boston or wherever,
but I think it’s a little bit of overreaching for the system to dictate to whom you sell it.” (brackets
added)

The fact that the land values seem to be controlled by the state through its right to purchase
conserved farmland or to assign the purchase of conserved farmland may also suppose a limitation
to farmers that want to obtain loans:
ED: “It’s a burden to me because if we are borrowing money to fund our operation, and we are
using our land and our land value as security to run our business and to apply to other properties,
we need that land value to remain as high as possible.”

In Ed’s case, he needs a loan in order to be able to expand his farming operation, but his lending
institution has shown concern about the effect the existence of the APR might have on the
reduction of the land value and is therefore less inclined to offer Ed a loan. Ed uses his conserved
land as a collateral in order to obtain the loan (i.e., he would turn in his land in the case he could
not afford to pay off the mortgage), so, if the value of the land is low (as a result of placing the
easement), the lending institution may not be willing to take the risk of giving Ed the loan.
In summary, policy constraints that affect owners of APR land, from their perspectives,
include: (a) The high inconvenience for second generation APR landowners of not being able to
live on or next to the conserved land that they bought, in the cases where the original APR grantor
did not exclude from the easement a piece of land (big enough) to allow for the placement of a
house; (b) the fact that APR land cannot be subdivided, which may especially be an issue when it
comes to relatively big pieces of land; (c) the low degree (or lack) of flexibility of the APR program
in certain aspects such as the ability to place solar panels on APR land or to allow future
landowners to carry out activities that are allowed on CR land; (d) the fact that the APR program
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keeps the price of agricultural land low and therefore limits private landowners’ ability to
participate in the free market; and (e) linked to the latter, land values seem to be controlled by the
state, which, in landowners’ views, additionally limits farmers’ options to obtain loans.
Policy constraints that affect rural communities, from landowners’ perspectives
A few landowner study participants (Mike, Aldo, Ryan) believe the placement of
easements on the land supposes a tax burden to the rest of the local taxpayers given the supposed
effect on the local tax base, which results in higher taxes for the rest of the community that does
not have their land under easement. Aldo felt especially bothered about it:
ALDO: “Financially, it hurts the community. It cuts the tax base dramatically. There can be no tax
revenue from houses or industry that goes on it. Our small towns around here are really hurting
because of population going down and yet, the cost of running the town is increasing all of the time,
with fewer people to pay for it.”

Nevertheless, many of the easement grantors of this study claim the opposite of what Aldo asserts,
i.e., they claim that the increase of conserved land affects rural towns positively, based on studies
conducted by the American Farmland Trust on the cost of public services. Norah acknowledges
the concern a rural community can have about this issue but also explains that the impact APRs
and CRs could have on the town tax base has been attenuated thanks to the previous existence of
the Chapters 61, 61A or 61B. In her view, the placement of these abatements before the placement
of APRs and CRs makes the tax burden to the town negligible. Thus, the previous establishment
of Chapters 61, 61A or 61B makes the placement of APRs and CRs more acceptable for the local
population that does not have land under easements:
NORAH: “Well, there are concerns about the tax base in any small town. If land is taken out of
taxable use, local tax base can be lowered, and that can be of concern because it means that other
people have to take over the tax burden. But there are ways to work that out, and I think it should
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be worked out… In our case, there are a lot of lands that aren’t preserved but are in a tax status
chapter 1-61 of the Massachusetts laws, so that there’s low level of tax on a farm or a forest to start
with. And if you’re just using a conservation restriction and not actually buying the farmland, then
the tax burden stays about the same. So, that’s a good solution, because it eases people into
permanent conserved status without changing very much the taxes. That has proved to be very
important in these not very rich farming communities, because it makes it acceptable, you see?”

Two landowner participants (Aiden, Keith) underscore the problem they see in that the
money from APR is not mandatorily reinvested in the farm. In Aiden’s view, this negatively affects
certain people in the long run especially those that do not have a good business sense and that do
not use the cash payment to improve their economic activity:
AIDEN: “I think that certain people that go into APRs, they take it as a… like a bail out. They’re
like ‘Holy crap. We’re out of money. We can’t pay the bills, blah blah blah. We’ll sell our land
development rights to APR and we’ll get all this money’. And then, in turn… we kind of talked
about this earlier… Ten years down the road they are right back in the same spot, because they
don’t change their practices. And now, they’ve done the deal (I say, ‘the deal with the Devil’), and
they’ve now lowered their net worth. Now their land doesn’t have the value that it had before. If
they wanted to sell it to get a higher dollar for it or really help bail themselves out, maybe they
should have sold it to development. I’m not saying that’s not the right thing to do, but, all I’m
saying is that now they don’t have the value that they use to have. That’s one of the things I don’t
like. And I think that has an impact on community and on certain people that… I think the people
that are hurt…and hurting, maybe not have great business sense, take it, and it’s like putting a
Band-Aid over a gun-shot to the head.” “…it doesn’t necessarily fix their problem.”

Keith is also concerned about the cases where the farmer does not reinvest the money
obtained by the establishment of the APR in the land. His perspective, as a hill-town farmer in his
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70s, points to the possible negative consequences of not reinvesting in the farm and using the
money for other non-farm related purposes instead:
KEITH: “…one of the fundamental issues of the APR program…is ‘Are you preserving farmland
like a museum or are you basically making sure that the farmland is viable for future generations?’”
“…there’s no requirement in the APR program that the proceeds from the sale need to be invested
[in the farm]. And that’s sort of the issue that we are coming up to on our farm here, because my
brother and I and sister, are the ones that owned the farm under a trust. My brother and I were very
interested in basically preserving the farmland in perpetuity but also making sure we had a few jobs
here, and had a going concern. And my brother died unexpectedly. And now the voters for sort of
the proceeds of the APR are, let me just say, are the relatives who are not as interested as my brother
and I were of, you know… For instance, the baler just shut down. And a new baler is $21,000. […]
The APR, theoretically, the way my brother and I had arranged it was ‘Well, we’ve got $600,000
or $700,000 in income from the sale of development rights, and that should kick off 5-6% per year
of income of the investment of it, so that we have a little income so we do now and then buy a
baler, put a new roof on the barn, or do something to keep, you know, what we need to do on the
farm.” (brackets added)
ME: “So, you, personally, do reinvest [in your farm].”
KEITH: “Well, that’s the question. We have three votes in our farm now. My brother’s children,
my sister and myself. And it’s become clear to me in this particular farm that the $600,000 I think
is looked at by my peers as a resource that should not be tapped into and, when we die, should be
an inheritance for children. If you see what I mean… And so, there is a difference of opinion of
whether people want to reinvest in the asset, which is the farm. And, from my perspective, keep it
viable, and keep the fields looking good and have it be a farm. Or have that money grow and not
be tapped and, you know, not worry as much about buildings and equipment and figure eventually,
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you know, the farm will run out. And I think that’s one of the key issues for a lot of APRs, as to
whether…”
ME: “…reinvest in the farm.”
KEITH: “And most of the farmers, I think, do reinvest but, then, sometimes, you know, I mean,
it’s a retirement plan. You might buy a house in Florida and go down in the winter and say ‘Gees,
I don’t want to keep slapping two by fours of hay bales around in our 75 [years of age].” (brackets
added)

In Keith’s view, in the instances where the monetary compensation of granting an APR is not
reinvested in the farm, the land can end up being abandoned and not used for agriculture if there
is no other farmer interested in buying the conserved land. Keith sees this issue especially
exacerbated in the hill towns, where the soil is not nearly as productive as it is in the valley, and
there are fewer farmers looking for agricultural land:
KEITH: “…with an APR program. You need the land, but equally important you need the farmer.
And that’s the tough thing because sometimes APRs go with farmers and sometimes the farmers
get older… and it works really well down the valley for 20 acres of vegetable land that is very, very
valuable… I mean, farmers are fighting for that land… But there are also a lot of farms that are like
this one, up in Heath or Hawley that are beautiful hill town farms, but probably don’t have the soil
and don’t necessarily have 20 acres that’s going to kick off a $100,000 a year worth of vegetables
with three-crops-kind-of-a-thing.”

Three other landowner participants (Nina, Ray, Curt) emphasize a lack of resources behind
the APR program to enforce compliance with restrictions. Nina gives a couple of examples:
NINA: “Some have just gotten out and built a house on it, on the land.”
ME: “Even if the deed says that you can’t?”
NINA: “Even if it says you can’t. So, and then this is the other problem with the APR program per
se… So, the person that built the house, they took it all the way to the state Supreme Court. They
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kept challenging it and the state Supreme Court ruled in favor of the APR program and said ‘You’re
right. The house is got to go’. [Nonetheless,] The house is standing to this day. And this is over 10
years ago. And that…They [the Agricultural Land Preservation Committee] have no teeth. They
have all these restrictions… Oh, somebody built a horse rink. And the horse rinks are really kind
of bad news. And they’re like ‘[33:06 not clear] It’s agriculture! blah blah blah… I’ll put a cow out
there… I’ll eat my horse!’ You know? They will convince you it’s agriculture. So, they’ll go out
[the Agricultural Land Preservation Committee] and say, ‘No you can’t do that, you have to move
it.’ Some people are just good players and say ‘OK, fine I will do it, blah blah blah’ Other guys are
just going ‘Yeah, bring it on’ You know? And the horse rink is still there and…” (brackets added)
ME: “So, the problem is that there’s no way to enforce what their solution is…”
NINA: “Because the attorneys… There is one attorney there now who is really… She is just like
determined she’s going to start enforcing some of these things. But the problem is, if they have to
bring enforcement actions, they have to get the attorney generals here, you know. And the attorney
generals are like, ‘OK, we lost a kid over here through child protection services, and we’ve got a
horse rink on a farm… You know? It’s just like… This is the love fruit and this is the stuff they
need to…”

Ryan and Garth were particularly concerned about the fact that wealthy people can buy a
lot of land and put it under APR so that they don’t have to pay so much in taxes but then will not
make full use of the agricultural potential to serve society:
RYAN: “[T]o me, if the land really is never going to be developed, and the owner has already been
kind of compensated for it, and it no longer has that value, then it kind of makes sense. But, you
know, for a very wealthy person, or moderately wealthy people can then lock up all these chunks
of land, pay very low tax on it, have their little, you know, horses and cows, and have a nice thing,
and no one else is necessarily going to enjoy it that much. It might feel good to look at it as they
drive-by on the road…”
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Furthermore, Garth expressed a desire to have APR promote organic farming:
GARTH: “…the APR does not require organic farming methods… So, that’s another limitation of
the APR. I mean, and I’m not saying that all APRs should be farmed organically. I mean, I
personally believe in organic farming. I think that if we managed our world in a different way, I
think we could feed our world with organic farming. So, I would love to see easements that require
organic farming.”

Curt shows concern about the fact that if a property has an APR it is not always easily
visible in the property deeds and therefore can be missed by the following landowners, and even
by real estate agents and lawyers, as he explains with an example:
CURT: “There was a case in Pennsylvania that you might be able to track down. This was a while
ago… where this guy bought the land, and claims he never knew about… the previous owner never
said anything… the real estate agent didn’t pick up on it… the lawyer missed it… So, this guy
bought it, he built his mansion on the property, and then they came to inspect it and what have you
and the house was there [on the APR].” (brackets added)

Finally, Norah argues it should be more difficult to undo an easement. Currently, easements
are established using both federal and state/local funds but can be undone by state eminent domain.
For this reason, it does not seem logical to Norah that state legislature alone should have the power
to undo an easement:
NORAH: “I think that if land has been preserved using federal funds in addition to local funds,
then maybe the federal government should have to agree also to undo a conservation restriction,
not just the local legislature in Massachusetts. Maybe it should be harder to undo them. Not
impossible because we may have too radical a future for that. But I don’t like that 40 politicians in
Boston could take a vote and undo generations of work—a lot of private funds and effort to undo
the work we are doing right now to preserve the land. So, that’s a little bit of a beef I have. I think
that should be adjustable because of the unknowns, but not easy.”
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In summary, burdens of APR to rural communities from landowners’ perspectives
identified in this study include: (a) A negative effect on the local tax base; (b) the fact that land
may end up being abandoned and stop being used for agriculture, given that the money from APR
is not mandatorily reinvested in the farm; (c) the lack of resources behind the APR program to
enforce compliance with restrictions; (d) the fact that wealthy people can buy a lot of land and then
not make full use of the agricultural potential for the benefit of human society; (e) the fact that
property deeds do not always clearly show the presence of an easement attached to a property,
which may ultimately result in the development of the land, and; (f) the fact that easements can be
undone by state mandate, which would suppose a waste of the effort and taxpayers’ money that it
took to establish the easement in the first place.
Apart from all these policy constraints, some landowners also point out the big amount of
paperwork (Ken, Garth, Ella) and complexity (Ryan) the establishment and maintenance of an
APR implies:
ELLA: “And, like I said, if you can get through paperwork… That’s one thing that is intimidating
to a lot of people. They won’t even think about it because of the paperwork. And they are the ones
that need it most. So, if there was like… there are grant writers that helped us with like the solar
panels, and that sort of thing. If there was someone who was there to guide people through the
paperwork of it, I think that would enable more farmers to take advantage of the grant programs
whatever they are.”
ME: “But isn’t that something like what a land trust does, the Franklin Land Trust?”
ELLA: “Uuh… They may help with that. I’m not sure… We pretty much went through it on our
own. But, yeah, they give guidance to…”
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Land trusts generally help the landowners through the process of establishing conservation
easements. In Ella’s case, however, she did not use a land trust’s service to establish the APR she
now has on her land but did it directly through the state instead.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
CONCLUSION

To conclude this study, I will now summarize the most important findings. All other
findings are in the chapters where they are immediately relevant. The main contribution of this
study to land conservation studies is an in-depth analysis of individual motivations and experiences
that shape the decisions of agricultural-land owners of western Massachusetts to grant
conservation easements. The analytical method used in this study, the Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) method, helped me identify and organize the personalbackround factors that influenced landowners’ decision to grant conservation easements (structural
themes) and the particular motivations to conserve their land (textural themes), as well as FLT
staff members’ accounts regarding what they believed were landowners’ motivations to conserve
their lands and their senses of place. Given the characteristics of this analytical method, I am
reluctant to generalize results. However, the findings of this study can help prioritize marketing
efforts for organizations operating in or close to the study area and within similar environmental
and socio-economic contexts, and the methodology can be replicated to refine the understanding
about agricultural-land owners’ motivations to conserve their land in other rural regions across the
world.
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Range of motivations for granting agricultural-land conservation easements (Chapter 4)
Agricultural-land owner participants of this study share similar experiential backgrounds
that influenced their decision to conserve their land. They had generally always lived in or close
to rural areas, had lived gratifying experiences in rural settings, had been raised on or close to the
land they conserved, and had become concerned about the expansion of housing development,
before deciding to grant a conservation easement. By contrast, specific motivations to conserve
land have shown to be very varied, both among participants, as well as within individual cases.
Using the IPA method to analyze landowner participants’ interviews, I organized these motivations
by 1) environmental, 2) social, 3) spiritual and 4) financial themes. Environmental motivations
include protecting the scenic value of the land, the rural character of the landscape, wildlife, the
soil, water bodies, and environmental-spiritual values. Social motivations include benefitting
future generations, enhancing local/regional food production, and setting an example of land
conservation to neighbors. Spiritual themes include place attachment and desire to remain in rural
places. Financial motivations encompass enhancing the farm’s economic viability and obtaining
non-farming related financial benefits such as retirement income and tax deductions.
The senses of place of landowner participants of this study and FLT staff have many points
in common but also differences. Individuals from both participant groups of this study generally
express attachment toward the Franklin County area, have had gratifying childhood experiences
in rural settings, show concern about the expansion of housing development into rural areas,
appreciate the rural character of Franklin County including the presence of farm fields, forests,
and farming and forestry infrastructure; they highly appreciate the scenic views of the county, and
they find water bodies and wildlife as distinguishing components of the county’s landscape.
Aspects in which FLT staff members and landowners’ senses of place differ include the following:
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Agricultural-land owners of this study have lived in or close to rural areas much longer than FLT
staff members have; most landowner participants where born and raised on or close to the land
conserved and were born into farming, which is not the case of FLT staff members; the strong
sense of community that some FLT staff members claim characteristic of the Franklin County area
is barely acknowledged by landowners; finally, it stands out that particular recreational activities
FLT staff members look forward to practicing and promoting in the area, such as hiking, biking
and car-sightseeing, are barely mentioned by landowners. Overall, agricultural-land owners of this
study have senses of place generally based on a deeper knowledge of their properties and of the
Franklin County area than that of FLT staff members due to having lived there and interacted with
their lands much longer than FLT staff.

Distinguishing important and most important motivations within agricultural-land owner groups
(Chapter 5)
Most of the 20 landowner participants of this study that obtained a cash payment for
enrolling their land in an APR would not have done so without the monetary compensation. This
compensation was mostly reinvested in the farm and considered critical to continuing the farming
operation. Therefore, the results of this study suggest that agricultural-land owners of the Franklin
County region that obtain a cash payment for enrolling their land in an APR would not conserve
their land without monetary compensation. In contrast, half of the 12 landowners that donated
APRs or CRs would have done so even if they did not obtain a cash deduction for granting them
as a donation. Therefore, this study also suggests that obtaining income tax deductions is not
necessarily a key factor in landowners’ decision to donate APRs or CRs on agricultural land.
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Three agricultural-land owner groups have been identified in this study according to
landowners’ level of reliance on their land to sustain their livelihoods: Full-time farmers,
supplemental-income farmland owners and farmland retreat owners. Among the large range of
motivations expressed by study participants to conserve their land, certain ones are often more
relevant than others in landowners’ final decisions. Within

each

landowner

group,

and

distinguishing between important and most important motivations, I detected the following
motivation patterns. The biggest group is that of the full-time farmers, i.e., agricultural-land
owners who had a rural livelihood at the time they decided to establish the (first) easement. Within
this group, different subgroups gave different values to the financial benefits of conserving land
with respect to other motivations pondered in their decision. The biggest subgroup of full-time
farmers’ most important motivation to conserve their land was financial; specifically, to obtain a
cash payment to favor the economic viability of their farming operation, by making improvements
in the farm and/or paying off debt. In addition, they had other important spiritual, social and/or
environmental motivations. The rest of the full-time farmers interviewed for this study described
their financial motivations as being either the sole priority in their decision to grant an easement,
equally important to other factors, or important but not a top priority. A second emergent group
among this study’s landowner-participants is made up of the landowners for whom farming was
significant but not the most important source of revenue at the time of establishing the easement.
The primary motivation to conserve of all of these supplemental-income agricultural-land owners
was financial, although they also had multiple social, spiritual and/or environmental motivations.
Finally, a third group of agricultural-land owners identified in this study is composed of
landowners for whom farming was predominantly a hobby and not a meaningful source of income.
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These farmland retreat owners all had important environmental motivations to conserve their land
but primary motivations were very varied among individuals.

The concept of land sustainability among agricultural-land owners and FLT staff (Chapter 6.a.)
The landowners of this study generally point to three factors in their definitions of
agricultural-land sustainability: the economic viability of the farming operation, the use of
environmentally sound practices, and the long-term maintenance of a farm’s positive economic
and environmental impact. FLT staff members have similar views regarding the factors that
contribute to the sustainability of rural communities. Landowners and FLT staff coincide in most
of the benefits they believe conservation easements provide to rural communities, especially
regarding the maintenance of open space for recreational purposes, such as the appreciation of
scenic views. Agricultural-land owner participants of this study, however, give more relevance to
financial aspects such as conservation easements’ contribution to the sustainability of rural
livelihoods and to the reduction of a town’s infrastructure and services costs than FLT staff
members do.
Results of this study also suggest that conservation easements contribute to the
achievement of landowners’ land-sustainability goals differently depending on individuals’
reliance on their land to provide a livelihood. For example, full-time farmers of this study strongly
connect agricultural-land sustainability to the maintenance of rural livelihoods. In their view,
however, conservation easements guarantee the sustainability of rural livelihoods only to a certain
extent. Without conservation easements, farmers in particular situations would probably not be
able to keep their farms or make changes important to the long-term viability of their farming
operation such as shifting from conventional to organic farming or diversifying the farming
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activity. Moreover, they feel the land needs to be farmed by somebody with certain skills and,
therefore, the placement of an easement cannot independently ensure the sustainability of the
farming operation. In contrast, for farmland retreat owners, the sustainability of the land does not
only rely on it being used for the maintenance of rural livelihoods but may also depend on the land
being protected for other purposes that will not hinder its ecological stability. Farmland retreat
owners of this study may see conservation easements as useful tools for land sustainability but do
not consider the role of the farmer as necessary as the full-time farmers do.

Benefits and drawbacks of using CRs and APRs (Chapter 6.b.)
Private land conservation in the form of conservation easements has definitely helped
landowners in the Franklin County area of western Massachusetts fulfill their wishes of continuing
to carry out economic activities on their land and ensuring their land will remain undeveloped. The
great majority of the landowner participants of this study are very satisfied with the results of
conserving their land. The most relevant benefit of the use of conservation easements, from the
perspective of landowner participants of this study, is their contribution to the sustainability of
rural livelihoods. Close to half of the landowner participants expressed this point. Only a few of
the landowners interviewed for the purpose of this study are highly critical of the overall outcome
of the conservation process. Nonetheless, the drawbacks pointed out by landowners should not be
ignored, even if such claims are arguable.
Landowners mentioned the following policy constraints that affect owners of APR land in
particular: (a) Not being able to develop activities on the conserved land that may be important for
the viability of the overall farming operation but are not allowed by the APR program, such as
building a house for the farmer to live in adjacent to the farm. This issue usually arises when
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conservation easement grantors do not exclude (enough) land from the easement area. It constrains
the easement grantors themselves from making needed changes to certain parts of the farm, and it
especially affects landowners that buy land that has already been enrolled in APR. The lack of
operational viability of the farm may lead to land being ultimately abandoned despite the purpose
of the program. Additional policy constraints of establishing APRs indicated by landowners of this
study include: (b) The fact that APR land cannot be subdivided, which may especially be an issue
when it comes to relatively big pieces of land; (c) the low degree (or lack) of flexibility of the APR
program in certain aspects such as the ability to place solar panels on APR land or to allow future
landowners to carry out activities that are allowed on CR land; (d) the fact that the APR program
keeps the price of agricultural land low, and therefore limits private landowners’ ability to
participate in the free market; (e) linked to the latter, land values seem to be controlled by the state,
which additionally limits farmers’ options to obtain loans.
Furthermore, landowners underline the following policy constraints of the APR program
that affect rural communities: (a) A negative effect on the local tax base; (b) the fact that conserved
land may end up being abandoned and stop being used for agriculture, given that the money from
APR is not mandatorily reinvested in the farm; (c) the lack of resources behind the APR program
to enforce compliance with restrictions; (d) the fact that wealthy people can buy a lot of
land and then not make full use of the agricultural potential for the benefit of human society; (e)
the fact that property deeds do not always clearly show the presence of an easement attached to a
property, which may ultimately result in the development of the land, and; (f) the fact that
easements can be undone by state mandate, which would suppose a waste of the effort and
taxpayers’ money that it took to establish the easement in the first place. Finally, landowners of
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APR land additionally point out the large amount of paperwork the establishment of this type of
easement requires.

Outreach recommendations
The most important motivation to grant an APR or a CR, for agricultural-land owners of
Franklin County, Massachusetts, who rely on their land for their livelihood or as a source of
supplemental income, is generally financial. Nevertheless, in most cases it is not the only important
motivation. There are often also environmental, spiritual and social motivations involved in
agricultural-land owners’ decision to conserve their land. In this sense, conservation easements are
a tool for landowners to achieve a variety of personal goals that may not be harmoniously achieved
otherwise. Therefore, regarding outreach efforts undertaken by land trusts and other conservation
organizations, it is advisable to appeal to a range of motivations, such as those identified in this
study, and not just the financial ones, even though the latter may often ultimately be the limiting
factor in the decision to conserve. Additionally, it may be useful to consider organizing outreach
efforts attending to particular categories of agricultural-land owner profiles, as they may have
different sets of motivations to appeal to, as the ones suggested by this study. Most notably,
individuals that fall within the farmland retreat owner category may be more inclined to conserve
for non-financial motivations.

Future research
The focus of this study has been placed on the motivation of agricultural-land owners to
conserve their land; however, my research revealed additional areas of inquiry including: The role
of tax abatement in private land conservation decisions, the comparison between the sense of place
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of land trust staff members and that of specific landowner categories,

how individuals’

motivations to conserve may change over time, why participants’ average age is skewed towards
an older demographic group, how participant concepts of land stewardship are developed, the
reason for agricultural-land owners not to conserve their land, and the motivations of farmers who
buy land that is already conserved.
Most of the landowner participants of this study had enrolled their lands in Chapters 61
61A or 61B of the Massachusetts General Law before granting an APR or a CR, which means they
were already benefiting from a reduction in real estate taxes before they conserved their land.
Moreover, half of the landowners that had not enrolled their lands in the Chapters before placing
an APR or a CR claim they would not have granted the easement if it did not involve a tax
abatement. This suggests the possibility that the tax abatement incentive may play a key role in
landowners’ decision to conserve their land. Further research would be needed to arrive at founded
conclusions.
In chapter 4 of this study I compare the sense of place of FLT staff members with the
general sense of place of the whole group of landowner participants. To obtain more precise
results, it would be useful for future research to compare land trust staff members’ sense of place
with that of particular landowner categories instead.
Statements by two landowners (Curt in his follow-up interview, and Jane) suggest that a
person's key motivation to conserve their land can change over time. The particular landowners
that imply this possibility claimed that, at the time they granted the easement, the motivation was
financial, but at the present time it would be more for spiritual, social or environmental purposes.
In Massachusetts, the average age of “principal operator is 57.8 years old” (Agricultural
Resources Facts and Statistics, n.d.) while the average age of landowners within the study sample
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is 65. Future research may want to consider addressing the question why the age of landowner
study participants is skewed towards an older demographic group.
The landowner interviewees of this study give strikingly clear and similar definitions of
‘land stewardship.’ In this regard, future research could address the following questions: Where
did they learn about this concept? What might have been the primary source(s): (The Franklin
Land Trust? The Brundtland Report? School?) Maybe from various sources at the same time? How
did they become so familiar with it?
Reasons for agricultural-land owners not to conserve their land, from the point of view of
landowners who have not conserved their land have not been extensively addressed. Among my
interviewees, one (Aiden) became an example of this landowner category. I first interviewed him
because he was strongly considering granting an APR, but when I did the follow-up interview, he
was not interested in granting the easement any longer. As I explained in Chapter 5, one of Aiden's
main complaints about the APR program is that it involves keeping the price of agricultural land
low (at agricultural value). In Aiden’s personal view, agricultural land has a primarily financial
value and the financial compensation offered by the APR program is not high enough for this
farmer to make the conservation of his land worthwhile. Further research would be necessary to
define the relevance of this aspect in agricultural-land owners’ decision not to conserve their land.
A category of agricultural-land owners that has not been fully addressed in this study is
that of farmers that buy conserved agricultural land. At least nine agricultural-land owner
participants of this study bought land that was already enrolled in APR at the time of the purchase
and seven of them declared it was the only affordable way for them to buy said parcels. Given the
role of subsequent owners of conserved land in the long-term success of conservation easement
programs, it would be of interest to focus future research on this particular landowner group’s
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motivations for and experiences in buying and operating agricultural land that they did not
personally enroll in a conservation easement program.
Finally, the methodological framework of this study, based on Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis, leaves room for further explanatory research. I have mainly explored,
analyzed and interpreted agricultural-land owners’ motivations for granting conservation
easements, based on the accounts of landowners that have conserved land within the Franklin
County area of western Massachusetts. Therefore, the results of this study cannot be generalizable.
Instead, they aim to serve as a basis for future research to explain agricultural-land owners’
decision to conserve their land.
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Appendix A: Prohibited Acts and Uses Included in Agricultural Preservation Restrictions
(APRs)
Source: Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 184, Section 31

An agricultural preservation restriction forbids or limits any or all of the following:
(a) construction or placing of buildings except for those used for agricultural purposes or for
dwellings used for family living by the land owner, his immediate family or employees;
(b) excavation, dredging or removal of loam, peat, gravel, soil, rock or other mineral substance in
such a manner as to adversely affect the land's overall future agricultural potential; and
(c) other acts or uses detrimental to such retention of the land for agricultural use.
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Appendix B: Prohibited Acts and Uses Included in Conservation Restrictions (CRs)
Source: Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 184, Section 31

A conservation restriction forbids or limits any or all of the following:
(a) alterations in exterior or interior features of the structure,
(b) changes in appearance or condition of the site,
(c) uses not historically appropriate,
(d) field investigation, as defined in section twenty-six A of chapter nine, without a permit as
provided by section twenty-seven C of said chapter, or
(e) other acts or uses detrimental to appropriate preservation of the structure or site.
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Appendix C: Study Area Ecoregions
Source: Griffith et al. (2009)

58f. The Vermont Piedmont is a hilly region east of the Green Mountains/Berkshire Highlands
(58c). It has geological and hydrochemical differences as well as less relief and lower elevation
than Ecoregion 58c. The region has a somewhat milder climate and more calcium-rich soils than
adjacent regions, contributing to areas with more pastoral and agricultural land uses than occur in
neighboring Ecoregions 58c, 58g, or 58q. In Vermont, there is little agreement on the boundary
between the Green Mountains and the Vermont Piedmont. The bedrock geology is mostly
Devonian schist, phyllite, calcareous granofels or quartzose marble. Beds of limestone or quartzose
marble result in surface waters that are well-buffered with high values of alkalinity. The
topography is hilly with some steep slopes, and elevations are approximately 300 to 2000 feet with
some higher peaks. The soils, typically coarse-loamy and loamy, frigid and mesic Inceptisols, were
formed in fine sandy loam glacial till derived from mica schist and siliceous limestone. The
vegetation types are mostly transition hardwoods (maple-beech-birch, oak-hickory with red oak,
white oak, shagbark hickory, and some hemlock and white pine), and northern hardwoods (maplebeech-birch).
The number of landowner study participants with conserved properties in the Vermont Piedmont
ecoregion is 12.

59a. The Connecticut Valley of southern New England is a distinctive ecoregion where the
boundaries are easily defined by bedrock geology and physiography. The topography is mostly
level to rolling, with some higher hills. Although the dominant geology is sedimentary, such as
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arkose, siltstone, sandstone, shale, and conglomerate, tilted basalt layers have formed distinctive
ridges in many parts of the valley. The Jurassic-age Holyoke basalt results in a prominent northsouth trending ridge from southern Connecticut into central Massachusetts, which then curves to
trend east-west in the Holyoke Range. Surficial geology deposits in the valley are relatively thick
and include outwash, alluvial, and lake bottom deposits, in contrast to the mostly till deposits of
adjacent ecoregions. With a climate milder than that found on surrounding uplands, and with
relatively rich soils and level terrain, the valley has long attracted human settlement. Urban and
suburban land cover is common, along with cropland and pasture, and deciduous forest mostly on
the ridges. The forests contain central and transition hardwoods, and floodplain forests of silver
maple and cottonwood occur. Surface water nutrients and alkalinity in the ecoregion are relatively
high. A small disjunct area of the ecoregion occurs in the Pomperaug Valley of western
Connecticut.
The number of landowner study participants with conserved properties in the Connecticut Valley
ecoregion is 7.

58c. The Green Mountains/Berkshire Highlands ecoregion is characterized by relatively
rugged, steep, high elevation mountains, with a colder climate and different vegetation than
surrounding lower elevation regions. There are some climate, geology, physiography, and
vegetation transitions that occur from north to south (e.g., slightly colder with more snow in the
north; more plateau-like granitic areas in the south), although these are not dramatic changes at a
national scale. The Massachusetts part of the ecoregion includes the southernmost extent of the
Green Mountains, generally the highest elevations of the Berkshire Plateau. There is little evidence
on either side of the Massachusetts-Vermont border for dividing the Green Mountains from the
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Hoosac Range and Berkshire Hills. The geology is complex, with mostly metamorphic rocks
including gneiss, schist, phyllite, and quartzite. Some large areas of older, Precambrian rock also
occur. While most Green Mountain bedrock is acidic, a few areas have narrow bands of calcareous
rock or ultramafic serpentine rock that can affect plant distributions. Glacial till deposits are
relatively thin, with many bedrock outcrops. Coarse-loamy to loamy, frigid Spodosols are typical
soils. Elevations range from less than 1000 feet to more than 3000 feet, with Mount Carmel the
high point at 3369 feet. Vegetation is predominantly northern hardwoods (sugar maple, beech,
yellow birch), with some spruce-fir (red spruce, balsam fir, paper birch) at higher elevations (where
not mapped as part of Ecoregion 58j). Montane yellow birch-red spruce forest occurs on some
midslopes in the region. At lower elevations, hemlock occurs, and areas of red oak-hardwood
forests.
The number of landowner study participants with conserved properties in the Green
Mountains/Berkshire Highlands ecoregion is 5.

58e. Many of the characteristics in the Berkshire Transition ecoregion are similar to those of the
southern portion of the Vermont Piedmont (58f). The climate of Ecoregion 58e in southern
Massachusetts and Connecticut is somewhat milder, however, than that of the Vermont Piedmont
(58f). Forest types are a mix of northern, transition, and central hardwoods, with elevations in the
range of 400 to 1700 feet. Some of the calcareous geologic bedrock found in the Vermont
Piedmont is also present in this region; however, there are also various types of schist, micaceous
quartzite or quartz schist, and some gneiss. Some surface waters are lower in alkalinity than most
of those in the Vermont Piedmont (58f). Coarse-loamy, mesic Inceptisols are typical. Some soils
have dense till that restricts root growth and the movement of water. The region also has
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similarities to the Glaciated Reading Prong/Hudson Highlands (58i) in New York and New Jersey,
although the geology here in Ecoregion 58e is more diverse.
The number of landowner study participants with conserved properties in the Berkshire Transition
ecoregion is 4.
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Appendix D: List of Land Trusts that Overlap with FLT’s Area of Operation

The location of each land trust’s headquarters is indicated in parenthesis.

National Land Trusts
The Nature Conservancy (Arlington County, VA)
Trust for Public Land (San Francisco, CA)

State Land Trusts
Trustees of Reservations (Boston, MA)
Mass Audubon (Lincoln, MA)
New England Forestry Foundation (Littleton, MA)

Regional/ Local Land Trusts
FLT (Shelburne Falls)
Kestrel (Amherst)
Mount Grace (Athol)
Rattle Snake Gutter Trust (Leverett)
Winding River Conservancy (Westfield)
Hilltown Land Trust (subsidiary of the Trustees of Reservations, Ashfield)
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Figure: Map of regional and local land trusts that overlap with FLT’s area of operation. Created
by Emily Johnson, 2018. Printed with permission.
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Appendix E. Table of Participants: Landowners

#

1

Pseudonym

Toby

APR/
CR

CR

Donated
(D) or
sold (S)
APR/CR

Gender

D

Male

Age

83

Year
(first)
APR/CR
was
donated
or sold

Total
years
farming
when
decided
to grant
(first)
APR/CR

Total
acres
owned
when
decided
to grant
(first)
APR/CR

2007

24+

112

Total
acres
owned
under
APR/CR

(2016)
106

2

Brad

APR,
CR

S&D

Male

73

2013

43

128

118

3

Amy

-

-

Female

68

-

43

-

-

Net
income
when
decided to
grant
APR/ CR
($25,000
brackets)

Marital
status

Professor

75,000

PhD

Educator
and
researcher.
Now,
farmer.

Collage

Farmer

Education
level
(highest
degree
obtained)

Primary
(former)
occupation

PhD

Race

Date of the
interview

Duration
of the
interview
(min.)

Widowed

White

06/05/2016

41

Cannot
remember

Married

White

06/19/2016

64

Cannot
remember

Married

White

06/19/2016

44

75,000

Divorced

White

07/11/2016

65

125,000*

Married

White

08/19/2016

58

25,000

Married

White

06/12/2016

90

APR,
CR

D

Male

64

1993

0

140

100

Masters

Landscape
architect
and planner

Norah

CR

D

Female

66

In
progress

0

20

20

PhD

Lawyer

6

Ryan

APR

N/A

Male

60

2007

31

0

160

PhD

Professor

7

Mike

APR

S

Male

66

1990

34

350

209

Undergraduate

Farmer

0

Married

White

06/30/2016

62

8

John

2APRs,
2CR

S

Male

73

2014

52

279

472

High
School

Farmer

50,000

Widowed

White

06/16/2016

95

9

Ken

APRCRs

S&D

Male

74

1992

17

382

335

Collage

Farmer and
Architectural woodworker

25,000

Married

White

06/30/2016

120

10

Paul

2APRs,
1CR

S

Male

63

2009

35

240

168

Bachelor’s

Farmer

75,000*

Married

White

06/16/2016

92

11

Garth

1APR,
1CR

S&D

Male

67

2010

47

64

56

Masters

Farmer

25,000

Married

White

07/11/2016

118

12

Hans

3APRs

S

Male

60

2003

32

650

600

High
School

Farmer

0

Married

White

06/18/2016

58

4

Ian

5
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#

13

Pseudonym

Gus

APR/
CR

APRs,
CRs

Donated
(D) or
sold (S)
APR/CR

Gender

D

Male

Age

63

Year
(first)
APR/CR
was
donated
or sold

Total
years
farming
when
decided
to grant
(first)
APR/CR

Total
acres
owned
when
decided
to grant
(first)
APR/CR

1991

?

?

Total
acres
owned
under
APR/CR

(2016)
?

Education
level
(highest
degree
obtained)

Primary
(former)
occupation

Masters

Farmer

Net
income
when
decided to
grant
APR/ CR
($25,000
brackets)

Marital
status

Race

Date of the
interview

Duration
of the
interview
(min.)

?

Married

White

07/09/2016

82

25,000

Married

White

07/06/2016

102

14

Keith

APR

S

Male

70

2012

61

450

440

Collage

Commissioner of
MDAR,
Farmer

15

Adam

APR,
CR

S

Male

66

2005

50

1000

100

High
School

Farmer

0

Married

No

08/11/2016

46

16

Etta

CR

D

Female

73

2012

0

104

100

High
School

Editor

pnts

Widowed

White

06/08/2016

49

17

Eve

APR

N/A

Female

49

2012

12

23

225

Masters

Farmer

25,000

Married

White

07/01/2016

104

18

Ray

-

-

Male

48

-

9

-

-

Undergraduate

Farmer

25,000

Married

White

07/01/2016

-

19

Curt

APR

S

Male

61

2000

10

540

543

High
School

Land
manager

pnts

Married

White

07/06/2016

125

20

Alan

2APRs

D

Male

84

1994

40+

100

100

PhD

Professor

50,000*

Married

White

06/28/2016

48

21

Nina

APR,
CR

N/A

Female

62

2003

17

0

140

Bachelor’s

Federal
employee
and Farmer

50,000

Married

White

06/28/2016

91

22

Bob

APR

N/A

Male

49

2001

15

0

132

Bachelor’s

Farmer

25,000

Single

White

06/07/2016

33

23

Ed

APR

S

Male

56

1997

31

23

17

High
School

Farmer

Cannot
remember

Married

No

08/16/2016

48

24

Neal

1APR,
1CR

D

Male

73

2001

45

865

330

Masters

Banker and
Farmer

pnts

Married

White

06/22/2016

126

25

Aiden

4 APRs

S

Male

41

2000

20

320

310

Associate’s

Farmer

25,000

Married

White

08/08/2016

56

26

Sean

APR

S

Male

70

1995

44

90

86

Collage

Orchardist

25,000

Divorced

White

06/27/2016

96

27

Aldo

2APRs

S

Male

87

1995

54

300

133

Bachelor’s

Farmer

50,000*

Married

White

06/29/2016

88

28

Ben

2APRs

S

Male

58

2002

31

180

375

Bachelor’s

Farmer/
Orchardist

25,000

Single

White

07/07/2016

37
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#

Pseudonym

APR/
CR

Donated
(D) or
sold (S)
APR/CR

Gender

Age

Year
(first)
APR/CR
was
donated
or sold

Total
years
farming
when
decided
to grant
(first)
APR/CR

Total
acres
owned
when
decided
to grant
(first)
APR/CR

Total
acres
owned
under
APR/CR

(2016)

Education
level
(highest
degree
obtained)

Primary
(former)
occupation

Net
income
when
decided to
grant
APR/ CR
($25,000
brackets)
50,000*

Married

White

07/07/2016

41

Marital
status

Race

Date of the
interview

Duration
of the
interview
(min.)

29

Matt

2APRs

S

Male

60

2004

43

22

47

Masters

Foundation
General
Manager
and Farmer

30

Ann

CR

S 75% &
25% D
(Bargain
sale)

Female

64

2014

6

89

85

Collage

Farmer

0

Divorced

White

07/08/2016

67

31

Tom

1APR,
1CR

D

Male

75

1996

5

120

110

Masters

Editor

100,000*

Married

White

06/10/2016

64

32

Sam

APR

S

Male

85

2012

76

220

185

High
school

Farmer

0

Widowed

White

07/14/2016

68

33

Ella

APR

S

Female

61

2012

55

220

100

Masters

Farmer

25,000

Married

White

08/09/2016

50

34

Jane

APR

S

Female

64

2002

46

17

15

Collage

Farmer

0

Divorced

White

07/08/2016

48

* It is not clear whether the figure given by the study participant was the household income or the interviewee's personal/individual income.
pnts: Prefers not to say.
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Appendix F. Table of Participants: FLT Staff Members
#

Pseudonym

Gender

Age

Junior (J) or
Senior (S)*
position at
FLT

Education
level (highest
degree
obtained)

Race

Date(s) of the
interview

Duration of
the interview
(min.)

1

Dave

Male

61

S

Masters

White

05/23/1016

133

2

Seth

Male

51

S

Bachelor’s

White

05/23/1016
and
10/18/2016

154

3

Jade

Female

44

J

Masters

White

05/26/2016

62

4

Erin

Female

51

S

Masters

White

05/31/2016

46

5

Liz

Female

60

J

Bachelor’s

White

05/31/2016

18

6

Kim

Female

39

S

Masters

White

06/02/2016

17

7

Jill

Female

38

J

Bachelor’s

White

06/03/2016

28

8

Uma

Female

31

J

Masters

White

06/03/2016

74

9

Juno

Female

52

S

Collage

White

06/13/2016

41

10

Rita

Female

59

J

Associate’s

White

06/14/2016

31

*Senior means they oversee other staff.
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Appendix G: Franklin Land Trust Staff Members Interview Guide
General questions (I)
§

How long have you worked in this land trust and in what capacity/ capacities?

§

What made you decide to work for a land trust and FLT especially? How has this work
been personally fulfilling?

§

What are your personal and/or family connections with rural places and agriculture?

§

How do Franklin Land Trust’s core values match your personal values?

§

What does land stewardship mean to you?

Sustainability questions:
§

In your view and experience, what aspects are important for the sustainability of rural
communities? Do you see those aspects as a common view among land trusts in
Massachusetts?

§

The main policy instruments land trusts use to preserve private land are (correct me if I am
wrong, please) 1) the Conservation Restriction and the Agricultural Preservation Restriction
and 2) land acquisition. Why is one tool more appropriate than the other for achieving
sustainability goals in this particular trust compared to other land trusts?

Place question:
§

What is special about the Franklin County that you think is worth preserving?

§

Tell me about your job. What’s your day like? How does it begin? Walk me through it. What
is unique about your job as a [name of the position] that makes it different from other positions
in the land trust?
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Community outreach questions:
§

How do you (FLT and especially you, personally) promote landowners’ engagement in
CRs/APR and other conservation programs and activities?

§

Who are the people that you reach out to? Tell me about them, define them. Tell me more (until
they answer what social and/or environmental needs the land trust appeals to).

§

Now let’s talk about the process of establishing a conservation restriction. Tell me, how is a
CR, an APR, or combinations of these and other programs established?

§

What do landowners have to do to maintain their role in the agreement?

§

Who appraises the value of the lands you steward? How is it appraised?

§

In your view, how does the establishment of Conservation Restrictions benefit grantors, rural
communities and the wider society (financially/ non-financially)?

§

Are there any other aspects or experiences of land conservation that you would like to share?

General questions (II)
§

What is your primary occupation?

§

Could you tell me your age?

§

What gender category do you identify with? Male/female/transgender/other

§

Do you consider yourself of any specific race or ethnic group? You can choose more than
one of the following categories: White/ Black/ American Indian or Alaskan native/ Asian/
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander/ Hispanic/ Irish Americans/ Italian Americans/
Mexican Americans/ Other.

§

What is the highest education level you’ve completed?

§

Do you consider yourself of any specific religion?
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Appendix H: Landowners Interview Guide
General questions (I)
§

What sort of restriction do you have on your land? CR/APR?

§

Did you 1) donate, 2) sell the restriction, or 3) buy land with the restriction included?

§

Is your primary residence next to the land under restriction?

§

What is the size of the property under restriction?

§

How long have you owned this land/ when did you buy it?

§

How many years have you been farming?

§

When did you decide to establish the (first) restriction? (year/month) When did you establish
the restriction (year/month)?

§

How did the establishment of the restriction happen? (Did you contact FLT or did they contact
you, what was the process)?

§

How many years ago (or what year) did you first contact FLT?

§

What are your personal and/or family connections with rural places and agriculture?

Land stewardship questions
§

What does land stewardship mean to you?

§

What experiences brought you to establish a CR/APR through the FLT?
o What goals did you have in mind?
o What values played a role in your decision?
o What values were most relevant?

The following four questions are asked if respondents do not bring them up in previous answers:
o How do you think the establishment of a CR / APR benefits your community? Was this
an important factor in your decision to grant or sell a restriction?
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o Do you feel any religious and/or spiritual values might have shaped your decision to
establish a CR/APR on your land? How did they affect your decision?
o Did environmental values affect your decision to establish the restriction on your land?
How?
o How did your desire to remain connected to a rural and agricultural context influence
your decision to engage in conservation?
Sustainability questions
§

What does sustainability mean to you?

§

What does the sustainability of your land mean to you?

§

What are the benefits of establishing a CR/APR through FLT?
o How does the conservation of your land contribute to community and personal
wellbeing?
o How does a CR/APR enhance/ secure the environmental value of your land?
o How does a CR/APR enhance/ secure your economic activities related to the land under
CR/APR?

§

Did you feel a responsibility to conserve your land for someone or something?

§

Did you consider benefits to future generations to be an important aspect of preserving the
land?

Place questions
§

What value/s about your restricted parcel are important to you?

§

What values of this region (including the Deerfield Watershed and the Connecticut River
Valley) in general do you think are worth preserving?
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Economic questions:
§

How important was the financial incentive in your decision to establish a restriction on your
land?

§

What does rural livelihood mean to you? In what ways does land conservation contribute to
rural livelihoods?

§

What is your daily routine with regards to your restricted land? And in terms of farming?

§

What do you specifically do to ensure that your land maintains its values
(economic/scenic/environmental)?

§

What role do federal, state, and local governments/agencies play in land stewardship? What
role should they play?

§

Do you find anything about your CR/APR a burden to you in some way?

§

Can you think of any (other) possible negative impacts your CR/APR could have on your
community or the wider society?

§

What do you have to do to maintain the CR, i.e., to ensure you don’t breach the terms of the
contract?

§

Are there any other aspects or experiences of land conservation that you would like to share?

General questions (II)
§

What is your primary occupation?

§

Could you tell me your age?

§

What gender category do you identify with? Male/ female/ transgender/ other

§

Do you consider yourself of any specific race or ethnic group? You can choose one or more of
the following categories: White/ Black/ American Indian or Alaskan native/ Asian/ Native
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Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander/ Hispanic/ Irish Americans/ Italian Americans/ Mexican
Americans/ Other.
§

Do you consider yourself of any specific religion?

§

What is the highest education level you’ve completed?

§

How much land do you own?

§

What is your gross income?

§

What economic activities do you develop on the CR/APR land?

§

Why did you finally choose to grant a CR/APR instead of an APR/CR or using any other
program you may have considered (including maybe even selling the land altogether)?
§

Could you provide an estimate of the income earned from your restricted property?
o No income (Income is not generated as a result of economic activity within the
restricted area of the property)
o Less than 50% of total income (Economic activity related to the restricted property
provides less than 50% of your total income)
o More than 50% of total income

§

From the income indicated in the previous question, how much is from agriculture?
o 100%
o More than 50%
o Less than 50

§

Is there anything you would like to add about the process of conserving your land (before
or after)?
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Appendix I. Structural Themes: Landowner Study Participants’ Personal Background
Lived gratifying
experience in rural
settings

Lived in/close to rural
areas

Toby

ü

ü

2

Brad

ü

ü

3

Amy

ü

ü

4

Ian

5

Norah

ü

6

Ryan

ü

7

Mike

8

John

9

Ken

10

#

Pseudonym

1

Raised on/close to
the land conserved

Unwanted housing
expansion

ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Paul

ü

ü

ü

11

Garth

ü

ü

12

Hans

13

Gus

ü

14

Keith

ü

15

Adam

16

Etta

17

Eve

18

Ray

19

Curt

20

Alan

21

Nina

22

Bob

23

Ed

24

Neal

ü

25

Aiden

ü

26

Sean

ü

27

Aldo

ü

ü
ü

ü

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü
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Lived gratifying
experience in rural
settings

Lived in/close to rural
areas

Raised on/close to
the land conserved

Ben

ü

ü

29

Matt

ü

30

Ann

ü

ü

31

Tom

ü

ü

32

Sam

ü

ü

33

Ella

ü

ü

34

Jane

ü

#

Pseudonym

28

Numeration

16

19

6
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Unwanted housing
expansion

12

Appendix J. Textural Themes by category: Motivations to Conserve Agricultural Land
Environmental themes
#

Pseudonym

Protect scenic value

1

Toby

2

Brad

3

Amy

ü

4

Ian

ü

5

Norah

6

Protect rural
character

ü

Protect wildlife

Protect the soil

Protect water
bodies

ü

Protect
environmentalspiritual values

Environmental
values as side benefit

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Ryan

ü

ü

ü

7

Mike

ü

8

John

9

Ken

10

Paul

ü

11

Garth

ü

12

Hans

13

Gus

14

Keith

ü

15

Adam

ü

16

Etta

ü

ü

17

Eve

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
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ü

Environmental themes
Pseudonym

18

Ray

ü

19

Curt

ü

20

Alan

21

Nina

22

Bob

23

Ed

24

Neal

25

Aiden

26

Sean

27

Aldo

ü

28

Ben

ü

29

Matt

ü

30

Ann

ü

31

Tom

ü

ü

32

Sam

ü

ü

33

Ella

ü

34

Jane

ü

ü

ü

21

9

14

Numeration

Protect scenic value

Protect rural
character

#

ü

Protect wildlife

Protect the soil

Protect water
bodies

Protect
environmentalspiritual values

Environmental
values as side benefit

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

13
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5

8

4

Social themes
Benefit future
generations

Enhance
local/regional food
production

#

Pseudonym

1

Toby

2

Brad

3

Amy

ü

4

Ian

ü

ü

5

Norah

ü

ü

6

Ryan

ü

ü

7

Mike

8

John

9

Ken

10

Paul

11

Garth

ü

12

Hans

ü

13

Gus

ü

14

Keith

ü

15

Adam

ü

16

Etta

ü

17

Eve

18

Ray

Set example of land
conservation to
neighbors

Social benefits are
a side benefit

ü
ü

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
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Social themes
Benefit future
generations

Enhance
local/regional food
production

Set example of land
conservation to
neighbors

Social benefits are
a side benefit

#

Pseudonym

19

Curt

ü

20

Alan

ü

21

Nina

22

Bob

ü

ü

23

Ed

ü

ü

24

Neal

ü

25

Aiden

ü

26

Sean

27

Aldo

28

Ben

ü

29

Matt

ü

30

Ann

ü

31

Tom

ü

32

Sam

ü

33

Ella

34

Jane

Numeration

ü

ü

24

ü
ü

11

3

4
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Spiritual themes
#

Pseudonym

Place attachment

Desire to remain in
rural places

1

Toby

ü

2

Brad

ü

3

Amy

ü

4

Ian

ü

5

Norah

ü

6

Ryan

7

Mike

8

John

9

Ken

10

Paul

ü

11

Garth

ü

12

Hans

13

Gus

14

Keith

ü

ü

15

Adam

ü

ü

16

Etta

ü

17

Eve

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
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Spiritual themes
#

Pseudonym

19

Curt

20

Alan

21

Nina

22

Bob

23

Ed

24

Neal

25

Aiden

26

Sean

27

Aldo

28

Place attachment

Desire to remain in
rural places

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü

Ben

ü

ü

29

Matt

ü

ü

30

Ann

ü

31

Tom

ü

32

Sam

ü

33

Ella

ü

ü

34

Jane

ü

ü

Numeration

20

14
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Financial themes
#

Pseudonym

Farm viability
motivations

Non-farming-related
financial motivations

1

Toby

2

Brad

ü

3

Amy

ü

4

Ian

5

Norah

6

Ryan

7

Mike

8

John

9

Ken

10

Paul

11

Garth

12

Hans

ü

ü

13

Gus

N/A

ü

14

Keith

ü

15

Adam

16

Etta

N/A

17

Eve

N/A

ü

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
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Financial themes
#

Pseudonym

Farm viability
motivations

Non-farming-related
financial motivations

18

Ray

19

Curt

20

Alan

N/A

21

Nina

N/A

22

Bob

ü

23

Ed

ü

24

Neal

25

Aiden

N/A

26

Sean

ü

27

Aldo

28

Ben

ü

29

Matt

N/A

ü

30

Ann

N/A

ü

31

Tom

N/A

ü

32

Sam

33

Ella

ü

34

Jane

ü

Numeration

12

N/A

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

15
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Appendix K: Land Trust Email Solicitation
Dear Mr. Hubbard
My name is Rocio Lalanda. I am a Ph.D. student in the School of Geosciences at the University
of South Florida. I am very interested in land stewardship, and especially in the work carried out
by land trusts in the field of private land conservation. Following these interests, I am developing
a potential dissertation research project on how landowners and land users benefit from land
trust-led land stewardship programs, focusing on land stewardship projects that specifically
involve farmland conservation. For the purpose of this study, the Franklin Land Trust seems to
be a great organization to consider, given your inspiring achievements and the exemplary list of
private farmland properties you help conserve. It would be most valuable for my study and an
honor for me to have the opportunity to meet you and the rest of the FLT team in the near future.
I realize that you are most likely very busy, but your expertise and/or that of other FLT staff and
board members would greatly enhance this study. When would be a good time to talk to you
about a potential visit?
Thank you for reading my message and please let me know if you have any questions. I look
forward to your response.
Kind regards,
Rocio Lalanda
School of Geosciences
College of Arts and Sciences
University of South Florida
4202 East Fowler Avenue, NES
Tampa, FL 33620
13205 Sunset Shore Circle
Riverview, Fl, 33579
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Appendix L: Landowner Email Solicitation
Dear Mr./ Mrs. __________,
My name is Rocio Lalanda. I am a Ph.D. student in the School of Geosciences at the University
of South Florida. I am very interested in land stewardship, particularly in the work carried out by
land trusts in the field of private land conservation. Following these interests, I am developing a
dissertation research project on how landowners benefit from the establishment of Conservation
Restrictions and Agricultural Preservation Restrictions on farmland. For the purpose of this
study, I have recently contacted the Franklin Land Trust and requested the contact information of
landowners that have established—or are in the process of establishing—CRs or APRs, as is
your case. It would be most valuable for my study to have the opportunity to meet you in the
near future. My visit would be in a place of your choosing and should take about an hour.
If you do not wish to participate you can let me know by answering this email and I will not try
to contact you any further. On the other hand, if you would like to participate, please answer my
email and let me know what time would be best to call you and what phone number I should use
to set up a potential visit. If I don’t hear from you I will follow up with a phone call in a few
weeks. I realize that you are most likely very busy, but your experience would greatly enhance
this study.
I would like to make it clear that I do not represent any government agency nor the Franklin
Land Trust and that any specific information regarding you or your operation will be held in
strict confidence.
Thank you for reading my message. Please feel free to contact me with any questions regarding
my research if you are hesitant to participate. I look forward to your response.
Kind regards,
Rocio Lalanda
School of Geosciences
College of Arts and Sciences
University of South Florida
4202 East Fowler Avenue, NES
Tampa, FL 33620
13205 Sunset Shore Circle
Riverview, FL, 33579
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